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P r e f a c e 

Of the many splendid achievements of the ancient Greeks, the alphabet was 
perhaps the most marvelous and certainly the most influential. Like practically 
all great intellectual and technological achievements, this one was no creation 
ex nihiio. The alphabet stands on the shoulders of the consonantal script of the 
Phoenicians, as is well known. However, in the following pages I argue that 
one alphabetic foot also rests on a shoulder of the syllabic script of the Cypriot 
Greeks. That this is so only comes to light when the question of the origin of 
the alphabet is examined in a manner which cuts across individual disciplinary 
boundaries. Because of the cross-disciplinary nature of this investigation, some 
of the territory traversed will be unfamiliar to one or another group of readers. 
The phonetic and phonological discussions and the careful examinations of ear-
lier attempts to elucidate certain spelling strategies of the Greek syllabaries 
will, for example, be new ground for some. These matters are, however, crucial 
in discovering that there is indeed a continuum of Greek literacy from Mycen-
aean Knossos to Homer. Perhaps those readers less familiar with linguistics 
may even wish to begin reading the book with chapter 6 and, after complet-
ing chapter 8, go back and read the book from the beginning. Readers may 
also wish to consult the phonetic glossary and charts which appear following 
chapter 8. 

This is a work which has taken shape over some time. While I would hesi-
tate to provide an exhaustive list of everyone who has offered constructive 
comments along the way, lest some individuals be unintentionally omitted, 
there are particular persons and organizations to whom I must express heartfelt 
appreciation. 1 am yet again deeply grateful to the Andrew W. Mellon Founda-
tion, which provided partial support for the research underlying this book. I 
would like to express my appreciation to Marshall Cohen, former dean of the 
Humanities Division of the College of Letters, Arts and Sciences at the Univer-
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sity of Southern California, for granting to me a semester's leave during a 
critical stage in the writing of this book. For reading the manuscript and offer-
ing guidance and encouragement, I particularly thank Professors Thomas Pa-
laima, Laurence Stephens, and William Thalmann. For his assistance with Rus-
sian language and many kind suggestions, I am most grateful to my former 
Johns Hopkins colleague and friend, the late Professor James W. Poultney. I 
am deeply indebted to Oxford University Press and to Elizabeth Maguire, Elda 
Rotor, Susan Chang, Rahul Mehta, and Robert Dilworth for the wonderful edi-
torial assistance which they have provided. Last and most importantly of all, I 
thank my wife and son for their unfailing support, without which this undertak-
ing could not have come to fruition. Whatever errors and oversights remain 
herein are solely my own. 
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1 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

1.0 Overview 

This is a hook about the origin of the Greek alphabet (at least that is my 
perception). But I cannot begin this book with the alphabet, for it was not with 
the advent of that script that the Greeks first began to write. Hundreds of years 
before the conception of α, β, and so on, Greek scribes had already taken 
stylus in hand and w?ere engaged in giving orthographic expression to their 
language. In the following pages I argue that it is only within the broader 
context of Greek literacy that the origin of the Greek alphabet can be rightly 
perceived. The Linear Β syllabic script, the syllabary of the Cypriot Greeks and 
the alphabet each stand as points along an unbroken continuum of Greek liter-
acy which stretches from the Mycenaean era to the present. 

The continuity of Greek literacy only comes to light upon examining certain 
aspects of prealphabetic Greek orthography in exacting detail, and I undertake 
such an examination in the ensuing four chapters. In chapter 2 an overview is 
presented of the two ancient Greek syllabaries (i.e., scripts in which each char-
acter has a value equivalent to a syllable rather than a single consonant or 
vowel sound).1 These two scripts are Linear B, the second millennium B.C. 
writing system of the Mycenaean Greeks, and the slightly later Cypriot Sylla-
bary. Chapters 3 and 4 are devoted to an analysis of the various modern inter-
pretations of the Linear Β and syllabic Cypriot spelling strategies which were 
used for writing sequences of consonants. As each character in the syllabic 
scripts has a built-in vowel component (since every syllable contains a vowel), 
special mechanisms had to be devised for spelling phonetic strings of conso-
nants. Though we would most certainly nol have anticipated it, we will first 
encounter here, in these syllabic strategies for spelling consonant clusters, tell 
ing evidence that the Greek alphabet was developed by individuals who were 
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4 Greek Writing from Knossos to Homer 

already literate---literate in the tradition of a syllabic writing system, This initial 
discovery of a bridge between the Greek syllabic and alphabetic traditions is 
the object of a detailed investigation in chapter 5. 

We at last turn our attention fully on the alphabet in chapter 6. Here I ex-
plore the Greek adaptation of the characters of the Phoenician consonantal writ-
ing system (which is, of course, the source of the Greek alphabetic script), 
focusing on the Phoenician sibilant letters (zayin, samek, sade, and shin) and 
their Greek counterparts [zeta, xi, sein, and sigma). Recent investigators have 
characterized the devolutionarv relationship between these particular Semitic 
and Greek characters as confused and problematic. Closely examining phonetic, 
typological, and historical-phonological evidence, I argue that the presence 
of zeta, xi, and sail (alongside .sigma) in the Greek alphabet is reasonably 
and convincingly motivated only within the framework of a Greek adaptation 
of the Phoenician script in which the adapters were persons already literate in 
the syllabic Cypriot orthographic tradition. Moreover, within such a framework 
the relationship between the Phoenician sibilant characters and their Greek ana-
logues is not confused but straightforward. 

Chapter 7 is concerned with Cyprus as the place of origin of the alphabet. 
Here I identify additional evidence supporting the thesis that the alphabet was 
the product of Cypriot scribes and explore a scenario of early developments of 
the alphabet on Cyprus which would account for variations in the local alpha-
bets of Greece. Within recent years the date assigned to the origin of the Greek 
alphabet has ranged from the eighth to the fifteenth centuries B.C. 1 argue that 
the model of a Cypriot origin of the alphabet establishes for this process a 
terminus post quem of the early to mid-ninth century B.C. and that the develop-
ment of the alphabet at the hands of scribes trained in the syllabic writing 
system of Cyprus is responsible for the occurrence in the alphabet of certain 
features which some investigators have interpreted to be evidence for a second-
millennium date of origin. Chapter 7 concludes with a survey of the findings 
of those investigators who have proposed Cyprus as the place at which the 
Greek alphabet was devised, followed by an examination of other proposed 
sites for this process. 

In chapter 8, I will summarize my findings which point to the Greek adapta-
tion of the Phoenician script at the hands of scribes accustomed to spelling the 
Greek language with the syllabic script of Cyprus. Recent work on the origin 
of the Greek alphabet has invoked a causative relationship between the advent 
of the alphabet and the recording of Homeric verse, an issue I also address in 
chapter 8. My study concludes with an examination of the nature of the expor-
tation of the alphabet out of Cyprus to points west. 

1.1 The Greek Syllabaries 

Before proceeding to chapter 2 and its survey of the orthographic principles of 
the Mycenaean and Cypriot syllabic scripts. I offer a few remarks toward plac-
ing those scripts within the context of their historical development. Linear B, 
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the name that the British archaeologist Sir Arthur Evans coined at the turn of 
the century for the syllabic Mycenaean script, survives primarily on clay tablets 
recovered from the ruins of the Mycenaean palace at Knossos and at Khania2 

on the island of Crete, as well as from various Mycenaean sites on the Greek 
mainland, chiefly Pylos. Mycenae, Tiryns, and Thebes (see figure 1.1). The 
materials from Knossos are most often dated to about 1400 B.C. and those from 
the mainland sites to about 1200 B.C. The Linear Β script almost certainly 
developed from the as yet undeciphered Minoan script which Evans called Lin-
ear A; the advent of the Linear Β script is probably to be placed in the fifteenth 
century B.C.3 Linear A, in turn, had likely evolved out of the also undeciphered 
script known as Cretan Hieroglyphic. The former is attested from about 1750 
to 1450 B.C., and the latter appears to have spanned the Middle Minoan period 
(ca. 2000-1600).4 

The Greek syllabic writing system of Cyprus, the Cypriot Syllabary, first 
attested in the middle of the eleventh century B.C., appears to be a Greek adap-
tation of one of the Cypro-Minoan scripts, so called because they are believed 
to be descended from a Cretan writing system, quite probably l inear A.5 The 
Cypro-Minoan scripts have been traditionally identified as Cypro-Minoan L 2, 
and 3; a fourth script, sometimes called Archaic Cypro-Minoan, is attested on 

S fMt»i>; ,,· 

I 

• t * 
Τ ΙΓΛ?,·ν i 

J f / ^ v ^ V - ί^&νΤϊλ 
v , J , i A .... ' * Ζ"- ·< 

* U 
-x c -

\Γ· r 1 M Bf«^·«'·'^;,. 1 V 
Αΐ ,r Ah ι AI 1 A i w < 

ι \ 

I ; , » > ι *r. itJ λ 
h'-.ï \ .1 '' 

t-irt-N·;·''··,'·. ,,·<; 

1 fil?0 , , ν -^Λ"1 

ÛHfaWIlCtfl*· 

Iii il j Kl. i. 1 Map of the Bronze Age Aegean. From Barry Cunliffe, The Oxford Illus-
trated Prehistory of Europe (Oxford University Press, 19l)4). Reprinted by permission 
of Oxford University Pres .̂ 
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a single document of ca. 1500 B.C. and is perhaps the immediate predecessor 
of Cypro-Minoan 1, the probable source of the Greek Cypriot Syllabary. Cypro-
Minoan 1 inscriptions are attested approximately from the late sixteenth to the 
twelfth centuries B.C. Cypro-Minoan 2 and 3 are known from thirteenth-century 
documents, the latter having been recovered thus far only at the site of the 
Syrian coastal trading center of UgariL6 

1.2 Miscellanea 

I have anticipated that this book's audience will include classicists, linguists, 
and specialists in Near Eastern studies and have undertaken to write in such a 
way that the work will be accessible to the full array of its readers. The result 
of so doing may be that at points in the study, one subset or another of the 
readership may encounter exhaustive discussion of matters which, for that sub-
set, seem patently obvious. I would implore each group of specialists to exer-
cise tolerance and long-suffering in the midst of such trials, so that perhaps in 
the end some common benelit will be realized. 

All Greek and Semitic words cited in the text are phonetically transcribed 
and glossed. The mode of transcribing Greek vowels which I have adopted is 
that of W. S. Allen 1974 (see ligure 1.2):7 

1 high front unrounded /i/ and /i:/ 
υ high front rounded /Ii/ and /ii.7 
ου high back rounded /u:/ 
ε, τ], ει -=- mid front unrounded /e/, /e:/. and /e:A respectively 
ο, ω = mid back rounded /o/ and /p:/. respectively 
α low central unrounded /a/ and /a:/ 

The decision was made to transcribe, by convention, all Greek vowels as they 
would have been pronounced in fifth-century Attic (a procedure which admit-

F I G U R B 1.2 The vowels of Classical Attic Greek. From W. S. Allen, Vox (iraeca; Λ 
Guide to the Pronunciation of Classical Greek. 2nd cd. (Cambridge University Press, 
1974). Reprinted by permission of Cambridge University Press. 
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tedly has oit.cn resulted in anachronistic transcription), except where it was 
necessary to make dialectal vowel values explicit for the sake of the discussion 
or argument at hand. 

Notes 

1. Of course, there are characters in the Greek syllabaries which represent single 
vowels, as a vowel alone can constitute a syllable. It is at this one point that the values 
of characters of syllabic scripts and alphabetic scripts overlap. 

2. On the tablets from Khania, see E. Hallager, M. Vlasakis, and B. Hallager, 1990, 
"The First Linear Β Tablet(s) from Khania," Kadmos 29:24-34; 1992, "New Linear Β 
Tablets from Khania/' Kadmos 31:61-87; J.-P. Olivier, 1993, "KN 115 - KH 115. Un 
même scribe à Knossos et à La Canée au MR HIB: Du soupçon à la certitude," BCH 
117:19-33. 

3. On the development of the Linear Β script from Linear A, see T. Palaima, 1988, 
"The Development of the Mycenaean Writing System," in Texts, Tablets and Scribes: 
Studies in Mycenaean Epigraphy and Economy Offered to Emmett L. Bennett, Jr., ed. 
J.-P. Olivier and T. Palaima (supplement to Minos, no. 10), pp. 269-342. 

4. For an overview of the Cretan and Cypriot scripts, see R. Woodard, forthcoming, 
"Linguistic Connections Between Greeks and Non-Greeks," in Greeks and Barbarians, 
ed. J. Coleman and C. Walz. On Linear A see Y. Duhoux, 1989, "Le linéaire A: Pro-
blèmes de déchiffrement/' in Problems in Decipherment, ed. Y. Duhoux, I. Palaima, 
and J. Bennet (Louvain-La-Neuve: Peeters), pp. 59 120; Y. Duhoux, ed., 1978, Etudes 
minocimes E Le linéaire A (Louvain: Editions Peeters); L. Godart, 1976, "La scrittura 
lineare A," La parola del passalo 31:31 47. On Cretan Hieroglyphic see J.-P Olivier, 
1989, "The Possible Methods in Deciphering the Pictographic Cretan Script," in Duhoux 
et al. 1989:39-58; 1976, "La scrittura geroglifica cretese," La parola del passato 31:17 
23. 

5. See T. Palaima, 1989a, "Ideograms and Supplementais and Regional Interaction 
among Aegean and Cypriote Scripts," Minos 24:29-54; J. Chadwick, 1979, "The Mi-
noan Origin of the Classical Cypriot Script," in Acts of the International Archaeological 
Symposium "The Relations Benveen Cyprus and Crete, ca. 2000-500 B.C." (Nicosia: 
Nicolaou and Sons), pp. 139-143. 

6. On the Cypro-Minoan scripts, see especially T. Palaima, 1989b, "Cypro-Minoan 
Scripts: Problems of Historical Context," in Duhoux et al. 1989:121-187 (with extensive 
bibliography of earlier work); E. Masson, 1974, Cyprominoica (Göteborg: Paul A ström s 
Forlag). Palaima disputes the traditional four-way classification of the Cypro-Minoan 
scripts. 

7. However, 1 utilize the colon to mark long vowels in phonetic transcription, while 
Allen uses the macron. 



1 

T h e S y l l a b a r i e s 

2.0 Structure of the Syllabaries 

2.0.1 Symbol Types 

The two syllabaries in which ancient Greek was written share the trait of con-
sisting almost entirely of two types of symbols: (1) symbols representing sim-
ply vowels1 (i.e., V characters); and (2) symbols representing sequences of con-
sonant + vowel (i.e., CV characters). In figure 2.1 the symbols of Linear Β are 
presented; as indicated, the only characters having a value other than V or CV 
are the dental + glide characters t\ve, two, dwe, dwo, nwa (and perhaps swa 
and swi), tya, rya, ryo, and the double stop character pte. It is true that the 
consonantal component of the characters transcribed as za, ze, and zo does 
correspond etymologically to the alphabetic Greek character zeta ( ζ ) and that 
zeta represents the sound sequence [zd] (i.e., zeta is a CC alphabetic character); 
however, the phonetic value of in the second-millennium script of Myce-
naean Greek was almost certainly not the same as that of first-millennium zeta. 
This problem is addressed in chapter 6. 

Figure 2.2 illustrates the characters of the Cypriot Syllabary. In addition to 
V and CV characters, the Cypriot system possesses the CCV symbols kse and 
ksa.2 Unlike the CCV characters of Linear B, these symbols have a phonetic 
analogue in the Greek alphabet: namely, the letter xi (ξ), also having the value 
[ks|. This "coincidencev will prove to be of considerable significance and is 
discussed at length in chapter 6. Of course, the Greek alphabetic symbol zeta 
(ζ) which was mentioned above could be said to be an analogue of the Linear 
Β zV symbols, but only to the extent that the consonantal sound spelled with 
zV in the second-millennium script of Linear Β evolved into the sound spelled 
with ζ in the alphabetic script of the first millennium; as indicated above, they 
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BASIC VALUES 
A E A I Ψ 0 ft U f 
DA h DE r Dî III 

I DO i- DU «t 
JA 0 JE κ JO T 
ΚΑ θ K E Α KL ν KO ? KU * 
MA é ME ¥ M! V MO MU Y 
ΝΑ ? NE τ NI Υ NO ψ NU W 
ΡΑ + P E P I ft PO "i P U 

QA ? QE © Ql Τ QO T 
RA k R E Y R I \ RO +· R U t 
S A Y SE r S I m SO t S U E 
T A £ T E * ΤΓ /ft T O Τ T U * 
WA fit W E 2 W! iL WO s ' 

* 
Z A î Z E Ç Z O t 

SPECIAL VALUES 
HA JJÛ AL % AU > D W E f DWO XX 
Ν WA V P T E M P H U Ψ RYA R A I ¥ 
RYO φ T Y A W T W E FC T W O 

FiGURi·; 2.1 The symbols of the Linear Β syllabic script. From Oliver Dickenson, The 
Aegean Bronze Age (Cambridge University Press, 1994). Reprinted by permission of 
John Chadwick. 

arc almost certainly not phonetically identical. On this point, note that figure 
2.2 includes syllabic Cypriot symbols transcribed as z.o and za. These also cor-
respond ctymologically to alphabetic zeta and arc considered in chapter 6, 
along with the Mycenaean ;;V symbols. 

2.0.2 Ill-Suited Systems 

A syllabic writing system consisting almost entirely of V and CV symbols 
would be quite well suited for representing languages such as Japanese and 
those of the Polynesian branch of the Austronesian linguistic family, that is, 
languages in which closed syllables and consonant clusters occur infrequently 
or are absent altogether. Japanese is, in fact, written syllabically (at least in 
part3), and the Κ ana syllabaries used for this purpose consist almost solely of 
V and CV characters. The Greek language is quite a different matter, however; 
the phonotactics of Greek are such that closed syllables and consonant clusters 
abound. Greek is not a language for which one would expect a syllabary con-
sisting of only V and CV characters to be most naturally devised. It would 
clearly seem to be the case that the Greeks adopted syllabic scripts which had 
been originally designed for writing a language, or languages, phonotactically 
quite unlike Greek. 
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^ki ^ . \ / ^v* st* a e Α, ι SZ. ο Τ m 

0 ya yo 

wa 1 we y ζ wi wo 

2 m fà re S r i X ro ru 

Y iî 8 fe U + to (v\ lu 

X « ^ mi ^^ mi CD mo îX 

T na 1^1 ne ni I f no ) 1 nu 

Φ pa S pe ^ pi ^ po Si? pu 

ta îte te T ti F to /ïï tu 

1 ka ke Ύ ki A ko ^f ku 

\/ sa se ^ si 2= so su 

)( za % zo 

) ( ksa (H kse 

FIGURE 2.2 The symbols of the Cypriot syllabic script. 

2.0.3 Linear Β 

As a consequence of the significant disparity between the syllable structure of 
Greek and the sign structure of its syllabic scripts, special strategies had to be 
devised by the scribes for graphically treating sequences of consonants and 
word-(inal consonants. In the case of Linear B, these scribal strategics are of 
two basic types (though there is a third type, discussed later, which is quite 
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rcstrictcd in application). On the one hand, a consonant may simply not he 
written, as, for example, in the following forms: 

(1) A. pe-mo for σπέρμα ([spermoj, 'seed') 
B. pa-lAo for Φ<7/σπκ (|phaistos|, a place name) 

In (1A) there are two consonant clusters, a word-initial [sp~] and a word-
internal [-rn>], and in neither case is the first member of the cluster spelled. 
The same treatment is exhibited in the case of the f-st-] cluster in (IB); that is, 
only the second member of the cluster is actually written. I refer to this strategy 
of underrepresentation of clusters as partial spelling. Notice that the word-final 
fricative of (IB) is also not represented orthographically* This is the regular 
treatment of word-final consonants in Linear B. 

On the other hand, in some cases a consonant which precedes another conso-
nant is in fact written, and to do this a CV symbol is used whose vowel compo-
nent must be understood to have no phonetic reality. This spelling strategy is 
exemplified by forms such as the following: 

(2) A. te-ko-ίο-ne for τεκτονες ([tektones], 'carpenters') 
Β. de-so-mo-i for δεσμοίς ([desmois], 'with bindings') 

In (2A) the word-internal sequence f-kto-] is spelled -ko-to-. In other words, 
the first consonant is represented by using a CV symbol, and, as there is no 
vowel pronounced after the stop [k], the vowel component of the symbol -ko-
must be understood as a merely orthographic, nonphonetic "empty" vowel. No-
tice that the particular vowel chosen for this purpose is the one which is identi-
cal to the vowel that phonetically follows the |-kt-| cluster. The strategy for 
representing the [-sm]- cluster of (2B) is the same; the first consonant is written 
-so-, using an empty vowel identical to the vowel that is pronounced after the 
|-sm-| cluster. 1 refer to this type of spelling as plenary spelling.4 

2.0.4 The Cypriot Syllabary 

Both of these Mycenaean strategies for representing consonant clusters were 
also employed by the scribes of the syllabic Cypriot script. The use of partial 
spelling, however, is limited to clusters whose first member is a nasal, as seen 
in the following examples: 

(3) A. pa-ta for παντα ([panta], 'all') 
B. a-to-ro-po for άνθρωπο) i[anthrg:po:], 'of man') 

In these and many other forms, a preconsonantal nasal is simply omitted from 
the spelling. It was pointed out above that an omission strategy is also used for 
word-final consonants in Linear B. Greek is phonotactically constrained in such 
a way that a word2 is only permitted to have as a final consonant either [-r], 
[-n], or [-si. A word-final [-r] is regularly spelled in the Cypriot Syllabary. In 
some instances word-final [-n] and [-s] are spelled as well; in other instances 
the latter two are omitted.6 In the event that a word-final consonant is written, 
it is conventionally represented by using a CV character whose vowel compo-
nent is e, as in the forms presented in (4): 
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(4) A. hare lor γαρ ([gar], 'for') 
B. -pa i-to-nc tor παίδων (|paidg:n], 'nf (the) children") 
C. ka-si-ke-ne-to sc for κασιγνητο^ ( |kasjgnç:tos], "brothers,1 accusative 

plural) 

I term this type of spelling arbitrary vowel spelling. 
Examples (3B), a-to-ro-po for ανΟρο)κω ([anthrg:pç:J), and (4C), ka-si-ke-

ne-to-se for κασιγνητος ([kasignç:t.os]), also illustrate the use of the progres-
sive spelling strategy in the Cypriot. Syllabary: the first member of each of the 
clusters [-thr-j and [-gn-1 is spelled with a symbol whose vocalic component is 
identical to the vowel which follows the cluster. This procedure is identical to 
Linear Β plenary spelling. 

In addition to partial spelling, arbitrary vowel spelling and progressive spell-
ing, a fourth strategy is widely used for representing consonant clusters in the 
Cypriot Syllabary, as is illustrated by the following examples: 

(5) A. mi-si-to-ne for μισθών ( | mistho:n], 'of a fee') 
B. a-ra-ku-ro for αργυρω ([argtirp:]. "of silver*) 

In example (5A), the first member of the word-internal cluster [_-sth-] is written 
by utilizing a CV character (-.v/-) whose vocalic component must be read as an 
empty vowel, just as we have seen in the case of progressive spelling. In this 
instance, however, the empty vowel is not identical to the vowel which phoneti-
cally follows the cluster (K>:-|), as in progressive spelling; instead, its identity 
is with the vowel which phonetically precedes the cluster (|-i-|). In the same 
way, the first member of the |-rg-] cluster of (5B) is spelled -ra-, that is, with 
the symbol whose vowel component matches the vowel occurring before the 
cluster. 1 term this spelling strategy regressive spelling. 

2.0.5 Final Clusters in Linear Β 

Regressive spelling also occurs in Linear Β orthographic practice, but in this 
script, unlike the syllabic Cypriot system, it has a quite limited application. As 
indicated above, word-final consonants are not written in Linear B. If a word 
ends in a consonant cluster, however, the consonant preceding the final one 
may be written, and if it is, this writing is effected by employing the regressive 
spelling strategy. Specifically, the clusters involved in this kind of representa-
tion are those of the type stop fricative: 

(6) A. wa-na-ka, ραναξ ([wanaks], "king") 
B. a3-ti-jo-qo, AWioqns ([aithiokws]. a man's name)7 

As (6A) and (6B) illustrate, a word-final [-s] is simply deleted from the orthog-
raphy (which as we have seen is the regular Linear Β treatment of word-final 
consonants), and a preceding stop is represented using the CV character whose 
vocalic component is identical to the vowel which phonetically precedes the 
word-final cluster. 
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2.0.6 Geminate Clusters 

An idiosyncrasy of consonant cluster spelling which is shared by Linear H and 
the Cypriot Syllabary is found in the spelling of geminate clusters: 

(7) Linear Β 
A. e-ne-w-o for εννεμο (Lenne wo], 'nine') 
B. mi-to-we-sa for μίλτο ρεσσα ([miltowessa], 'painted red') 

Cypriot Syllabary 
C. wa-na-sa-se for ρανασσας ([wanassas], 'of the lady') 
D. a-po-lo-ni for Απολλωνι ([apollgini], 'for Apollo') 

As these examples reveal, only one member of such clusters is actually written; 
that is, a type of partial spelling is employed. 

2.0.7 Word-Initial Clusters 

My remarks up to this point have addressed only word-internal and word-final 
clusters and single word-final consonants; some attention must now be given to 
word-initial clusters. In the case of Linear B, word-initial clusters are treated 
just as word-internal clusters; that is, whatever strategy is used to represent a 
cluster occurring word-internally is also used to spell that cluster when it occurs 
at the beginning of a word. This equal treatment of clusters word-internally and 
word-initially in Linear Β marks a fundamental difference between this script 
and its Cypriot counterpart. In the case of the latter, word-initial clusters are 
written using progressive spelling, regardless of the type of strategy employed 
in representing the same cluster when it occurs word-internally. Consider the 
Cypriot treatment of the cluster /λ/ -I- stop when it occurs word-internally (8A) 
and word-initially (8B): 

(8) A. ka-te-se-ta-se for κατεστασε ([katestase], \s)he placed') 
Β. sa-ta-sa-to~ro for Στασανδρω ([stasandrç:], a man's name, genitive) 

As example (8A) illustrates, and as we have seen already (note example (5A)), 
regressive spelling is used to represent a word-internal cluster of [s] + stop; 
however, when this cluster occurs word-initially, as in (8B), it is written with 
progressive spelling. 

2.0.8 Summary of Spelling Strategies 

Perhaps it would be helpful at this point to summarize the types of strategies 
utilized by the Mycenaean and Cypriot scribes for spelling consonant clusters 
and word-final consonants: 

(9) A. Partial Spelling 
Linear B: (i) certain word-internal and word-initial clusters 

(ii) word-final consonants 
(iii) geminate clusters 
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Cypriot Syllabary: (i) certain clusters beginning with a nasal 
(ii) some occurrences of word-final [-n ] and [-sj 
(iii) geminate clusters 

B. Plenary / Progressive Spelling 
Linear Β: (i) certain word-internal and word-initial clusters 
Cypriot Syllabary: (i) certain word-internal clusters 

(ii) word-initial clusters 

C. Regressive Spelling 
Linear B: (i) stops before word-final f-s] 
Cypriot Syllabary: (i) certain word-internal clusters 

D. Arbitrary Vowel Spelling 
Cypriot Syllabary: (i) word-final [-rJ 

(ii) some occurrences of word-final [-nj and f-s] 

For the sake of summation, I include geminate clusters under the heading par-
tial spelling, since in the case of geminates, as in other instances of this type 
of spelling, only one member of a biconsonantal cluster is actually written. 
However, I do not necessarily claim that it is the second member of the gemi-
nate cluster which is being written, as is indeed the practice with nongeminate 
clusters; for at least Linear Β geminates such a claim would be moot. Also 
included beneath this heading are word-final consonants, which, as we have 
seen, are simply not written in Linear Β and. in some instances, in the Cypriot 
system as well. Perhaps these clusters seem out of place here, but, as I argue 
later, the nonspelling of word-final consonants actually conforms to partial 
spelling practice. 

2.0.9 Other Orthographic Practices 

As the preceding discussion and summary are admittedly rather imprecise at 
points, let us next turn our attention to a more detailed consideration of which 
strategies are used for which clusters. We will do this by initially examining 
the treatments of Mycenaean and syllabic Cypriot spelling of consonant clusters 
which have been offered in the Greek handbooks. Before so doing, however, 
there are a few other general principles of Linear Β and Cypriot orthography 
which should be mentioned. First of all, as the reader is perhaps already aware 
from considering the examples above, no orthographic distinction is made in 
the Cypriot Syllabary between plain voiceless stops, voiceless aspirated stops, 
and voiced stops. In other words, each of the sounds [p. ph' b] is represented 
by CV symbols conventionally transcribed as pV: [t, t h ' d ] by tV\ and [k, kh' g] 
by kV. The same principle is utilized in Linear Β spelling, except that the voiced 
dental stop [d] is distinguished (transcribed dV) from the voiceless stops [t, thJ 
(transcribed tV). Linear Β preserves an additional set of stops, the labiovelars 
|kWi kwK g w f and these are each spelled with the symbols transcribed qV. The 
Mycenaean script, though not the Cypriot, also fails to distinguish the two liq-
uids |1| and [r|, both of these sounds being represented in the former system by 
symbols arbitrarily transcribed as rV.H 
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2.1 Previous Accounts 

2.1.1 Linear Β 

The specific applications of the above discussed Linear Β strategies for repre-
senting consonant clusters are conventionally presented in the various hand-
books of Mycenaean Greek9 as sets of "spelling rules." For example, in the 
second edition of Ventris and Chadwick's Documents, Chadwick offers the fol-
lowing consonant spelling rules: 

(10) A. Final -L, ~M, -N, -R, -S 
At the end of a syllable these sounds are omitted from the spelling. 
. . . In -sm-, however, the s is regularly noted. 

B. Initial S . . . 
Before a consonant initial .v- is generally omitted . . . but sm- is treated 
as in medial syllables. . . . 

C. Consonant clusters 
Doubled consonants are not distinguished. Where a plosive consonant 
[i.e., a stop] precedes another consonant, it is written with the vowel of 
the succeeding syllable. . . . A few irregularities are found with -kt-

v (ξ) j)s (ψ) and t f s [i.e., kns] are treated as k-s-, p-s-, qs. . . . When 
final, they shed the -s and take the vowel of the preceding syllable . . . 
m is preserved in mn- . . . r in -rw- is usually omitted. . . . 
The group -mv- may be written either -nu-w- or with the vowel of the 
following syllable supplied with n. . . . in the group -.vu-, 
ν is normally written . . .I0 

2.1.2 The Cypriot Syllabary 

The principal work treating the syllabic Cypriot materials is Olivier Masson's 
Les inscriptions chypriotes syllabiques.11 Masson's interpretation of the appli-
cation of the various basic strategies for the spelling of consonant clusters in 
this script is thoroughly syllable-based. According to Masson: 

(11) Les groupes consonantiques initiaux sont tautosyllabiques.12 

In the case of word-internal clusters, he states: 

(12) A. Quand les deux consonnes forment un groupe tautosyllabique, le tiaitL 
ment est le même qu'à l'initiale. . . . [L]a première consonne est le 
nclue par le signe comportant la voyelle qui accompagne la seconde. 

B. Quand les deux consonnes sont hétérosyllabique, la première consonne 
est rendue par le signe comportant la voyelle qui figure dans la syllabe 
précédente.13 

Somewhat more summarily, in his CAH article on the Cypriot Syllabary (coau-
thored with T. B. Mitford), Masson writes: 
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(13) In the case of consonantal clusters, several rules are in use. based on the 
principle that the first consonant is rendered by the sign containing the 
vowel of the syllable to which this consonant belong^14 

This syllable-dependent analysis of consonant cluster spelling in the Cypriot 
Syllabary, first offered by Richard Meister (1894),^ is commonly reported. For 
example, Buck states; 

(14) For groups of consonants, the first is indicated by the sign containing the 
vowel of the syllable to which this consonant belongs. ^ 

But not all investigators have explicitly linked Cypriot spelling of word-internal 
clusters with tautosyllabicity and heterosyllabicity. Consider Friedrich's treat-
ment: 

(15) Auch anlautende und inlautende Konsonantengruppen werden durch nur 
graphische Hilfsvokale beseitigt, und zwar erhält beim Anlaut das erste 
Si Iben zeichen den Vokal des zweiten . . . , bei inlautender Gruppe eben-
falls den Vokal des zweiten Konsonanten, falls die Gruppe auch anlautend 
vorkommen kann . . . , andernfalls den vor der Gruppe stehenden 
Vokal.17 

We could rephrase the second half of Friedrich's formulation using the termi-
nology introduced above in this way: 

(16) A word-internal cluster will he represented with progressive spelling if the 
cluster is also capable of occurring word-initially; otherwise regressive 
spelling will be used word-internally. 

Rather than lying the choice of symbols used to represent the first consonant of 
a cluster to syllable membership, Friedrich interprets Cypriot spelling of conso-
nant clusters essentially as a matter of analogy, with the mode of cluster repre-
sentation in word-initial position serving as the analogical model. Friedrich 
does not indicate his reasons for adopting this analysis, but it is an attractive 
analysis to the extent that it avoids positing the problematic premise, which is 
required by a syllable-based analysis such as Masson's. that certain word-
internal biconsonantal clusters are tautosyllabic (see (12A): why this premise 
is problematic is discussed below). Friedrich's analysis is mistaken, however. 
According to (15/16), word-internal clusters of the type [s] + stop should be 
written with progressive spelling since such clusters are capable of occurring at 
the beginning of a word, as is illustrated within the examples of (8), repeated 
here as (17): 

(17) A. ka-te-se-ta-se for καχεστασε ([katestase], '(s)he placed') 
B. sa-ta-sa-to-ro for Στασανδρω ([stasandrp:], a man's name, genitive) 

Contrary to (15/16), when the [s] + stop cluster-type occurs within a word, as 
in (17A), it is represented by utilizing regressive spelling.1* 

Returning to Masson's presentation of the consonant spelling rules of the Cyp-
riot Syllabary, we see that in addition to (11) and (12). he states: 
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(18) A. Les consonnes géminées sont écrites sans exception comme des sim-
ples. 

B. Les consonnes finales sont rendues régulièrement à l'aide des signes 
syllabiques de la série en ~e. N 

Some attention has already been given to both of these rules in the foregoing 
discussion. Masson continues: 

(19) A. Les nasales placées devant consonne (occlusive ou sifflante) ne sont 
jamais notées à Γ intérieur d'un mot ou d'un groupe nominal.20 

B. Un cas particulier est posé par les groupes χσ [khs] (ξ) et πσ [ps] (ψ). 
On exprime ces groupes de deux manières différentes: à l'intérieur, par 
la décomposition en deux syllabes, comme dans les autres cas; mais en 
finale, et à notre connaissance seulement pour -ξε [-kse], -ξα [-ksa], par 
les signes spéciaux xe, xa.:1 

Each of these rules, particularly (19B). is considered in detail in chapter 5. 

The conventional t reatments of the spelling of consonant clusters and word-
final consonants in the syllabic scripts of ancient Greek, such as those of 
Yen tri s and Chadwick and of Masson, are reasonably adequate for the mere 
description of the spelling used to represent any particular consonantal config-
uration, given the assumptions about Greek syllable structure which each 
makes . 2 2 It would be highly desirable, however, to discover some general prin-
ciple, or at least a very minimal set of such principles, which underl ies the 
spelling rules of each script and which is perhaps even c o m m o n to both the 
Mycenaean and Cypriot systems, There have been a number of a t tempts to do 
so, and a considerat ion of these effor ts is the subject of the next two chapters. 

Notes 

1. Including in some instances diphthongs. 
2. One might expect that CCV characters with the consonantal value [ps] would 

have likewise occurred; however, such are not as yet attested among the syllabic Cypriot 
documents. We will return to this matter below. 

3. Logographic symbols (i.e., characters representing words rather than single syl-
lables) also occur as a component of Japanese orthography; see I. Gelb, 1963, A Study 
of Writing, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), pp. 159-165, for discussion. 

4. This spelling practice is identical to the syllabic Cypriot strategy which I call 
progressive spelling. It seems preferable to use the term plenary for the Linear Β treat-
ment, however, since the Mycenaean strategy is one of absence versus presence of 
graphemes; in the Cypriot system, as we shall see, the corresponding strategies oppose 
directionality of spelling. 

5. With the exception of the proclitics; we will return to the matter of proclitics in 
chapter 5. 

6. (). Masson, 1983, Les inscriptions chypriotes svllabiques (Taris: Édition L. de 
Hoecard), pp. 73 74. 

7. With the latter example compare classical Greek Aï (Hoy/ ( |aithiops], 'Ethio-
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pian'). Mycenaean preserves the Labiovelar stop, which has become a bilabial by the 
time of the earliest alphabetic materials. 

8. See also the remarks below on the representation of diphthongs in Linear Β and 
the Cypriot Syllabary. 

9. For example, L. Palmer, 1963, The Interpretation of Mycenaean Greek Texts 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press), pp. 24, 26: A. Thumb, 1959, Handbuch der grie-
chischen Dialekte, part 2, 2nd ed., ed. Α. Seherer (Heidelberg: Carl Winter), pp. 318-
319; M. Ventris and J. Chadwick, 1973, Documents in Mycenaean Greek, 2nd ed. (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press), pp. 45-46, 390; E. Vilborg, 1960, A Tentative 
Grammar of Mycenaean Greek (Göteborg; Almqvist and Wik sell), pp. 36-38. 

10. Docs.:45^4-6, 390. The empty vowel (-u> may be used before [w] and (-i) be-
fore [y]. 

11. See n. 6 above. 
12. Ibid., p. 74. 
13. Ibid., pp. 75 76. 
14. T. Mitford and (). Masson, 1982, "The Cypriot Syllabary." in OU/, 2nd ed., 

ed. J. Boardman and N. Hammond (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), vol. 3, 
part 3, p. 78. 

15. R. Meister, 1894, "Zu den Kegeln der kyprisehen Silbenschrift/' //<'4:175 186. 
16. C. Buck, 1955, The Cheek Dialects (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), p. 

210. See also M. Lejeune, 1982, Phonétique historique du niycenicn et du grec ancien 
(Paris: Klincksieck), p. 285; Thimib-Sc herer, pp. 153-155. 

17. J. Friedrich, 1954, Entzifferung Japanese orthography; see L Gelb, J963, A 
Study of Writing, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), pp. 159-165, for 
discussion. 

4. This spelling practice is identical to the syllabic Cypriot strategy which 1 call 
progressive spelling. It seems preferable to use the term plenary for the Linear Β treat-
ment, however, since the Mycenaean strategy is one of decipherment; the inadequacy of 
his analysis at this point may Well be more a matter of brevity than oversight. 

19. O. Masson, 1983:73. 
20. Ibid., p. 74. 
21. Ibid., p. 76. 
22. Though, as we shall sec, these assumptions are problematic. 
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S y l l a b l e - D e p e n d e n t 
A p p r o a c h e s 

The various attempts to uncover a minimal principle (or set of principles) for 
the representation of consonant clusters and word-final consonants in the My-
cenaean and Cypriot syllabic scripts are essentially of two basic types: (A) 
analyses constructed on the premise that such representation is dependent upon 
syllable structure; and (B) analyses which hold that such representation is not 
dependent upon syllable structure but is instead sensitive to a set of hierarchical 
relations. In this chapter we will consider approaches of the syllable-dependent 
type and turn our attention to the hierarchical approaches in chapter 4. 

3.0 Householder 

An early attempt to formulate a more general expression of the Mycenaean 
scribes' strategy for spelling consonant clusters was presented by F. W. House-
holder1 at the 1963 "Wingspread" Mycenaean Colloquium (the Third Interna-
tional Colloquium for Mycenaean Studies).2 After summarizing the Myce-
naean spelling rules as presented in the first edition of Ventris and Chadwick's 
Documents, Householder suggests what he calls an "alternative formulation":3 

(I) All syllable codas are omitted except w (written -«-), and /? (rarely rd) be-
fore w. A "coda" . . . is a phoneme which closes a syllable4 (and does not 
open a new syllable).5 

In his remarks concerning syllable-final w in the first portion of this statement, 
Householder is referring to the second element of the Greek diphthongs which 
we may broadly transcribe as [eu], [ou],6 and [au]. These diphthongs are nor-
mally spelled in full in Linear B, as opposed to the diphthongs [ei], |oi], [ai]. 
In the case of the latter three, the second vocalic element is occasionally repre-

19 
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sented in spelling but is normally omitted. I consider the second component of 
the diphthongs [eu], [ou], and [au] to be fundamentally vocalic rather than 
consonantal—as is indicated by the regular use of the V symbol u for its repre-
sentation—and, consequently, its representation is a phenomenon distinct from 
consonant cluster spelling. 

By this analysis all consonant clusters which are completely spelled, other 
than [-nw-] (and occasionally [-rw-] and |-l\v-j), should be tautosyllabic, while 
all other clusters should be heterosyllabic. For example, both consonants of the 
sequence [-sm-] in (2A) would fall within the final syllable; but in (2B), [-r-] 
would belong to the initial syllable and [-m-] to the final: 

(2) A. de-so-mo for δεσμοις ([deSsmois]. -with bindings') 
B. pe-mo for σπερμο ([sperSmo], :seed'j 

At least this would be the regular case: Householder indicates that there are 
a few exceptions in which "a fuller writing" is employed for heterosyllabic 
clusters/ 

One problem wilh this interpretation of the consonant cluster spelling ride, 
which Householder acknowledges, arises in the instance of a word-final cluster 
of the type stop I j s j.9 By rule (1) neither consonant of the cluster should be 
written, since both belong to the coda of the final syllable. The word-final [-s] 
of this cluster, just as predicted by rule (1), is not represented; we saw in 
chapter 2 that this is the regular treatment of word-final consonants in Linear 
B. However, contrary to Householder's formulation, a stop preceding the final 
[-s] can be written. Thus, we find Mycenaean spellings such as the following 
(already encountered in chapter 2): 

(3) wa-na-ka, ραναξ ([wanaksj. 'king') 
ayti-jo-qo, Ai6ioqwç ('[aithiokus], a man's name)!0 

The means by which Householder extracts himself from this difficulty is rather 
ad hoc and strikes one as suspicious—and it seems clear that Householder is 
aware that this is so. He suggests that by convention a word-final sequence 
[-ks] is spelled -ka and that a word-final sequence |-kws] is spelled -qo "no 
matter what vowel preceded/ '1 1 It would presumably be coincidental that in 
the attested forms [-ks] is preceded by [-a-] and [~kws] by [-o-]. There is more 
to be said about this matter, and wc shall return to it in chapters 4 and 5. 

There is, however, a far more serious problem with Householder's interpre-
tation. By his analysis the Linear Β spelling of consonant clusters is dependent 
upon syllable structure. The syllable structure which is required by this analy-
sis, however, is contradicted by what we otherwise know about the construction 
of the Greek syllable. That is to say. Householder must posit that in the case of 
some word-internal clusters of two consonants, both consonants have member-
ship in the same syllable (as in (2Λ)). Yet, as is well known, the evidence 
afforded by Greek meter indicates that it is generally the case that the members 
of any given word-internal cluster of two consonants will each belong to a 
different syllable—regardless of what those consonants are. This is of course 
revealed by the metrical weight of syllables. 
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The meter of Greek is quantitative; that is, metrical patterns are created by 
arranging heavy and light syllables in particular sequences. In the metrical 
structure of Greek, a syllable is heavy (A) if it contains a long vowel or a 
diphthong 12 or (B) if it is a closed syllable (i.e., a syllable which ends in a 
consonant).13 When a vowel is followed by two consonants,14 the syllable to 
which that vowel belongs counts as a heavy syllable regardless of whether its 
vowel is long or s h o r t . T h i s is because a vowel preceding a biconsonantal 
cluster occurs in a closed syllable, with the syllable being closed by, and having 
as its tinal member, the first consonant of the cluster. Thus, a syllable-boundary 
separates the two members of a word-internal cluster.16 A syllable is light if it 
contains a short vowel and is open. 

in addition to the testimony of meter, phonological evidence also exists 
which reveals that the members of a word-internal cluster belong to two differ-
ent syllables. An often cited set of examples evidencing this syllabification pat-
tern is provided by comparative and superlative formation of 6>-stem adjec-
tives.! / If the syllable preceding the stem vowel is light (i.e., an open syllable 
containing a short vowel), the addition of the comparative suffix -χερος and 
the superlative suffix -τατος is accompanied by lengthening of the stem vowel, 
as in the following examples: 

(4) νέ-ο-ς (1 nc-o-s], "new') 
νε-ώ-χερος ([ne-çi:-terosJ, 'newer') 
νε-ώ-τατος Une-ç>:-tatos], 'newest') 

If, however, the syllable preceding the stem vowel -o- contains a long vowel 
or a diphthong, and thus is heavy, there is no lengthening of the stem vowel:18 

(5) ώμ-ό-ς ([ç>:m-ô-sj, 'raw') 
ώμ-ό-τερος ([p:nv6-teros], 'rawer') 
ώμ-ό-τατος ([ç:m-ô-tatos], 'rawest') 

In the same way, if the stem vowel is preceded by a consonant cluster, then the 
vowel again is not lengthened, regardless of whether the vowel preceding the 
cluster is long or. as in the following examples, is short: 

(6) Α. λεπτ-ό-ς ([lept-o-s]. 'thin') 
λεπτ-6-τερος ([lept-o-teros], 'thinner') 
λεπτ-()-τατος {[lept-o-tatos], 'thinnest') 

13. μακρ-ό-ς ([makr-o-s], long') 
μακρ ή τερυς ί (makr-6-terosJ, Monger') 
μακρ~(^τατυς ([makr-o-tatosj, longest1) 

Such examples reveal of course that the syllable preceding the stem vowel is 
heavy, just as in (5). Since in each case the vowel of the heavy syllable is short, 
the syllable must be heavy by position; in other words, the initial consonant of 
the cluster |-pt] in (6A) and [-kr-J in (6B) closes, and thus belongs to, the 
syllable preceding the stem vowel [-o-] (i.e., λεπ$χός etc., μακ$ρός etc.).19 

Further evidence for the heterosyllabicity of word-internal clusters is pro-
vided by the accentuation pattern of trisyllabic neuter nominals ending in - ιον 
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([-ion]).20 When the syllable preceding the -l ο ν formant is light, the accent 
generally falls on this syllable, as in the following examples: 

(7) κόρ-ιον ([kôp-ion], 'little girl') 
λίθ-ιον ([lit'Mon], 'little stone') 
πτύχ-ιον ([ptukh-ion], 'folding tablet') 

However, when the preceding suffix is heavy as a consequence of containing a 
long vowel or a diphthong, the accent occurs on the first vowel of the for-
mant:21 

(8) κλειδ-ίον ([kle:d-ion], 'little key') 
ψωμ-ίον ([psç>:m-ion], 'little morsel') 
παιδΑον (Jpaid-ion], little child') 

As would be expected, the same pattern of accentuation is found when the 
syllable preceding -wv is heavy as a consequence of being closed: 

( 9 ) κ'αρφ-ίυ ν ( I k arp h - ion |, Ί i 111 e 1 w i g '' ) 
λυχν-ίον ([lükhn-fon], 'lampCstand)') 
τεκν-ίον ([tekn-ion], 'little child') 

These examples again evidence, contra Householder, that a syllable-boundary 
separates, and does not precede, a word-internal consonant cluster (i.e.. λνχ-%-
νίον 2 2 etc.).23 

These two changes (ostem vowel lengthening and the accent shift which 
accompanies -ιον suffixation), and hence the syllable structure which they re-
quire, belong to an ancient period of Greek. This syllable structure is, in fact, 
identical to that of Vedic Sanskrit, as revealed by Vedic meter, concerning 
which Antoine Meillet states: 

(10) La prosodie, c'est-à-dire l'ensemble des règles suivant lesquelles se défini-
ssent les syllabes longues et les syllabes brèves, est la même en grec et en 
védique. Est longue toute syllabe dont l'élément ν oc al i que est long, ce qui 
arrive quand cet élément est soit une voyelle longue soit une diphtongue; 
est longue également toute syllabe où une voyelle brève est suivie de deux 
consonnes. Chez Homère comme dans les védas, tout, groupe de consonnes 
détermine ainsi une syllabe longue.24 

This agreement in prosodie structure between two of the most ancient Indo-
European dialects suggests that the heterosyllabicity of a word-internal conso-
nant cluster was a syllable trait inherited from their common parent Proto-
Indo-European.25 Since this syllable structure characterizes both pre-Greek and 
the first-millennium literary language, we would certain!} expect it to be a 
characteristic of the intervening second-millennium Greek dialects for which 
the syllabic scripts were adapted. 

In summary. Householder's rule (I) requires that when both members of a 
word-internal cluster are written, as in (2A), both members of the cluster lie 
within a single syllable. This analysis is undermined by extensive metrical and 
phonological evidence which reveals just the opposite, that is. that members of 
word-internal clusters belong to different syllables. 
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3.1 Beekes 

A somewhat more broad-based attempt to discover the underlying systematic 
principle of consonant cluster representation in Linear Β was offered by R. S. P. 
Beekes in 1971. Beekes rightly saw that the strategy utilized by the Myce-
naean scribes for this purpose was fundamentally parallel to that used by their 
Cypriot counterparts. In beginning his discussion, he presents a list of the vari-
ous types of consonant clusters which he has identified as occurring in the 
Linear Β and syllabic Cypriot materials (though he indicates that fewer cluster-
types are found in the latter materials; thus, these clusters constitute only a 
subset of those occurring in the former). In the scheme he offers, which fol-
lows, Τ stands for "stop" and R for "resonant"; he identities the latter as con-
sisting of the liquids / and η the nasals m and η, and the glides, which he writes 
as / and a: 

(11) I geminates 
Π A I Γ · Τ 

2 Τ + R 
Β I R - Τ 

2 R ~ R 
a, liqu. + liqu. 
a2 liqu. + nas. 
a3 liqu. + /, u 
b, nas. + liqu. 
b2 nas. -t- nas. 
1% nas. -f· /. u 
e i, il + R 
d, r + f 
d2 I + r 
6j m + η 
e2 η + m 
f j i + u 
f2 u + i 

III A I s + Ύ 
2 s + R 

Β Τ Τ + λ* 
2 R + s 2 6 

Beekes first considers syllabic Cypriot spelling practice, setting out two 
rules;77 

(12) Geminates are written singly. 

(13) A eonsonant before another is written with the vowel of the syllable to 
which the consonant belongs. 

Rule (13) is, of course, the interpretation encountered in the handbooks (sum-
marized in chapter 2), which holds that the syllabic Cypriot spelling of conso-
nant clusters is dependent upon syllable structure. 
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In his discussion at this point (pp. 339-340), Beekes only explicitly associ-
ates rule (13) with the clusters of his group II (see (11)). even though he refers 
to (13) as "the general rule for Cyprian." His silence here on the applicability 
of rule (13) to group III appears to be the consequence of several factors. First 
of all, he states that there are no instances in the syllabic Cypriot materials of 
two of the four clusters in group III: the missing clusters are s + R (III A 2) 
and R -l· s (III Β 2); however, on both counts Beekes has committed an over-
sight. An instance of the former type of cluster occurs, for example, in the 
participle i-na-la-li-si-me-na, ιναλαλισμεναν ([inalalismenan]. 'engraved'), 
and an occurrence of the latter is found, for example, in the verb e-he-re-se, 
εκερσε ([ekerse], '(s)he carved'). Concerning a third cluster-type in his cate-
gory 111, the cluster Τ + λ- (III Β Π, Beekes remarks that "the treatment is not 
clear."'H While there is some variation in the strategy used for representing 
clusters of this type in the Cypriot Syllabary, we will see in chapter 4 that a 
general treatment can be reasonably identiliedrJ The remaining cluster in 
Beekes' group 111 is s + T. As I show later, this cluster-type proves to be quite 
problematic lor Beekes' analysis of Linear Β and syllabic Cypriot spelling. 

Beekes next proceeds to consider Linear Β spelling of consonant clusters 
and, like Householder, contends that "the general principle is that writ in u of 
consonant groups in Mycenaean was determined by the syllabic structure of the 
word."30 The spelling rule which Beekes offers for Linear Β representation of 
consonant clusters is the following: 

(14) Consonants at the beginning of a syllable are written, those at the end arc 
not.31 

He then correctly observes that in those instances in which the Cypriot Sylla-
bary uses regressive spelling, Linear Β employs partial spelling (utilizing the 
terminology which I introduced in chapter 2), and that in those instances in 
which the former uses progressive spelling, the latter does likewise (i.e.. it uses 
plenary spelling). We will further consider these correspondences in chapter 4, 
but for the present I simply offer two of Beekes' examples as illustrations: 

(15) A. R + Τ (resonant + stop) 
Cypriot a-ra-te-mi-ti, Λρτεμίη (artemiti), 'to Artemis': regressive 
spelling 
Mycenaean a-te-mi-to, Λρτεμιτος (artemitos), 'of Artemis': partial 
spelling 

Β. Τ 4 R (stop I resonant) 
Cypriot pa-ti-ri, ιτατρι (patri), Lto father': progressive spelling 
Mycenaean e-ru-la-ra, ερυθρά (οι-ίΗ'"™), 'red': plenary spelling 

A qualification which must be attached to the preceding generalization (14) is 
that it holds only for word-internal clusters. As I indicated above in my intro-
ductory discussion of Linear Β and syllabic Cypriot spelling practices, special 
strategies exist for word-initial and nasal -f consonant clusters in the Cypriot 
Syllabary and for word-final clusters in both Linear Β and the syllabic Cypriot 
script. 
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Thus, Beekes advocates that consonant cluster spelling in both Linear Β and 
the Cypriot Syllabary is sensitive to syllable structure: the type of strategy used 
to represent the first member of a word-internal cluster is determined by 
whether that consonant belongs to the same syllable as the second member of 
the cluster ([-V$C1C2V-J, plenary/progressive spelling used in both scripts) or 
whether it belongs to the preceding syllable ([-VC1$C2V-], partial spelling used 
in Linear Β and regressive spelling in the Cypriot Syllabary). Beekes' analysis 
is precisely that one which we have immediately above seen advocated by 
Householder—Beekes has just extended its application to the Cypriot Syllabary, 
and in fact this is the very interpretation which we have seen to be offered by 
the handbooks on the syllabic Cypriot materials. We found, however, that this 
interpretation comes up short when viewed in the light of what we otherwise 
know about Greek syllable structure, as revealed by metrical and phonological 
phenomena. 

Beekes is aware of the contradiction between his interpretation of Greek 
syllable structure and the evidence, and he is aware of the seriousness of this 
discrepancy.32 He enumerates the cluster sets affected as follows:33 

(16) II A 1 Τ Ι Τ 
2 Τ + R 

II Β 2 b3 η + w 
e, m + n 

III A 2 s + R 
Β I T + s 3 4 

Toward rectifying this discrepancy, Beekes proposes that in the case of the 
clusters of (16; the syllable-boundary falls within the first consonant rather than 
simply before or after it. In other words, he contends that an intervocalic clus-
tcr[ -C]C2-] is syllabified r-CI/C1C2-]. For support of this analysis, he adduces 
evidence from alphabetic Greek inscriptions. It is not uncommon that inscrip-
tion al forms containing a word-internal consonant cluster are spelled with a 
doubling of the first member of the cluster, as in the following examples: 

(17) sΈκκπορ for "Εκτωρ (|héktQ:r], proper name) 
τέθαππται for τέθαπται (ftéthaptai j, '(s)he is honored with funeral 
rites ') '5 

Concerning this spelling practice, Beckes stales, "This is generally assumed to 
indicate that the syllabic trench lay within the first consonant/'30 Beyond that 
he contends. "It is remarkable that these cases [of double spelling] occur ex-
actly where we would expect them/137 That is to say, they coincide with those 
clusters which, according to his analysis, are revealed to be tautosyllabic by the 
spelling practices of the syllabaries (i.e., the clusters of (16)); though, as he 
points out, the cluster η — w is an exception to this coincidence: ''There are 
no parallels in alphabetic inscriptions, probably because the groups had disap-
peared." 38 

Beekes' account of the alleged, unexpected tautosyllabic structure of the 
clusters of (16) is a quite interesting one. Certain theoretical phonologists have 
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claimed in a somewhat similar fashion that some word-internal consonants— 
not only consonants found in clusters but also consonants occurring singly— 
"overlap" syllable-boundaries.39 Moreover, as Beekes suggests, classical philol-
ogists and linguists other than himself have previously conjectured that the 
double spelling of consonants in Greek alphabetic inscriptions is a consequence 
of dual syllabic membership, though in instances with some qualification. For 
example, Buck states: 

(18) A single consonant is often written double, this indicating a syllable divi-
sion by which it was heard at the end of one syllable and the beginning of 
the next. But not all the examples . . . can be understood in this way.40 

(Buck does not indicate which forms he would interpret otherwise, however.) 
In his influential work on Greek syllable structure, Hduard Hermann writes:41 

(19) Die Schreibung zeigt somit auf zwei Silben verteilt die Gruppen 7 \s I 
stop\., S |.v I- nasal], zum Teil auch 1 \siop - sioj)\, λ ίstop + nasal], 12 
1 nasal I nasal], vielleicht auch 4, 5 [both groups stop I liquid]. Unter 
allen Gruppen, die nicht durch Assimilai ion usw. beseitigt waren, ist also 
nur allenfalls Verschlußlaut - σ ausgenommen, 

There are, however, other scholars who have proposed a different interpretation 
for this graphic doubling of initial consonants in clusters. For example, Michel 
Lejuene remarks:43 

(20) [L]es géminées étant toujours hétérosyllabiques, il arrive dans les inscrip-
tions que soit redoublée la consonne initiale d'un groupe, pour mieux mar-
quer ainsi le caractère h été ros y 11 ab i que du groupe.44 

Given this interpretation of dual syllabic alignment for the first member of 
certain biconsonantal clusters, Beekes' proposed rule (14) for the Linear Β 
spelling of consonant clusters, repeated here as (21), still appears adequate: 

(21) Consonants at the beginning of a syllable are written, those at the end are 
not. 

For example, a form such as τεκτονες, which would now have the syllabic 
structure [tek$kto$nes], should be and is spelled te-ko-to-ne (i.e., only the 
syllable-initial consonants are written as prescribed by (21)). However, by in-
troducing this interpretation of Greek syllable structure, a complication is cre-
ated for his rule (13) of consonant cluster spelling in the Cypriot Syllabary, 
repeated here as (22): 

(22) A consonant before another is written with the vowel of the syllable to 
which the consonant belongs. 

Consider, for example, that the name Τιμο/ (χνακτικ would have the syllabic 
structure [ti$mo$wa$nak$ktos] and by rule (22) should be spelled *Ti-mo-wa-
na-ka-ko-to-se rather than Ti-mo-wa-na-ko-to-se, as it actually is spelled. Pre-
sumably, Beekes would link this nonrepresentation of the first occurrence of 
the consonant having dual affiliation (here the initial fk] of [k$kt]) with rule 
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(12), which prohibits the spelling of both members of a geminate cluster. While 
not addressing this matter directly, Beekes does speculate as to why in clusters 
of the proposed type C1SC [C2 it is the second occurrence of C1 which is spelled 
rather than the first: "That the part of the consonant which belonged to the next 
syllable was chosen is probably caused by the fact that the explosion was 
'stronger1 than the implosion."45 By "implosion" he is apparently referring to 
the production of the articulatory closure (as opposed to the release of the 
closure).46 

We have already seen that the idea of a syllable-boundary falling within the 
first consonant of a cluster has hardly been embraced by all previous commen-
tators on the double representation of consonants in inscriptions. Beyond this 
fact, however, there are two specific objections which must be raised. The first 
is directed both tow;ard this interpretation of the inscriptional spellings and. 
following from that, toward Beekes' analysis of the "tautosyllabic" clusters of 
Mycenaean and Cypriot Greek (i.e., the clusters of (16)). The second, more 
serious objection, is directed only toward Beekes' analysis. 

The first objection concerns clusters of three consonants. In the Linear Β 
materials, we find occurrences, for example, of clusters of the type stop Τ stop 
+ liquid, as in the following: 

(23) ra-pi-ii-ni u βαπτρκχι ([hraplnai], 'seamstresses') 
re-u-ko-to-ra. Αευκτρον ((leuktron], place-name) 

As these examples indicate, in the ease of this type of cluster, all three members 
of the cluster are written. This means, of course, that by Beekes' analysis these 
forms would be syllabified as follows: 

(24) hrapSptriSai 
leuk$ktron 

Here, as before, the inscriptions could be appealed to for support, for such 
spellings occur as 

(25) έκκπράξαι ([ekkprâksail, 'to levy')47 

The syllabic analysis of (24) seems quite improbable, however. The prosodies 
of Greek are such that only a single type of word-initial triconsonantal cluster 
is allowed, that cluster being [s] + stop + liquid or nasal48 As the cluster-
type stop — stop -ι- liquid cannot occur word-initially,49 it is highly improbable 
that such a cluster could occur at the beginning of a word-internal syllable. The 
same point holds true in the case of the cluster-type stop + fricative + nasal, 
as in the Mycenaean form 

(26) a^-ka-sa-ma, αιξμανς (jaikstnansj, tpoints1)M) 

in which the use of progressive spelling to represent the sequence |ksm| would 
again, by Beekes' analysis, indicate a tautosyllabic cluster. Compare the inscrip-
tional spelling 

(27) εξσμνεαι for εξμνεαι ([heksmneai], 'six minas')51 
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which would suggest a syllable-initial cluster of the type [s] + nasal + nasal, 
another impossible word-initial cluster. The examples of (23) through (27) and 
others of the same type pose a significant problem for those investigators who 
would interpret these syllabic and alphabetic orthographic practices as evidence 
for Greek syllable structure. 

A second problem concerns the cluster-type [s] + stop. By far, most of the 
examples of double spelling of the initial consonant of a word-internal cluster 
in inscriptional materials involve this type of cluster. Thus, Hermann writes: 

(28) Gegenüber allen andern Verdoppelungen ragen an Zahl weit heraus die Ver-
bindungen von σσ vor Verschlußlaut. . . . D i e Fälle sind so außerorden-
tlich /ahlreich (390 Belege), daß an Versehen oanz und garni cht zu denken 
ist.5' 

Similarly, Threatte states: 

(29) Consonants forming the first element of a cluster are not infrequently dou-
bled out of a confusion as to whether they go with the following syllable 
or the preceding. Such geminations are well attested in the case of the 
sibilant The gemination of [s| is very frequent, especially before τ, κ 
and ΘΡ 

He then goes on to offer eighty-nine examples of [sj Τ stop clusters occurring 
in Attic inscriptions in which the .v is doubled.54 This same cluster-type [s] + 
stop is the most frequently occurring consonant cluster in the Linear Β materi-
als (451 occurrences) and the second most frequently occurring word-internal 
cluster among the syllabic Cypriot materials (sixty-three occurrences).55 Given 
the alleged correspondence between the inscriptional practice of consonant dou-
bling and the progressive spelling of consonants in the syllabic scripts, we 
should find that in both Linear Β and the Cypriot Syllabary the [-S-] 
of word-internal [s] + stop clusters is represented using progressive spelling. 
This is not the case. In every instance of this cluster in Mycenaean, the [-s-] is 
omitted; that is, partial spelling is used. Similarly, in all but one occurrence of 
the cluster in Cypriot, the [-s-] is written using regressive spelling and not the 
predicted progressive type. This is a critical distinction and can reasonably be 
interpreted to show that whatever the phonetic significance of the inscriptional 
practice of consonant doubling may be. this practice is fundamentally different 
from the use of the progressive spelling strategy in the syllabic scripts. 

This conflicting treatment of js/ + stop clusters which is exhibited by the 
syllabic scripts vis-à-vis the alphabetic inscriptions has not escaped Beekes' 
attention, though he has perhaps deemphasized its significance. For him the 
conflict is all the more problematic because the quite similar cluster-type .v t 
R shows the orthographic treatment which he would expect: he writes: 

(30) Here we have a problem. In .v - R v\e lind that the .v is written in Myce-
naean [and in syllabic Cypriot as well; sec a b o v e . . . As this group 
makes position, it seems probable that the syllabic trench fell within the s, 
and this is confirmed by inscriptional forms. . . . The problem, however, 
is that both Cyprian and Mycenaean treat Λ before a stop (A I) as not 
belonging to the second syllable/0 
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Beekes proposes to account for the troublesome word-internal treatment of /Λ / 
+ stop clusters by appealing to their treatment in word-initial position, stating, 
"I think that it must be connected with the fact that .v before a stop was also 
not written at the beginning of the w o r d / 0 7 While this is certainly the case in 
Linear B, it is not the case in the Cypriot Syllabary. In fact, in the latter script, 
word-initial [s] + stop is written using progressive spelling, the very spelling 
which Beekes' analysis would predict for word-internal occurrences of this 
cluster, but the spelling which is not used there. It is clearly the case that word-
initial treatment cannot be responsible for word-internal treatment in the Cyp-
riot Syllabary. 

We will find again and again that the cluster [s] — slop is problematic for 
any attempt to account for the representation of consonant clusters in Linear Β 
and the Cypriot Syllabary on the basis of syllable structure. Beekes takes a 
step toward what I believe to be the proper solution when, speculating on the 
nonrepresentation of [s-J in word-initial [s] + stop clusters (which occurs only 
in Linear B, as pointed out above), he suggests that "it is more probable that 
the reason must be found in the nature of the group s + stop: the aperture of 
5 is greater than that of the stop, so that a syllabification s\j)er- could be ex-
pected."58 As we will discover, the notion of aperture is critical not only for 
the representation of word-initial [s] + stop clusters but for the spelling of all 
clusters in both Linear Β and the Cypriot Syllabary. 

3.2 Sampson 

In a book which appeared in 1985, Geoffrey Sampson presents a general treat-
ment of writing systems. For his chapter on syllabic writing, he chooses to 
investigate Linear B, identifying it as "a relatively pure example of syllabic 
writing." Among the issues to which Sampson pays particular attention is the 
spelling of consonant clusters. He first offers a general rule of consonant cluster 
spelling which he identifies as being essentially a close approximation: 

(31) Consonants are written (if necessary, with borrowed vowels) whenever they 
precede the vowel of their syllable, and are omitted whenever they follow 
the vowel of their syllable.59 

By the phrase borrowed vowel he is denoting what we have called an empty 
vowel, and he is referring here to that type of spelling which we have identified 
as plenary. Sampson's rule looks quite familiar to us because it is essentially 
the same as the general rules for spelling consonant clusters in Linear Β which 
Beekes and Householder offered; Beekes' rule (14) and Householder's rule (1) 
are repeated here as (32A) and (32B) respectively: 

(32) A. Consonants at the beginning of a syllable are written, those at the end 
are not. 

B. All syllable codas are omitted except u· (written and η (rarely r-l) 
before w. A 'coda" . . . is a phoneme which closes a syllable (and does 
not open a new syllable). 
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Sampson is accordingly faced with the very same set of problems with which 
his predecessors had to deal, and he immediately addresses two of these: (A) 
the matter of word-final stop + [s] clusters; and (B) that of [s] + stop clusters. 

3.2.1 The Stop + [SJ Problem 

As we have already seen, if a word ends in the consonantal sequence stop 4-
[s], the final fricative [-s] is not written and the preceding stop is spelled by 
utilizing the symbol whose vocalic component is identical to the vowel which 
precedes the cluster. The examples considered earlier are repeated here as (33): 

(33) A. wa-na-ka, ραναξ ([wanaks], 'king') 
B. üxti jo-qo, At()iO(f\(|aithiokws|, a man's name) 

In the case of these clusters a stop is written which does follow the vowel 
of its syllable, contrary to Sampson's rule (31) (and contrary to Beckes' and 
Householder's rules, of course). Sampson suggests that the stops arc "excep-
tionally" noted in this context because, given his formulation, this would be the 
only position in a word in which slops would not be spelled: "[SJince the gen-
eral rule led to the overwhelming majority of stops being written, the rule was 
expanded so as to require all stops to be written."60 Sampson thus opts for a 
kind of analogical solution to this problem. 

3.2.2 The [S] + Stop Problem 

Clusters of the type [s] + stop are equally problematic (as we have already 
seen quite clearly), because the fricative is not written, even though, in Samp-
son's terms and given his assumptions concerning Greek syllable structure, the 
fricative does "precede the vowel of its syllable." Sampson illustrates this dif-
ficulty with the following examples: 

(34) A. /sperma/ 'seed' = <pe-ma> 
B. /stathmos/ 'farmstead' ~ <ta-to-mo> 
C. /ksunstrokwha:/ 'aggregate' = <ku-su-to-ro-qa> 

With respect to (34C) he states, "the syllabification must surely be /ksunSs-
tro$kwha:/."61 

3.2.3 A Reformulation 

Due to these problematic exceptions to rule (31), Sampson reformulates his 
rule as follows: 

(3>) Λ consonant which is not a stop is omitted if it occurs after the vowel of 
its syllable, and (in the case of /s/)62 if it immediately precedes a stop: 
otherwise all consonants are written, with borrowed vowels where neces-
sary.63 

In addition to the examples of (34), Sampson offers a number of other Linear 
Β spellings in the course of his discussion, among which are the following: 
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(36) A. /khalkos/ 'bronze' - <ka-ko> 
B. /korwos/ 'boy' = <ko-wo> 
C. /amni:sos/ (a place name) = <a-mi-ni-so> 
D. /aksones/ 'axles' = <a-ko-so-ne> 
E. /alektruo:n/ 'cock' = <a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo> 

His revised formulation (35) is supposed to predict correctly the spelling of the 
forms of (34) and (36). However, as we have seen already, this is only the case 
if a syllable-boundary should precede those clusters which are fully spelled 
(i.e., represented with plenary spelling) and should fall within those clusters 
which are partially spelled. In other words, the examples of (34) and (36) must 
be syllabified as follows: 

(37) A. /sperSma/ 
B. /sta$thmos/ 
C. /ksun$strokwha:/ 
D. /khal$kos/ 
K. /korSwos/ 
F. /a$mni:sos/ 

G. /a$ksones/ 
H. /ale$ktruo:n/64 

To justify his analysis of the fully spelled clusters (i.e., those of (37B, C. Y\ G, 
and H)) as tautosyllabic, Sampson claims that clusters which are capable of 
occurring word-initially are preceded by a syllable boundary when they occur 
word-internally.65 Yet, as he himself points out,66 the cluster [-ktr-] of (37H). 
which he claims to be tautosyllabic, is not permitted word-initially; for that 
matter, neither is the cluster [-An-] of (37B).67 In contrast, [-tr-J is a frequently 
occurring initial cluster, so by Sampson's own analysis a syllabification [-kStr-] 
(and a spelling other than α-re-ku-tu-ru-wo?) would be expected.6" 

3.2.4 A Further Problem 

There is, however, a far more serious and pervasive problem with Sampson's 
analysis, and that is, of course, the very one which I have identified in my 
arguments against Householder's and Beekes' analyses: namely, there exists a 
great body of metrical and phonological evidence which shows that a syllable-
boundary occurs within a word-internal cluster and not before it, even if such a 
cluster is capable of occurring at the beginning of a word. Sampson does not 
ignore this problem completely; but neither does he give it the serious attention 
which it requires (as Beekes does to some degree). After pointing out that the 
problem exists, he states, in referring to his principle of syllable-division which 
locates a boundary before an internal cluster that is capable of occurring ini-
tially, "If I this] traditional principle of syllable-division must be rejected, then 
it seems that (lie relatively simple spelling-rule I have given [i.e., (35)] could 
be defended only if there were evidence in Greek for differences between shal-
low and deep syllabification.'169 In the following section we will more closely 
examine this recurring problem for those various attempts to systematize conso-
nant cluster spelling in the syllabic scripts. 
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3.3 Ancient Tradition 

3.3.1 Inscriptional Word-Division 

As I noted in the preceding paragraph. Sampson refers to the idea that a sylla-
ble-boundary precedes any word-internal cluster which is capable of occurring 
word-initially as the "traditional principle of syllable division" (emphasis is 
mine). This theory can be rightly identified as "traditional" in that it has its 
roots in antiquity. We find, for example, that it is essentially this principle 
which was utilized for dividing words at the end of lines in Greek inscrip-
tions.70 According to Threatte,71 Attic inscriptions are found as early as the 
sixth century B.C.72 which attempt to divide words at "syllable" boundaries;73 

some of these divisions involve consonant clusters. l ;or the sixth and tilth cen-
turies the evidence is not abundant as compared to later periods, but on the 
basis of what evidence there is, Threatte reports that internal word-division 
usually docs not conform closely to what will emerge as canonical practice in 
the third century B.C. The inscriptional evidence from the fourth century, which 
is somewhat more plentiful, also shows an absence of the later regular treat-
ment until the last quarter of the century: two Athenian naval catalogues dated 
ca. 326 -324 B.C. contain divided words which are "syllabified" according to 
practices observed with regularity beginning in the third century (the period 
during which a large body of evidence first becomes available).74 

The third-century (and later) ° practices of internal word-division which 
involve segmentation at or within a consonant cluster are formalized by 
Threatte76 as the following rules:77 

(38) A. Division normally takes place before a single consonant (also ξ [ks], 
ψ [ps]). 

B. Geminated consonants arc normally divided (including γγ [rjg], κχ 
li)ku]). 

C. A combination of a stop and a liquid or a nasal [i.e.,] 
[pl], [prj, 
[phl], [phr] 
[bl], [br] 
[tr] 
|thl], |thml, rthn], [thr] 
Ldn], [dr] 
[kij, I km I, [kni, IkrJ 
ik'lj, [khm|, lkhn], |khr| 
|gm|, ignj, [gl], igr] 78 

is almost never divided; normally both consonants go on to the second 
line. 

D. The cluster jmn] is not divided and division precedes it. 
E. . . . combinations of liquid or nasal plus stop are normally divided. 
F. The clusters [bd), [gd], [khth], [ptf |phth], [kt] are not divided. 
G. The final [-kj of the preposition εκ is more often carried to the next 

line than not. . . . 
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H. Clusters of [s] + stop are sometimes divided and sometimes have 
division before them. 

I. The cluster [sin] is generally divided, but examples of division before 
it and even after it are attested. 

J. The prepositions εις [e:s] and προς [pros] and the definite article end-
ing in [-s] do not permit division before the final sigma. 

Κ. Clusters of three or more consonants divide after the first consonant. 
. . . When the first of the three consonants is sigma, failure to divide 
the cluster is more frequent. 

From these rules of Athenian inscriptional orthography, it is possible to ab-
stract a general (though not exceptionless) principle of word-division: 

(39) A word-internal sequence of consonants will not be divided at the end of 
a line if, and only if, that sequence is an instance of a cluster-type which 
is capable of occurring in word-initial position; in such instances word-
division precedes the consonant sequence. 

The cluster-types of (38) which are capable of occurring word-initially and 
which are not divided at the end of a line are, of course, stop + jsj (38A); 
stop r son ο rani (38C); stop \ stop (38F); and the cluster [mn] (38 D). It is 
necessary to use the term cluster-type in (39) because not all of the specific 
clusters which are preserved intact in the process of word-division actually 
occur at the beginning of a word. For example, while clusters of the general 
type stop + slop and stop 4- nasal are capable of occurring in word-initial 
position, the specific clusters [gd], [km], [khm], and [gm], among others, are 
not found word-initially in Greek. As indicated in (38), however, each of these 
occurs word-medially and when it does so is treated like other clusters of the 
same type which do in fact occur word-initially.79 

There is one quite obvious exception to the generalization (39): namely, 
particular clusters of the type [s] + consonant. The sequence fsm] is capable 
of occurring word-initially in Greek, hence by (39) we would expect that word-
division would precede the cluster. However, according to Threatte (381), word-
division at the end of a line most often separates the two members of the 
cluster, though there is some degree of variation in the treatment. Threatte's 
observations are supported by findings offered previously by Hermann:80 in an 
investigation of inscriptions written in a variety of dialects, Hermann identified 
130 instances in which the cluster [sm] is divided at the end of a line, as 
opposed to only twenty-nine in which word-division precedes the cluster. The 
cluster jsj 4- stop, which occurs frequently in Greek in word-initial position, 
is reported by Threatte as showing a variable treatment, being preserved with-
out division at times (as we would expect on the basis of (39)) but divided at 
others.81 Hermann's data again corroborate Thrcatlc's observations, though they 
indicate a preference for separation of the two members of the cluster, contrary 
to (39). Hermann found 850 instances of word-division involving the word-
internal cluster [s] 4- stop. In 547 cases the division occurs after the [s|; in the 
remaining 303 instances, division precedes the cluster. 
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We saw immediately above that the cluster-type [s] + stop was also prob-
lematic in the case of Sampson's analysis of Linear Β spelling. The nature of 
the problem is a bit different in the two instances, however. In the alphabetic 
inscriptions, sequences of word-internal [sJ + stop (as well as [sm] clusters) 
are not treated in a parallel fashion to word-initial clusters of the same type, to 
the extent that word-division more often than not divides the [s] from the fol-
lowing consonant. In Linear B, on the other hand, word-internal [s] + stop 
clusters are treated in the same fashion as identical clusters which occur at 
word-beginning: in both positions the cluster is written using partial spelling; 
that is, the [s] does not appear in the spelling (see examples (1A) and (IB) in 
chapter 2). The Linear Β cluster is exceptional for Sampson in that it does not 
conform to his principle that clusters which are capable of occurring word-
initially, and so by his analysis are preceded by a syllable-boundary, are repre-
sented with plenary spelling (see (34)), and thus he is compelled by this cluster 
(along with word-final sequences of the type stop -I /Λ/) to formulate the less 
general strategy (35). The syllabic Cypriot treatment presents an analogue to 
the alphabetic inscriptional practice: word-iniernallv and word-initially [sj -f 
stop clusters are treated differently (with progressive spelling initially, regres-
sive spelling internally), as we have seen. 

Following from (39), it is the case that consonant clusters which cannot 
occur word-initially should normally be divided at the end of a line in Attic 
inscriptions.82 This is thus the treatment utilized for geminate clusters (3SB) 
and for clusters of the type s on ο rant + stop (38E). 

Threatte's observation that clusters of three or more consonants are usually 
divided between the first and second consonants (38K) also follows from the 
generalization (39). Each of the examples of a three- or three-plus-member 
cluster which Threatte cites from the Attic inscriptions, with the exception of 
clusters of one particular type, is a cluster which cannot occur word-initially. 
Instead, these clusters are composed of some initial consonant followed by a 
sequence of consonants which can occur word-initially, as, for example, in the 
following: 

(40) Α. άνέγ\κλητος ([anégkle:tosJ, 'blameless') 
Β. συν|πρόεδροι ([siiη|proeclrοi], 'joint-presidents')83 

Word-division occurring after the initial consonant of the cluster is then in 
keeping with (39). The particular three-member cluster-type alluded to above 
which is a common exception to division after the initial consonant is the se-
quence jsj f stop + sonorant. There is in Greek only one type of three-
member cluster which is capable of occurring at the beginning of a word: 
namely, this very sequence jsj 1 stop + sonorant. Given the general principle 
(39), it would only be expected that words containing an internal cluster of, for 
example, [ str-1 would shtnv division before the cluster. However, just as there 
is variation in the manner of dividing /sj I- consonant clusters (sometimes 
divided before the [s], sometimes after), so there is variation in the division of 
these [si + consonant + consonant clusters. 

The two remaining rules offered by Threatte ((38G) and (38J)) deal with 
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morphologically conditioned exceptions to the regular treatment of \kC] and 
[sC] clusters. I will return to this matter later, 

3.3.2 Greek Grammarian Syllable-Division 

Explicit principles of a process that is identified as syllable-division and which 
are almost identical to these inscriptional strategies for dividing words at the 
end of lines are found in the writings of the Greek grammarians. The most 
extensive surviving treatment of this subject is that of the second-century A.D. 
grammarian Herodian, who writes of clusters as being either εν σν?ι/.ήψει 
([en siillçrpse:], 'in conjunction') or εν διαστάσει ([en diastase:J, 'in separa-
tion"). Among the "syllable-division" rules which he proposes, utilizing these 
two notions, are the following general principles for grouping consonants ac-
cording to syllable membership: 

(41) The consonants which are found at the beginning of a word are found in 
conjunction | i.e. are not divided] when they occur word-medially, For ex-
ample. in jktç:rna| the |kt) is at the beginning of the word, and in |etiktonj, 
where they occur in the middle of the word, the consonants stand to-
gether.84 

(42) Such consonants as are unable to be pronounced at the beginning of a word 
are to be separated from one another when they occur word-medially: for 
example, [ânthos], [érgon].85 

(41 ) and (42) define the very principle of syllable-division which we have seen 
Sampson utilizing in his analysis of Linear Β spelling (see chapter 3. n. 65): a 
syllable-boundary stands before a word-internal cluster-type which is capable 
of occurring word-initially. 

According to Herodian, however, certain clusters constitute "exceptions" to 
the patterns of (41) and (42); these he specifies as the following: 

(43) [thm], [phn], [gd], [khm], [km], [sg], [sd]: for these, though they are no-
where found iti combination at the beginning [of a word], are not separated 
from one another medially, for example, [ithma], [aphne:os], [ôgdoos], [aikh-
mç:], [akhmç:], [phâsganon], [theosdotos]. For if a word is not found begin-
ning with [sd] in everyday Greek, it is in fact [found] in Aeolic,86 for example, 
<sdtigos> instead of <zügos>. 8 7 

Whatever the reason that Herodian chose to make specific reference to these 
particular clusters, it is clear that what he is doing is generalizing the treatment 
of cluster-types capable of occurring word-init ially (stop F nasai stop F stop, 
fricative F stop) to specific permutations of those types which are not found 
at the beginning of words.** Recall that we have already seen the exact same 
generalizing of cluster-types at work in the dividing of words at line-end in 
inscriptions; in fact, five of the seven clusters which Herodian specifies are also 
explicitly identified by Threatte as clusters which are preserved by word-
division occurring before the cluster (see (38C) and (38F)).89 Here we see a 
Greek grammarian making specific use of the notion of "manner of articula-
tion." 
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Beyond (43). Herodian addresses the treatment of other specific cluster-types 
and individual clusters which either can or cannot occur word-initially. We are 
told, for example: 

(44) Stops before liquids are in conjunction; that is to say the two are together, 
neither the stop nor the liquid is separate: for example, [akmç:], [atmosj, 
. . . fagros]. [éklaion], léthnç:skon'|, [épleon], [habros].90 

Notice that the term αμετάβολον ([ametâbolon], 'liquid') designates not only 
those sounds which in contemporary phonetic terminology are referred to as 
liquids (i.e., [1] and [r] (for Greek)) but also nasals (i.e., fm], [n], and |rj] (for 
Greek)). The Latin grammarians translated αμετάβολον as liquidas and lim-
ited its application to [Ij and |r].91 

(45) Liquids [occurring] before stops are in separation |i.e., are divided]: for 
example, Jherpo:[ (the [one meaning| Ίο walk1), [helk^:|, |anthos|, |arlos|, 
[érgon], [émholos], |siiinp\>:non|, |sumponos].<>? 

(46) A liquid does not precede a liquid according to conjunction but according 
to separation: for example, [arnos], |hermç:s], [hâlmç:], [érnos], [holmos]. 
Note that in the case of these, one liquid is the terminal [sound] of the 
syllable coming first and the other is the initial [sound] of the ensuing 
I syllable], and [the two liquids] are not together.93 

Herodian's rule (46) provides us with our first insight into the relationship be-
tween his notions in conjunction and in separation and his interpretation of 
syllable membership: consonants which are in separation are members of dif-
ferent syllables; and, we can infer, consonants which are in conjunction are 
members of the same syllable (this is explicitly stated in (49)). The latter has, 
of course, already been implied by Herodian's identification of ability to occur 
in word-initial position, and hence in syllable-initial position, with occurrence 
in conjunction. The grammarian goes on to tell us that there is, however, an 
exception to (46): 

(47) It is necessary to except [m] and [n], for these are found according to 
conjunction as in [mnâ], [mnç:mê:onj; here the [m] and the [n] are to-
gether.94 

Herodian's remarks concerning liquid + liquid clusters are subsumed beneath 
a more general statement: 

(48) A continuant9'"' does not precede a continuant according to conjunction but 
according to separation.06 

The cluster | -mn- | is of course also an exception to this rule, as well as the 
cluster | - sm-] and word-final clusters: 

(49) It is necessary to except [in] and [n], [s] and [m], and syllables occurring at 
the end of a word; for in the case of these, continuants are found preceding 
continuants according to conjunction: in the case of [m] and [n] as in 
[mnâ], [mnç:me:onj; in the case of [s] and [m] as in [smp:], [smilion], and 
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[kôsmos]; and in the case of syllables occurring at the end of a word, for 
example, [hais], [mâkars], [tîriins], and [hélmins]. Note that in the case of 
these, continuants are found preceding continuants according to conjunc-
tion, since they do not have an ensuing vowel, which is requisite to effect 
the combination of one consonant [i.e., to separate it from the other conso-
nant].97 

Rules (44), (45), (46), and (48) (as well as rule (50) below), when consid-
ered together with their respective "exceptional case" rules, arc in compliance 
with the general principle that a syllable-boundary precedes a word-internal 
cluster if, and only if, it is capable of occurring word-initially. Word-final {con-
tinuant I continuant) clusters arc a different matter for the reason pointed out 
by Herodian. Notice that in stating that sequences of continuants which arc 
located within word-iinal syllables occur according to conjunction (49), Hero-
dian now makes an explicit connection between tautosyllabicity and being in 
conjunction. 

3.3.2.1 [s] + Stop Clusters Yet Again 

We saw in the preceding section that the [s] + stop clusters, as well as se-
quences of [s] + [m], depart from the regular inscriptional treatment of clus-
ters which are capable of occurring word-initially, in that in the majority of 
instances word-division separates the two members of these clusters rather than 
occurring before the clusters as would be expected. Herodian's analysis of 
[-sm-] clusters, presented in rule (49), thus contradicts the inscriptional practice 
to the extent that Herodian assigns to [-sm-] clusters the same treatment that he 
assigns to other clusters which are permitted at the beginning of a word (see 
(41)); that is, a syllable-boundary is said to precede the clusters when they 
occur word-internally. According to Herodian, the same is the case with clusters 
of the type [s] + stop: 

(50) An [s] before all of the stops is in conjunction, that is to say the two are 
together—the [s] and the following stop—for example, [ésbese]. [phâsga-
ποη), |lheôsdotos|, [askosj, [astç:rj, [aspts], |asthenç:s]: [askhe:mosunç:j, 
|hey:sph6ros|. Note that in the case of these, the [s] is together with the 
following stop 

Although Herodian interprets word-internal jsj F stop and [-sm-] clusters 
as tautosyllabic, this was certainly not an interpretation which was shared by 
all grammarians. For example, in elaborating upon the area of grammatical 
study identified as σννταξις ([siintaksis]), one grammarian writes: 

(51) And σύνταξίς is when we seek in which syllable we should construe 
sounds," for example, in [asthenç:s], whether the [sj is the terminal [sound] 
of the first syllable or the initial [sound] of the second.5 00 

That disagreement in this matter existed among the grammarians is made un-
mistakably plain by the skeptic Sextus Empiricus (ca. second-century A.D.). In 
Against the Professors, the philosopher-physician chides the grammarians: 
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(52) For they say orthography occurs in three methods: quantity, quality and 
division. . . .On division: whenever we should query concerning the word 
[obrimos], whether at times the [bj is at the beginning of the second sylla-
ble or the end of the preceding [syllable], and concerning the name [aris-
tiç>:n|, where the [s] is to be assigned. But again, systematic treatment such 
as this (not considering even thornier issues which we could dredge up) 
appears to be worthless, first because of disagreement and then because of 
the results themselves. Because of disagreement, since the grammarians 
battle one another and will battle [one another] to eternity; concerning the 
very same thing, some insist on writing this way and others that way. . . . 
Therefore, guidance in orthography from the grammarians is not needed. 

Refutation such as this then is based on disagreement; that [refutation] 
which is based on results is self-evident. Indeed we are not harmed . . . in 
the case of the name laristi\):nj if we should place the js| in the preceding 
syllable or if we should arrange it in the following (syllable!. For if, . . . 
because the jsj . . . i s arranged this way and not that way, |aristiç>:n] be-
came |de:pm\>:n| (just as some witty person says), it would be appropriate 
not to be indifferent. But if . . . |aristig:n| is always [aristiyaij, whether 
we should place the |s] with the |i| or with the [t|, then what is the need 
of the lengthy and empty moronic discourse of the grammarians concerning 
these things? H)j 

These remarks leave little room for doubt that the significant variation in the 
treatment of [s] + stop clusters which we observed in the inscriptional prac-
tices of word-division was paralleled by a disagreement among the grammari-
ans as to the proper placement of "syllable"-boundaries with respect to such 
clusters. Herodian simply chose to present his own particular (and certainly not 
unbiased) view. 

That S ex tus Empiricus should indicate that there was also debate among the 
grammarians over syllable-division involving [-br-] clusters is most interesting, 
though not surprising. The classical Attic dialect (about which the grammarians 
were principally concerned) was characterized by a prosodie peculiarity tradi-
tionally termed correptio Attica, or Attic shortening. Metrical evidence reveals 
that in this dialect certain, though not all. word-internal clusters of the type 
stop + liquid and stop + nasal have become tautosyllabic; clusters of the type 
[voiced stop ] + nasal and [voiced stop] + 11] usually remain heterosyllabic. 
The cluster [~br~] thus belongs to the subset which is prone to tautosyllabi-
city.102 Several clusters having [w] as their second member also tend to be 
tautosyllabic in Attic (prior to the disappearance of the glide |w| from the dia-
lect): namely, liquid \ jwj, i-nw-j, f-sw- j and perhaps /-dw-[ ,fM 

3.3.3 Morphologically Conditioned Variation 

Before leaving Herodian\s discussion of syllable-division, some attention 
should be given to his formulations which treat morphologically conditioned 
exceptions to his general principles of syllabic membership. Following his re-
marks on the tautosyllabicity of stop — liquid clusters (see (44)), Herodian 
adds: 
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(53) It is necessary to except [clusters] which come about from the prefixing of 
[ek(s)].104 For these hold a stop with a following liquid in separation; that 
is to say, [they have] the stop in one syllable and the liquid in the other, 
for example, [eklusai], [ekneurisai], [ekreûsai]. [ekmaksai].105 

Similarly, he appends to his discussion of [s] -+- stop clusters (see (50)) the 
following qualification concerning the prefixes εις, προς, and δυς: 

(54) It is necessary to except [clusters] which come about from the prefixing of 
the adverbs [e:s], [pros], and [dûs]; for these hold [s] with a following stop 
in separation·, that is to say, they have the [s] in one syllable and the fol-
lowing stop in the other, for example, [e:sphéro:], [prosphora], [dûs-
tükh#:s].106 

The morphologically induced exceptions of (54) are of the same sort as those 
identified by Threatte for the process of word-division in Athenian inscriptions 
(see (38J), repeated here as (55)):107 

(55) The prepositions εις [e:sj and προς \pros j and the definite article ending in 
[-sj do not permit division before the final sigma. 

3.3.4 An Impasse? 

On one hand, the inscriptional practices of word-division suggest and, much 
more explicitly, the teachings of the grammarians reveal an ancient theory of 
syllable membership which held that a syllable-boundary precedes a word-
internal cluster which is of a type that is capable of occurring word-initially 
(though there is disagreement concerning the position of the syllable-boundary 
when the cluster involved is [s] + stop or [s] 4- [m]). On the other hand, 
metrical evidence no less clearly reveals that it is generally the case that a 
syllable-boundary divides any given word-internal cluster, regardless of 
whether the cluster is capable of occurring word-initially. How are these con-
flicting accounts to be reconciled? 

Whatever phenomenon it was that the grammarians were treating when they 
discussed the division of words into "syllables." it almost certainly was some 
phenomenon other than syllable structure. That this is so is revealed by a set of 
quite remarkable statements made by the Alexandrian grammarian Hephaestion 
(second century A.D.) in his treatise on meter. The opening portion of the Hand-
book of Meters is devoted to a discussion of what Hephaestion refers to as 
"syllable length"; here the grammarian states that a syllable may be either long 
by nature (i.e., it may contain a long vowel or a diphthong)108 or long by 
position.t()t) With regard to the latter type of syllable, he writes: 

(56) They are long by position when more than one simple consonant falls be-
tween a short or shortened 110 vowel and the vowel of the next syllable. 
This occurs in five ways. 
A. Either [the syllable] ends in two consonants, for example, . . . 

[makarsj. . . . 
B. Or these [two consonant s ] are in the next syllable, for example, [hé-

ktç:r]. . . . It is to be noted that here the first [consonant] should not 
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be a stop and the second a liquid: such [syllables] are common,111 as 
will be mentioned further along. 

C. Or [the syllable! ends in one [consonant] and the next [syllable] begins 
with another, for example, [al-los], 

D. or it ends in a double consonant,1 2 for example, [héks], 
E. or the next [syllable] begins with a double consonant, for example, 

[é-ksç:].113 

When Hephaestion writes of "long syllables" he is referring to what we have 
called heavy syllables; the ancient grammarians unfortunately used the terms 
μακρός ([makros], 'long') and βραχύς {[hrakbus], 'short.') to designate both 
vowel duration and syllable weight.114 Hephaestion's claim (56B) could thus 
be restated as follows: 

(57) A syllable containing a short vowel is heavy if the next syllable begins 
with two consonants, for example, [hc-kt^r]. 

Hephaestion is of course correct in identifying this type of syllable as metri-
cally heavy. However, the very reason ill at such a syllable is heavy is that the 
first of the two consonants which "follow" is-—contrary to Hephaestion's 
claim—not in the succeeding syllable: to take his example, the initial syllable 
of [hék-tç:r] is heavy only because [k] falls within it, thus closing the syllable 
and rendering this initial short-voweled syllable quantitatively equivalent to one 
which contains a long vowel.115 Notice, in fact, that Hephaestion must qualify 
his statement (57) by excepting stop + liquid clusters (see (56B)),116 because 
it is in this case that both consonants following the short vowel actually can 
occur in the succeeding syllable, (e.g.. as in ά-κρον ([â-kron])), at least in the 
Attic dialect; thus, the syllabic containing the short vowel may be light.117 

Hephaestion's analysis of syllable quantity ("length" in his terms) and his 
interpretation of the positioning of word-internal syllable-boundaries are mutu-
ally exclusive notions. It is his analysis of syllable quantity which is accurate; 
consequently, his interpretation of the positioning of word-internal syllable-
boundaries, which, as we have already seen, is the conventional account offered 
by the grammarians, must be ill-conceived. 

As W. S. Allen has argued, the grammarians' rules for the division of words 
into syllables, and so the parallel rules of word-division evidenced in inscrip-
tional materials, must be formulations which are principally orthographic in 
origin and not devised for the phonetic description of syllable structure.118 This 
interpretation is supported, Allen points out, by morphologically motivated ex-
ceptional divisions. We have encountered such exceptions both in the Athenian 
inscriptions (see (38J)) and in Herodian's grammatical treatise (see (53) and 
(54)); for example, Herodian instructs his readers that εισφέρω (|e:sphérç>:I, i 
carry into1), where |e:s| is the preposition meaning 'into') is to be divided [e:s 
$ phei\>:|, rather than |e: S spherç>:| as bis treatment would otherwise have it. If 
the grammarians' practice of syllable-division were phonetically based, excep-
tions such as these would not be expected. 

That the spelling of consonant, clusters in the syllabic scripts, word-division 
in alphabetic inscriptions and the "syllable-division" doctrine of the grammar!-
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ans should show general agreement and should each depart from actual Greek 
syllable structure is quite remarkable and is most unlikely to be simply a matter 
of coincidence. In all probability a historical link exists between these ortho-
graphic phenomena, and this linkage has not gone unnoticed by other investiga-
tors.119 

3.4 Ruijgh 

The idea that the type of "syllable-division" found in alphabetic inscriptions 
and advocated by the grammarians is orthographic in nature, rather than phono-
logical or phonetic, has been utilized by C. J. Ruijgh in his interpretation of 
the Linear Β spelling of consonant clusters.120 Ruijgh takes the phonological/ 
orthographic disparity inherent in this system oi word-division to its systematic 
end, proposing that in the case of the alphabetic spellings of the lirst millen-
nium, a distinction is to be made between "phonological (or phonetic) syllabi-
fication,1' on the one hand, and "orthographic syllabification," on the other. Pho-
nological syllables are the prosodie units evidenced by Greek meter and the 
various types of phonological changes discussed above, while orthographic syl-
lables are spelling units which are defined on the basis of possible word-initial 
and word-final sounds and sound sequences. Thus, to use Ruijgh's example, 
λεπτός ffleptosj, "fine, thin') has the phonological syllabification λεπ-τός 
([lep-tosj) but the orthographic syllabification λε-πτός ([le-ptos]); the latter is 
determined by the occurrence in Greek of the word-initial sequence [#pt-] and 
is reinforced by the nonoccurrence of word-final [-p#] (and hence by the ab-
sence of a word-final sequence such as [-lep#]). 

Ruijgh proposes that a notion of orthographic syllabification analogous to 
that which existed in the first millennium was utilized for spelling with the 
second-millennium syllabic script of the Mycenaeans. The spelling of Linear Β 
proceeds according to orthographic, not phonological, syllables: 

(58) En principe, le premier segment d'un groupe de consonnes constituant le 
début d'une syllabe orth. s'exprime de la même façon qu'au début du mot, 
tandis qu'une consonne constituant le segment final d'une syllabe orth. 
n'est pas exprimée.121 

To this formulation, Ruijgh appends: 

(59) Les occlusives sont toujours exprimées, même après la voyelle d'une syl -
labe final.122 

Thus, for example, corresponding to the first-millennium word-division λε-
πτός ([le-ptôs]). we find the equivalent Linear Β spelling re-po-to, where the 
medial cluster |-pt-| is spelled in full (just as it is when it occurs word-
initially), since it stands at the beginning of an "orthographic syllable"; word-
final ]-s] is not written, since it occurs at the end of such a syllable unit. Con-
trast with this the spelling ka-ko for χαλ-κος ([khal-kos], 'bronze'). The medial 
cluster L-lk-] is not a possible word-initial sequence of Greek, hence [-1-] occurs 
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at the end of one orthographic syllable and [-k-J at the beginning of the next 
(i.e., the orthographic syllabification is here identical to the phonological syllab-
ification). Since [-1-1 occurs at the end of an orthographic syllable, it is not 
written, in accordance with (58). 

Ruijgh's analysis of the Linear Β representation of consonant clusters is in 
spirit essentially identical to the analyses of Householder, Sampson, et al. Ru-
ijgh circumvents the problematic impermissible syllable structure required by 
these latter analyses by making the critical structures upon which spelling is 
based orthographic units which differ from actual syllable structure; in other 
words, Ruijgh's orthographic syllabification is equivalent to Householder's and 
Sampson's phonological syllabification. Ruijgh is also able to avoid the diffi-
culties of />/ 4 stop clusters with which Sampson labors (see (34) and the 
accompanying discussion). He does so by simply stating (see (58)) that clusters 
which occur at the beginning of a word-internal orthographic syllable, among 
which are clusters of the type jsj -f stop, are normally spelled just as they are 
when they occur in word-initial position; since such clusters are represented 
with partial spelling word-initially, they are so represented word-internally. 
However, his formulation (58) provides no insight into why in word-initial po-
sition, unlike other clusters, jsj - stop sequences are represented with par-
tial—and not plenary—spelling. 

On the other hand, Ruijgh's and Sampson's analyses are alike in that Ruijgh 
also must make explicit reference to the behavior of stops; in other words, his 
formulation (59) does not follow from (58). but is required because of word-
final stop + [s] clusters of the type presented in (3), repeated here as (60): 

(60) wa-na-ka, ραναξ Qwanaks], 'king') 
a3-ti-jo-qo, AiOtoq^ ([aithiokus], a man's name) 

With respect to word-final clusters, it should also be pointed out that strictly 
interpreted, (58) is not sufficient in that it predicts that the nasal in the word-
final sequence [-ns#] would be written, when in fact it is not, as is illustrated 
by the following examples: 

(61) si-a2-ro, σιίιαλονς ([sihalons], 'fat hogs/ accusative plural) 
-pa, πανς ([pansi, 'all/ nominative singular)123 

Ruijgh's analysis is again like the other syllabic interpretations of Linear Β 
spelling which we have considered above in that, as he points out, it is able to 
account automatically for the partial representation of geminate clusters. Lor 
any particular word-internal geminate cluster, given Ruijgh's notion of ortho-
graphic syllabification, one member of the cluster would occur at the beginning 
of one orthographic syllable and the other at the end of the preceding ortho-
graphic syllable (since word-initial geminate clusters are generally not permit-
ted in Greek l24). Consequently, by (58), the first member of a geminate cluster 
would not be expressed. For example, in the case of the Mycenaean forms 

(62) i-to-we-sa, ίστορεσσα (jhistowessaj. 'having a beam/mast') 
e-ne-wo-, εννερο- {[ennewo-]. 'nine') 
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Ruijgh's orthographic syllabification would be 

(63) [hi-sto-wes-sa] 
[en-ne-wo] 

and, therefore, only the second member of the cluster is actually noted. In the 
case of the analyses of Householder, Sampson, et al., the syllable structure of 
these forms would be the same as Ruijgh's orthographic syllabification (recall 
that their phonetic syllables are equivalent in structure to Ruijgh's orthographic 
syllables); consequently, only one member of the geminate clusters would be 
written (for the reason that only one member precedes the vowel of its sylla-
ble 125). However, if Ruijgh's analysis were extended to the Cypriot Syllabary, 
as he suggests it should be, 

(64) Dans l'écriture chypriote, une telle consonne finale de syllabe orth. est ex-
primée au moyen d'une voyelle 'morte', à savoir la voyelle précédente 
dans le cas d'une consonne non finale de mot, la voyelle e dans le cas 
d'une consonne finale de mot.126 

it would not account for the nonrepresentation of geminates here, since in this 
script, unlike Linear B, consonants appearing at the end (except nasals), as well 
as those at the beginning, of "orthographic syllables" are spelled; the same 
observations can be made of course for the treatments of Householder, Samp-
son, et al. 

3.5 Morpurgo Davies 

Beneath the rubric of "syllable-dependent analyses" can also be placed the 
work of A, Morpurgo Davies,12/ whose ideas are in spirit quite similar to those 
of Ruijgh which we have just examined. Like Ruijgh, Morpurgo Davies is well 
aware of the massive difficulties faced by an interpretation of Greek syllable 
structure which holds that a syllable-boundary precedes any word-internal 
cluster-type which is capable of occurring word-initially; yet the strategies of 
consonant cluster spelling in the syllabic scripts which she appears to embrace 
are essentially those which we have identified with Householder, Sampson, 
Buck, et al.: in the case of Linear B, the first member of a cluster is spelled if 
it is preceded by a "syllable-boundary" (with the noted exceptions of + stop 
and word-final stop 1- s clusters); in the Cypriot system the initial member of 
a cluster is written with the CV symbol whose vocalic component is identical 
to the vowel of the "syllable" to which that consonant belongs. Morpurgo Da-
vies suggests, much like Ruijgh, that the determination of syllable-boundaries 
which is requisite for the application of these strategies was not one which was 
based purely on " 'phonetic' r e a l i t y " ; i n s t e a d , perception of syllable structure 
was colored (or, perhaps more accurately, skewed) by analogy with possible 
word-initial and word-final consonant arrangements. In other words, since a 
syllable-boundary is clearly perceived as preceding a word-initial cluster and 
following a word-final cluster (or simply a word-final consonant), the various 
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possible eon figurations of consonants occurring at word-extremities were uti-
lized as coordinates for mapping the location of word-internal syllable-bound-
aries: |pn-l occurs word-initially, and [-p] does not occur word-finally, so a 
word-internal sequence |-Vpn~] is "syllabified" f-V$pn-|, not [-Vp$n-|. finis, 
the scribes of the syllabic scripts and, in turn, the grammarians and other prac-
titioners of alphabetic spelling possessed something of a linguistically naive 
notion (or a folk-linguistic notion) of "syllable" which was utilized in designing 
strategies for syllabic spelling and word-division. Unlike Ruijgh, Morpurgo Da-
vies stops short of explicitly identifying a discrete orthographic entity—the or-
thographic syllable—which is distinct from the phonological or phonetic sylla-
ble, though this would be a small step for her to take.129 

The phonotactic restrictions of Greek permit only three consonants to occur 
at the end of a word, namely, |-s, -r, -n].130 Morpurgo Davies points out that 
[s] is fundamentally different from [r] and [n] in that, in addition to occurring 
word-finally, it can appear as the first member of a word-initial consonant clus-
ter. As a consequence, given her proposal that "syllable-division" is based upon 
analogy to possible word-initial clusters and to possible word-final consonants, 
the proper division of word-internal [-sC-] clusters would be ambiguous: 
f-VSsC-j is supported by analogy to word-initial position but [-YsSC-1 by anal-
ogy to word-final position (as well as to word-initial position, since the conso-
nant following [s] could occur initially). With regard to the latter and the former 
division respectively, she surmises: "Tiere ii is conceivable that those who opted 
for a division of the type άρισ/τος were swayed by ^phonetic" factors, though 
for Herodian's view at least the model provided by the word initial clusters was 
more important."'31 In other words, it is perhaps a competition between pho-
netic and analogical factors which underlies both the varying treatment of 
word-internal [ sC-| clusters exhibited within the alphabetic inscriptions 132 and 
the conflicting analyses of the grammarians concerning the division of such 
clusters. 

3.5.1 Scribal Continuity 

In her analysis of syllabic spelling, Morpurgo Davies stresses the continuity 
which she perceives to exist between the second-millennium syllabic scripts 
and the first-millennium alphabetic tradition; this continuity, as I have already 
suggested, is revealed by the idiosyncratic nature of "syllable-division" in these 
traditions—that is, by a common departure from phonetic reality.133 She sug-
gests that the aforementioned variation in the division of word-internal L-sC-J 
clusters w^hich is manifest within the alphabetic inscriptions and the grammati-
cal treatises is likely to be tied to the varying orthographic treatments accorded 
these clusters by the two syllabic scripts: "[Tjhe ^-clusters provide us with the 
best evidence we have that we are on the right track in linking the writing 
practice of Linear B, Cyprian and alphabetic Greek."134 She proposes that the 
treatment of [s] + stop clusters in Linear Β is like that advocated by Herodian 
to the extent that such clusters receive the same treatment word-initially and 
word-internally. In both contexts, [s] + stop clusters are represented with par-
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tial spelling by the Linear Β scribes; in a parallel fashion, for Herodian a sylla-
ble-division precedes [s] + stop clusters word-internallv just as it does word-
initially. In contrast, while [s] + stop clusters are represented with progressive 
spelling word-initially by the scribes of the Cypriot Syllabary, within the word 
the [-s-] of such clusters is written using the regressive spelling strategy. This 
disparate treatment within the Cypriot tradition is to be likened, says Morpurgo 
Davies, to that exhibited by those grammarians (about whom S ex tu s Empiricus 
tells us) who disagree with Herodian and by the scribes of the alphabetic tradi-
tion who divide [s] + stop clusters word-internally while, of course, treating 
them as tautosyllabic at word-beginning.135 

While I believe that Morpurgo Davies is correct in linking syllabic script 
representation of [s] Τ slop clusters with the later variable alphabetic treatment 
of these sequences, her formulation of this equation is not altogether accurate. 
Though there is disagreement among the grammarians and within alphabetic 
inscriptions as to the proper "division" of word-internal [sj 4- stop clusters, 
such word-internal clusters receive comparable treatment in the two syllabic 
scripts. In the Mycenaean system they arc represented by partial spelling and 
in the Cypriot system by regressive spelling (recall that partial spelling is the 
Linear Β equivalent to Cypriot regressive spelling). The variation in the repre-
sentation of [s] + stop clusters in the syllabic scripts occurs not internally but 
in word-initial position: Linear Β shows partial spelling again, while the Cyp-
riot Syllabary utilizes progressive spelling. As I have pointed out, this variation 
arises as a consequence of the Cypriot orthographic practice of more fully rep-
resenting consonants—of spelling all initial clusters progressively regardless of 
the type of representation they receive word-internally. Notice that this progres-
sive spelling is not a necessary strategy given the Cypriot script's propensity 
for fuller consonantal representation; an arbitrary empty vowel like that one 
used for spelling word-final consonants could have been utilized for writing the 
initial consonant. 

Morpurgo Davies argues that continuity between the syllabic and alphabetic 
traditions is further revealed by a common notion of "word.'' In so doing she 
is responding in part to the long-offered claim that the Greeks had no concept 
"word" prior to the fourth century B.C., as their language appears to have had 
no term which conveys that meaning unambiguously.136 That the Greeks indeed 
possessed such a notion, she contends, is clearly indicated by the regular My-
cenaean scribal practice of separating individual words with a word-divider.137 

Moreover, she notes that clitics—both proclitics and enclitics—are not graphi-
cally separated from the orthotonic forms with which they form an accent unit, 
as in the following examples: I3S 

(65) da-mo-de-mi, δαμος δε μι v (Jda:mos de min], 'but [ the J community') 
o-u-pa-ro-ke-ne-[to], OV παρογενετό ((u: parogeneto], 'he was not on 
hand') 

Thus, she concludes, the Mycenaean notion of "word" was one which was 
accentually based: "IT]he word-divider is used to separate accentual groups, 
i.e. speech sequences characterized by one main accent." 139 A word-divider is 
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likewise found in the syllabic Cypriot system though its use is infrequent;140 

however, the end of a word which terminates in a consonant is regularly 
marked graphically, as we have seen, by the use of the empty vowel -e. Though 
the interpretation of the total evidence is somewhat less straightforward than in 
the case of Linear B, syllabic Cypriot spelling also indicates an accentually 
based notion of "word": "[A] 'word' was either an orthotonic word or a se-
quence of orthotonic and unaccented elements." 141 Based on a preliminary ex-
amination of the materials, Morpurgo Davies notes that the use of punctuation 
for regular word-division in alphabetic inscriptions is uncommon but not un-
known. Punctuation so used occurs in several archaic inscriptions of the sixth 
and fifth centuries B.C., in which case, just as in the syllabic traditions, "the 
general pattern of 'word-division' is relatively consistent; . . . a 'word' is ei-
ther an orthotonic word or a sequence of proclitics orthotonic word -enclit-
ics." 142 She here contends that such an accentual unit of clitic plus orthotonic 
form was also recognized by Greek scribes, grammarians and other authors of 
the first-millennium alphabetic tradition. 

Morpurgo Davies thus identifies a continuity of tradition stretching from 
Linear Β to the Greek alphabet, and she is surely correct in doing so. Beyond 
that, she makes what I believe to be a crucially important point in identifying 
the Cypriot Syllabary as the intermediary agent in the chain of continuity which 
connects these systems: "Cyprian is important in that it may provide us with 
the link we need between the Linear Β and the alphabetic texts/'14" Exactly 
what she perceives the nature of this continuity to be is not altogether clear, 
however. After mentioning the idiosyncratic "syllable-division" of the grammar-
ians which we have discussed at length (i.e., the type of [hé$kto;r] rather than 
fhék$to:rl), she states: 

(66) The last facts I have mentioned reveal a continuity of linguistic, or perhaps 
folk-linguistic, reactions, which lasted in Greece for more than one millen-
nium and survived through a violent disruption such as that which signed 
the end of the Mycenaean civilization and a cultural renewal such as that 
marked by the introduction of the alphabet and the new literacy.144 

And on the accentually based notion of the word, she writes: 

(67) Continuity of school between Mycenaean and alphabetic writing is proba-
bly to be excluded; if so, we ought to reach the conclusion that the 
Mycenaean, Cyprian and alphabetic writers based their principles of word-
division on a common response ίο speech which consciously or more prob-
ably unconsciously, analysed it on the basis of accentual criteria.1'5 

Such an unlearned continuity of "reactions" or "responses" would in effect be 
no continuity at all. Instead, if would merely be a sequence of orthographic 
coincidences sprung generation after generation from intuitive language knowl-
edge. On the other hand, however, in a slightly more recent work Morpurgo 
Davies observes: 

(68) From the point of view of Greek culture another interesting point emerges. 
If the syllabification adopted by the Mycenaean and Cyprian scribes and 
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by the later Greek grammarians had been based on purely phonetic facts, 
it would have been easy to suppose that independent processes of analysis 
had reached the same results. We now assume that this is not the case and 
that other factors were relevant. If so, it was not only the main features of 
the Greek language that survived the collapse of Mycenaean civilization; 
some fundamental linguistic or folk-linguistic notions survived too—the 
recognition of basic units such as the word and the "syllable" and the crite-
ria used in identifying those units.146 

Here it seems that the connections which she envisions are of a much more 
continuous, historical nature.14'' 

The continuity of scribal tradition proceeding from the second millennium 
to the first, I will argue, is indeed historical. It arises as a consequence of 
the incorporation of certain Mycenaean orthographic features into the Cypriot 
Syllabary at the time this script was devised for spelling Greek. In turn, various 
features of the syllabic Cypriot writing system were introduced into the Greek 
alphabetic tradition. 

3.5.2 ISj -F Stop Again and Other Problems 

As we have seen again and again, the representation of [s] T- stop clusters is 
a problem that plagues those analyses of consonant cluster spelling which as-
sume that such spelling is sensitive to syllable structure (whether the structure 
is claimed to be actual or perceived). Morpurgo Davies's analysis is no differ-
ent, and she herself indicates that these clusters are problematic for her interpre-
tation: "We still do not understand why in an initial or internal cluster of s T 
stop s is not written; we must simply make do with the observation that, what-
ever the reason, it is interesting that the same rule applies in Linear Β to the 
initial and the internal cluster." 148 

A second recurring difficulty for syllable-based interpretations of Linear Β 
spelling—one which has required proposing additional, ad hoc spelling conven-
tions—is that of the representation of word-final stop + [s] clusters (the mirror 
image of word-initial [s] + stop clusters). Again, Morpurgo Davies points 
out that the spelling of these sequences is likewise problematic for her interpre-
tation: "Why does Linear Β w;rite some word-iinal stops when followed 
by (unwritten) -s (wa-na-ka etc.)? . . . [W]hy wa-na-ka etc. and not 
wa-na ?"149 

There is yet another problem with syllable-based analyses, one which I have 
not thus far broached but to which Morpurgo Davies briefly refers.150 As we 
have seen, Herodian contends that a syllable boundary precedes certain word-
internal clusters even though they do not actually occur word-initially (see 
(43)). In each case, however, the cluster is of a type which does occur word-
initially (stop nasal, fricative -F stop etc.). Are there types of clusters which 
are not found at the beginning of a word yet are treated as if a syllable-bound-
ary preceded them when they occur word-internally? 

Such clusters are attested in Linear B. For example, the Mycenaean scribes 
use progressive spelling to represent the word-internal sequence |-nw-|: 
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(69) ke-se-ni-wi-joj, ξενριον ([ksenwionj, 'for guests') 
pe-ru-si-nu-wo. πέρυσιvpov ([perüsinwon], last year's') 

According to syllable-based interpretations, a syllable-boundary should pre-
cede f-nw-1 since the initial member of the cluster is written; however, by these 
same interpretations, syllable-boundaries should only precede word-internal 
clusters which can occur word-initially, yet neither the sequence [nw-] nor the 
cluster-type nasal + glide 151 is found in word-initial position.152 

3.6 Concluding Remarks 

Syllable-based interpretations of consonant cluster spelling in the Mycenaean 
and Cypriot syllabic scripts falter beneath the weight of a completely untenable 
assumed syllable structure. Certain investigators who have adopted syllable-
based approaches have recognized the enormity of this problem and have at-
tempted to circumvent it in various ways: by proposing syllable-boundaries 
which fall within (not before) the first member of the cluster; by postulating 
cither orthographic units distinct from actual syllabic structure or analogical 
processes which make reference to word-initial and word-final consonantal ar-
rangements. In some cases there are glaring problems even with these adjust-
ments; but in every case the analysis is incapable of dealing effectively with 
is I — stop clusters and word-final stop V jsj clusters. If, however, we reject 
the syllabic-based approach, wc find a credible solution, to which I attend in 
chapter 4. 
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In the first edition (as in the second) of The Decipherment of Linear Β (1958 (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press), pp. 74 75), Chadwick writes: "The basic principle 
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m o r e consonants begin a syllable they h a v e t o b e s h o w n by doubling t h e v o w e l ; b u t 

when a consonant stands at the end of a syllable before a consonant at the beginning of 
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1974, Vox Graeca, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), pp. 73-75, 156. 
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Cypriot Syllabary. 
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cluster, he offers po-ni-ki-pi, [phoinikhphi], 'with palm trees'. He appears to analyze the 
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initially), and. consequently, the first member of the cluster would not be represented. 
By the analysis of Ventris and Chadwick, both members of a stop -f stop cluster should 
be spelled (see (10) in chapter 2); the spelling of a stop -I lphl cluster with only a 
single p thus suggests a geminate cluster and, hence, an assimilated cluster. 

9. Householder 1964:74. 
10. Householder also mentions as examples the names po-ki-ro-qo and wo-no-qo 

(p. 74); Ventris and Chadwick, how/ever, question the interpretation of these forms. 
11. Ibid., p. 75. 
12. Such syllables a r e traditionally c a l l e d "heavy by nature." For m a t t e r s of Greek 

prosody in general, see the excellent treatment in A. Devine and L. Stephens, 1994, The 
Prosody of Greek Speech (Oxford: Oxford University Press). 

13. Such syllables are traditionally called "heavy by position." 
14. Word-internal sequences of more than two consonants are also heterosyllabic. 

Such clusters will be discussed below-· in chapter 5. 
15. In other words, a cluster of consonants "makes position." 
16. An exception to this generalization occurs in the instance of correptio Attica 

or Attic shortening. As will be further considered in the discussion below, the consonan-
tal sequences traditionally referred to as muta cum liquida, that is, stop -F liquid and 
stop + nasal, do not make position in certain poetic works written in the classical Attic 
dialect. 

17. On which, see, among other works, Allen 1974:98; P. Chantraine, 1984, Mor-
phologie historique du grec, 2nd ed. (Paris: Klincksieck), pp. 113-114; E. Hermann, 
1923, Silbenbildung im Griechischen (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht), pp. 8 -
12. 

18. This is usually analyzed as a kind of rhythmic lengthening. See, for example. 
Lejeune 1982:221. 291. 

19. Notice that example (6B) indicates the heterosyllabicity of word-internal clus-
ters of the form stop - liquid; see above, n. 16. 

20. See J. Vendryes, 1904, Traité d'accentuation grecque (Paris: Klincksieck), pp. 
165-166; C. J. Ruijgh, 1985, "Problèmes de philologie mycénienne," Minos 19:120. For 
a morphological interpretation, see J. Kurylowicz, 1968, Indogermanische Grammatik, 
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vol. 2 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter), p. 102, and 1958, L'accentuation des langues indo-
européennes (Krakow: Wroclaw), pp. 139 140. 

21. The second-century A.D. Greek grammarian Herodian writes of this accent 
placement. He states concerning the three syllables in such υποκοριστικά ('diminu-
tives'), ει μέντοι ή πρώτη τούτων μακρά νπάρχοι . . . παροξύνεται; "if the first 
of these should be long . . . the acute accent falls on the penult" (A. Lentz, ed., 1867, 
Grarnrnahci Graeci, part 3, vol. 1 (Leipzig: Teubner), p. 356, 10-11. 

22. Notice :hat the example λνχν-ίον ([lükhn-ion]) again shows the heterosyllabi-
city of a muta cum liquida cluster—in this case stop 4- nasal 

23. Among additional phonological evidence for the heterosyllabicity of word-
internal clusters which could be offered are the formulations known as Wheeler's Law 
and Vendryes' Law. Wheeler's Law states that if a word originally had an acute accent 
on lis final syllable and if it ends in the syllabic sequence heavy-light-light, i.e., ends in 
a dactyl then the accent was retracted to the penultimate syllable, as in αγκύλος 
([agkiilosj), 'crooked/ compare Sanskrit ankurâs, 'a young sprout' (B. Wheeler, 1885, 
"Der griechische Nominalakzent" (Strassburg: Ph.D. diss.), pp. 60ff). According to Ven-
dryes' Law, in the Attic dialect, if a word originally had a circumflex accent on the 
penultimate syllable, the accent was retracted to the preceding syllable (in which case 
the accent automatically becomes acute) if that syllable was light, as may be seen by 
comparing Attic όμοιος (|hômoios|), 'like1 (Ionic and Old Attic όμοιος) and άστεϊος 
(iasteios]), 'polite" ( Vendryes 1904:263). The legitimacy of both of these formulations 
has been questioned by some scholars. For a recent discussion and bibliography, see N. 
Collinge, 1985, The Laws of Indo-European (Philadelphia: John Benjamins), pp. 199-
202, 221-223. 

24. A. Meillet, 1965. Aperçu d'une histoire de la langue grecque, 7th ed. (Paris: 
Klincksieck). p. 145. 

25. On Proto-Indo-European meter, see, among other works, A. Meillet, 1923, Les 
origines indo-européennes des mètres grecs (Paris: L e s P r e s s e s Universitaires de 
France): G. Nagy, 1974, Comparative Studies in Greek and Indie Meter (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press); C. Watkins, 1963, "Indo-European Metrics and Archaic Irish 
Verse:' Celtica 6:194-249; M. L. West, 1973, "Indo-European Meter," Glotta 51:161-
181. 

26. R. Beekes, 1971, "The Writing of Consonant Groups in Mycenaean," Mnemo-
syne 24: 338-339. 

27. Ibid.. p. 339. 
28. Ibid., p. 340. 
29. In fact, Beekes seems to suggest this himself, but his position is unclear. On p. 

345 he states that the spelling of Τ + s clusters is "irregular" and at the same time thai 
"both Cyprian and Mycenaean write the consonant with the following vowel." 

30." Ibid.. p. 342^ 
31. Ibid.. p. 344. 
32. Ibid.. pp. 343, 346. 
33. Ibid.. p. 345. 
34. Beekes states (p. 345), "As to the metrical evidence, in Homer each syllable 

followed by a consonant group is long, whatever the structure of the group. It is evident 
that this asks for comment in cases II A and II Β 2 b3 and e,. In all other cases 
[emphasis is minej the metrical evidence is in agreement with the Cyprian and Myec-
naean evidence, but in the cases mentioned it seems contradictory." Beckes curiously 
excludes the clusters of III A 2 and III Β 1 from this statement of discrepant clusters, 
even though he has included them in his list of tautosyllabic clusters (16). However, in 
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his discussion of III A 2 (pp. 348 349) and III Β I (p. 347) he includes these clusters 
among those which syllabify by his analysis in a way other than that expected given the 
metrical and phonological evidence. 

35. Ibid,, p. 346. Less commonly, it is the second member of the cluster which is 
doubled. For a discussion and presentation of extensive data, see Hermann 1923:110-
123. See also L. Threatte, 1980, The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions, vol. 1 (Berlin: De 
Gruyter), pp. 527-535. 

36. Beekes 1971:346. 
37. Ibid. 
38. Ibid., p. 347. 
39. See. for example, two works by J. Anderson and C. Jones: 1974, "Three Theses 

Concerning Phonological Representations," JL 10:1-26; 1977, Phonological Structure 
and the History of English (Amsterdam: North-Holland). 

40. Buck 1955:75. 
41. Hermann 1923:123. 
42. It is far from obvious why these double spellings would be used as an indicator 

of syllable structure in some cases but not in others, 
43. Lejeune 1982:286. 
44. See also R. Viredaz 1983:134-135. Viredaz criticizes Beekes' interpretation of 

the spelling of the clusters of (6) and suggests that the doubled consonants in the inscrip-
tional forms are an indication of the greater length of the first consonant of the cluster. 

45. Beekes 1971:346. 
46. None of the consonants involved are likely to be implosive in the sense in 

which the term is currently used by phoneticians. Linking the nonrepresentation of initial 
Cj in clusters of the form C^SC^C, to the rule prohibiting complete representation of 
geminate clusters w ould offer the advantage of automatically accounting for the particu-
lar choice of consonant to be represented: just as it appears to be the second geminate 
only which is spelled in the syllabic Cypriot script, so it is the second occurrence of C, 
only which is spelled. 

47. Hermann 1923:111. 
48. S e e W . S . Allen, 1 9 7 3 , Accent and Rhythm (Cambridge: Cambridge U n i v e r s i t y 

Press), p. 208. 
49. Beyond that. Greek does not show a word-initial sequence [kp-]. 
50. That the form is accusative plural, as here indicated, is uncertain, however. 
51. Hermann 1923:113. With this compare the curious spelling Σέξκτον ([séksk-

ton], with two occurrences cited by Hermann) for Σέξτον ([sékston]). 
52. Ibid.. p. 119. 
53. Threatte 1980:527. 
54. Ibid., pp. 527-530. In a few instances the [-s] occurs at the end of a word and 

the stop at the beginning of the following word. 
55. Only word-internal clusters are included for Cypriot because, as mentioned 

above and as will be discussed below, word-initial clusters are subject to a different 
spelling strategy (and [s] + stop clusters do not occur word-finally in Greek). There 
are fifty-siχ occurrences of this cluster word-initially in the Cypriot materials. These 
totals are drawn from my extensive database which is described in the ensuing chapter. 

56. Beekes 1971:348. 
57. Ibid., p. 349. 
58. Ibid. 
59. G. Sampson, 1985, Writing Systems (Stanford: Stanford University Press), 

p. 69. 
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60. Ibid. 
61. Ibid. 
62. It is unclear why Sampson places this restriction within parentheses, as this 

clause is added to the rule for the purpose of excepting [s] -h stop clusters from the 
more general statement (31 ). 

63. Ibid. 
64. Ibid., pp. 67-68. 
65. Sampson states: "/aksones/ 'axles' is syllabified /a$kso$nes/ because in Greek / 

ks-/ is a permitted, indeed common initial cluster" (p. 69); and "a syllable-boundary is 
placed as far to the left as is compatible with the limitations on permissible initial 
clusters" (p. 70). 

66. Ibid., p. 69. 
67. Though [tm-1 and [dm-] occur word-initially. 
68. Sampson does not mention that [tr-] is a commonly occurring word-initial clus-

ter; he attempts to justify his syllabic analysis /ale$ktruo:n/ by making recourse to the 
possible configurations of word-final consonants He states that '7-k, -kt, -ktr/ are all 
quite impossible in word-fmal position" (p. 69). This is of course absolutely correct; but 
then his analysis of Greek syllabification also produces syllable-final consonants which 
are not permitted in word-final position, such as the syllable-final [-1] of his example 
(371)) /khal$kos/. 

69. Ibid., p. 70. 
70. For recent works which take note of the similarities between alphabetic word-

division and consonant cluster spelling in the syllabic scripts, see Ruijgh 1985:121-126 
and especially A. Morpurgo Davies. 1987, "Mycenaean and Greek Syllabification," in 
Tract at a Mycenaea. ed. P. Ilievski and F. Crepajac (Skopje: Macedonian Academy of 
Sciences and Arts), pp. 91-103: 1986a, "Folk--Linguistics and the Greek Word," in Fest-
schrift for Henry iloenigswahl ed. G. Cardona and N. Zide (Tübingen: Gunter Narr 
Verlag), pp. 266 271: 1986b. "Forms of Writing in the Ancient Mediterranean World" 
in The Written Word ed. G. Β au mann (Oxford: Oxford University Press), pp. 67-68. 
For earlier works which discuss the relationship between word-division practices in al-
phabetic inscriptions and syllabic Cypriot spelling, see Hermann 1923:181-185 and R. 
Meister 1894:178-186. We will return to this matter. 

71. Threatte 1980:64-73. 
72. The earliest Attic inscription, that of the Dipylon Oinochoc, dates to perhaps 

740 B.C. See B. Powell. 1988. The Dipylon Oinochoe and the Spread of Literacy in 
Eighth-Century Athens." Kadmos 27:65-86. 

73. The use of quotation marks around syllable is mine, not Threatte's. As will be 
argued below, it is quite likely that in most cases the division is not actually made at a 
syllable break. It is clear!) the case, however, that a principled means for dividing words 
is being utilized which has some phonetic/phonological basis. 

74. However, two lengthy Athenian naval catalogues from the same period show 
no indication of the use of any sort of rule-governed word-division: "a glance at either 
shows so many wrong divisions that it is clear that no effort is being made to end the 
lines with syllables." Moreover, Threatte goes on to say, 'These texts fall into a group 
of large late fourth-century inventories, which, although they are non-stoichedon, are 
nevertheless non-syllabified" (p. 72). Among the Athenian naval catalogues which ex-
hibit some attempt at "syllabification," according to Threatte, "there seems to he a clear 
chronological development" toward regular use of third-century strategies (p. 73). 

75. Threatte states that his observations are based upon an examination of "texts 
dating ca. 300 β.γ. ca. 300 \.υ. in which the laws of syllabification arc generally ob-
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s e r v e d . D u r i n g t h i s p e r i o d t h e r e a r e a l s o t e x t s w h i c h a v o i d t h e r u l e s a l t o g e t h e r , o r c o n -

t a i n n u m e r o u s i n f r a c t i o n s o f them" ( p . 6 9 ) , 

76. Ibid., pp. 66-69. In citing Threatte's rules, I have in some instances replaced 
his use of Greek script with phonetic transcription. 

77. Similar, if less explicitly enumerated, rules have been offered by other investi-
gators on the basis of examination of inscriptions written in a variety of dialects; see, 
for example, H. Stuart-Jones, 1901, "The Division of Syllables in Greek," CR 15:396-
401. 

78. I have changed the order in which these various clusters are presented from an 
alphabetic order (Threatte) to a phonetic one. 

79. The matter of the recognition of segment types by the Greek scribes is an 
extremely interesting one w hich will be further considered below. 

80. Hermann 1923:132-176; see especially pp. 174-175. 
81. Threatte reports that both treatments are even attested within a single docu-

ment. 
82. And this practice is general for inscriptions in all dialects; see, inter alios, 

Stuart-Jones 1901:397. 
83. Threatte 1980:68. In the case of Λαμ\πτρέα (flam|ptréaj) it is not the entire 

sequence [-ptr-] which can occur word-initially but only f-pt-], the first pair of conso-
nants which follows the division, though the sequence |-tr-] is also permissible at the 
beginning of a word. 

84. A. Lent/,, 1867 1868, Crammatici Graeci, part 3, vol. 2 (Leipzig: Teubner), p. 
393, 33-36: Τα σύμφωνα τ à εν άρχ ή λέξεως ευρισκόμενα, και εν τ φ μέσω εάν 
εύρεθαχτι ν, εν συλλήψει ευρίσκονται, οίον εν τω κτ-ήμα τό κτ έν αρχή λεξεοκ 
εστίν, άλλα και εν τω έτικταν ευρεθέντα έν τω μέσω τό κ και τό τ ομού έστιν-

85. Ibid., ρ. 396, 1-2: δσα σύμφωνα μι) δύναται έν άρχή λέξεων έκψωνεϊσ-
θαι, ταύτα και έν μέση λέξει ευρεθέντα χωρισθήσεται άλλήλων- οίον άνθος, 
έργον. 

86. A transcription o f the spelling of the Aeolic a n d Attic f o r m s is offered rather 
than a phonetic transcription since the initial portion of the two words is almost certainly 
phonetically identical ([zd-] ); that is, the use of σδ- as opposed to ζ- is an orthographic, 
not phonetic, difference, and hence a phonetic transcription would obscure the claim 
which Herodian is o f f e r i n g . 

87. Ibid.. p. 396. 5-10: θμ, ψν, γδ, χμ, κμ, ay, σδ· ταύτα yàp ουδέποτε έν 
συμπλοκή έν άρχ ή ευρισκόμενα, έν μέσψ άλλήλων ού χωρίζονται οίον ϊθμα, 
άφνειός, όγδοος, αιχμή, c/.κμή, φάσγανον, θεόσδοτος• ει yàp παρά τοις κοινοις 
ούχ εΰρηται λ έξις από του σδ άρχομένη, αλλά παρά τοις Α ίολεϋσίν έστιν οίον 
σδνγός αντί του ζυγός. 

88. Moreover, as just pointed out, the phonetic value of σδ, < s d > , is identical to 
that of the character zeta {ζ). 

89. The remaining two clusters are -sg- and -sd-; while Threatte finds [s] + stop 
clusters to have a variable treatment in the inscriptions, Herodian prescribes a consistent 
treatment, as w i l l be seen below. 

90. Ibid.. p. 393, 4-6: τά άφωνα προ τών άμεταβόλων έν συλλήψει εισίν 
ήγουν ομού ει σι ν. και ούκ έστι χωρίς το άφωνο ν καί χωρίς τό άμετάβολον οίον 
άκμή, άτμός, . . . αγρός, έκλαιαν. έθνησκον, έπλεον, άβρός-

91. For discussion, see Allen 1974:38. 
92. Ibid., p. 394, 33-34: τά άμετάβολα προ τ<»ν άφώνων έν διαστάσει είσιν 

οίον έρπω τό βαδίζω, έλκω, άνθος, άρτος, έργον, έμβολο^, σύμφωνο ν, σύμπονος. 
93. Ibid., ρ. 395, 10 13: άμετάβολον άμεταβόλου ού προηγείται Kam σύλ 
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ληψιν, άλλά κατά διάστασιν οίον άρνός, "Ερμής, άλμη, 'έρνος, δλμος. ιδού επί 
τούτων τό εν άμετ άβολο ν ληκτικόν εστί της προηγουμένης συλλαβής και το 
έτερον άρκτικόν τής έπι φερομένης και ουκ εισιν ομού. 

94. Ibid., ρ. 395, 13-15: δει προσθεΐναι χωρίς του μ και ν, ταύτα γαρ ευ-
ρίσκονται κατά σύλληψιν ώς έν τ φ μνά, μνη μείον- ενταύθα γαρ τό μ και τό ν 
ομού εισιν. 

95. The term here translated as 'continuant' is ήμίφωνον ([hç:miphg:non]); how-
ever, strictly speaking, not all ήμίφωνα are continuants. In addition to the liquids, na-
sals, and [s], the grammarians included in this group the sounds represented by the so-
called double letters of the Greek alphabet: namely, ζ ([zd]), ξ ([ks]), and ψ dps]). 

96. Ibid., p. 395, 16-17: ήμίφωνον ή μι φώ νου ού προηγείται κατά σύλληψιν, 
αλλά κατά διάστασιν. 

97. Ibid., ρ. 395, 20-28: δει προσθεΐναι χωρίς του μ και τού ν και τού σ και 
του μ και τών συλλαβών τώνούσών έν τέλει λέξεως• επί τούτων γάρ ευρίσκον-
ται ήμίφωνα ήμιφώνων προηγούμενα κατά σύλληψιν, και επί μεν του μ και ν 
ώς επί του μνά και μνημείο ν. έπι δε του σ και μ ώς επί τού σμώ και σμιλίον 
και κόσμος· επί δέ συλλαβών τών ούσών έν τέλει λέξεως οίον άλς, μάκαρς, 
Τιρυνς, ελμινς. ιδού επί τούτων εύρέθησαν ήμίφωνα ήμιγώνων προηγούμενα 
κατά σύλληψιν, επειδή ουκ 'έχουσι φωνήεν έπιφερόμενον τό όφειλον τού ένός 
συμφώνου την σύνταξιν άναδέξασθαι. 

98. Ibid., ρ. 393, 16 19: π) σ προ πάντων τών άφώνων έν συλλήψει εστίν, 
ήγουν ομού ει σι τα δύο? τό σ και τό έπιφερόμενον άφωνο ν, οίον Ισβεσε. φάσγα-
νον, θεόσδοτος, ασκός, αστήρ, ασπίς, ασθενής, άσχημοσύνη, εωσφόρος• ιδού επί 
τούτων τό σ μετά τών επιφερομένων άφώνων ομού εστί. 

99. Or perhaps "letters/' 
100. Bckker, ed., 1814-1821. Λ need υ ta Graeca, 3 vols. (Berlin: Reimer), 3:1127: 

και σύνταξις μέν έστιν όταν ζητώμεν ποία συλλαβή συντάξωμεν τά στοιχεία, 
οίον έν τώ άσθενής τό σ πότερο ν ληκτικόν έστι τής προτέρας συλλαβής ή άρκ 
τι κό ν τής δε υ τέρας-

101. Μ: 1.169-174: τήν γάρ όρθογραφίαν φασίν έν τρισί κείσθαι τρόποις, 
ποσότητι, ποιότητι, μερισμώ. . . . μερισμώ δέ, έπειδάν διαπορώμεν περί τής 
ΰβριμος λέξεως, πότερο ν ποτ ε τό β τής δευτέρας έστί συλλαβής αρχή ή τής 
προηγουμένης πέρας. και έπι τού 'Άριστίων ονόματος πού τακτέον τό σ. 
πάλίλδ ν ' ή τοιαύτη τεχνολογία, ϊνα μηδέν τών άπορωτέρων κινώμεν, μάταιος 
είναι φαίνεται, πρώτον μέν εκ τής διαφωνίας, 'έπειτα δέ και έξ αυτών τών άπο-
τελεσμάτων. και έκ μεν τής διαφωνίας, έπείπερ οί τεχνικοί μάχονται τ ε και εις 
αιώνα μαχήσονται προς άλλήλους, τών μέν ούτως τών δέ έκείνως τό αύτό γράφ-
ειν άξιούντων. . . . ού/c άρα χρειώδης έστίν ή περί ορθογραφίας παρά τοις 
γραμματικοΐς ύφήγησις. 

άλ/Γ ό μέν άπό τής διαόωνίας "έλεγχος τοιούτος, ό δέ άπό τών άποτελεσ-
μάτων εμφανής, ουδέν γάρ βλαπτόμεθα . . . έπι τού Άριστίων ονόματος έάν 
τε τή προηγουμένη συλλαβή τό σ προσμερίζωμεν έάν τε τή έπι φερομένη τούτο 
συντάττωμεν. ει μέν γάρ . . . παρά τό τού Άριστίων ονόματος ούτως άλλά μη 
έκείνως συντάσσεσθαι τό σ ό Άριστίων, καθώς φησί τις τών χαριεντιζομένων, 
Δειπνίων γίνεται, ήρμοζε μή άδιαφορεϊν. ει δ' . . . ο τε Άριστίων άεί ποτέ 
έστιν δ' Άριστίων, εάν τε τω ι έάν τε τώ τ τό σ προσμερίζωμεν, τίς χρεία τής 
πολλής και ματαίας παρά τοις γραμματικοί περί τούτων μωρολογίας: 

102. Contrast the remarks of Hermann (1923:131) concerning the reference to 
[obrimosj in Sextus Empiric us's work. 

103. See the discussion of correptio Aniea in Allen 1973:210-216. Allen notes that 
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t h e phenomenon occurs more frequently i n A t t i c comedy than in tragedy and s t a t e s t h a t 

it "may be presumed to reflect the spoken colloquial of the time; the alteraatve treatment 
might be seen as due to the influence of epic tradition, which would appropriately be 
stronger in tragedy" (p. 211). 

104. In Attic Greek this preposition occurs as the allomorphic variants |eks] and 
[ek]. The former appears before an ensuing vowel and the latter before a consonant. 
There is also indication of a variant [ekh] occurring before aspirated consonants and [eg] 
before voiced consonants. See Buck 1955:83. 

105. Lentz. 393, 8-11: δεί προσθεΐναι χωρίς τών όντων άπό της εξ προ-
θέσεως. ταύτα γαρ έν διαστάσει έχουσι τό άφωνο ν μετά τών έπι φερομένων 
άμεταβόλων, ήγουν έν αλλ η συλλαβή τό άφωνον καί έν άλλχ) τό άμετάβολον 
οίον έκλύσαι. έκνευρίσαι, έκρεϋσαι, έκμάξαι. 

106. Ibid., ρ. 393. 20-24: δεί προσθεΐναι χωρίς τών όντων άπό της εις προ-
θέσεως καί άπό της πρός καί από τον δυς επιρρήματος- ταϋτα yàp έν διαστάσει 
έχουσι τό σ μετά/ τών έπι φερομένων άφώνων, ήγουν έν άλλη συλλαβή έχουσι 
τό σ καί έν άλλη τό έπιφερόμενον άφωνον οίον εισφέρω, προσφορά, δυστυχής. 

107. However, contrast with (54) Threatte's comment in (38G): "The final [-k] of 
the preposition έκ is more often carried to the next line than not." 

108. Though it need not concern us here, if this long vowel or diphthong is not 
followed by a consonant, Hephaestion classifies the syllable as "common" rather than 
long (see n. 111). 

109. Or "by convention" (θέσει, |thése:]); on the meaning of θέσει in t h i s u s e , 

see Allen 1973:54. 
110. By the term "shortened [βραχυνόμενον, [brakl,ûnômenonl) vowel," the 

grammarians designated long vowels which are not orthographic ally distinct from their 
short counterparts (i.e.. long a, /. and υ). 

111. On the notion of common (κοινή) syllables, see Allen 1974:101. 
112. The so-called double consonants being, of course, ζ ([zd]), ξ ([ks]), and ψ 

([ps]), as I indicated earlier. 
113. Ench., pp. 2-3: θέσει μακραί γίνονται, όταν βραχέος όντος ή βραχυνο-

μένου φωνήεντος σύμφωνα πίπτη μεταξύ αυτού καί του τής εξής συλλαβής 
φωνήεντος πλείονα ένός άπλού. γίνεται δε τοϋτο κατά πέντε τρόπους, ήτοι γάρ 
λήξει εις δύο σύμφωνα οίον . . . μάκαρς. . . . 

ή έν τη εξής έστι ταύτα συλλαβή οίον Γ/Ε~κτωρ. . . . ένθα καί δεί παρ-
ατηρεί ν. μή τό μέν πρότερον άφωνον ή, τό δέ δεύτερον υγρό ν- αί γάρ τοιαϋται 
κοιναί, ώς έξης ειρήσεται. 

ή λήγει μέν εις εν, έχει δέ καί τήν έξής άρχομένην άπό ετέρου οίον άλ-
λος,, ^ 

ή εις διπλούν λήγει οίον ες, 
ή τήν έξής έχει άπό διπλού άρχομένην οίον έξω. 
114. See Allen 1973:53-55; .1974:97-99. 
115. The same argument can of course be made in the case of (56E). 
116. That is, muta cum liquida, and hence stop + liquid or nasal; see above for 

the sense of Greek liquid. 
117. Hephaestion's description of syllables which are long by position is almost 

identical to that offered by the grammarian Dionysius Thrax (second century B.C.) in his 
Icchne Grammatikc. However, with regard to the syllable-type treated by Hephaestion 
in (56B)/(57) (i.e., the type of the initial syllable of lhekly:r|), Dionysius Thrax's treat-
ment differs in that he does not explicitly state that the two consonants following the 
short vowel occur in the next syllable: "a syllable is long . . . by position . . . when 
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two consonants follow a short or shortened vowel, for e x a m p l e [agros]." ( μ α κ ρ ά σνλ-
λαβή γίνεται . . . θέσει . . , όταν βραχεί ή βραχυνομένω φωνήεντι έπιφέρηται 
δύο σύμφωνα, οίον αγρός-) (Ι) f 633.9). Note, in addition, that the example given by 
Dionysius Thrax, [agros], is actually of the type excluded by Hephaestion (see (56B)) 
(the vowel is followed by a stop + liquid cluster), thus underlining the variableness of 
the position of the syllable-boundary in muta cum liquida clusters of Attic. 

118. Allen 1973:29-30; 1974:98-99. 
119. See the references in n. 70 above, 
120. Ruijgh 1985:105-126. 
121. Ibid., p. 124. As can be seen, identity with possible word-initial clusters is 

used both to divide words into orthographic syllables and, that division having been 
made, to determine the type of spelling to be used for representing a word-internal 
cluster. 

122. Ibid. 
123. In all probability, the word-final sequence f-Vns#] had not already been re-

duced to [-V:s#] in Mycenaean. Notice that in Attic this change was relatively late, not 
occurring until after the raising of à to η {[a:] —> [a;:] —» [ç:] (*νικανς (*[nikans]) 
νίκάς ([nika:s], 'victories')) and not *νίκης (*[nikç:sj)); on this change see, inter alios, 
O. Szemerényi, 1968, "The Attic "Rtickverw andlung' or Atomism and Structuralism in 
Action," in Studien zur Sprachwissenschaft und Kulturkunde, ed. M. Mayrhofer (Inns-
bruck: Leopold-Franzens-Univcrsität), pp. 139-157; W. S. Allen, 1987, "The Develop-
ment of the Attic Vowel System: Conspiracy or Catastrophe'.'," Minos 20 22:21 32. The 
ambiguity inherent in the Linear Β writing system, which nowhere fully spells nasals 
occurring before [s], makes it impossible to verify that word final l-Vns#| remained 
intact; see Lejeune 1982:1 F 131 132. 

124. 1 say "generally" since, in synchronic terms, it is the case that an underlying 
word-initial geminate cluster can surface when the preceding word ends in a vowel. Such 
clusters are historically the result of sonic type of assimilation. See Ruijgh 1985:122, 
124-125; for a general discussion see Fe jeune 1982:119-120, 274 275, 303-305. 

125. The same can be said of Beekes' analysis, though for him the syllabification 
of the first form in (63) would presumably be [his-sto-wes-sa]. 

126. Ruijgh 1985:124, n. 62, 
127. Morpurgo Davies 1987:91-4 04. 
128. Ibid. 
129. Note, however, her comment of p. 104, n. 1: "It may be argued that there is 

no reason why we should use the word 'syllable' for anything but a phonetic concept. 
. . . If so, we shall speak of something different for the syllable of the grammarians. 
Yet the real problem in my view is whether we can attribute to Mycenaean, Cyprian, 
and later Greek writers the awareness of some linguistic unit smaller than the word but 
larger than the phoneme and definable according to some rules. If this is so, then we 
can dispute whether these units did overlap, in part at least, with the real syllables—as 
I think they did." 

130. Though a final stop may occur on a proclitic; see Buck 1933:156. 
131. Morpurgo Davies 1987:102. 
132. Aside from the fully expected spelling variation occurring in inscriptions, as 

Thomas Palaima has reminded me. 
133. Ibid., pp. 102, 104: 1986b:67. 
134. Ibid., p. 101. 
135. Morpurgo Davies also indicates that there is significant irregularity in the 

orthographic treatment o F / Λ / ; stop clusters within the two syllabic scripts, especially 
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within the Cypriot Syllabary. For example, she states concerning the spelling practices of 
the latter; "Word-internal Λ + slop is normally (but as we have seen, there are numerous 
exceptions) written in the 'disyllabic' way" (p. 99). As we will see below, there is 
actually very little variation in the representation of such clusters in the syllabic scripts. 

136. On this matter, see the comments of W. S. Allen (1973:23; 1974:113, n. 1), 
137. Morpurgo Davies 1986a:266-269. 
138. Morpurgo Davies 1987:96; 1986a:267. 
139. Ibid. 
140. See O. Masson 1983:68-69. 
141. Morpurgo Davies 1986a:270; she appends, "[lit may be safer to retain from 

this discussion one conclusion only: accentual factors played a considerable part in de-
termining the notion of word which was influential in Cyprian spelling." 

142. Ibid.. p. 271. Morpurgo Davies goes on to argue for the occurrence of an 
accentually based notion of the word in the work of classical authors and grammarians; 
see pp. 271-275. 

143. Ibid.. p. 270. 
144. Morpurgo Davies 1986b:68. Elsewhere on the same page she speaks of a 

"continuity, as revealed by writing, in what I should like to call metalinguistic reactions, 
from the period of the syllabic scripts down to the period of full alphabetic literacy." 

145. Morpurgo Davies 1986a:271. 
146. Morpurgo Davies 1987:104. 
147. This does not appear to be the result of a progression in theory, as, in this same 

work ( 1987), she remarks, "[I]t is just this accentually based notion of word which gives us 
the evidence we need to establish a form of continuity in the Greek reactions to language 
from the Mycenaean to the late Hellenistic period" (p. 103; emphasis is mine). 

148. Ibid., p. 103. 
149. Ibid. 
150. Ibid. 
151. The same may hold true for at least one additional cluster-type—nasal + 

liquid—though there is uncertainty regarding the Mycenaean form in which it has been 
identified; moreover, this cluster-type did occur at word-beginning in Proto-Greek. The 
cluster l-mr-] is represented with progressive spelling, as shown in o-mi-ri-jo-u Ό,upi -
oihi ([omrioihi], 'for the Rain Spirits'), if this form has been properly etymologized. 
The Proto-Greek sequence nasal 4- liquid is eventually disrupted by the intrusion of 
an excrescent consonant (which is homorganic with the nasal), for example, 
([*gamros]) —> γαμβρός ([gambros], 'son-in-law etc.:), *άνρος ([anros]) -> άνδρός 
([andros]. "of man'). In the case of the cluster beginning with a dental nasal, *[-nr-], 
(there are no instances of Proto-Greek *[nl]), the change appears to be pre-Mycenaean. 
as indicated by a-di-ri-ja-te, ανδριαντει ([andriante:], 'with the figure of a man'). There 
is some indication, however, that the sequence [mrj is in certain dialects preserved into 
the early alphabetic period (see Viredaz 1983:143, 205; R. Arena, 1972, "Greco όμ-
βρικος : βάκχος e miceneo o-mi-ri-jo-iMinos 13:182-191; A. Heubeck, 1970, "Noch-
mal zu griech. -μρ-ϊ-μβρ-" Gloita 48:67-71). Word-initially, the nasal in clusters of 
the type nasal ~ liquid was lost after the introduction of the excrescent consonant, as 
in *μροτος (*[mrotos]) —» *μβροτος (*|mbrotosl) —» βροτός ([brotos], 'mortal'). On 
these changes generally see, inter alios, Lejeune 1982:154. 

152. See now the syllable-dependent approach of G. Miller, 1994, Ancient Scripts 
and Phonological Knowledge {Amsterdam: John Benjamins), pp. 13 37. 
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N o n - S y l l a b l e - D e p e n d e n t 
A p p r o a c h e s 

In contrast to the interpretations of Linear Β and syllabic Cypriot spelling dis-
cussed in chapter 3, there are other analyses of these phenomena which are 
either not dependent upon syllable structure or, in one instance, only partially 
dependent upon such structure. It is this latter, "mixed system" of analysis 
which we shall consider first. 

4 .0 Tronsky 

It appears that the earliest example of a non-syllable-based approach to inter-
preting the Mycenaean and Cypriot strategies for representing consonant se-
quences is found in a work by the Russian philologist and linguist I. M. Tron-
sky. hi a 1962 article entitled "The Syllable Structure of the Ancient Greek 
Language and Greek Syllabic Writing" (a work apparently not widely known 
among Western scholars, owing to its publication only in Russian)1 Tronsky 
briefly considers Linear Β and syllabic Cypriot spelling practices and treats 
them as. at least in part, a function of the phonological property of sonority. 

4.0.1 Sonority and the Sonority Hierarchy 

Sonority is a quite basic and noncontroversial (if not altogether explicitly de-
fined) notion utilized by phoneticians and phonologists in describing sounds 
and their arrangement within syllables. Perhaps most fundamentally, the term 
sonority refers to the acoustic energy, or loudness, with which a sound is pro-
duced: Ladefoged, for example, defines the sonority of a sound as "its loudness 
relative to that of other sounds with the same length, stress, and pitch."2 It is 
generally held that the sounds which have the greatest sonority are low vowrels 

SR 
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while those which have the least sonority are voiceless stops. Other sounds 
range in between these two end-points. On the basis of sonority, sounds can 
then be arranged in a scalar fashion, the resulting scale usually being dubbed 
the sonority hierarchy. Most typically, the hierarchy which is encountered is of 
the following form, where sonority increases progressively from top to bottom; 

( 1 ) stop 
fricative 
nasal 
liquid 
glide 
high vowels 
mid vowels 
low vowels 

It is generally the case that within a syllable, the sound or sounds with high 
sonority occur at the very core of the syllable; any sounds which may precede 
this syllabic nucleus are arranged according to progressively increasing (or at 
least not decreasing) sonority, and any sounds which may follow the nucleus 
are arranged according to progressively decreasing (or at least not increasing) 
sonority. Thus, for any given syllable there is a peak of sonority at the heart of 
the syllable, with an optionally occurring preceding crescendo and/or ensuing 
decrescendo. Consider, for example, the following forms from Greek, Latin, 
and English, respectively: 

(2) δρυς ([driis]. 'tree, oak') 
grus { 'crane') 
brass (phonetically [bnesf) 

Each of these monosyllabic words has the same phonetic structure: in terms of 
major sound classes, the onset (that portion of the syllable which precedes the 
vowel) consists of the sequence stop + liquid, while the coda (that portion 
which follow-s the vowel) contains a fricative. In passing from the beginning of 
the syllable to its vowel there is a progressive increase in sonority; that is, a 
stop is less sonorous than a liquid, which is in turn less sonorous than a vowel. 
Conversely, between the vowel and the final segment of the syllable, the frica-
tive [-s], there is a net decrease in sonority. 

There is. however, a widespread violation of the generalization presented in 
the preceding paragraph. In many of the world's languages, syllables may begin 
with the sequence [s] + stop and end with the sequence stop 4- [s]y as in the 
following monosyllabic words from Greek, Latin, and English respectively: 

(3) Στύς ( [stiiks], the river Styx) 
srips Coffering') 
spots 

At the beginning of each of these words, a segment with higher sonority, |s), 
precedes one with lower sonority, |t] or [p]; that is, there is a fall in sonority in 
an environment in which sonority is expected to be progressively increasing. 
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At the end of each form the violation is simply the reverse: [k], [p|, or [t] is 
followed by |sj; that is, an increase in sonority is found where a progressive 
decrease in sonority is expected. 

We saw in chapter 3 that sequences of [s] 4- stop and word-final stop + 
[s] are problematic for those interpretations of the Linear Β and syllabic Cyp-
riot spelling of consonant clusters which hold that such spelling is based upon 
syllable structure. That these clusters are the very ones which also violate that 
arrangement of consonants within a syllable which is expected on the basis of 
the sonority hierarchy can hardly be an accident We shall return to this matter 
later. 

4.0.2 Tronsky's Analysis 

Utilizing the notion of sonority, Tronsky proposes that Linear Β spelling of 
consonants is guided by the following strategy set: 

(4) A single consonant preceding a vowel is written. 

(5) The consonants of the syllable coda are not written. 

(6) In the syllable onset, consonants in a sequence which are arranged in order 
of progressively increasing sonority, and only these, are written (using the 
appropriate CV symbols).3 

The appropriate CV symbols would be those which have a vocalic component 
that is identical to the vowel of the syllable. Given this strategy, the only conso-
nants occurring in word-initial position which are not actually written are in-
stances of [s-J which precede a stop, as in the following (Tronsky's) example: 

(7) pe-ma, σπέρμα ([sperma], 'seed')4 

In this example the fricative [s-] is not written because it is not arranged in an 
order of progressively increasing sonority with respect to the ensuing conso-
nant, the stop [-p-]; that is. the sonority of a stop is less than that of a fricative. 
Sonority does increase betw een the stop and the following vowel. 

The spelling of word-initial clusters is straightforward. For word-internal 
clusters, however, Tronsky indicates two possible interpretations of the attested 
Mycenaean spelling practice. He appears to favor the interpretation that the 
mode of spelling word-initial clusters was simply applied to medial clusters. In 
other words, the spelling of a w ord-initial onset serves as a template which is 
replicated whenever a matching sequence of consonants occurs elsewhere in 
the word. Tronsky does not. however, develop this proposal systematically. The 
evoking of analogy to word-initial position is a process we encountered in the 
analyses offered by Ruijgh and Morpurgo Davies, discussed in chapter 3. 

The second possible interpretation is -- in contrast to the iirst and to other 
interpretations discussed subsequently in this chapter -one which is dependent 
upon syllable structure, like those considered in chapter 3. Harlier in his article, 
prior to discussing the spelling of consonant clusters,5 Tronsky had mentioned 
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Kurytowicz's proposition that in forms such as οκτώ (foktç;], 'eight') the ini-
tial stop of the medial cluster is bisyllabic; in other words, the syllable structure 
is as follows: 

(8) [ok-$-kto:]6 

This is of course the very same proposal developed by Beekes and discussed 
at length in chapter 3. Tronsky seems to discount Kurylowicz's idea but indi-
cates that if it were to turn out to be the proper interpretation of syllable struc-
ture, then it would obviously be the case that clusters occurring in word-internal 
syllable onsets (such as f-$kt-1 in (8)) are spelled in the way that clusters oc-
curring word-initially are spelled, that is, by exercising strategy (6). In accor-
dance with (5), the consonant of the coda of the preceding syllable (such as 
[-k$-] in (8)) is not written. Note that this interpretation of the Linear Β spelling 
of word-internal clusters is in effect identical to that of Householder, Sampson, 
et al., except that Tronsky utilizes the sonority hierarchy to account for the 
omission of [s] when it precedes a slop in syllable-initial position. 

Proposal (5), which states that the consonants of the syllable coda are not 
written, is introduced by Tronsky apart from any consideration of Kurylowicz's 
interpretation of Greek syllable structure. He extends this principle to account 
for the nonrepresentation of the second element of diphthongs. As 1 pointed out 
in chapter 2, however, it is only those diphthongs which end in | - i | that are 
regularly spelled by omitting the second element of the diphthong. Appealing 
to the nonrepresentation of syllable codas will not, then, in itself account for 
the omission of the second element in the orthographic expression of certain 
diphthongs. Furthermore, Tronsky does not consider that stops occurring before 
word-final |-s] (and hence in the coda of the final syllable) are represented with 
plenary spelling. As we shall see below, ail orthographic principle explicitly 
stating that those consonants which follow the vowel of their syllable are omit-
ted is neither necessary nor desirable if Linear Β spelling is interpreted solely 
as a function of sonority. 

Tronsky gives only brief attention to syllabic Cypriot spelling. He states that 
the Cypriot script preserves "the principles of syllabic division inherited from 
the Mycenaean period;'7 by which he means that those members of a word-
internal consonant cluster which are represented by plenary spelling in Linear 
Β are represented by progressive spelling in the syllabic Cypriot system (with 
the exception of preconsonantal nasals, of course). We have already seen that 
this is so. 

In contrast to the interpretation offered by Tronsky, the next three systems of 
analysis to be discussed in this chapter are more purely nonsyllabic. Each of 
these analyses was conceived independently of the other two and, it would 
appear on all counts, without knowledge of the earlier work of Tronsky. 
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4.1 Woodard 

In Woodard 1994 I presented for the first time in print,8 and more summarily 
than here, a non-syllable-dependent interpretation of the spelling of consonant 
clusters in Linear Β and the syllabic Cypriot script which is dependent upon a 
scaler notion that I dubbed the hierarchy of orthographic strength. This inter-
pretation has been constructed upon the basis of a careful quantitative investiga-
tion of the Mycenaean and syllabic Cypriot materials. 

4.1.1 Data Collection 

Before presenting the results of my investigation, a word should be said regard-
ing the collection of the data. Linear Β forms were collected from the glossary 
of Ventris and Chadwick 1973. The actual number of occurrences of each form 
collected was determined by an examination of the appropriate entry in Olivier 
et al. 1973.9 As a precaution a form was not utilized if Ventris and Chadwick 
indicate that its identification is uncertain; furthermore, no form was counted 
which Ventris and Chadwick indicate to be only partially legible or partially 
preserved. The Cypriot data were collected by examination of the inscriptions 
which appear in Masson 1983; Mitford 1980 and 1971; and Traunecker, Le 
Saout, and Masson 1981.10 Again, forms were systematically excluded on the 
basis of uncertain interpretation and incomplete representation.11 This princi-
pled screening of the Mycenaean and Cypriot data has led to the exclusion of 
forms which almost certainly exhibit recognizable sequences of consonants and 
which would generally have provided additional support for my arguments; 
however, erring on the side of conservatism in such an endeavor is preferable 
to constructing a hypothesis upon questionable data. 

4.1.2 Consonant Clusters in Linear Β 

The statistical results of my investigation of the occurrence of consonant clus-
ters in the vocabulary of the Linear Β materials appear in table 4.1. In the 
leftmost column is listed in terms of manners of articulation each type of two-
member consonant cluster which could occur in the Mycenaean Greek dialect 
given its consonantal inventory. The number of consonant clusters of each type 
which are represented using plenary spelling ( < C C > ; that type of spelling in 
which both members of the cluster are actually written) is indicated in the 
middle column. The column on the right contains the number of occurrences of 
consonant clusters which are written using partial spelling ( < 0 C > ; that type 
of spelling in which only the second member of a phonetic cluster actually 
appears in the orthography). Word-final clusters and geminate clusters are not 
included in table 4.1 since their representation is governed by the above dis-
cussed special constraints. The number of occurrences of word-tinal and gemi-
nate clusters is given in the notes to the table. 

The data reported in table 4.1 reveal that with few exceptions it is the case 
that for any particular type of consonant cluster, that cluster is either written 
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with plenary spelling or it is written with partial spelling; that is, there is little 
variation in the particular strategy used for representing any given cluster-type. 

Upon the basis of the data reported in table 4.1, the diagram of figure 4.1 
can be offered. The consonants listed in the left margin of the diagram specify 
the initial member of a cluster-type, while those which appear across the top of 
the diagram specify the second member. The diagonally lined boxes represent 
cluster-types for which plenary spelling predominates; the horizontally lined 
boxes represent cluster-types for which partial spelling predominates (I use the 
term predominates, though as indicated immediately above the distribution of 
plenary and partial spelling is almost completely complementary). Those 
cluster-types which are only evidenced by geminate clusters (i.e., fricative + 
fricative and liquid + liquid) are so marked; those cluster-types for which no 
examples are found are marked with the null set symbol (0). 

As proposed in Woodard 1994, the distribution of the spelling strategies 
utilized for the various types of clusters is such that a spelling-boundary is 
suggested; this boundary is indicated by the bold line in figure 4.1. It is the 
general case that 

(9) Consonant cluster types occurring above and to the right of the spelling-
boundary arc represented with plenary spelling, while those tailing below 
and to the left of the spelling-boundary are represented using partial spelling. 

The fricative ! fricative and liquid f liquid cells, which represent only gemi-
nate clusters, are excepted from the generalization (9), as partial spelling is 
always utilized for the representation of geminate clusters. No instances oï fric-
ative + liquid clusters are provided by the data,12 nor are there examples of 
the types glide + stop, glide + fricative, and glide - nasal. 1 ' 

The cluster-type fricative + nasal thus stands as the single counterexample 
to the generalization (9). Of the 142 occurrences of this cluster, a majority (80) 
is written with partial spelling rather than with plenary spelling as would be 
expected given the proposed spelling-boundary. This is not, however, so serious 
a counterexample as it would seem to be, as 79 of the 80 occurrences of par-
tially spelled fricative + nasal clusters are found in various forms of the term 
ke-ke-me-na, identified by Ventris and Chadwick as κεκεσμενα ([kekesmena], 
'communal'], linking it with the Proto-Indo-European root *kes~, 'to cut'. The 
correct interpretation of the form ke-ke-me-na has been the subject of consider-
able scholarly debate, with several scholars advocating an etymology which 
derives this participle from a root that does not end in [-s], in which case there 
would be no [-sm-] cluster.14 The deviation of ke-ke-me-na from an otherwise 
quite regular pattern may likely suggest that it has not been properly etymolo-
gized by those who would connect it with *kes-. 

4.1.3 The Hierarchy of Orthographic Strength 

The generalization offered in (9) suggests that the Linear Β spelling of conso-
nant clusters is dependent upon what I have called a hierarchy of orthographic 
strength 
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TABLE 4.1. The Occurence of Consanant Clusters in the Mycejaean Documents 

Cluster Plenary Spelling . ( '(' · ι Partial Spelling (<0C>) 

Stop + Stop 243" 0b 

Stop + Fricative 44 0C 

Stop + Nasal 120 0 
Stop + Glide ]9 0 
Stop + Liquid 192 0 

Fricative + Stop 0 d 451 
Fricative + Fricative 0 0e 

Fricative + Nasal 62 80f 

Fricative + Glide 6 0 
Fricative + Liquid 0 0 

Nasal + Stop 0 214 
Nasal + Fricative 0 75 ë 

Nasal + Nasal 24 0h 

Nasal + Glide 10 0 
Nasal + Liquid Γ 0 

Glide + Stop 0 0 
Glide + Fricative 0 0 
Glide + Nasal 0 0 
Glide 1 Glide 4J 0 
Glide -\ Liquid 19k 0 

Liquid + Stop 0 186 
Liquid + Fricative 0 1 
Liquid + Nasal 12! 201 
Liquid + Glide 4 m 362 
Liquid + Liquid 0 011 

a Included here arc a number of instances in which ι tic rir.st ship of the cluster is spelled by utilizing a 
symbol which has a vocalic component identical lo the vowel which precedes the cluster (rather than the one 
which follows it, as is normally the case with Linear β plenary spelling): for example, wa-na-ka-te, ρανακτει 
([wanakte:], 'to the king', five times), with which compare the expected wa-iuhke-te (one time); wa-na-ka-
te-ro, ρανακτερος (Iwanakteros], 'of the king', ten tiniest. Almost certainly lo he included here, though not 
counted for reasons already explained, is the possible genitive ]wa-nci-ka-io, ρανακτος (LwanaktosJ). These 
spellings will be considered further. 

bThere are thirty-eight instances of geminate slops, and these are, as expected, represented utilizing 
partial spelling. 

^Ten instances of word-final stop + Jricanvc clusters are found in the Mycenaean data base. One of 
these occurs in the form io-ra, θωραξ ([tbg:raks], 'corslet'), which is cited in the glossary of Ventris and 
Chadwick 1973 as pa-ra. On the corrected reading see J. Kill en, 1985, ''New Readings in the Linear Β 
Tablets from Knossos," Kadmos 24:31. Also included in the database though not occurring in the Ventris and 
Chadwick glossary, are two instances of the spelling to-m-ka found on Tiryns tablet Si5, published in U. 
Naumann, L. Godart, and J.-P. Olivier, 1.97 Λ "Un cinquième fragment de tablette en linéaire B de Tirynthe," 
BCH 101:229-234; see also J. Melena and J.-P. Olivier. 199], T ITH EM Y, supplement to Minos, no. 12, p. 
28. The form o-nu is likely to be nominative singular ο vue ronüksi ι and is included in the database, though 
Ventris and Chadwick do not commit themselves to this interpretation. The possibility of a nominative singu-
lar spelled o-nu-ka is discussed later. Additional possible sequences of word-final stop -f fricative clusters 
have been proposed, and these will also be considered below. 

d The form sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja has been interpreted by some scholars as σφακ'τηρια ([sphaktç:ria:], 'vic-
tims1) (so M. Lcjonne, 1960. " l i sa i s de philologie* mycénienne ν Κ" JiP 34:1?). The double anomaly of 
using; plenary spelling lo represent a hnative t sfop eiustei and the representation of the sequence |-kte | 
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(10) stop > fricative > nasal > glide > liquid 

within which orthographic strength progressively decreases from stop to liquid. 
The following spelling strategy, which makes reference to this hierarchy, ap-
pears to be utilized for representing consonant clusters in the Linear Β script: 

(11) Within a word, any two successive consonants will be represented with 
plenary spelling if, and only if, the orthographic strength of the first is 
greater than or equal to that of the second; otherwise, partial spelling will 
be used. 

Thus, we find plenary spelling of the cluster-types (A) stop + stop, stop + 
fricative, stop + nasal, stop + glide, stop + liquid; (B) fricative - nasal, 
fricative + glide; (C) nasal + nasal, nasal + glide, nasal + liquid; and (D) 

as -ka-ta- makes this interpretation quite suspect. See Palmer 1963:185 and note the comment of Ventris and 
Chadwick 1973:390: "Exceptions to the rule that initial .v is omitted before a stop are very doubtful." 

e There are eighteen instances of geminate fricatives; as the only fricative in Mycenacan Greek is ;s|. any 
cluster of the type fricative + jnetuive would of course he geminate. 

'Note, however, thai seventy-nine of the eighty instances occur in various forms of a single word: ke-ke-
me-na, κεκεσμενα (Ikekcsmenaj, 'communal'). We will return to this later. 1 have not included m m\ count 
the quite problematic form to-mc, which has been interpreted by some as a dative personal pronoun τυίσψει 
(|to(s)me:|); compare Sanskrit tasmai, on which see, among other sources, Doi\s.\263, 450, 

::lrt addition, there are eight such clusters which probably occur word-finally. On wurd-hnai i-nsl see 
chapler 3. n. 123, in the present study. 

"Six occurrences ο I nasal I nasal geminate clusters are found. 
'The single example of this cluster occurs in the form o-mi-ri-jn-i, Ομριυιίπ {jonirioihi], 'for the Rain 

Spirits'), the interpretation of which has not been accepted by all scholars. See chapter 3. n. 151, in the 
present study. 

'In two of these four instances the cluster [-wy-] is written -u-jV. Here the spelling strategy is thus 
plenary (as opposed to partial) but differs in detail from the usual case; on this spelling see C. Ruijgh. 1967, 
Études sur ta grammaire et le vocabulaire du grec mycénien (Amsterdam: Adolf Hakkert !, pp. 25-26. The 
four forms referred to are two instances of di-wi-ja and two of di-u-ja, both for Δ ι ι |_div.ya:s. -a:Ci)], 
genitive and dative of the name of a goddess Diwya). Ruijgh plausibly suggests that the grapheme < u > can 
here substitute for < w i > (<i) used before [y]), since there would be little phonetic difference between [w] 
and |ul following the vowel ji]. There are several related forms of which some number (.and perhaps most) 
could surely be included as additional examples of the plenary spelling of glide + çlide clusters, but there 
is uncertainty expressed by Ventris and Chadwick concerning the identification and/or phonetic structure of 
these: they include dCu-ja-jo-, 'the sanctuary of Diwya'?; di-wi-jo and di-u-jo, 'the sanctuary of Zeus' ?, and 
the former perhaps a toponym; di-wi-ja-ta, a toponym; di-wi-ja-wo and di-u-ja-wo, a man's name: di-wi-je-
ja, a woman's name or 'priestess of Zeus"?; di-wi-je-u, a man's name or 'priest of Zeus'1?: and di-wi-jo-jo, 
the name of a month. For most of these Ruijgh (1967:130-131) proposes a phonetic sequence [-wy-|. The 
adjectives me-wi-jo, me-u-jo etc. ( 'younger'; Homeric μείων ([mé:o:n])) have been interpreted both as 
ueipyo- f[me:wyo-]) and as μειρίο- ([me:wio-]), with the latter perhaps more likely; see, inter alios, Ruijgh 
1967:26: Viredaz 1983:175. On the possibility that qo-wi-ja represents ywopya Qg^owya:] with the meaning 
'decorated with a cow'), see Ruijgh 1967:131-132 and contrast /Jocx:288, 463. 

kIn one of these nineteen instances the symbol a is used to represent the initial [wj of a cluster: -u-ru-
ro, ρρνντυΐ (fwrüntoi], 'they are guarding'). This spelling is necessitated by the fact that Linear Β has no 
symbol \vu; see Ruijgh 1967:27. 

'Forms of the participle a-m-ro-mo-te-me-nci, αραρμοτμενα, -ai ([ararmotmena:. -ai], "fitted out') repre-
sent the instances of plenary spelling of this cluster-type {see the following note). 

'"These are four occurrences of (he neuter perfect participle a ra ra HY; a, apappotx ([arar^oa!, 'fitted'), 
of which there are several additional fragmented occurrences. With the uncharacteristic plenar\ spelling here, 
compare the apparently related form a ra• rn-wo-to-tne na (see the preceding note); also see later discussion. 

*'There are four instances of geminate liquids. 
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Second Consonorrt 

Stop Fricative Nosol Glide Liquid 

Stop 

Fricative 

Nosol 

Glide 

Liquid 

Fi(; υ RK 4.1 The spelling of consonant clusters in Linear B: squares with diagonal pat-
tern represent predominant plenary spelling; squares with horizontal pattern represent 
predominant partial spelling. 

glide + glide, glide -i liquid. But partial spelling is used in the clusters (E) 
fricative 4- stop; (F) nasal - stop, nasal + fricative; and (G) liquid + stop, 
liquid + fricative, liquid ^ nasal liquid - glide. Apart from the problematic 
ke-ke-me-na there are only a very few exceptions to the spelling strategy (11), 
Of the 213 occurrences of the duster liquid + nasal, 12 are unexpectedly 
represented with plenary spelling, as are 4 of the 366 instances of the liquid + 
glide cluster-type. 

4.1.4 Consonant Clusters in Syllabic Cypriot 

The findings from my investigation of the syllabic Cypriot materials15 are pre-
sented in table 4.2. In the column on the left is again listed (in terms of man-
ners of articulation) each of the possible types of two-member consonant clus-
ters. In the middle column is listed the number of occurrences of consonant 
clusters which are spelled by utilizing progressive spelling (<V i CVjCV j >; that 
type of spelling in which the first member of the cluster is spelled with the CV 
character that has a vocalic component identical to the vowel which phoneti-
cally follows the cluster, as in pa-ti-n lor π ax pi ([palri], Ho (the) rather')). The 
rightmost column contains the number of occurrences of consonant clusters 
which arc represented with regressive spelling (<V]C:V1C:Vj>; that type of 
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spelling in which the first member of the cluster is spelled with the CV charac-
ter that has a vocalic component identical to the vowel which phonetically 
precedes the cluster, as in a-ra-ku-ro for αργνρω ([argûrç»:], 'of silver;)). 

Several types of clusters have been systematically excluded from table 4.2 
because they do not provide evidence for determining those conditions which 
motivate the choice of the progressive as opposed to the regressive spelling 
strategy and vice versa. As in the case of the Mycenaean data, geminate clusters 
are not included (but the number of occurrences is given in the notes to the 
table), since it is consistently the case that only one member of such clusters is 
actually spelled. In those instances in which the vowel which precedes the 
cluster is identical to that one which follows it, as in a-ka-ra-to-se for ακρατος 
([akratos], 'pure, unmixed'), it is impossible to determine which spelling strat-
egy is being used; consequently, such occurrences are not included in table 
4.2 but are footnoted. As I pointed out in chapter 2, the handbooks state that 
preconsonantal nasals are not spelled in the syllabic Cypriot script. For this 
reason sequences of a nasal followed by some other consonant are also ex-
cluded from table 4.2; we will consider such clusters further along in this chap-
ter, however. We have already noted that in the syllabic Cypriot script, unlike 
that of the Mycenaeans, all word-initial consonant clusters (ninety-six of which 
occur in the Cypriot data) are represented. To effect such representation, the 
progressive spelling strategy is utilized, regardless of the type of strategy used 
for spelling identical clusters occurring word-internally.!(1 The Cypriot script 
also differs from the Mycenaean, as mentioned in chapter 2, in that word-iinal 
consonants can be written,17 and, ergo, it should be possible to write word-final 
sequences of consonants. Of the various types of word-iinal consonant clusters 
which are allowed in Greek (i.e., f-ps], [-ks], [-Is]) and in certain dialects [-ns| 
and [-rsj,18 only one, [-ks], is securely attested in the syllabic Cypriot materi-
als.19 However, for representing this word-final sequence (as also mentioned in 
chapter 2), the Cypriot scribes utilized one of their script's few and anomalous 
CCV symbols, the one with the value [kse].20 Since special strategies are thus 
used for representing both word-initial and word-iinal clusters, the data reported 
in table 4.2—upon which our interpretation of the scribes' choice of progressive 
spelling or regressive spelling of any given cluster is based—represent only 
word-internal clusters; word-initial and word-final clusters are footnoted how-
ever. 

Utilizing the data reported in table 4.2, the diagram of figure 4.2 can be 
constructed. In figure 4.2, which is of the same general form as figure 4.1. 
cluster-types for which the use of the progressive spelling strategy predomi-
nates are marked by diagonal scoring of the appropriate box while those 
cluster-types which are written principally with regressive spelling are marked 
by horizontal scoring. Just as with plenary and partial spelling in the Mycen-
aean script (see figure 4.1), the distribution of progressive and regressive spell-
ing is almost completely complementary in the syllabic Cypriot script. In ligure 
4.2, as in the earlier figure, cluster-types which are only evidenced by geminate 
clusters are so marked, and those cluster-types for which no examples are found 
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ΤΛΒΙ c 4.2. The Occurrenee of Conssonant Clusters in One Syllablic 
Cypriot Documents 

Progress ive Spel l ing Regress ive Spel l ing 
Cluster K V C V j C V , ; ^ · ) ( < V i C V i C V j > ) 

Stop 4 S tot)Λ 9 1 

Stop 4- Fricativeb 4 2 
Stop + Nasa!J 14 0 
Stop + Glide 0 0 
Stop 4- Liquidd 113 3 

Fricative + Stopc l f 63 
Fricative - Fricativez 0 0 
Fricative 4- Nasalh 0 1 
Fricative — Glide 0 0 
Fricative 4- Liquid 4 3' 

Glide + Stop 0 0 
Glide + Fricative 0 0 
Glide 4- Nasal 0 0 
Glide + Glide 0 0 
Glide + LiquidJ 1 0 

Liquid 4- Slop 1 38 
Liquid + Fricative^ 0 1 
Liquid + Nasal] 0 6 
Id (pud \ Gliden: 0 3 
I.iquid \ Liquidn 0 0 

T h e r e is o n e e x a m p l e of a g e m i n a t e v/(>p - stop c lu s t e r and e ight e x a m p l e s of word- in i t i a l 

slop 4- stop c l u s t e r s . 
f> There arc five instances of ; fricative clusters of die typt1 I V ^ W J (i.e., cases in 

which the vowel which precedes the cluster is identical to that one which follows it). Not included 
in this row are the occurrence.- of the special symbols kse and ksa, used to represent the word-
final (and in certain unusual instances word-internal) sequence jks]; these are treated later. 

' There are four instances of slop -«- nasal clusters of ihe type [VjCCVJ. 
d There are eleven instances ot word inn nil si op 4 liquid clusters and two instances of stop 

+ liquid clusters of the type [V CCY.L 
cThere are forty-one instances of word-initial fricative 4- stop clusters and seventeen in-

stances of fricative ^ stop clusters of the type [V.CCVJ. 
*A second example of the progressive spelling of this cluster-type probably occurs in the 

inscription ICS 92(2): -e-pe-sa-Tu-ce. επεστασε ([epestase], \ s )he set up'), though, as indicated, 
the reading of the second character is insecure. Similarly, the progressive spelling of this form 
may occur in the fragmentary inscription ICS 930 ): -e-pe-sa-ta-se. Both of these inscriptions were 
found in the vicinity of Salami ou. Palaima (personal communication) has rightly suggested that 
such a spelling of this compound verb would only be an apparent exception; that is, στα- ([sta-]) 
preserves its simplex spelling s α-tu-. See my later discussion on morphological interference. 

^ Geminate i-ss-J clusters occur :cn times in the database. 
11 There are two instances of fricative r nasal clusters of the type [ V^CCVjl-
'Each of the seven instances of the cluster-·ype fricative + liquid occurs in proper names 

which begin with the element 'Εσλυ- or Έαλα- ([eslo-], [esla-], attested as the variant form 
'Εσθλ- (Lesrio-]') in some dialects; see O. Masson, 1962. uLes noms en ' Πσθλ(ο)~ et 'Εσλ(ο)-
dans tes dialectes grecs." Uviirain.' zur Namenforschung 13:75-80). Of these seven, only three 
occur in sources which 1 have utilized for the collection of the Cypriot data (specifically, O. 
Masson 19S3 and Traunccker. Le Saout, and Masson 1981 ; on the sources used see the discussion 
in section 4.1,1), and in each of these instances the fricative 4- liquid cluster is spelled regres-
sive!y. To include only these forms would be to present a distorted image of the method of spelling 
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are marked with the null set symbol (0). Even though clusters which begin 
with a nasal are not included in table 2, as such clusters are subject to a sepa-
rate spelling strategy, as I previously stated and discuss later, the articulator y 
manner nasal is included in the left margin of figure 4.2 in order to preserve 
the symmetry of the diagram; clusters with an initial nasal are marked na (not 
applicable). 

The Cypriot data present a less complete picture of the nature of the spelling 
strategies used for representing consonant clusters than do the Mycenaean data. 
There are essentially two reasons for this: (1) the Cypriot materials provide 
attestation of few er cluster-types; and (2) in these materials fewer examples are 
found for a number of the cluster-types which are attested. However, if the 
spelling-boundary which presents itself in figure 4.1 is extrapolated to figure 
4.2, the attested cluster-types of Cypriot are found to group together in much 
the same way as those of Mycenaean: 

(12) Those clusters occurring above and to the right of the boundary are repre -
sented using one type of spelling strategy (i.e., progressive spelling), and 
those occurring below and to the left of the boundary are represented by 
using a different spelling strategy (i.e., regressive spelling). 

this cluster-type since a total of four occurrences of the ' Βσλ- formant which are represented by 
using the progressive spelling strategy for the [-si] cluster are to be found in two other collections 
of Cypriot inscriptions. Consequently, i have here departed f rom my usual practice by including 
data f rom O, Masson and T. Mitford, 1986, Les inscriptions syllabiques de Kouklia-Paphos (Kon-
stanz: Uni versi tiltsverlag Konstanz); and T, Mitford and O. Masson, 1983, The Syllabic Inscrip-
tions of Rantidi-Paphns (Konstanz; Universitätsverlag Konstanz); the inclusion in the database of 
other forms f rom these collections, which contain primarily personal names and are quite f ragmen-
tary, would have no critical ef fec t upon my findings concerning other types of Cypriot consonant 
clusters and their orthographic representation (some of these materials are already to be found in 
ICS). In the former are found the names -e-so-lo-pa-to-, Εσλοφαντω ([eslophantç>;]; on this form 
see also Masson 1962:77), and e-sa-la, which Masson and Mitford interpret as an abbreviation 
and restore as Ησλαγοραν ([eslagorau]; see below on the occurrence of this name at Karnak). 
F rom Rantidi come e-so-lo-te-mi-wo-se-, Εσλοθεμιρος ( leslothemiwosJ), and the abbreviation e~ 
s a-la-ko. again interpreted as Βσλαγοραυ (on both of these forms sec in addition O. Masson 
1962:77'}, The Kouklia-Paphos materials also provide a form e-so-lo, about which Masson (p. 68) 
writes, "Lecture plausible de Mitford, mais les s. 1 et surtout 3 sont très partiels. Probablement le 
début d 'un nom en ' £ σ Λ ο - . " O. Masson (1962:77) also cites the name e-so-lo-ti-fmoj, referencing 
it lo a personal communicat ion f rom Mitford and identifying it as ΕσλοτιΙμω] ([eslotimg: ]). As 
indicated abo \e . however, 1 have eliminated f rom the database any forms in which the reading of 
the symbol preceding or following the cluster is uncertain (since the occurrence of a cluster of the 
type [ V.CCV' j could in this way be obscured). Each of the three instances of the use of regressive 
spelling tu represent the sequence |-sl ] is found in () ,Masson 1983. ' the form -e-se-ia-ko-ra-se-
(i.e., with the first and third signs marked as uncertain) occurs in ICS and is interpreted as 
the personal name Οσλαγορας ( |eslagorasj) . In Traunecker, Le Saoul, and Masson 1981:269, 
however, Masson indicates that the reading of Ihe form is secure. ICS 327(A) öfters both e se-
ll> /, ίΐσλο,'ν] Ysl-vn 11, and c se lo lot ri 7 J, Ρσλυχίψις ( |eslok l lans]). 

•'Theie are three in-iances of word-initiai f>lide 4- liquid clusters and one occurrence of a 
'>i>de · iiquid cluster of ihe type |V,( 'CVJ . 

k There are tu ο instances of liquid frit alive clusters of the type [VjCCVj]. 
'There is a single, occurrence of a liquid + nasal cluster of the type [V jCCVJ . 
' "There are two instances of liquid 4 glide clusters of the type [VjCCVJ. 
"Geminate liquid clusters are found eighteen times. 
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Second Consonont 

Stop Fncotive Nasci Glide Liquid 

Stop 

Fi icctive 

No s π I 

Glide 

I iquid 

7777/77? 

0 

geminate 0 

no no no 1 na 

0 

no 

0 0 0 

na 

0 

no 

geminate 

FIGURE 4.2 I h c spelling of consonant clusters in the Cypriot vSyl labary : squares with 
diagonal pattern represent predominant progressive spelling; squares with horizontal 
pattern represent predominant regressive spelling. 

4.1.4J Fricative + Nasal 

The cluster-typc fricative + nasal (specifically the sequence [-sm-]) stands as 
the only counterexample to the generalization (12). This is the same cluster 
which provided the single exception to the Linear Β spelling strategy (11). As 
we have seen, however, it is entirely possible that Ventris and Chadwick (and 
others) have erroneously etymologized ke-ke-me-na and, accordingly, that the 
one cluster-type which appears to behave as an exception to the Mycenaean 
strategy does not, in fact, do so. In the case of the Cypriot data, the single 
counterexemplary form is the perfect passive participle i-na-la-li-si-me-na, iv~ 
αλαλισμεναν ([inalalismenan], 'having been written upon', from ιναλινω 
[inalinç:]). 

There is without doubt, however, a second Cypriot counterexample of the 
same type, which was excluded from the database in accordance with the prin-
ciples adopted for the selection of secure data (see section 4.1.1). In inscription 
NK 266b (corresponding to ICS 231 and 233), the form te-ka-ltij-si-mo-i oc-
curs, which Mitford (1980:200-202) interprets as δεκατισμωι ([dekatismçd], 
dative object of the preposition ano ([apo]), glossed by Mitford (p.38)21 as 
'lithe1; Masson (1983:415) accepts the reading. The corresponding genitive, 
δνκατίσμον ([dekatismu:|), occurs in alphabetic inscriptions from Kali/in 
(see, e.g., NK 251 and 264). 

There is probably still a third example of a Cypriot [-sm-] cluster. The clus-
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ter occurs in a form in which, as with te-ka-[ti]-si-mo-i, the sign preceding the 
cluster is illegible and which, consequently, was excluded from the database. 
This form, also from Kafizin, is the adjective [a]-se-me-na, ασμενα ([asmena], 
'pleased'), occurring in NK 136. Notice that in this instance, however, the frica-
tive + nasal cluster is written with progressive rather than regressive spelling, 
and hence the spelling of the cluster conforms to the generalization (12).22 

4.1.4.1.1 Morphological Interference? If we should for the moment accept 
Ventris and Chadwick^ interpretation of ke-keme-na as κεκεσμενα, an inter-
esting observation presents itself. As we have just seen, the only cluster-type 
which violates either the Linear Β or the syllabic Cypriot spelling generaliza-
tions (11) and (12) is the typc fricative + nasal: the spccilic sequence involved 
is [-sm-]. In the case of each of the three mentioned forms violating the spelling 
generalizations (i.e., Mycenaean ke-ke-me-na for κεκεσμενα ([kekesmena]), 
with unexpected partial (rather than plenary) spelling of the cluster; and Cypriot 
i-na-la-li-si-me-na for / ναλαλ ισμεναν ([inalalismenan]) and te-ka-jti]-si-mo-i 
for δεκατισμωι ([dekatismç:i]), both with unexpected regressive (rather than 
progressive) spelling of the [-sm-] sequence), the two members of the cluster 
are separated by a morpheme-boundary. Mycenaean κεκεσμενα and Cypriot 
ιναλαλισμεναν are both perfect passive participles in which the j-m-] occurs 
as the initial segment of the participial suffix -μεν- ([-men-]). Regardless of the 
precise derivation of δεκατισμος,23 it is clearly a form produced by the addi-
tion of the commonly occurring and highly productive nominal suffix ~μος 
([-mos]).24 

As I noted, there are in the Linear Β database eighty occurrences of partially 
spelled fricative + nasal clusters, seventy-nine of which represent various 
forms of ke-ke-me-na. The one remaining form showing unexpected partial 
spelling of this cluster-type is ka-ra-ma-to, κλασματων ([klasmatç>:n], 'frag-
ments', a genitive plural which appears to have been mistakenly written for a 
nominative plural2v). The two members of the [-sm-] cluster are again sepa-
rated by a synchronicallv transparent morpheme-boundary. The suffix -μα, 
(genitive) -ματος ([-ma-tos]) is used to form nominals that designate the result 
of some action; this suffix is "one of the most productive types in Greek, the 
number running to several thousands."26, 2 ' 

On the other hand, in the one instance of a Cypriot [-sm-1 cluster which is 
spelled as predicted given the observed spelling-boundary (i.e., jaJ-se-nte-na 
for ασμενα ((asmena). with progressive spelling of the cluster)), there was 
probably no synchronicallv recognizable intervening morpheme-boundary be-
tween the [s| and |m|. While it is undoubtedly the case that ασμενα was in 
origin also a middle participle, the formation of the term must be quite archaic 
(as is suggested by the uncertainty of its etymology28), and it appears unlikely 
that by the first millennium this adjective was still associated with any verb 
paradigm. 

The above cited forms are not the only instances of a claimed spelling irreg-
ularity coinciding with a morpheme-boundary. Chadwick has proposed that the 
Pylos form pa-wo-ke be read as nominative plural παν-ροργες ([pan-worges], 
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'maids of all work' : the form also occurs in the genitive plural).29 A compound-
boundary would then separate the two members of a nasal + glide cluster, and 
that cluster would be written with partial spelling (not with the expected ple-
nary spelling). The interpretation of the form is uncertain, however, and has not 
been included in our database.3" Beyond this, recall that Sextus Empiricus tells 
us that a morpheme-boundary ( created by the attachment of a prefix) can inter-
fere with the normal process of ''syllable-division/' and that Threatte has ob-
served that in Athenian inscriptional practice word-division must be made after 
the f-s] of £iç, προς, and definite articles ending in [-s].31 

There is thus perhaps some indication that a synchroniealiy transparent in-
tervening morpheme-boundary may at times abrogate the expected utilization 
of plenary spelling in Linear Β and the corresponding progressive spelling in 
syllabic Cypriot. There are, of course, instances in which this does not happen; 
for example. Linear Β e-ra-pe-me-na, ερραπμενα ([errapmcna], ksewn\ a per-
fect passive participle). If morphological interference is at work here, perhaps 
relative difference in aperture between the two members of a cluster is also a 
factor. 

4.1.4.2 The Hierarchy of Orthographic Strength and 
the Cypriot Syllabary 

The generalization (12) indicates that the orthographic hierarchy (10) which 
was posited above and repeated here as (13) is also utilized in the spelling of 
word-internal consonant clusters in the syllabic Cypriot script: 

(13) stop > fricative > nasal > glide > liquid 

The spelling strategy which appears to be at work is the following: 

(14) If the first of two successive consonants occupies a position on the hierar-
chy which is higher than or equal to that of the second, then it will be 
written with the CV symbol whose vocalic component is identical to the 
vowel which follows the cluster; otherwise it will be written with the CV 
symbol whose vocalic component is identical to the vowel which precedes 
the cluster, 

This is, mutatis mutandis, the same strategy utilized by the Mycenaean scribes 
(i.e., (11)). 

4.1.4. J Nasal-First Clusters in Syllabic Cypriot 

As indicated above, it is reported in the handbooks that preconsonantal nasals 
are not written in the syllabic Cvpriol script; hence, the spelling of clusters 
having a nasal as their initial member would not conform to the general spell-
ing strategy (14). Regarding the representation of such clusters. Buck,32 Chad-
wick33 and Thumb-Scherer,34 for example, each report simply that a nasal is 
not written when it occurs before another consonant. Masson, however, states, 
more narrowly, that nasals are not written when they precede a stop or a frica-
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tive.35 In order to understand better the nature of the spelling of nasal-first 
clusters in the Cypriot script, let us examine each of the possible two-member 
clusters which begin with a nasal:36 

(15) nasal — stop 93 
nasal — fricative 2 
nasal - nasal 1 
nasal i- glide 0 
nasal + liquid 0 

As (15) reveals, the Cypriot data provide examples of nasals preceding 
stops, fricatives and nasals; however, no sequences of the types nasal H- glide 
and nasal + liquidoccur. In the case of the cluster-types nasal + stop and 
nasal + fricative, the inherited nasal is not spelled, just as the handbooks 
indicate, for example: 

(16) pa-ta, πσ.ντα ([panta], kalP) 
pe-pa-me-ro-ne, πεμπαμερων ([pempamerç:n], 'of a period of five days') 
i-o-si, ιωνσι i [io:nsi], 'they should remain') 

Further, as we would expect, only a single member of the geminate sequences 
I-nn-1 and [-mm-] is written, in keeping with the regular strategy for spell-
ing geminate clusters. When the nasal + nasal cluster is nongerninate (i.e., 
[-mn-|), however, both members of the cluster are written. There are four exam-
ples of such clusters occurring in the Cypriot database: 

(17) A. ma-na-se-se, Μνασης (|ninasç:s], proper name) 
B. ma-na-ma. μναμα ([mnama], 'memorial") 
C. li-mi-ni-si'O-se, Αιμνισιος ([limnisios], ethnic adjective) 
Iλ me-ma-na-me-no-i, μεμναμενοί ([memnamenoi], 'having remem-

bered') 

Example (17B), ma-na-ma, also occurs in the Kouklia inscription KP 228 (with 
the same spelling).'8 As we would expect, the full representation of the cluster 
[-mn-] is effected by using the progressive spelling strategy when the cluster 
occurs word-initiallv, as in (17A) and (17B). The directionality of the spelling 
(progressive or regressive) of (17C) is ambiguous since the vowel which pre-
cedes the cluster is the same as that one which follows. Example (17D) reveals, 
however, that it is progressive spelling which is utilized for representing word-
internal nongerninate nasal + nasal clusters, and this is in keeping with the 
general Cypriot spelling strategy (14). 

An examination of those Cypriot clusters having a nasal consonant as their 
initial member suggests, then, that what has been interpreted as the typical 
nonrepresentation of preconsonantal nasals in the syllabic Cypriot script is actu-
ally a function of two separate phenomena: 

(18) A. the accidental absence of the cluster-types nasal + glide and nasal + 
liquid 

B. the use of a spelling strategy for representing preconsonantal nasals 
which is distinct from thai one which is otherwise used for spelling 
consonant sequences in the Cypriot Syllabary (i.e., (14)) 
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With respect to ( 1 8B), it would appear that the strategy which is attested in the 
syllabic Cypriot documents for spelling clusters having an initial nasal is the 
same as that strategy which is used for representing all consonant clusters in 
the Linear Β system (i.e., (11)). Thus, just as in the case of Mycenaean, Cypriot 
clusters of the form nasal — stop and nasal + fricative are written with partial 
spelling, while nongeminatc nasal + nasal clusters are represented using ple-
nary spelling.3'1 This analysis would predict that if Cypriot nasal + glide and 
nasal + liquid clusters were attested (as perhaps at least the former will be 
eventually), these cluster-type s would also be written with plenary spelling. 

By the preceding analysis, the strategy of plenary versus partial spelling 
which is characteristic of Linear Β has survived as a component of the syllabic 
Cypriot script and is utilized when the initial member of the cluster is a nasal. 
Whatever the precise motivation for the preservation of a vestige of Mycenaean 
plenary versus partial spelling may have been, it appears lo be bound up with 
(he phonetics or phonologv of the nasal consonant itself. This "exceptional1' 
nonrepresentation of preconsonantal nasals in the Cypriot script is paralleled by 
orthographic tendencies in various other syllabic scripts. For example, in the 
syllabic writing system of Hittite, as discussed by Justeson and Stephens,10 

there is a relatively high frequency of orthographic omission of nasals which 
precede either two consonants or a word-iinal consonant. Similarly, certain pre-
consonantal nasals are not written in Germanic runic inscriptions.41 

In contrast, however, to what we have just seen to be the usual mode of 
representing preconsonantal nasals in the Cypriot script, there are three in-
stances of the uncharacteristic spelling of a nasal + stop cluster utilizing the 
general syllabic Cypriot strategy ( 14). These are various case forms of the noun 
Ννμφα ([nümpha] "nymph"): 

(19) A. -nu-mu-pa-se-, Ννμφας ([niimphas], genitive singular) 
B. nu-mu-pa-i. Νυμφοα ([niimphaij, dative singular) 
C. -ntt-mit-pa-i-se-, Νυμφαις f[nümphais], dative plural) 

Compare these forms with the more common and expected spellings, such as 
the following: 

(20) nu-pa-i, \νμθ(/.< {[niimphai]) 

Forms (19A) and (19B) occur in inscriptions from Kafizin, while that of (19C) 
is of disputed provenience.12 The Kaiizin materials are late, dating to the third 
century B.C. The extension of the Cypriot progressive versus regressive strategy 
(14) to the spelling of clusters beginning with a nasal perhaps reveals an evolu-
tionary iTegularization,, of the representation of nasal-initial clusters, if not sim-
ply confusion concerning "proper'' syllabic spelling practice at this late date. 
Often, a single artifact at Kaiizin will bear both an alphabetic and a syllabic 
inscription; this fuller spelling of nasal-first clusters was perhaps motivated in 
part by the influence of alphabetic spellings, in which, of course, preconsonan-
tal nasals were written. Conversely, on a few occasions the nasal is omitted 
from the alphabetic spelling of Ννμφα (i.e., such spellings as Νυφηι are 
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found43), and this quite likely occurs under the reverse influence of the syllabic 
spelling strategy for representing preconsonantal nasals. 

We see, then, that there are instances of the spelling of preconsonantal nasals 
in the syllabic Cypriot script: namely, nongerninate nasal + nasal clusters and 
a few exceptional cases of nasal + stop clusters. If these clusters are incorpo-
rated into figure 4.2, then the distribution of cluster-types relative to the pro-
posed spelling-boundary shows an even greater similarity to that distribution 
exhibited within the Linear Β system (see figure 4.1). Figure 4.2 is repeated 
with these modifications as figure 4.3. 

4.1.5 The vSonority Hierarchy Again 

In my discussion of Tronsky's interpretation of the spelling of consonant clus-
ters in the syllabic scripts of Greek, 1 introduced the phonetic and phonological 
notion of sonority and the scale known as the sonority hierarchy (see (1)). 
According to that scale, consonants are hierarchically arranged in the following 
sequence, where sonority increases progressively from left to right: 

( 2 1 ) stop > fricative > nasal > liquid > glide 

Strictly speaking, the hierarchy as formalized in (21) would perhaps be more 
accurately termed one of nonsonoritv. since the consonant with least sonority 

Second Consonant 

Stop Fricative Noso! Glide Liquid 

Stop 

Fncotive 

Nusal 

Glide 

Liquid 

a wm β ΨΒ Ü 0 p p 
gemmote 0 

— 
na H P β no no 

0 0 0 Ρ w 
• 

— — — ΞΞΞΞΞΞί — — 
gem inc.:!-· 

FIGURE 4.3 The spelling of consonant clusters in the Cypriot Syllabary, revised: 
squares with diagonal pattern represent predominant progressive spelling; squares with 
horizontal pattern represent predominant regressive spelling. 
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occurs at the top of the hierarchy. Such a scale has also been interpreted as a 
hierarchy of consonantal strength, in which stop is the strongest consonant and 
glide is the weakest.44 

The hierarchy of orthographic strength (10), repeated here as (22), 

(22) stop > fricative > nasal > glide > liquid 

upon which the Linear Β and syllabic Cypriot spelling strategies, (11) and (14) 
respectively, are dependent is almost identical in form to the consonantal sonor-
ity hierarchy (21). The sole difference between the two is plainly that the sound 
classes liquid and glide occur in reverse order in the two hierarchies: while the 
class glide outranks liquid in the orthographic hierarchy (22), liquid outranks 
glide in the sonority hierarchy (21 ). There is evidence, however, that the struc-
ture of the sonority hierarchy shows some language-specific variation—spe-
cifically, that in the case of particular languages, glides may occur higher on 
the sonority hierarchy than liquids; that is, liquids may be more sonorous than 
glides. 

In a study of consonant assimilation in Pali, a Middle Indie language, J. 
Hankamer and J. Aissen have proposed that the direction of such assimilation 
is determined by the rank of the consonants involved on the sonority hierarchy. 
Hsscntially, they claim that for any given sequence of two consonants, the con-
sonant which occurs lower on the hierarchy will assimilate to the consonant 
which occurs higher on the hierarchy. If both consonants arc of the same rank 
on the hierarchy, the assimilation will be automatically regressive; that is, the 
second consonant will assimilate to the first. The sonority hierarchy which they 
posit for Pali is of the following form: 

( 2 3 ) stop > s > nasal > I > u· > y > r 

Here, the glides [w] and [y| both occur at a higher position on the hierarchy 
than the liquid [r].45 Hankamer and Aissen further propose that assimilation in 
Hungarian is similarly dependent upon the sonority hierarchy and that in this 
language the sonority hierarchy has the following structure:46 

( 2 4 ) stop > fricative > nasal > y > r > t 

Here, the single glide [y] outranks both of the liquids, and so, in terms of 
major sound classes, this sonority hierarchy is identical in form to hierarchy of 
orthographic strength proposed in (22). Hankamer and Aissen conclude, then, 
that the sonority hierarchy is essentially a language universal but that, as a 
consequence of the articulator)' variation which is characteristic of glides and 
liquids, there is some language-specific variation at the bottom end of the hier-
archy.47 

As in the case of the sonority hierarchy which Hankamer and Aissen have 
proposed for Pali (i.e., (23)). the sonority hierarchy of Greek is one in which 
the glide [w] occurs at a higher position than the liquid [r|; that is, it is of the 
following form: 

( 2 5 ) stop > fricative > nasal '"• glide liquid 
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This is revealed by the occurrence of the word-initial sequence fwrV-], a Proto-
Greek cluster which survives in various dialects, for example;48 

(26) Mycenaean wi-ri-no, ρρινοι ([wrinoi], 'ox-hides') 
Cypriot we-re-ta-se, ρ ρε τ ας ([wre:tas], 'treaty') 
Elean ppâzpâ (fwra:tra:], 'treaty') 
Arc ad i an ρρησις (|\vre:sis j. 'dec I arati on ' ) 
Aeolic FPlQs (1 wre:ksisl; 'bursting') 

Similarly, word-initial |wlV-], which like [wrV-[ is a Proto-Indo-European 
sequence, occurred in Greek, though is less well attested. The Mycenaean mate-
rials may offer at least one example: 

(27)) wo-ro-ma-ta, ρλαψατα ([wlo:mata], 'containers'7)49 

And from the first millennium, is attested the following:50 

(28) Elean αρλανεός ([awlaneçcs], 'wholly')51 

It should be noted that at least one dialect appears not to conform at all 
points to the sonority hierarchy proposed in (25); namely, the dialect of classi-
cal Attic (in which word-initial [wr-] is no longer preserved). This is revealed 
by the absence of compensatory lengthening of vowels which preceded word-
internal *[-rw-] clusters. For example, while Proto-Attic-Ionic *κορρα 
(*[korwa:], 'girl') becomes κούρη ([kù:rç:]) in Ionic upon loss of ρ ([w]), in 
the sister dialect of Attic it becomes κόρη (fkorç: ]). As discussed by Allen,52 

this divergence indicates a different syllabification of word-internal [-rw-] clus-
ters in the two dialects. In Ionic it must be the case that the [-rw-] cluster is 
heterosyllabic (i.e., [-r$w-]). With the loss of the glide [-w-], the syllable-
boundary was shifted to a position preceding the liquid; this occurred in accor-
dance with the Greek property of syllabification according to which -CVCV-
sequences are syllabified as -CV$CV-. To preserve the heavy quantity of the 
initial syllable of *κορρ(ϊ, this repositioning of the syllable-boundary was 
accompanied by a lengthening of the short vowel of this syllable, in other 
words 

(29) *[kor$wa:l - *|ko$rç:] >|ku:Srç:| 

In contrast, the failure in Attic of the initial vowel to lengthen in response to 
loss of [-W-] indicates that the quantity of the initial syllable of κόρη (|kôrç:]) 
was light prior to deletion of |-w-] and. accordingly, that the syllable boundary 
preceded the |-rw-| cluster rather than dividing it, in other words 

(30) *[ko$rwa:J > [ko$rç:] 

This in turn suggests that in Attic, [r] was less sonorous than [w], since it is 
generally the case, as we have seen, that w ithin a syllable (here [$rwa:]) conso-
nants preceding the vowel of the syllable are arranged in order of increasing 
sonority.53 Hence, the sonority hierarchy utilized by the Attic dialect was not 
one in which [w] outranks [r], as in (25). but was more like that of (21), in 
which reverse ranking is found. This reversal in the order of the sound classes 
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liquid and glide, however, is an Attic development which occurred subsequent 
to the separation of the sister Attic and Ionic dialects from their common par-
ent, as is indicated by the disparate treatment of [-rw-j in these two dialects. 
That Ionic is the conservative dialect is indicated by the agreement of its sonor-
ity hierarchy with that one evidenced by the various dialects preserving word-
initial |wr-|, among which is the oldest attested dialect of Greek, Mycenaean. 

-1.1.6 'The Resolution of Recurring Problems 

The theory of the hierarchy of orthographic strength allows us to account for 
the representation of consonant clusters in the syllabic scripts without having 
to propose an ad hoc syllable structure for the Mycenaean and Cypriot dialects, 
such as is required by theories which are syllable-dependent. After all is said 
and done, it actually does not matter what the syllable structure of the dialects 
was; though as I have argued, there is no indication that Mycenaean and Cyp-
riot syllable structure differed appreciably from that of other dialects. Quite to 
the contrary, there is good reason for thinking there was no such difference. 
Spelling of consonant clusters simply proceeds linearly by the scribes' applying 
the hierarchically dependent spelling rule whenever a sequence of consonants 
is encountered in a phonetic string. Whenever consonants and vowels alternate 
in a phonetic string they are of course rendered orthographically simply by 
utilizing the appropriate CV symbols (or V symbols in the case of word-initial 
vowels and diphthongs). Note, in fact, that the CV symbol as a unit itself ad-
heres to the practice of spelling in accordance with the hierarchy of ortho-
graphic strength. Vowels as a class are of greater sonority than consonants, and 
thus, conversely, in our terms, consonants are of greater orthographic strength 
than vowels. A CV symbol consequently serves to spell by overt expression a 
sequence in which the first sound (consonant) is of greater orthographic 
strength than the second (vowel). Perhaps it is even in this relationship that we 
are to find the germ of the practice of spelling consonantal sequences in accor-
dance with the hierarchy of orthographic strength. 

Utilizing the notion of the hierarchy of orthographic strength (i.e., (22)) and 
the analogous Mycenaean and Cypriot spelling strategies (i.e.. (11) and (14), 
respectively), the representation of any given type of consonant cluster will be 
correctly predicted. This includes the notoriously problematic /Λ/ - stop clus-
ters which we have seen to fell one interpretation after another. The hierarchy 
(22) and the Linear Β strategy (11) effortlessly generate the observed partial 
spelling of these clusters both word-initially and word-internally in the Mycen-
aean script. Likewise, regressive spelling of (his cluster-type word-internally in 
the syllabic Cypriot system is the predictable outcome of the application of the 
Cypriot strategy (14) in combination with the hierarchy (22): as we have seen, 
word-initially all clusters are spelled progressively in the Cypriot script. 

In the same way, we readily account for the observed representation of 
word-internal clusters which are not of a type that occurs word-initially. Thus, 
the hierarchy (22) and the Linear Β strategy (11) correctly predict that nasal + 
glide clusters are represented in the Mycenaean script using plenary spelling. 
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We have seen—and will see again—that word-final stop + [s] clusters also 
present themselves as an ever-present stumbling block to the various attempts 
to account systematically for Linear Β and syllabic Cypriot spelling of conso-
nant clusters. In the next chapter we will look carefully at word-final clusters 
and find that our theory of a hierarchy of orthographic strength (i.e., (22)), 
coupled with rule (11) for Linear Β and rule (14) for syllabic Cypriot, elegantly 
predicts in a straightforward and natural manner the attested spellings of such 
clusters. Presently, however, let us consider the remaining two non-syllable-
dependent approaches to analyzing linear Β and syllabic Cypriot strategies for 
representing consonant clusters. 

4.2 Stephens and Justeson 

A second interpretation of syllabic Greek spelling which is non-syllable-
dependent (as far as it was developed) is that one offered by L. Stephens, in 
part in collaboration with J. Justeson.54 In an unpublished lecture presented at 
Yale University in 1979, Stephens proposed that the Linear Β strategy for spell-
ing consonant clusters is one which is sensitive to "resonance" (i.e., what we 
have called "sonority"), and to this extent Stephens's interpretation is like that 
one offered immediately above for Mycenaean spelling. The text of this lecture 
is, however, no longer available.55 Justeson reports Stephens's proposal in his 
1988 review of Sampson's book Writing Systems. Justeson formulates the pro-
posal as follows: 

(31) No consonant is spelled before a consonant of lesser resonance [i.e., so-
nority].56 

This interpretation of Linear Β consonant cluster representation is essentially 
analogous to my proposal (11), though no indication is given as to the form of 
the scale of sonority upon which (31) is dependent.^ Justeson further reports: 

(32) In word-final consonant sequences, the hierarchy is reversed . . . ; so, 
more generally, a consonant is not represented if it is separated from the 
nucleus of its scribal syllable38 by a consonant of lower resonance. 

This latter formulation is no doubt offered to account for spellings of forms 
containing a word-iinal sequence of the type stop + fricative, such as those we 
encountered in the previous chapter, for example, 

(33) wa-na-ka, ραναξ ([wanaks], 'king') 
a3-ti~jo~qo, Ai0iOqwç ([aithiokws], a man's name) 

According to the principle (32), the word-iinal |-s] is not written in forms of 
this type, since standing between the fricative and the vowel of its syllable is a 
sound of less sonority, that is, [k] or [kw]. There are at least two problems with 
this interpretation of the spelling of word-final clusters. According to (32), the 
nonrepresentation of the [-s] in the word-final sequences [-ks] and [-kws] is 
unrelated to the general nonrepresentation of word-final consonants in Linear 
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B. That the two phenomena are coincidental, rather than identical, is hardly 
plausible. The second problem involves the spelling of word-final clusters of 
the form [-ns].59 In the case of such sequences, neither of the consonants is 
spelled: 

(34) si a >-ro, σιΐκχλονς ([sihalons], "fat hogs', accusative plural) 
-pa, πα ι/ς (| pans |, 'all', nominative singular) 

The word-linal fricative is not spelled here, contra (32), even though the conso-
nant which separates it from the preceding vowel (i.e., the nasal [-n-|) is one 
which is of greater rather than less sonority than [s|. Again, (he orthographic 
deletion of the word-linal |-s] is undoubtedly a result of the general omission 
of word-final consonants. 

What prediction does the proposal in (32) make concerning the representa-
tion of the nasal in the word-final sequence | -ns ]? Since the strategy for spell-
ing clusters is said to be reversed in word-final positions, the [n], it would 
appear, should be written out. That is to say, since in the Linear Β script the 
second member of a biconsonantaî cluster which is not word-final is always 
spelled, with the first member being either written or omitted depending upon 
its sonority, a reversal of the strategy in word-final position should result in the 
first member of the cluster always being spelled, with the second member being 
either written or omitted depending upon its sonority. Thus, the strategy (32) 
would suggest that the nasal in a word-final sequence [-ns] should be spelled; 
in other words, for the forms of (34) we would expect the following spellings: 

(35) *si-a2-ro-no, cihakovs ([sihalons]) 
*-pa-na, πανς ([pans])60 

This is not the case. The spelling of word-final clusters is problematic for Ste-
phens's analysis (as it is presented by Justeson), just, as it was for the various 
non-syllable-dependent analyses of Linear Β spelling examined in chapter 3. 
As I show in chapter 5, the system of analysis which I have proposed, utilizing 
the notion of a hierarchy of orthographic strength, will properly account for 
word-linal clusters. 

Justeson concludes his remarks on syllabic Greek spelling systems by 
stating: 

(36) A brief comparison of Linear Β spelling, with the closely related Cypriot 
syllabary would be useful; the latter spells in accordance with syllable 
structure.bi 

As we have seen, the underlying basis for consonant cluster representation in 
the syllabic Cypriot system is the same as that utilized for Linear Β spelling, 
and neither practice is dependent upon syllable structure. Those interpretations 
of the Cypriot strategy for spelling consonant clusters which hold that spelling 
is dependent upon syllable structure advocate essentially the same unacceptable 
analysis of syllable structure as that one utilized by syllable-dependent interpre-
tations of Linear Β spelling.62 
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4.3 Viredaz 

The final non-syllable-dependent interpretation of consonant cluster spelling in 
the Greek syllabaries to be considered is that offered by R. Viredaz in Minos 
18.63 Viredaz's analysis utilizes a scalar component and spelling rules which 
make reference to this scale. Superficially, then, this interpretation may appear 
to be quite similar to my own. As we shall see, however, there are quite sig-
nificant differences. 

4.3.1 Linear Β 

Vi red a / identifies the two basic Linear Β strategies for spelling consonant clus-
ters in this way; 

(37) Une consonne suivie d'une autre eonsonne est tantôt supprimée graphique-
ment («traitement /»; wast a wa-tui, tantôt notée («traitement 2»), que ce 
soit à l'aide d'une voyelle fictive . . . ( a gros a-ko-ro).64 

Treatment 1 thus corresponds to what 1 have termed partial spelling and treat-
ment 2 to plenary spelling,65 Viredaz proposes that whether treatment I or 
treatment 2 is utilized by the Mycenaean scribes for representing any given 
sequence of consonants is determined by the following escalier, a hierarchical 
arrangement of consonant graphemes: 

(38) k, q, ζ > ρ > t, ri s > m > η > w > r > y 

Unlike my own hierarchy of orthographic strength, the units of this hierarchy 
(38) are orthographic symbols rather than consonantal sounds. As discussed in 
chapter 2, the Linear Β grapheme < k > represents the sounds [k, kh gj; < p > 
represents [p, phi b]; < t > represents [t. th]: and so on. The symbol ζ is used to 
represent two different sounds—one voiceless, the other voiced. As I discuss 
later, these probably represent affricates or sounds similar thereto. It is curious 
that Viredaz should assign ~ such a specific rank in his hierarchy, in light of the 
fact that it does not occur in clusters with other consonants. If the symbol ζ 
does represent types of affricates (voiceless and voiced), it probably should, in 
fact, be grouped closely with the stops, though it is a rather moot point here 
because of its failure to cluster with other consonants.66 

This escalier is utilized together with the following spelling formula: 

(3e)) Le groupe C|C\ a le traitement 2 si C, précède C, dans lYscalier . . . , 
le traitement 1 dans le cas contraire/' 

In other words, if the first, member of a cluster occurs higher on the escalier 
than the second member, both consonants will be written; otherwise the first 
consonant will be deleted from the orthography. 
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4,3.1.1 Word-Final Consonants 

We have seen that the word-final cluster-type stop — fricative is quite problem-
atic for the various syllable-dependent interpretations and for the non-syllable-
dependent analysis of Stephens and Justeson. This same word-final consonant 
sequence causes trouble for Viredaz. 

With regard to single word-final consonants in Linear B. Viredaz simply 
states that the only three consonants which can occur at the end of a word in 
Greek ([-r], [-n], and [-s]) are never written in final position. Regarding the 
word-final cluster [-ks], he indicates that he believes that the Linear Β represen-
tation of the set)uenee cannot be predicted by his rule of the escalier since, as 
he says, on this hierarchy k > s, yet k does not occur in word final position: 

(40) |C]onimc k > Λ et que k n'existe (probablement) pas à la finale, la règle 
île Γ escalier ne permet pas de prévoir la graphie de --ks.flS 

His reasoning here is not altogether clear. Perhaps he thinks that the spelling of 
a final [-ks| cluster as -kV (which his rule does, in fact, predict as he has stated 
it, though the rule does not specify the vowel component of the kV grapheme) 
would be problematic since there is no word-final [-k] spelled -kV to serve as 
an orthographic model. Strictly speaking, the [-k-] of [-ks#] is not word-final 
and Linear Β docs provide examples of penultimate [-k~] occurring in word-
final |-kV] sequences, which are, of course, spelled -kV (e.g., re-u-ka, λευκά 
([leuka], 'white (things)')). 

In a footnote, however, he suggests that the treatment of word-final conso-
nants, including clusters, may be the consequence of an even higher entity, a 
final word-boundary, occurring on his escalier: 

(41) On pourrait représenter la fin de mot par un signe spécial, qui figurerait en 
tête de Γ «escalier»; on aurait p.ex. r < # (omission graphique de r final): 
le «groupe» ks# serait du type ambigu.69 

By "type ambigu" he is referring to consonant clusters of the form C, > C2 < 
C3, where Cx < C3.70. A consideration of such a cluster-type arose in his dis-
cussion of clusters of more than two consonants. He points out that while clus-
ters of three or more consonants are treated iri the same way as biconsonantal 
clusters/1 given his rule of the escalier, a problem would exist in the case of a 
triconsonantal cluster having the structure CL > C2 < in which C, < 0 : ϊ: 
here C, should be written before C>, while C2 should not be written before C3; 
Viredaz states that his rule will not predict il C j would then be anomalously 
spelled before the higher ranking C3. However, this is only a potential problem, 
he says, in that such clusters do not actually occur in Linear B; that is. of 
course, unless the word boundary should be treated as occurring as the topmost 
member of the escalier, in which case the sequence ks$ would constitute just 
such a cluster. 

Additional comments which Viredaz offers concerning the representation of 
word-final [-ks] require careful attention. It was pointed out in chapters 2 and 
3 that [-ks#] and |-kws#] arc usually spelled -kV and -qV respectively (i.e.. with 
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the [-s] deleted from the orthography), as in the following examples (now often 
repeated): 

(42) wa-na-ka, ραναξ ([wanaks], 'king') 
a3-ti-jo~qo, AiOioq^s ([aithiokws]. a man's name) 

However, as already mentioned,72 spelling omission of the [-k-j of word-final 
[-ks] is also attested, as in the following example: 

(43) to-ra-ka beside lo-ra, θωράς i [thg:ra:ks], 'breastplate')73 

On the one hand, Viredaz appears to suggest that this variation in the represen-
tation of word-final |-ks] is to be linked with that "ambiguity" in the spelling 
of such clusters which he finds inherent in his rule of the escalier which we 
discussed immediately above. '4 On the other hand, he proposes that there ap-
pears to be some phonological conditioning which is responsible for this varia-
tion: a word-final -Ks (where Vi re da/ uses Κ as a cover symbol for stop) is 
consistently represented as -KV when the vowel which precedes ~KV is a or ο 
(as in the examples of (42)), but after the vowels e, i, and u, the -KV syllabo-
gram may be optionally deleted. In support of the latter proposal, he offers the 
following examples: 

(44) A. o-nu beside o-mt-ka for onuks (a textile term, the meaning of which is 
debated) 

B. to-ro-wi possibly beside to-ro-wi-ka (a man's name) 
C. we-pe-za which Viredaz identifies as hweks-pedya (perhaps 'having six 

feet') 
D. e-te-re-ta beside e-ka-te-re-ta which he identifies as "ekstrêta (?)" (a 

term describing chariot frames)75 

Moreover, further along in his discussion Viredaz states, with appropriate tenta-
tiveness: 

(45) En fin de mot . . . , il semble que la voyelle morte soit régulièrement α, 
indépendamment de la voyelle précédente.76 

He indicates that this practice would then parallel the syllabic Cypriot use of 
the empty vowel e for representing wOrd-final consonants.77 The empty vowel 
is ο—rather than a—in the case of a^ti-jo-qo ([aithiokws]), not because the 
vowel preceding the word-linal cluster is written ο (i.e., not for orthographic 
reasons) but because the '"regular" word-final empty vowel a is rounded to ο 
either under the phonetic influence of this preceding | -o- | vowel or, perhaps 
more likely he says, under the influence of the labiovelar | -kw- | . / R 

We now need to take a careful look at each of the examples of (44). 
A o-nu f o-na-ka. Of the forms cited by Viredaz, it is this one which carries 

the greatest weight as evidence for the Linear Β use of < - k a > to represent 
word-final [-ks]. As I indicated at (44), the precise meaning of the term (attested 
only at Knossos) is uncertain. It is affiliated with textiles and comes in at least 
two colors, white and variegated. Ventris and Chadwick suggest broadly that it 
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may "be some part of or appendage to textiles."79 Meie η a identifies the mean-
ing quite specifically as 'the woollen yarn of the w e f t / 8 0 More recently. Killen 
has proposed that the meaning of the term is perhaps 'decoration.**1 Aside 
from the nominative singular o-nu, there occurs nominative plural o-nu-ke (four 
times; possibly dative singular?), όνυχες ([onükhes]), and the compounds po-
ki-ro-nu-ka, ποικιλονυχα ([poikilonlikhaJ), and re-u-ko-nu-ka, /.ενκονυχα 
( [leukonükhaJ; multiple occurrences of each)—both nominative neuter plural. 
The form o-nu-ka occurs three times and is perhaps nominative singular, in 
which case o-nu-ka must represent ονυξ (|oniiks|), with ~ka for [-ksJ. The 
identification of the grammatical case is not beyond doubt, however. 

Β to-ro-wi / to-ro-wi-ka. The shorter form, to-ro-wi, is a man's name which 
occurs twice at Pylos once in a list which contains names of smiths in the 
nominative case (and an inventory of bronze in the possession of each smith; 
Jn 601) and once in a catalogue of flocks (Cn 131). On the latter tablet, other 
names occur in the dative case preceded by the preposition παρο ( [parol): to-
ro-wi, however, is preceded by a place name, apparently in the locatival-
instrumental case. Ventris and Chadwick interpret to-ro-wi in Cn 131 as nomi-
native.82 To-ro-wi-ko also appears in a catalogue of flocks from Pylos (Cn 655). 
Some of the names on this tablet occur in the nominative case and others in 
the genitive; Ventris and Chadwick identify to-ro-wi-ko as genitive/3 Of course, 
the alternation of a nominative to-ro-wi and a genitive to-ro-wi-ko indicates a 
nominative terminating in -ιξ (f-iks]). The form to-ro-wi-ka is found in an 
inventory of personnel from Pylos (An 5), concerning which Ventris and Chad-
wick state, "possibly alternative spelling of to-ro-wi (nom. -/A.9)."84 Chantraine, 
however, suggests that to-ro-wi-ko could perhaps be nominative, and regarding 
to-ro-wi-ka and the suggestion that it is a variant spelling of to-ro-wi, he 
writes,"Mais je ne connais aucun exemple de cette graphie, et Γ hypothèse, 
proposée sans conviction, est arbitraire. Il reste à poser un masculin en -â. type 
qui n'est pas rare en mycénien et plus tard."85 

C we-pe-za. This problematic (though seemingly semantically transparent) 
compound occurs on Pylos tablet Ta 713, a document recording an inventory 
of three tables, two of which are described as e-ne~wo-pe-za, 'nine-footed*. The 
third table is said to be we-pe-za, and this surely is to be understood as 'six-
footed/ that is, as coming from *hweks-ped- (from Proto-Indo-European 
*sweks, 'six"). The absence of | -s- | from the orthography is fully expected, but 
the nonoccurrence of a grapheme for | -k- | is surprising and has led to a variety 
of interpretations. Viredaz had noted these variant interpretations in an earlier 
work and rightly pointed out that there are difficulties with each.86 For exam-
ple, Ventris and Chadwick propose as possible readings either (h)weppez.a or 
(h)wespeza;*7 the latter reading is also offered by ViIborg and P a l m e r ; B o t h 
of these suggestions call for the postulation of ad hoc sound-change scenarios 
not otherwise attested in the historical phonology of Greek, though similar 
to attested developments. The reading (h)wespeza requires the loss of the ini-
tial stop of a triconsonantal sequence stop + fricative + stop (i.e. *[-ksp-| 
—> [-sp]), while (h)weppeza is derived by the loss of *[-s-J between two 
stops, with ensuing complete assimilation of the first stop to the second (i.e., 
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*[-ksp-] —> *[-kp-] f-pp-]). Though Greek [-s-] was historically deleted in 
those instances in which it occurred between a preceding [-k-] or [-p-] and an 
ensuing stop, this change was accompanied by aspiration of the stop which had 
preceded the [-s-], not by its assimilation to the following stop. Beyond this, as 
I show in chapter 5, the evidence suggests that the simplification of stop + 
fricative + stop clusters was post-Mycenaean.89 With regard to the assumed 
change *[-ksp-J Hp-] , it should be pointed out that, in contrast to what we 
have just: seen, the initial consonant in [kj + fricative + stop clusters was 
indeed lost in certain instances, but that this is a dissimilatory change and is 
limited to those cases in which the final stop of the cluster is also velar (unlike 
the case of [~ksp-]); again, this is discussed in chapter 5.90 In compounds in 
various first millennium dialects the final |-ks| cluster of the numeral εζ 
(fhéksj, 'six1), with which wc are concerned in the form we-pe-za, may be 
preserved or restored analogically before a consonant, as in έξκαίδεκα ([hek-
skaideka], 'sixteen') beside έκκαίδεκα ([hekkaidcka]), εξπους ([hékspu:s], 
'six-footed') beside εκπονώ (|hekpu:s|). Thus, pressure to maintain the mor-
phological integrity of the numeral has allowed some compounds of εξ to es-
cape the regular phonological fate of [-ks-] + stop (note also the absence of 
stop-aspiration in the εκ- forms). 

Viredaz follows Doria in reading we-pe-za as hwekspeza.91 The nonrepre-
sentation of [ks] in this instance, proposes Viredaz, is a consequence of this 
sequence occurring immediately before the boundary which separates the two 
members of the compound (i.e.. hweks-peza). He contends that the compound-
boundary is behaving like a word-boundary for purposes of orthographic pro-
cessing, and as evidence of this equivalence, he cites the dual spelling of the 
sister compound meaning 'nine-footed':92 on tablet Ta 713, for example, it 
appears (twice) as e-ne-wo-pe-za: on Ta 642, however, the two members of the 
compound are graphically separated by a word-divider (i.e., e-ne-wo, pe-za 
(also occurring twice)). 

D e-te-re-ta / e-ka-te-re-ta. These two forms occur on Knossos chariot tab-
lets Se 879 and Se 891 respectively and are identified as adjectives which de-
scribe chariot frames.93 In addition, tablet So 894 preserves a form a-le-re-1e-
a, used to describe wheels. Comparison of the three forms suggests that they 
perhaps represent compounds with variation in the initial member.91 Viredaz 
cautiously suggests that e-ka-te-re-ta and e-te-re-ta may represent eks-treta, 
which he glosses as possibly Troués', citing, after Ventris and Chadwick, εκ— 
τρήμα ([éktrç:ma|), έκτρησις (|éktrç:sis|, "trepanning hole').95 These same 
forms, e-ka-te-re-ta and e-te-re-ta, were invoked by Householder96 when he 
conjectured that word-final [-ks] and [~qs] are perhaps regularly spelled -ka and 
-qo respectively, without regard to what vowel precedes the cluster: "The only 
thing remotely approaching evidence here is this: if e-ka-te-re-ta . . . and e-te-
re-ta . . . are the same word, and if that word is *ektrëta or the like (or was it 
still *ekstrëta?), and if one or both words are not simple errors, then ka may 
represent final k (or ks only?). , ,y7 Beyond Householder's remarks, we should 
note that even if e-ka-te-re-ta were to be read as a compound eks-trëta it is by 
no means the case that e-te-re-ta of necessity spells the identical word: the 
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latter could represent a compound beginning with έν ([en]) or είσ ([e:s), for 
example; compare the just mentioned a-te-re-te-a.98 

The acceptability of Viredaz's suggestion (45) depends entirely on the correct 
identification of the examples of (44), since only here do we find a -ka syllabo-
grarn used after a vowel other than a or o. The examples of (44) are thus 
doubly critical: they provide the evidence both for the proposal that the f-Jkj of 
[-ks#j may optionally not be written in certain contexts (after e, /, /./,) and for 
the proposal that: the word-final sequence [ ksj is (otherwise) regularly spelled 
-ka, regardless of what the preceding vowel i s , " Now it is important to notice 
that these two claims taken together mean that the "regular" representation of 
[-ks#] (i.e., -ka) occurs obligatorily only in a rather limited context: namely, in 
the case of a word-final sequence [-aks] (as well as |-oks#] if. within the frame-
work of Viredaz's analysis, the empty ο vowel in the spelling o-qo for [~okws#] 
should be, in fact, a consequence of the labial element of [-o-J or [-kw-], not of 
the preceding ο vowel grapheme). 

The most—or perhaps the only—secure example of the nonspelling of [-k-] 
in a word-final sequence [-ks] is one which Viredaz does not cite, the identifica-
tion of the form having been published subsequent to Viredaz's article (Killen 
1985): namely, the example of (43), which is repeated here as (46): 

(46) to-ra-ka / to-ra, θωραξ ([thç>:ra:ks], 'breastplate') 

This means of course that in to-ra the [-k-] of a word-final [-ks] sequence is 
not spelled in the one place (or perhaps one of two places) in which its spelling 
is obligatory by Viredaz's analysis, that is, after the vowel [-a-]. This stands as 
a most serious counterexample to his hypothesis. Beyond that, as I have sug-
gested, each of Viredaz's examples in (44), with the possible exception of 
(44A), is to some degree questionable; his interpretation of examples (44B) and 
(44D), and hence his identification of a [-ks] cluster in those forms, must be 
considered quite tentative. 

Viredaz's claim (i) that the "optional" nonspelling of |-k-] in a word-linal 
cluster |-ks] is phonologically conditioned by the quality of the vowel preced-
ing the cluster is, at the very best, highly dubious, as demonstrated by the 
counterexample to-ra. This is not even to mention the fact that the notion that 
the orthographic deletion of a word-linal CV syllabogram could be motivated 
by the presence of a particular vowel in the ultimate syllable hardly seems to 
be a likely one. His suggestion (ii) that the "regular" spelling of a word-final 
sequence stop + s is <stop + a> certainly appears to be an overstatement. 
Almost all of the secure examples which exhibit such a spelling are ones in 
which [-a-] just happens to precede the stop [-k-], and the exceptional <stop 
+ o> spelling occurs when [-o-| just happens to precede the stop—the vowel 
of the final syllable appears clearly to play a crucial role in determining the 
vocalic component of the word-final CV symbol. At the same time, the idea 
that -ka can at times be used to represent f-ks#] when a vowel other than [-a-] 
precedes the [-k-] cannot be dismissed altogether and is further considered in 
chapter 5. 
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4.3.2 Cypriot Syllabary 

Viredaz next turns his attention to the syllabic Cypriot script. He proposes that 
the spelling of consonant clusters in this writing system likewise utilizes an 
escalier and proceeds according to the following rule: 

(47) La voyelle morte est identique à la voyelle qui suit le groupe C , ( \ si C, 
> C?, à celle qui le précède si C, < Cz. H)0 

He proposes, however, that the Cypriot escalier is not identical to that one 
utilized for Linear Β spelling (i.e., (38), repeated here as (48)) 

(48) k, q, z> ρ > t, d, s > m > η > w > r > y 

but is instead of the following form (which he describes as provisional in na-
ture): 

(49) k, ρ > t > m > η > w > r > .ν, /101 

The omission of q from the Cypriot variant of the escalier is simply the conse-
quence of the absence of labiovelar stops from the phonemic inventory of the 
Cypriot dialect; the omission of d is the consequence of the absence of a 
graphic distinction occurring between voiced and voiceless dental stops in the 
sign inventory of the Cypriot writing system (recall that Viredaz's escalier is 
constructed as a hierarchy of graphemes, not a hierarchy of sounds, though 
these graphemes are associated with some phonetic value(s)). While the palatal 
glide [y] is noted in the Cypriot script, the sound does not occur in consonant 
clusters, as discussed in chapter 2; accordingly, y is likewise omitted from (49). 
Conversely, Viredaz includes I in the Cypriot escalier since, also as pointed out 
above, the Cypriot writing system, unlike that of Linear B, graphically distin-
guishes the two liquids [11 and [r]. Viredaz does not include ζ in his Cypriot 
scale, unlike the case of the Linear B escalier.102 

4.3.2.1 The Position of S 

The striking difference between the Linear Β and Cypriot hierarchies ((48) and 
(49) respectively) is the shift of Λ to the bottom end of the Cypriot escalier. 
Viredaz's motivation for this repositioning is, in part, the Cypriot spelling of 
fricative 4- nasal and fricative + liquid clusters. As discussed earlier, the sin-
gle Cypriot example of the cluster-type fricative f nasal is one in which the 
cluster is (unexpectedly) represented with regressive spelling.103 

(50) i-na-la-li-si-me-na, ιναλαλισμεναν ([inalalismcnanj, 'having been written 
upon') 

Since there is only a single example of this cluster, as Viredaz appropriately 
points out,104 the use of regressive spelling for its representation may be of 
little significance; that is to say, the form could simply be a chance survival of 
an erroneous spelling. Or, as Ϊ mentioned earlier, the use of regressive spelling 
may be the consequence of a morpheme-boundary separating the two members 
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of the cluster. What seems to be of greater significance to Viredaz are instances 
of the regressive spelling of the cluster [-si-]. In my discussion of this cluster,105 

I pointed out that the sequence [-si-] is found only in the various personal 
names beginning with the formant 'Εσλ(ο)- ([esl(o)-]). In some instances the 
cluster is spelled progressively, as in (51 A), while m others the representation 
is regressive, as in (5IB): 

(51) A. e-so-fo- te-mi-wo-se-, ίχτλοΟεμι ρος (|eslol:ieniiwos]) 
B. e-se-la-ko-ra-se-, Ρσλαγορας (jesiagorasj) 

I have shown that the balance is tipped slightly in favor of the expected pro-
gressive spelling of the cluster: four out of seven instances of |-sl-| in my 
database are spelled in this way. Viredaz, however, in order to accommodate 
the regressive spelling of [-sm-] and the dual treatment of [-si-] clusters, assigns 
Λ\ along with I, to the lowest tier of his escalier. This is straightforwardly prob-
lematic, as Viredaz himself is aware, to the extent that the placement of 5 at a 
position lower than r predicts that [ -rs- [ clusters should be represented with 
progressive spelling.106 The spelling of this cluster-type is, in fact, regressive 
in the Cypriot script (just as, mutatis mutandis, the cluster is written with par-
tial spelling in Linear B). There is still an additional problem: given Viredaz's 
escalier (49), the Cypriot spelling of the cluster [-si-] is not even accounted for 
by Viredaz's rule (47), since C2 (s) is neither greater than nor less than C2 (I). 
His analysis is beginning to break down at this point. 

4.3.2.1.1 [s] in Greek. According to Viredaz, there is an additional motivation 
for assigning s to the bottom end of the Cypriot hierarchy, and this is its "weak" 
nature, as compared to the s of Mycenaean.107 Proto-Greek *[s] was changed 
to [h] in most of the Greek dialects in two contexts: (1) at the beginning of a 
word when the sound which followed was either a vowel, nasal, liquid, or [wj; 
if the ensuing sound was [m], [n], or [1], the [h] subsequently disappeared:108 

(52) A. *sekiv- eropai (|hépouiai|, Ί follow'); cf. Latin sequi 
Β. *wn·- ρέω ( | r ' t \ > : Ί How'); cf. Sanskrit srdvati 
C. *sneigu'h- --> νείφει ([nç:phe:J, 'it snows1); cf. Lithuanian sniega 

The change of *[s] to [h| also occurred (2) in a variety of word-internal con-
texts, including that of V_ V; the resulting intervocalic instances of |h | were 
likewise subsequently deleted:109 

(53) *genH so s —> *genehos -•-» Homeric γένεος ([géneos], 'of race1); cf. Latin 
generis (with *['s] becoming [r] intervoealieally in Latin) 

However, certain occurrences of *[s] in these contexts were preserved (or re-
stored). The motivation was frequently to maintain morphological integrity, as 
in, for example, those cases of an *[s] which served as a morphological marker 
of the future and aorist tenses: 

(54) Α. παιδεύσω ([paideùsç>:], Ί will teach') 
Β. έπαίδενσα ([epaideusa], Τ taught') 
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Here the retention of the *[s) was supported by future and aorist paradigms in 
which *[s] was preserved as a consequence of occurring in a context which did 
not promote its deletion (e.g., after a stop): 

(55) Α. βλέψομαι ([blépsomai], Ί will see') 
Β. εβλεψα iéblepsa], Ί saw') 

In addition, as a result of various sound changes, new occurrences of |s] ap-
peared in contexts in which Proto-Greek *[s] had become |h] (or subsequently 
0). rFhus, the dialect-specific assibilation of [t] to [s] before the vowel [i] pro-
duces new instances of intervocalic [s]: 110 

(56) Proto-Greek ••didöii —> AUic-lotiic δίδωσι ([dfdg:si], k(s)he gives'); cf. 
Doric δίδοπι 

The survival of these new instances of [s| in contexts in which earlier *[s] had 
become [h] (or 0) reveals, of course, that the assibilation of *[t] to [s] in such 
contexts occurred only after the diachronic rule which converted *[s| to [h] had 
ceased to operate; otherwise the new occurrences of [s] would have likewise 
been converted to [h]. 

In a very few dialects, however, the change of [s] to [h] was more thorough-
going. This is so to the extent that the instances of inherited intervocalic *[s] 
which had been preserved in most dialects (as discussed above) as well as the 
newly created occurrences of intervocalic [s] were also affected by a change 
[s] —> [h] between vowels (with, again, later loss of [h] ) . m Thus, in inscrip-
tions written in the Doric dialects of Lac onian and Argolic, forms such as the 
following are found: 

(57) A. Laconian 
1. εποιεΗε ([epoiç:he], '(s)he made', a o r i s t ) for εποίησε 
2. νικαΗας ([nikahas], 'the victor', aorist participle) and later νικαας 

for vi κ α σας 

3. Ο ναϊτελ ης (jona-itele:s], personal n ai ne) l'or ' Ονα σιτέλ ης 

B. Argolic 
1. επο ι / vh ε ( i epoi w ç : he ]. ' f s ) he m ad e '. aori st.) for εποί η σε 
2. Φραίιιαριδσχ ([phrahiaridas], personal name) lor Φρασιαρίδας 
3. εμπαϊς ([empa-is], 'a tenure of land') for εμπασίςη2 

However, in some of the early and many of the later Laconian and Argolic 
inscriptions, forms also occur which agree with most of the other dialects in 
presenting intervocalic [s] rather than [h] or 0. This variation perhaps represents 
only orthographic suppression of the local dialect in favor of "standard" 
forms.113 

4.3.2.1,2 [s] in Cypriot Greek. Cypriot, it appears was, like Laconian and 
Argolic, a dialect characterized by this thoroughgoing mutation of intervocalic 
[s] to [h] or 0; however, most of the evidence for this is provided by glosses 
and not by the syllabic inscriptions. Thus, Hesvchius offers glosses such as the 
following: 
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(58) A. cvavov- ενθες ([enauon] : [énthes]) for εναυσον. 'apply fire5 

Β. ίμίτραον• ύ π όζω σο ν ([imitraon] : [hûpô/do:son]) for μι τ pa σον, 
'girt' 

In the syllabic Cypriot inscriptions, however, as I have already mentioned, in-
tervocalic [s] is usually written.114 There are, however, a few exceptions which 
are probably phonetically revealing, such as the following: 

(59) A. -o-na-a-ko-rase-. Οναάγορας flonahagoras]. a man's name, ICS 23] 
(2) and probably 229c) for * Ονασαγύρας1 ls 

B. -po-e-ko-me-no-ne, ποεχομενον ([pohekhoinenonj, 'attached to'. ICS 
217 (19, 21) for ποσεχόμενον 

C. e-pi-si-ta-i-se, επισταίς ([epistahis], 'dominion', /CV 264 (3)) for επίσ-
τασίς 

D. po-ro-ne-o-i, φρονεωί ([phroneç>:hij, 'they would intend*. ICS 264 (4) 
for φρονέωσι1,6 

There is good indication that the consonantal sound which was written with 
the < s V > set of graphemes in the syllabic Cypriot script could be pronounced 
as something other than fs]. Thus, in the bilingual Phoenician and Greek in-
scription ICS 216, the Greek name Άλασιώτας ([alasiodas];, an epithet of 
Apollo, is rendered in Phoenician as Ihyts. The use of Phoenician h to tran-
scribe Greek (s) suggests of course that (s) here had a phonetic value of [hj. or 
something akin to it, rather than [s]. A similar correspondence occurs in the 
Phoenician-Greek bilingual ICS 215, in which the Phoenician man's name 
mnhm is matched in the Greek portion of the inscription by the name ma-na-
se-se. If the latter is to be interpreted as Μνάσης, as appears likely (cf. the 
commonly occurring Μνασέας),117 then Cypriot < s > is used to represent a 
velar fricative (as in German auch). 

4.3.3 Aperture and the Escalier 

According to Viredaz, the heightened tendency of fs] to become fh] in Cypriot 
indicates that Cypriot (s| had an aperture greater than that of [s] in Mycenaean 
and other dialects, and for this reason s occurs at the low end of the Cypriot 
escalier. 118 What this means, of course, is that Viredaz is interpreting his ortho-
graphic escalier as a hierarchy of aperture, with aperture progressively increas-
ing from left to right; by the term aperture, he is simply referring to the degree 
of oral opening (or closure) which is characteristic of the articulation of a given 
type of consonant sound.119 Concerning these proposals two important issues 
need to be addressed, both of which are problematic: (1) the form of the esca-
lier offered by Viredaz, regardless of the nature of its phonetic basis; and (2) 
his interpretation of aperture as the critical basis for this hierarchy and, thus, 
for the spelling of consonant clusters in Greek syllabic scripts. 

4.3.3.1 The Problem of the Form of the Escalier: Stops 

Viredaz's Linear Β and Cypriot hierarchies are repeated here as (60) and (61) 
respectively: 
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(60) k, q, ζ > ρ > U d, s > m > η > w > r > y 

(61) k, ρ > t > m > n > w > r > s, l 

Here, the hierarchical ranking of certain of the graphemes is based not only 
upon the type of spelling used for representing a given consonant cluster but 
also upon the nonoccurrence in the Mycenaean and Cypriot inscriptions—in-
deed, upon the nonexistence in these dialects—of certain consonant permuta-
tions. For example, in the case of the Mycenaean escalier of (60), k and ρ are 
assigned a higher rank than / since the sequences velar stop I dental stop 
(such as |-kt-|) and bilabial stop \ dental stop (such as [-pt-]) are represented 
in the Linear Β script using treatment 2 (i.e., plenary spelling) and, ipso Jacto, 
occur in this dialect. The reverse sequences, [-tk-], [-thkh |, |-dg-|. |-tp-|. |-thph-| 
and [-db-],120 are not attested in the Mycenaean documents or the Cypriot mate-
rials, and this is almost certainly because, as Viredaz points out,121 these clus-
ters did not exist in these dialects. 

Certain sequences of the type dental stop + velar stop and dental stop + 
bilabial stop did occur at an early stage of Greek but were eliminated by one 
means or another. Thus, the clusters *[-tk-] and perhaps *[-tp-] were metathe-
sized to [-kt-] and [-pt-] respectively, as in the following examples:122 

(62) A. *ti-tk-ö —> τίκτω ([tiktç>:], Ί engender, beget', a reduplicated present); 
cf. the aorist ε-τεκον ([étekon]) without metathesis 

B. *kwid-pe —> τίπτε ([tipte], 'why therefore'?'): cf. Latin quippe123 

A second means of eliminating such clusters involves assimilation. When a 
morpheme-boundary intervened between the two members of a dental stop + 
bilabial stop cluster, the dental was assimilated to the bilabial.124 For example, 
in the Mycenaean dialect, clusters of the type dental stop + [-ph~] arose when 
the instrumental suffix -φι ([-phi]) was attached to nominal stems ending in a 
stop; the dental was then assimilated to the following [ph]: 

(63) A. e-ka-ma-pi, εχμαπφι ([ekhmapphi], 'with supports' ) from *ekhmat-phi 
B. ko-ru-pi, κορυπφι ([korüpphi], 'with helmets' ) from *koridl-phi 
C. po pe ποπφι ([popphi], 'with feet') from *pod-phin> 

If, on the other hand, the noun stem ended in a velar stop, it appears that the 
cluster was preserved: 

(.64) po-rii ki-pi, φοινιχφι ([p l loinikhp1 ,i j, 'wi th palm trees ' ) T 

It is, in fact, the survival and plenary spelling of this velar stop + bilabial stop 
cluster which Viredaz adduces as motivation for placement of k at a higher 
level than ρ in his Mycenaean escalier.127 

These treatments of dental/velar stop f bilabial stop clusters across a 
morpheme-boundary in Mycenaean correspond to a set of treatments involving 
similar clusters which is exhibited in various first-millennium dialects; these 
clusters developed as a consequence of the attachment of apocopated preposi-
tional prefixes to words beginning with a stop.12S Thus, when the prepositions 
κατ- ([kat-]) and ποτ- ([pot-]), which arise by apocopation from κατά ([katâ], 
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'down etc.') and ποτί ([poti], 4at, by etc.') respectively, precede a form begin-
ning with a stop, the final [-t] of the preposition assimilates to that stop;129 

(65) A. Homeric κάπ-πεσε (jkâp-pesej. '(s)he dropped') from *κάτ-πεσε 
([kât-pesej) 

Β. Homeric κακ κείοντες (|k ik kc ontes], 'lying down') from *κατ-
κείοντες ( | kat-ké:ontes|) 

Such assimilatory changes do not occur, however, when the prefixed preposi-
tion ends with a velar slop (i.e., when the preposition is εκ)\ 

(66) Α. εκπέμπω ([ekpcmpç:], Ί send forth1) 
Β. έκτίθημι ([ektithç:mi], Ί set out')130 

The consequence of the preceding metatheses and assimilatory changes is 
that both in the Greek language of the first millennium and apparently in the 
Mycenaean dialect as well, the only stop 4- stop clusters allowed were ( 1) 
geminate clusters; (2) bilabial + dental and velar -r dental clusters; and (3) 
velar + bilabial clusters, with an intervening morpheme-boundary. As indi-
cated immediately above, these phonotactic restrictions on the possible se-
quences of stops are encoded in Viredaz's Linear B escalier (60). In each case, 
the first member of a possible (nongerninate) stop + stop cluster outranks the 
second member on this hierarchy; that is, ρ (bilabial) outranks t (dental), and k 
(velar) outranks both ρ and t. Conversely, stop + stop clusters in which the 
first member would occur lower on the Mycenaean escalier131 than the second 
member do not exist.132 

With respect to stop consonant graphemes, Viredaz's Cypriot escalier of (61) 
is likewise constructed in such a way as to conform to the possible occurrences 
of stop + stop clusters. In the case of the Cypriot hierarchy, however, Viredaz 
has placed k and ρ in the same tier,133 since velar + dental and bilabial + 
dental stop clusters are attested in the Cypriot inscriptions, but velar + bilabial 
stop clusters are not.134 

A hierarchically dependent analysis of language (either spoken or written) 
which involves constructing statements that make critical reference to the per-
mutations of the linguistic units of which the hierarchy is composed is suscepti-
ble to overspeeilieation (or overpredietability), in that not all possible permuta-
tions of these units may actually occur in the language being analyzed. In 
Viredaz's hierarchical analysis of Linear Β and syllabic Cypriot spelling, this 
problem is exacerbated by his decision to differentiate within the hierarchies 
the various stop consonant graphemes of these two scripts. At the same time, 
in so doing he has rendered his analysis of the spelling of stop — stop clusters 
essentially tautological. As we have seen, the stop portion of his hierarchy en-
codes the results of diachronic alterations of combinations of consonants, to the 
extent that consonant clusters whose first member is higher on the hierarchy 
than the second member exist in the spoken language, while those clusters 
which would consist of the reverse sequence do not exist. With respect to stop 
consonants, this reduces his spelling rule (39), repeated here as (67), 
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(67) Le groupe C{C2 a le traitement 2 si C, précède C2 dans l'escalier . . . , 
le traitement 1 dans le cas contraire 

to a formulation which states that a particular spelling strategy (treatment 2, 
i.e., plenary spelling) will be utilized for spelling a cluster which exists (i.e., a 
cluster whose first member outranks the second), but that this strategy will not 
be used if the cluster does not exist (!). To claim that any sequence of stops 
which occurs in the language will be spelled in full and that a sequence of 
stops which does not exist in the language will not be spelled in full is merely 
a highly cumbersome and unnecessarily complicated way of stating that any 
given stop will be spelled before any other stop. 

Viredaz has thus complicated his analysis by not consolidating the various 
stop graphemes into a single category. He in fact mentions the possibility that 
these graphemes could be so grouped together, but he indicates that his spelling 
formula (67) would then need to be modified by specifying that the sequence 
C{C2 is also spelled utilizing treatment 2 (i.e., plenary spelling) if the two 
consonants belong to the same class. He rejects this modification, suggesting 
correctly that it would then be necessary to except the treatment of geminate 
clusters (which are written with treatment 1, i.e., partial spelling) from the strat-
egy (67). To introduce such an exception would undeniably complicate his anal-
ysis, and Viredaz appears to interpret this as an unacceptable complication.135 

It is, quite to the contrary, a "complication" which is actually necessary for a 
proper accounting of Greek syllabic spelling. 

As we have discussed above, the representation of geminate clusters in syl-
labic Cypriot spelling agrees with that utilized by the Linear Β scribes: in both 
scripts, only a single member of the cluster is spelled. While no special stipula-
tion is required in order to provide for the partial spelling of geminate clusters 
in the Mycenaean script, given Viredaz's Linear Β spelling rule (67), his Cyp-
riot spelling formula (47), repeated here as (68), will clearly not account for 
the partial spelling of geminate clusters: 

(68) La voyelle morte est identique à la voyelle qui suit le groupe CjC, si C, 
> C?, à celle qui le précède si < C2 

Ultimately this is so because the regular spelling option in Cypriot is not the 
Linear Β option of plenary spelling versus partial spelling but one of progres-
sive spelling versus regressive spelling. To indicate that geminate clusters in 
the Cypriot script are represented not by using either of these regular strategies 
but by using an exceptional partial spelling instead, it is necessary to introduce 
the very statement of exception which Viredaz seeks to avoid in his treatment 
of Linear Β consonant cluster spelling. 

That only a single member of a geminate cluster should be spelled in the 
syllabic Greek scripts is not surprising. As I briefly mentioned in chapter 2, this 
is a common orthographic phenomenon in both syllabic and alphabetic scripts. 
For example, only one of the consonants of a geminate cluster is spelled in the 
syllabic writing system of Old Persian:136 the same is frequently the case with 
the Akkadian syllabic script.137 Similarly, the spelling of only one member of a 
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geminate cluster is characteristic of early Germanic runic inscriptions.3 38 Single 
spelling of geminates is the rule in Latin inscriptions prior to the late third 
century B.C. and is retained in common use until about 115 B.C. 139 In Umbrian 
inscriptions, only one member of a geminate cluster is written when the Um-
brian alphabet is used, and this is also usually the case when Umbrian is written 
with the Latin alphabet.140 Finally, and perhaps of greatest relevance for the 
present discussion, geminate clusters are regularly written singly in the earliest 
Attic inscriptions 111 and are commonly so written in the inscriptions of various 
other Greek dialects.M2 

In summary, we have seen that Viredaz's theory of consonant cluster spelling 
in the syllabic scripts of Greek is problematic because of the way in which he 
has chosen to elaborate his theory. His analysis is formally unacceptable in that 
it is tautological and inefficient as a result of his decision not to combine stop 
graphemes into a single class. This decision was made in order to avoid adding 
to his analysis a specific statement concerning the spelling of geminate clusters; 
the inclusion of such a statement would represent a very natural complication, 
however, as evidenced by the widespread graphic practice of the single spelling 
of geminate clusters. Moreover, as a consequence of this omission, his analysis 
is defective to the extent that it will not account for the partial spelling of 
geminate clusters in the syllabic Cypriot writing system. 

4.3.3.2 The Problem of the Form of the Escalier: [s] 

A second problem which involves the form of Viredaz's Linear B escalier (60) 
concerns the placement of the fricative grapheme s within the same tier as the 
stop graphemes t and d. As other investigators have pointed out.113 the aperture 
of [si is greater than that of [t], [d], and the other stops: hence, by Viredaz's 
criterion for the arrangement of graphemes on this hierarchy, Λ should occur at 
a lower position than t, d, and so on. Viredaz is aware of the problem,144 but 
he is compelled to place s al this position because of his quite idiosyncratic 
interpretation of the Mycenaean rcilex of the Proto-Greek sequence *|-l(hj + y-| 
(where + represents a morpheme-boundary).14:1 

Proto-Greek *|-t<h) -1-y-] developed into |-ss-] (a process of palatalization) in 
most of the Greek dialects of (he first millennium, including Arcadian, the dia-
lect (along with its sister Cypriot) to which Mycenaean is most closely related. 
Attic (but not its sister dialect of Ionic), the Aeolic dialect of Boeotian, and 
the Doric dialect of Cretan each show |-tt ] instead.ld(i Compare the following 
examples: 

(69) A. Proto-Greek *melit-ya 
1. Attic μέλιττα ([mélitta], 'bee') 
2. a. Ionic μέλισσα ([mélissa]) 

b. Arcadian Μελισσιών ([melissiç>:n]) 

B. Proto-Greek *-wnt-ya —» -{ρ)ετταΙ-(ρ)εσσα (a feminine noun formant), 
as in 
1. Attic οίνοϋττα ([oinû:tta], a type of cake ) 
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2. a. Ionic χαρίεσσα ([knariessa]. "graceful') 
b. Arcadian I I α δ ο ε σ σ α ([padoessa]) 

The Homeric reflex of * | - t i h ) 4-y- | is [-ss-]. 
A somewhat different outcome is seen if a morpheme-boundary did not sep-

arate the dental stop and the glide. In the Attic, Ionic and Arcadian dialects, the 
Pro to-Greek sequence *[-t(h)y-] (as opposed to *[-t(h) 4 y-]) developed into the 
nongerninate [-s-]. In the remaining dialects the reflex is the same as that which 
developed from *|-tfh) -f y-j—that is, [-U-] in Boeotian and Cretan and [-ss-] 
elsewhere (though in all dialects the reflex is [-S-] after a consonant, long 
vowel, or diphthong; in addition, word-initial *[t(h)y-] becomes [s-] in all dia-
lects), as is illustrated by the following examples: 

(70) A. Proto-Greek *totyo-

1. a. Attic-Ionic τόσος ([tosos], 'so many', etc.) 
b. Cf. Arcadian όσο? (-hosos], %as many', etc.) 

2. Cf. Thessalian όσσα (fhossaj) 
3. Cf. Cretan οττος ([ottos]) 

B. Proto-Greek *met*\o-

1. Attic-Ionic and Arcadian μέσος ([mésos], 'middle') 
2. Lesbian μέσσος ([méssosl) 
3. Boeotian and Cretan μεττος ([mettos]) 

It should be pointed out that the reflexes of inherited *[-t(h)s-], as well as *[-ts-] 
from still earlier *[-ds-] (by regressive voicing assimilation), are the same as 
those of *[-t(h)y-J and follow the same dialectal distribution: 

(71) A. Attic ποο7 ([posi], 'with feet'j from *pod si 

B. Lesbian έδίκασσαν ([edikassanj, 'they judged'), aorist 
indicative of δικάζω ([dika/dy:]), a derived verb in -αζω, from *-</</-
\Y7, aorist (from *-ad-s-) 

C. Boeotian απολογηταστη ([apologittastç:'to give an account*), aorist 
infinitive of απο/ΛΓ/ΐζομαι ([apologi/doinai|), a derived verb in - ι ζ ω , 
from *-id-yö, aorist *~it-s- (from *-id-s~) 

For the reflex of *[-t(h)y-|, as well as that of *[-t(h)s-], Homer shows both [-ss-] 
(i.e., τόσσος, μέσσος, ποσσίν) and [-s-] (i.e.. τόσος, μέσος, ποσίν), which 
suggests that the Ionic reflex [-s-], as well as that of Attic and Arcadian, devel-
oped from an earlier, intermediate *[-ss-]. 

The Mycenaean reflex of both Proto-Greek *[-t(h) + y-] and *[-t(h)y-l is repre-
sented in the Linear Β script simply as .v. In the case of *[-t(h) + y-] the spelling 
s is usually interpreted as representing a geminate cluster (i.e., [-ss-]): 

(72) i-to-we-sa, ίστορεσσα ([histowessa]. 'provided with a mast') 
pe-de-we-sa, πεδρεσσα ([pedwessa], 'provided with feet') 

Lejeune, for example, states concerning this Linear B s, "prononciation gém-
inée certaine, mais non démontrable." 147 The interpretation of s as [-ss-], rather 
than [-s-], is bolstered by the Arcadian [-ss-] reflex of Proto-Greek *[-t(h) -i-y-], 
since, as pointed out above, Arcadian is the dialect most closely related to 
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Mycenaean Greek.148 The interpretation of the Linear Β spelling for the My-
cenaean reflex of Proto-Greek *[-t(h)y-] (without the critical intervening 
morpheme-boundary), as in the following examples, is somewhat less certain: 

(73) to-so, τοσ(σ)ος ([tos(s)os], 'so many' etc.) from -Ho-tyo-
me-sa-ta, μεσ(σ)αται ([mes(s)atai], 'of medium size' or 'of medium qual-
ity' etc.) from *methyo-

Regarding this reflex, Lejeune writes, "prononciation géminée probable, mais 
non démontrable."149 It is conceivable that *[-ss-] had already undergone de-
gemination to [-s-] in the Mycenaean dialect as in Arcadian. The Mycenaean 
reflex of inherited *|-t(h)s-| is also spelled as s in the Linear Β script; 

(74) da sa-Uk δασ(σ)ατο (|das(s)ato|, '(s)he distributed') from *dat sato 

Again, it. is difficult to determine if this represents [ - s s -1 or simply [ s ] (Le-
jeune's comment is the same as thai offered concerning the reflex of *|T(h)y-|: 
"prononciation géminée probable, mais non démontrable"). 

Regarding *[ - t ( h ) yl Viredaz agrees that its Mycenaean reflex was either 
[-ss-J or [ - s - ] ;1 5 0 however, he believes the reflex of Proto-Greek *[-t(h) + y-] to 
have been the cluster [-ts-], rather than [-ss-J, during the Mycenaean era. As a 
consequence, since the Linear Β spelling of this reflex is Λ, he is forced to 
adopt the untenable position that [t], unlike the other stops, is not written before 
the fricative [s]. He indicates that his identification of [-ts-] as the Mycenaean 
reflex is motivated by the disparate development of *[-trnj-r-y-l in the sister 
dialects of Attic and Ionic: as indicated above, in Attic the development is to 
[-tt-], while in Ionic [-ss-] is the outcome. This variation suggests to Viredaz 
that the Proto-Attic-Ionic reflex of *[-t(h) + y-] was *[-ts-], and further that, 
since Achaean (as he identifies the dialectal subgroup to which Mycenaean 
belonged) was closely related to Attic-Ionic, the Mycenaean reflex must have 
likewise been [-ts-].151 

Viredaz's argument that a Mycenaean reflex [-ts-]—spelled s—is demanded 
as a consequence of the disparate treatment of *[-t!hl + y-] in Attic and Ionic is 
not compelling and is a non sequitur. Although Mycenaean shares important 
features with Attic-Ionic (as well as with Aeolic). it is not likely either that 
Proto-Attic-Ionic is to be equated with Mycenaean Greek, or that Proto-Attic-
Ionic is the immediate descendant of Mycenaean Greek.lriX In fact, Gowgill has 
argued that, since Mycenaean displays linguistic features not found in any of 
the first-millennium dialects, it is probable that not even Areado-Cypriot is to 
be seen as the direct descendant of Mycenaean Greek l x \ Lven if it were the 
case, then, that Proto-Greek *[-t(h) + y-| had given rise to a Proto-Attic-Ionic 
*[-ts-J, this would not mandate that Mycenaean have the same re Hex.154 

It is completely plausible then, as is usually held, that the Mycenaean reflex 
of Proto-Greek *|-t(h) + y~] was already [-ss-] (as in Arcadian). This is indeed 
clearly indicated by a comparison of the spelling of this Mycenaean reflex with 
that of the reflex of Proto-Greek *[-k(h)y-]. various first-millennium dia-
lects the reflex of *[-k(h)y-j155 is identical to that of *L-tih)-hy-] (not *[-t(h)y-]); 
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that is, the outcome is [-tt-] in Attic, Boeotian, and Cretan but [-ss-] elsewhere, 
including Homer:156 

(75) A. Proto-Greek *phulak~yö 
1. Ionic φυλάσσω (fphülässp:l, Ί guard1) 
?.. Attic φνλάττο) ([phiilatto:]) 
3. Boeotian δκχφυλαττι ([diaphülatti]. '{s)he watches carefully') 

It is generally proposed that the development of *[-k(hJy-] to ]-ss-J or |-tt-| was 
one in which affricate and/or nondental fricative stages were intermediate. For 
example, Rix conjectures that the pathway was that illustrated in (76A) and 
Ruijgh that of (76B): 

(76) A. ky > kyy > k*y > f y > f y > >v'y > ss1 > ss or H157 

B. ky > ty > ts > ts > .v.v or ttl5S 

It is quite probable that the Linear Β spelling of the Mycenaean reflex of 
*[-k(h)y~L which is conventionally transcribed as -V as in (77) represents just 
such an intermediate stage: 

(77) ka-zo-e ('worse') from *kak-yos-es 

Lejeune has argued for some type of a "strong sibilant/'159 while Chadwick160 

and Heubeck161 propose an affricate value for this ^ symbol Compare Rix's 
in (76A).162 

The zV set of signs is, in addition, used for spelling the Mycenaean reflex 
of *[-gy-],163 *[-dy-j, and instances of *[#y-].i64 each of which has come to 
have the value [zd] (from an earlier *[dz|), that is, the sound represented by ζ 
in the first millennium; consider the following examples: 

(78) A. me-zo-e ('larger') from *meg-yos-es: cf. Ionic μέζων ([mézdç:n]) 
Β. to-pe-za ('table'), from *-ped-ya; cf. Attic τράπεζα ([trâpezda]) 
C. z.e-so-me-no ('to be boiled') from *yes-: cf. Attic ζέω {[zdéç:]), San-

skrit yàsali 'to boil' 

The use of ^ to spell both sets of reflexes (those of *[-k(h)y-|, on the one hand, 
and those of *|-gy-|, :i;[-dy-| and *[#y-], on the other) is simply another exam-
ple of the Linear Β practice of not distinguishing voiceless consonants from 
their voiced counterparts. 

Thus, while the Proto-Greek sequences ":[-t-hl · y-| and *[-k(h)y-| share the 
same set of first-millennium reflexes (i.e., [-ss-] and [-tt-]) Linear Β orthogra-
phy indicates that their Mycenaean reflexes are not identical: that of *|-t(h) T y-] 
is spelled s and that of *[-k(hjy-J is written z. In other words, it appears that the 
evolution of *[-t(h) + y-j and that of *[-kIh)y-] must have been at different stages 
in the Mycenaean period, with that of *[-t(hJ + v-] being more advanced. The 
evidence suggests that the value of this z is, in broad phonetic terms, a voice-
less counterpart to the *[dz] reflex (from earlier *[-gy-] and so on) which is 
metathesized to [zd] and will be spelled as ζ in the alphabet of the first millen-
nium (about which I later say much more). Given this interpretation of z and 
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the fact that, as indicated above, a stop is normally quite regularly spelled in 
Linear Β orthography when it precedes a fricative, the most natural and plausi-
ble interpretation of Linear Β < - s - > for *[-t(h) + y-] is that it simply represents 
[-ss-]—not [-ts-], as proposed by Viredaz. There is thus no orthographic or 
linguistic motivation for including s in the same tier of the escalier as t and d, 
and relative degree of aperture provides considerable phonetic motivation not 
to do so. 

4.3.3.3 The Problem of Audibility: [s] 

These various difficulties concerning the form of Viredaz's escalier are alone 
sufficient to cause us to question the viability of his analysis; however, far 
greater problems underlie his entire approach. Viredaz believes it to be unlikely 
that the Mycenaean scribes were in possession of a theory of consonantal aper-
ture and, consequently, unlikely thai they actually utilized a hierarchy of aper-
ture in working out the spelling of consonant clusters.Ko At best, he says, such 
a hierarchy could have only been formalized as some sort of systematic order-
ing of syllabogram series, and he regards as improbable even this level of 
sophistication in the Mycenaean period. Instead, he suggests that the Linear Β 
strategy for representing sequences of consonants was an "implicit" ortho-
graphic principle which the novice scribes acquired by learning conventional 
spellings (thereby internalizing spelling practice) and then, on the basis of such 
learned spellings, analogically resolving the spelling of consonant clusters in 
new (or forgotten) forms as they were encountered. 

At the same time, Viredaz contends that what was critical for the scribal 
determination of the type of spelling strategy to be used for representing any 
given cluster (i.e., regressive or progressive) was most immediately not aperture 
at all but what he terms audibility, by which term he refers to how clearly or 
distinctly a sound is able to be perceived by the car,166 although he indicates 
that audibility is closely correlated with aperture.16' This means, of course, that 
the escalier—-his hierarchy of aperture—is in effect merely an analytical arti-
fact. By Viredaz's reckoning, then, it is actually the case that, in the instance 
of Linear Β spelling,168 any given consonant is spelled before any other conso-
nant only if it is (in some sense) aurally perceived more clearly or distinctly, 
or perhaps one could say more sal lent ly, than the ensuing consonant.169 For 
example, in the Mycenaean sequence hps-] the stop bp-] is written. By this 
analysis, since |-p-] is written the stop must be more audible, more clearly 
detected by the ear, than the fricative |-s-[. Conversely, in the fricative — stop 
sequence [-sp-J the f-s-] is not spelled, so, by Viredaz's analysis, it is of less 
"audibility" than the ensuing stop. 

Viredaz's notion of "audibility" is in need of careful consideration. It is most 
unfortunate that this concept is only identified rather imprecisely: "une con-
sonne est notée ou non devant une autre selon qu'elle s'en détache plus ou 
moins nettement pour l'oreille."110 Thus, it falls to Viredaz's readers to try to 
equate this concept with some phonetic property. A reasonable and straightfor-
ward interpretation would seem to be that "audibility" corresponds most closely 
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to (or, at the very least, one of its principal components is1 '1) that auditory 
property which is identified by phoneticians as loudness.1/2 As I discussed in 
beginning this chapter, loudness is directly correlated with sonority: thus, Lade-
foged defines the sonority of a sound as "its loudness relative to that of other 
sounds with the same length, stress, and pitch." 173 Sonority is that property to 
which, I have claimed, the strategies devised for representing consonant clusters 
in the syllabic Greek scripts are ultimately sensitive. It might appear, then, that 
Viredaz's proposal that audibility is the crucial factor in determining the strat-
egy used for the spelling of consonant clusters in these scripts is completely in 
keeping with what I have advocated thus far concerning the interaction of such 
spelling practices and sonority. This is not the case at all. 

Let us consider a cluster C,C2 in which C, is of greater loudness (i.e., of 
greater sonority) than C2, as, for example, in the following Mycenaean Greek 
form : 

(79) αρτεμιτος ([artemitos], 'of Artemis') 

Recall that by Viredaz's analysis, C{ is spelled in a cluster of the form CXC2 in 
which Cy is of greater "audibility" than C2; that is, he proposes, it is the greater 
audibility (or loudness, utilizing our suggested equivalent phonetic property) of 
Cj which caused the scribe to note it in the orthography. As the reader is proba-
bly already aware, this is the very reverse of actual practice. The Linear Β 
spelling of (79) is not *a-re-te-mi-to, as Viredaz's interpretation would predict, 
but a-te-mi-to. In other words, directly contrary to Viredaz's claim, it is not 
when C{ is of greater audibility ( = loudness, i.e., sonority) than C2 that it is 
written. Instead, this is the very instance in which Cj is not written. 

The same reverse, incorrect prediction is made by Viredaz's interpretation in 
those instances in which C t is of less audibility than C2. He claims that in 
such cases C} is not noted by the scribe. The Linear Β representation of, for 
example, 

(80) αγρός ([agros], 'territory') 

in which the first member of the cluster (the stop [-g-]) is of less sonority, and 
therefore less loud, than the second member (the liquid [-r-|), is not, however, 
*a-roy but a-ko-ro, with the first member of the cluster written. 

4.4 Concluding Remarks 

The theory of the hierarchy of orthographic strength which I have elaborated 
in this chapter correctly predicts the attested spelling of consonant clusters in 
the two syllabic scripts in which ancient Greek was written. Iron sky's theory 
of the Linear Β spelling of consonant clusters also correctly predicts the spell-
ing of clusters word-initially but falters word-internally by falling back upon a 
syllable-dependent analytic framework. The non-syllable-dependent interpreta-
tion of Stephens and Justeson can account for the attested spelling of word-
initial and word-medial clusters in Linear Β but incorrectly predicts that of 
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word-final clusters. Moreover, Justeson advocates that the representation of 
consonant clusters within the syllabic Cypriot system is syllable-dependent, but 
as w e have seen, such an analysis is as inadequate for syllabic Cypriot as for 
Linear B. In gross terms, Viredaz's interpretation of consonant cluster spelling 
in the syllabic scripts is similar to my own theory of the hierarchy of ortho-
graphic strength: both consist of a scalar component and a spelling rule which 
makes critical reference to the former component . In specific terms, however, 
the two are markedly different. Largely, though not entirely, as a result of the 
way in which the scalar component is structured (and this structure varies be-
tween Linear Β and syllabic Cypriot, which is an unnecessary and undesirable 
complication in itself ), Viredaz's theory is found to be wanting, in a significant 
manner. 

In the next chapter we will consider further implications of my theory of the 
hierarchy of orthographic strength and will lind that it not only accounts for addi-
tional orthographic phenomena of Linear Β and the syllabic Cypriot script but 
also provides us with insights which go beyond the syllabic writing systems. 

Notes 

1. I. Tronsky, 1962, "Slogovaja struktura drevnegreceskogo ja/yka i greeeskoe slo-
govoe pis'mo," in Drevnii mir: Sbornik statei (Moskow: IzdateFstvo vostocnoi lit-
eratury), pp. 620-626. This work is cited by Beekes (1971:342). I wish to acknowledge 
my debt to the late Professor James W. Poultney, who provided me with an English 
translation of the entire article, and to express my deepest appreciation to Valentina 
Apresjan, Andrei Lebedev, and Georg Krotkoff for assisting me with particularly thorny 
sections of the work, and also to the latter for introducing me to the work of L, V. 
Shcherba. 

2. P. Ladefoged, 1993, Λ Course in Phonetics, 3rd ed. (Fort Worth: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich), p. 245. Not infrequently, sonority is also correlated with the aperture of 
the articulatory organs during production of a sound, or is described as "vowel-likeness." 

3. Tronsky 1962:624. Rather than a translation, this is a paraphrase, though a care-
ful one. Much more literally, what Tronsky says is, corresponding to (4). "the strong-
initial part of a syllable . . . is omitted in writing" and, corresponding to (5), :ilhe 
combination of a series of strong-ending [consonants] arranged in order of nondeereas-
ing sonority with a syllabic vowel is rendered by a series of syllabic signs each of which 
denotes a combination of a corresponding strong ending Iconsonant] with a syllabic 
vowel." Much of 'tronsky's discussion of sonority and syllable structure is presented 
utilizing the terms strong-ending consonants and strong- initiai consonants. Perhaps 
somewhat counterintuilively, at least at first glance, strong-ending consonants are conso-
nants which precede the vowel of their syllable, and strong initial consonants are those 
which follow the vowel of their syllable. This terminology, as Tronsky indicates, is 
borrowed from the work of the Russian phonetician L V. Shcherba. The precise sense 
of these terms may not be immediately obvious; they refer to the change in sonority 
which Shcherba perceives as occurring across a consonant or consonant cluster during 
its articulation. Within a syllable, sonority generally rises throughout the articulation of 
prevocalic consonants; hence, each prevocalic consonant is "strong-ending" (i.e.. sonor-
ity at the completion of the articulation of the consonam(s) of the syllabic onset is 
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greater, or stronger, than that at the beginning). Conversely, post vocalic consonants ex-
perience falling sonority through the course of their articulation and are thus termed 
"strong-initial." 

4. Tronsky 1962:625. 
5. Ibid., p. 623. 
6. J. Kurylowicz, 1948, "Contribution à la théorie de la syllabe;' Bulletin de la 

société polonaise de linguistique Fascicle VIII: 80-114. 
7. Tronsky 1962:62.5. 
8. R. Woodard, 1994, "On the Interaction of Cheek Orthography and Phonology: 

Consonant Clusters in the Syllabic Scripts/' in Writing Syst ems and Cognition, ed. W. 
Watt (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic), pp. 311-334. Portions of the ensuing discussion 
are to be found in Woodard 1994, though the discussions have undergone some modifi-
cation. These ideas (at a less developed stage) were first presented publicly in a lecture 
that I delivered at Duke University in March 1984 ("The Representation ol Consonant 
Clusters in the Writing System of Mycenaean Greek") during the Thirtieth Meeting of 
the Southeastern Conference on Linguistics. 

9. J.-P. Olivier et al., 1973, Index généraux du linéaire B {Rome: Edizioni dell' 
Ateneo). 

10. T. Mitford, 1980, The Nymphaeum af Kafizin (Berlin; De Gruyter); 1971. The 
Inscriptions of Kourion (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society); C. Traunecker, 
F, Le Saout, and O. Masson, 1981, La chapelle d'Achôris à Kamak Π (Paris: Editions 
ADPF), pp. 262 -284. 

11. In the case of the Cypriot data, however, forms were counted which contain 
illegible signs or are incomplete as long as the symbols representing a consonant cluster 
and the vowels which precede and follow the cluster are legible and the editors express 
no uncertainty regarding the identification of the form. This additional liberty was taken 
with the Cypriot data for a combination of reasons: correct identification of Cypriot 
forms is perhaps facilitated somewhat by the fuller representation of words in the syl-
labic Cypriot system; syllabic Cypriot inscriptions are not uncommonly accompanied 
by a corresponding alphabetic inscription which serves to confirm the identification of 
syllabically spelled forms; for pragmatic reasons, as the Cypriot materials simply afford 
a smaller body of data than the Linear Β documents. 

12. In Greek the Proto-Indo-European fricative + liquid clusters were eliminated 
with accompanying compensatory lengthening of a preceding vowel (or underwent gem-
ination in the case of Aeolic), except in those instances in which the members of the 
cluster were separated by a morpheme-boundary. 

13. In Proto-Indo-European, the palatal glide [y| occurred only before vowels and 
the labiovelar glide |wj only before vowels, liquids, and [y] {see Eejeune 1982:16!-
162. 171 173, 181 182). Among the Greek dialects, it is only in Mycenaean that Indo 
European [y] is preserved, and here only in particular contexts (see ibid.. pp. 162, 165. 
167-169. 171). On the other hand, instances of the inherited labiovelar glide [ w] are 
attested in Mycenaean, Cypriot, and certain other first-millennium dialects (see Buck 
1955:46 52; Lejeune 1982:162 163, 174-183). 

14. See the discussion and references in G. Dunkel 1981, "Mycenaean KE-KE-
ME-NA, KI-Tl-ME-NAMinos 17:18-29. 

15. For the sources and the method of data evaluation which w ere utilized, see the 
above discussion in section 4.1.1. 

16. As I indicated above, the utilization of the progressive spelling strategy for 
writing all word-initial clusters is not a necessary consequence of the Cypriot scribes' 
propensity for representing consonant clusters in full. Ihe first member of those word-
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initial clusters which are written with regressive spelling when they occur word-
internally could have, for example, been spelled with the aid of some arbitrary graphic 
vowel, such as the e vowel used for representing word-final consonants. 

17. As indicated in chapter 2, however, word-final [-nj and [-sj are frequently not 
represented. On the nonrepresentation of these final consonants, see n. 41 in chapter 5 
below. Also, compare the preceding note on the use of the arbitrary graphic vowel e, 
which is used for spelling word-final consonants. 

18. See Allen 1973:208. 
19. Since preconsonantal [n] is not written in the syllabic Cypriot script (see below 

for a clarification of this generalization), a word-final sequence [-ns] would not be fully 
represented even if il were preserved in the Cypriot dialect, as is sometimes held. On 
the status of Cypriot |-ns#| and possible evidence for the phonetic loss of [n] before [s] 
in the Cypriot dialect, see the discussion in O. Masson, 1980, "Une nouvelle inscription 
de Paphos concernant le roi Nikokîès," Minos 19:71-72. 

20. 'liiere also occurs a CCV symbol with the value |ksaj: in one unusual instance 
ksa is used for representing the word-iinal sequence [-ks], 

21. See also T. Mitford, 1950, "Kalizin and the Cvpriot Syllabary;' CQ 44:103. 
22. [α]σμενα is followed by the apparently erroneously spelled imperative e-su-

to, εσυτω ([esiitp:], 'let her be') for εστο) (jestç:]). For possible dialectal peculiarities 
in this inscription, see Mitford\s discussion (1980:105). 

23. Perhaps from a verb *δεκατίζω {[dekatizdç:]). Note the occurrence of the 
noun δεκατισταί, the title of a type of cult official (see G. Mendel, 1900, "Inscriptions 
de Bithynie," BCH 24:367-368). 

24. See C. Buck and W. Petersen, 1945. A Reverse, Index of Greek Nouns and 
Adjectives (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), pp. 184-212. 

25. See Palmer 1963:425; DMic.:320. 
26. Buck 1933:320. See also Buck and Petersen 1945:221. 
27. Chantraine (1968, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque: Histoire 

des mots (Paris: Klincksieck), p. 539) leaves open the possibility that the [-s] occurring 
at the end of the κλασ- ([klas-]) radical could perhaps be of secondary origin, having 
been generalized from s-aorist forms. Could ka-ra-ma-to represent κλαματων ([kla-
raatç:n]), without an [-sm-] cluster? A form κλαμα ([kl am a], 'fragment') survives in a 
fifth-century B.c. inscription from Aegina (IG 4. 1588. 1, 342). 

28. See Chantraine 1984:125. 
29. J. Chadwick, 1967, "Mycenaean pa-wo-ke," Minos 8:115-117. 
30. And it is marked as questioned in Docs.:569. 
31. As reported in table 1, the database includes four occurrences of the excep-

tional plenary spelling of a liquid \ glide cluster, found in the perfect active participle 
a-ra ru-wo a, apappoa ([ararwoa], 'fitted'). The two members of the cluster showing 
the unexpected spelling are again separated by a morpheme-boundary, with the second 
member occurring as the initial consonant of a suffix marking the perfect participle 
this time active rather than passive. Similarly, unexpected plenary spelling of a liquid 
+ nasal cluster occurs in the case of a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na, αραρμοτμενα (Jararmot-
mena], 'fitted out', twelve instances occurring in the database). Notice, however, that in 
these cases the nature of the exceptional spelling is the very opposite of that shown by 
the fricative + nasal clusters; that is, plenary spelling is exhibited where partial spelling 
is expected. As a number of scholars have suggested (see references cited in Viredaz 
1983:147, n. 93), this full spelling of a cluster [-rm-1 may well have been motivated by 
the regular complete representation of the initial reduplicated syllable (i.e., a-ra-ru-wo-
a, a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na). 
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32. Buck 1955:210. 
33. J. Chadwick, 1990, "Linear Β and Related Scripts," in Reading the Past, with 

an Introduction by J. Hooker (Berkeley: University of California Press), p. 186. 
34. Thumb-Scherer 1959:153. 
35. O. Masson 1983:74. 
36. Occurrences of nasal-final proclitics which are followed by consonant-initial 

tonic forms are not included here. 
37. As discussed above, inherited nasal + liquid clusters were fragmented by the 

insertion of an epenthetic stop—a process which began in the pre-Mycenaean era. Note 
t h a t there are ten occurrences of the sequence nasal I glide occurring in the Linear Β 

materials (see table 1) and that these are represented using plenary spelling. If Mycen-
aean pa-wo-ke were to be read as παν-ροργες (|pan-worges], 'maids of all work'), as 
Chadwick has tentatively suggested (sec Does.:390, 569; 1967:115-117), then this would 
represent an exceptional partial spelling of a nasid glide cluster and offer a superficial 
parallel to the nonrepresentation of certain preconsonantal nasals in the syllabic Cypriot 
script. Chadwick suggests that if the form has been correctly identified, ihe failure to 
write the nasal may be due to the morpheme-boundary which separates the two members 
of the cluster (see 4.1.4.1.1). The identification of the form is uncertain. 

38. As indicated above, these very fragmentary materials were not included in my 
database. 

39. Recall that in form, Linear Β plenary spelling is identical to syllabic Cypriot 
progressive spelling. 

40. J. Justeson and L. Stephens, 1981, "Nasal 4- Obstruent Clusters in Hittite/' 
JAOS 101:367-370. 

41. R. Morris, 1919, Runic and Mediterranean Epigraphy (Gylling: Odense Uni-
versity Press), pp. 125-127. 

42. See Masson 1983:342-343, 420. Note that Masson originally rejected the 
reading. 

43. As inter alia in inscriptions Ν Κ 21 and 58. Note the use of the Koine dialect 
form in the alphabetic inscriptions (on which see Mitford 1980:264 and 1950:101 ). 

44. For a discussion of the notion of the hierarchy of consonantal strength, see J. 
Hooper, 1976, An Introduction to Natural Generative Phonology (New York: Academic 
Press), pp. 195-207. 

45. J. Hankamer and J. Aissen, 1974, "The Sonority Hierarchy." in Papers from 
the Parasession on Natural Phonology (Chicago: Chicago Linguistic Society), p. 132. 

46. Ibid., p. 138. 
47. Compare the recent statement of G. Clements (1992, "The Sonority Cycle and 

Syllable Organization," in Phonologlca I9<S8, ed. W. Dressier et al. (Cambridge; Cam-
bridge University Press), p. 65) concerning the "standard" form of the sonority hierarchy 
(i.e., as in (21)): "I assume that this scale is the sole version of the sonority scale 
provided by the theory of universal grammar; languages that depart from this scale (e.g. 
by inverting the rank of certain segments [as in the case of the P a l i a n d Hungarian 
hierarchies proposed by Hankamer and Aissen], or by making liner distinctions) are 
v i e w e d as more complex to just that extent." 

48. See Buck 1955:51; Lejeune 1982:157. 
49. On the interpretation of this form, see Docs. :49\. 
50. Attic and Ionic offer λήνος (lç:nos], 'wool') from * ρ λ α - , cf. Old Church 

Slavic vliina, Lithuanian vilna, Sanskrit ürna-. Doric λήν ([lç:n]. 'to wish') is perhaps 
from *ρλε-\ cf. Latin velle ('to want'). On these forms, see, inter alios, Chantraine 
1968:637, 653; and Lejeune 1982:158. 
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51. The occurrence in Greek of the word-initial clusters [#wr~] and [#wl-] allows 
equally for the possibility that the sonority hierarchy of Greek was actually of the form 
stop > fricative > nasal > [w] > liquid > fy], in which the 1 ab i ο velar glide fw] is 
less sonorous than the liquids, while the palatal glide [y] is more sonorous than the 
liquids (cf. Hankamer and Aissen's Pali hierarchy, in which, inversely, the two liquids 
are separated by the glides: stop > Λ > nasal > I > vv > y > r). For that matter, there 
are several different potential hierarchies, given all of the possible permutations of the 
sounds [w, y, r, 1| along with the sole requirement that IwJ must outrank both [rj and 
jl]. Any such hierarchy would make certain predictions about the possible combinations 
of glides and liquids in word-initial position {though would not require that such combi-
nations actually occur). For example, the hierarchy stop > fricative > nasal > /vv/ > 
liquid > jyj would provide for the possibility of word-initial clusters of the type 
[#wy-|. There is, however, no evidence for the occurrence of any word-initial clusters 
involving both glides and liquids, aside from |#wr-| and I#\v 1 -], in the Greek language. 
Consequently, I will propose a sonority hierarchy for Greek, and hence a hierarchy of 
orthographic strength, which is formulated only in terms of major sound classes and 
will not attempt to make finer differentiations. 

52. Allen 1973:214. 
53. The tau to syllabi city of [-rw-] is one expression of the phenomenon of 'Attic 

shortening," mentioned earlier. Note a certain propensity for open syllables in Attic (i.e., 
*[ko$rwa:], departing from the typical -CV$CV- syllabification). 

54. This analysis was apparently limited to Linear Β practice. Juste son mentions 
Cypriot spelling (see below) but surprisingly (and mistakenly) states that consonant clus-
ter representation is, in contrast to Mycenaean practice, dependent upon syllable struc-
ture in this script. 

55. Personal communication from Stephens. 
56. J. Justeson, 1988, review of Writing Systems, by G. Sampson, in Language 

64:423. 
57. Justeson and Stephens also relate the omission of consonants in Linear Β spell-

ing to a scale of sonority in an unpublished monograph entitled '"Syllable and Script: A 
Typological Study" (I am most appreciative to Laurence Stephens for supplying me with 
a copy of this work). In their typological discussion of orthographic strategies of conso-
nant deletion, they write (following statements on the orthographic deletion of word-
final consonants): "Consonant deletion is also generally disfavored, though not as se 
verely, in representing consonant clusters. This deletion is predictably conditioned by 
the position of the cluster within the word and syllable, correlativelv by its tauto- vs. 
heterosyllabic status, by the number of segments in the cluster, and by the sonoranee 
and stricture of those segments. . . . Syllable-final consonants in heterosyllabic clusters 
are deleted in geminate clusters at least to the extent thai they are deleted in nasal I 
consonant clusters, which themselves are deleted at least to the extent they are in liquid 
+ obstruent clusters, which in turn are deleted at least to the extent they are in obstruent 
+ obstruent clusters. . . . This omission hierarchy can be elaborated further in relation 
to a hierarchy of phonological stricture. Linear B, for instance, omits n, m, 1. r, and s 
regularly before stops, although stops are always spelled before other stops. Further-
more, in tautosyllabic clusters the omission also seems to be governed by the stricture 
hierarchy; thus s is omitted in tautosyllabic clusters before stops as in #st, while the k 
of #kt is always spelled. However, there is also in Linear Β a tendency to spell liquids 
before stops and nasals and s before nasals in heterosyllabic clusters" (pp. 32-34). As 
revealed by the survey of Linear Β consonant clusters presented above, the tendency to 
which reference is made in the last sentence does not actually exist. 
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58. On the notion of "scribal syllable/' see Justeson 1988:423. 
59. For a discussion of this word-iinal sequence see above. 
60. To represent the nasal, the symbol with a vocalic component which is identical 

to the vowel which precedes the final cluster has here been utilized in accordance with 
the practice for spelling word-final stop + fricative clusters. 

61. Ibid. 
62. And Justeson himself rejects Sampson's syllable-based interpretation of Linear 

Β spelling, stating, "S. provides an interesting, informative discussion of the conventions 
that determine which consonants are represented, but he does so in terms of an untenable 
view of Greek syllable structure (e.g., clusters like /kn/ that can occur word-initially are 
taken as lautosyllabic when medial),, (p. 423). 

63. Viredaz 1983:125 207. 
64. Ibid., p. 126. 
65. Vireda/. in fact also speaks of a notation partielle and notation complète (p. 

126), though traitement / and traitement 2 are his preferred terms. 
66. On the idea that affricates are of greater consonantal strength than stops, see 

Hooper 1976:214. 
67. Viredaz 1983:141. He further states. "On peut dire aussi, en termes imagés, 

que quand la seconde consonne est plus «forte» que la première, elle Γ «occulte»." 
68. Ibid., p. 158. 
69. Ibid., p. 158, n. 168. 
70. Ibid., pp. 157-158. 
71. I discuss at length in chapter 5 the processing of clusters of more than two 

consonants in Linear Β and the syllabic Cypriot script. 
72. See above, n. c to table 4.1. 
73. On which, see Killen 1985:31. 
74. Viredaz 1983:158. 
75. Ibid., p. 159. 
76. Ibid., p. 168. One would presume that this proposal does not abrogate that one 

which he offers concerning the optional spelling of [-ks#] after e, i, u. 
77. This would not quite represent a parallel usage, however. In the syllabic Cyp-

riot script, in addition to word-final clusters, single consonants occurring finally can be 
spelled using the e empty vowel. VI ore ον er. unlike the case of Linear B, both members 
of a word-final cluster can be represented in the Cypriot script. 

78. This is of course the account of the distribution of -a and -o in the spelling of 
word-final stop + fricative clusters which was offered by Householder and which we 
deemed to be less than convincing. 

79. Docs.:564. 
80. J. Melena, 1975, Studies on Some Mycenaean inscriptions from Knossos Deal-

ing with Textiles, supplement to Minos, no. 5, p. 113. 
81. J. Killen, 1979, "The Knossos Ld(l) Tablets," in Colloquium Mycenaeum: 

Actes du sixième Colloque International sur les textes mycéniens et cgé.ens, éd. H. Risch 
and H. Mühlestein (Geneva: Université de Neuchâtel), pp. 157 -158. Szemerényi (1977, 
Review of Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque: Histoire des mots, vol. 3, 
by R Chantraine, Gnomon 49:6) conjectures the form to be a borrowing of Hittite 
unuwasha-, 'ornament, decoration.' 

82." Docs.:5%l, 
83. Ibid. 
84. Ibid. 
85. R Chantraine, 1966, "Finales mycéniennes en - i k o i n Proceedings of the 
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Cambridge Colloquium on Mycenaean Studies, ed. L. Palmer and J. Chadwick (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press), p. 174. 

86. R. Viredaz, 1982, "*s entre occlusives en mycénien," SMEA 23:310-313. 
87. Docs.:342, 501, 591. Viredaz (1982:310) ascribes only the former of the two 

to Ventris and Chadwick. 
88. Vilborg 1960:102; L. Palmer, 1980, The Greek Language (Atlantic Highlands, 

N.J.: Humanities Press), p. 49. Viredaz (1982:310) cites the reading presented in Palmer 
1963 (p. 51), (hhvekpeza. 

89. As I pointed out in chapter 3, n. 8, Linear Β spelling does indicate that certain 
inherited sequences of the type *stop I //>''/ underwent regressive assimilation to yield 
j-pp'1-]: the nonassimiialion of stops which were juxtaposed after the deletion of an 
intervening |-s~] would reveal that such an assimilatory process was no longer produc-
tive at this later date. 

90. When the initial member of a stop + fricative r stop cluster was [t], this 
dental stop was lost, on which see the discussion in the next chapter. 

91. M. Doria, 1968, "Strumentali, ablatavi e dativi plurali in miceneo alcune pre-
eisazioni," in Atti e memo rie del 1° Congresso înternazionale di Micenologie 2 (Rome: 
Edizioni dell'Ateneo), p. 777. For additional references, see Viredaz 1982:312. n. 81. 

92. Ibid., p. 312-313. Viredaz (p. 312, n. 81) notes that he disagrees with Doria 
concerning the failure to spell this [-ks-1 sequence; for Doria the spelling is a function 
of the cluster's occurrence in syllable-final position. 

93. Docs.:369, 542, 546. 
94. Ibid., p. 542. 
95. Viredaz 1982:313; Docs.:369. 
96. See the discussion of Householder's ideas in chapter 3. section 3.0. 
97. Householder 1964:75. 
98. Viredaz (1982:313-314) acknowledges this possibility, on which see also 

Docs.: 369. 
99. Viredaz's proposal is of course broader than this in that he indicates that any 

word-final sequence stop + 5 (by which he must mean either f-ps]. [ - k s F or [-kws]) is 
spelled using the stop consonant syllabogram which has the vocalic component a (see 
p. 159). 

100. Ibid., p. 189. 
101. Ibid., p. 194. 
102. Viredaz indicates (p. 183) that the Cypriot syllabogram z.o was probably in-

spired by the Greek alphabetic symbol z.eta {(zd}). 1 argue below that this is not the 
case. 

103. This is the term which I have utilized to identify this spelling practice. It is 
unfortunate that Viredaz uses the term infection progressive for the phenomenon which 
I have called regressive spelling, and, conversely, identifies progressive spelling as infec-
tion régressive (ibid., p. 166). As his source for this terminology, he cites C. Gallavotti, 
1964, "Le grafie del wau nella scrittura micenea," in Mycenaean Studies, ed. F Bennett 
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press), pp. 57-58. 

104. Viredaz 1983:194. 
105. See table 2, n. i. 
106. Viredaz 1983:194: "fO]n ne voit pas bien comment ranger .y par rapport à l et 

r (l et r devraient avoir le même rang; dans -rs- l'infection est progressive [i.e., the 
spelling is regressive in our terms], dans -si- on a les deux traitements." 

107. Ibid. 
108. In the case of word-initial *[sw-J, *[s] becomes [h]. and [w] is subsequently 
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lost (earlier in some dialects than in others), for example. *ywcks > Attic-Ionic εξ 
(fhéksj), Delphian ρεξ (for [wheks], 'six'). 

109. The evidence for an intermediate stage in which *[h] occurs (as in *genehos), 
for most of the dialects, is indirect. In some cases the presence of intervocalic *[h] 
resulted in the aspiration of the vowel preceding the *[h]. if this vowel occurred word-
initially, as in *eusö —> *euhö —> ενω ([heuç>:j, Ί singe'); compare Latin tiro (see 
Lejeune 1982:95). However, as we will see below, the intervocalic change of *[sj to (h] 
was more thoroughgoing in a few dialects, and in these, instances of intervocalic [h] are 
attested. For a full discussion of word-internal *[s], see, inter alios, Lejeune 1982:94-
98, 117-138. On the treatment of *[s] between stops, see the discussion in chapter 5 
below. 

110. It is in the West Greek dialects as well as in the Aeolic dialects of Boeotian 
and Thessalian (or, if one prefers, in the North Greek dialects, less Lesbian) and in 
Pamphylian that [tj is generally preserved before [if However, even in the assibilating 
dialects, some sequences of *[-ti-] are maintained, as in en ([éti]. 'yet'), άντί (fanti], 
'opposite, etc.'). Conversely, other instances of inherited *[-ti-] undergo assibilation in 
all of the dialects, for example, verbal abstracts formed with the Indo-European suffix 
*··//··, such as βάσις (jbasis], stepping'). See Buck 1955:57-58: 1933:122 123; Buck 
and Petersen 1945:574. 

111. It is not possible lo determine, of course, if the same process by which Prolo-
(ireek %s| became [h] intervocalically was still operative in these dialects during the 
period in which *|t| was changctl to ]sj before |i | or if this rule of [sj --> [h| arose 
subseq uently. 

112. A, rrhumb, 1932, Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte, part 1. 2nd ed.. ed. Ε. 
Kieckers (Heidelberg: Carl Winter), pp. 84-85; Buck 1955:55 56. 

113. So Buck (ibid.) interprets this alternation. The occurrence of [hi and ο for 
intervocalic [s] is also found in certain Elean inscriptions. For a full discussion of these 
matters, see Buck. 

114. For examples, see, inter alios, O. Hoffmann, 1891, Die griechischen Dialekte, 
vol. 1, Der südachäische Dialekt (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht), pp. 202-203. 

115. ICS 231 is the same inscription in which the irregular form -nu-mu-pa-se-
occurs. 

116. Also, the personal name o-na-i-ti-mo may represent 0\>αΐτιμος ( [onahitimos], 
ICS 195(5)) for > Ονασίτιμος. 

117. For a discussion of these two bilingual texts, see Masson 1983:224-228. 
118. Viredaz 1983:194. 
119. "On constate en outre que cet ordre de l'escalier correspond à peu près à la 

notion saussurienne d'aperture: une consonne est plus «forte» qu'une autre si elle a 
moins d'aperture" (ibid., p. 141). Saussure states (F. de Saussure, 1986. Course in Gen-
eral Linguistics, trans. R. Harris (La Salle, 111.: Open Court), p. 44 [70]): "Wherever the 
point of articulation of a sound may be, it always has a certain aperture, which will fall 
somewhere between the two extremes of complete closure and maximal opening." For 
Saussure's discussion of consonantal as well as vocalic aperture, see ibid., pp. 44 [70]-
49 [76]. 

120. On the agreement in voicing and aspiration of the two members of stop + 
stop clusters, see. inter alios. Lejeune 1982:68 69. 

121. Viredaz 1983:142. 
122. f or a discussion of these and related changes see Lejeune 1982:68 72. 
123. The change of *[-tp-l to [-pt-J is less than certain, however, as τίκτε (|tipte|) 

could also be analyzed as having arisen from τι ποτ ε (|ti pote]) b\ s\ncopaiion. 
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1 2 4 . A m o r p h e m e - b o u n d a r y a l s o o c c u r s b e t w e e n t h e | d ] a n d j p j o f "-kiJ-pe in 
( 6 2 B ) . If t h i s s h o u l d , in fact, b e t h e s o u r c e o f τίπτε ([tipte]), t h e n t h e t r e a t m e n t of 
dental stop + bilabial stop clusters with an intervening morpheme-boundary w o u l d 

show some variation, which is, no doubt, dependent upon some finer conditioning fac-
tors). 

125. The usual mode of writing geminate aspirated stop clusters in alphabetic 
G r e e k orthography was πφ, τθ, and κχ. On the phonetic interpretation of such s e -

q u e n c e s , see Lejeune 1982:71. 
126. On the interpretation of the velar as aspirated (i.e., [khJ) see Ruijgh 1967:43. 
127. Viredaz 1983:142. Here he makes the curious and incompatible statement that 

if the reverse sequence of labial + velar existed, one would expect it also to be written 
with treatment 2 (i.e., plenary spelling). 

128. On the dialectal distribution of these apocopated prepositional forms, see the 
discussion in Buck 1955 (pp. 81-82). 

129. If the ensuing form begins with a voiced stop, the tinal |-t] of the prefix 
likewise becomes voiced by assimilation. The regressive assimilation of (65) also occurs 
when the word to which the prefix is attached begins with a nasal, a liquid, or [w-]. In 
addition, this same set of changes also occurs when the preposition is used not as a 
prefix but as a proclitic; in other words, this set of assimilatory changes also occurs 
across a word (or at least clitic ) boundary. See Buck 1955:83: Lejeune J982:311 312. 

130. In the case of the apocopated prepositions απ— (from άπό (lapoj, 'from')). 
έπ- (from επί (|epi|, 'upon1 )), and υπ (from υπό (lluipdj, 'under')), the final bilabial 
as s imi l a t e s in vo ic ing when the preposition is prefixed to a word w h i c h beg ins with 
[b~|, to j u d g e from Homeric ύβ βάλλ(0 (|hüb-ball^: j, 'to throw u n d e r ' ) . Lach of these 
three apocopated prepositions occurs in the Aeolic dialed of Thessalian. When they 
precede a word which begins with a dental, regressive assimilation of the tinal bilabial 
occurs, as in ατ τας (|at tas], ' f r o m the'), f r o m *απ τας ( | a p tas]); r r toi ([et toi] , 

'upon the'), from *επ τ οι (fep toi]); see Buck 1 9 5 5 : 8 1 , 83; Lejeune 1982:311 312. 
Both the Thessalian and Cretan dialects exhibit assimilation of a stop to an immediately 
following dental stop; on the Thessalian assimilation of [-pt-] to [-tt-J and [-phth-J to 
[-tth-], see Thumb-Scherer 1959:61, 64, and on the similar Cretan change of [-pt-] and 
L-kt-] to [-tt-J, see Thumb-Kieckers 1932:160-161. 

131. Concerning the order of stop consonants in the Mycenaean escalier, Viredaz 
remarks (1983:142), "A l'intérieur des occlusives, l'ordre de l'escalier est assez arbi-
traire." A few lines further down, however, after referring to the nonexistence of certain 
consonant groups, he states, rather incongruously, "Nous posons d o n c k fq) > ρ > t 
pour des raisons purement pratiques." 

132. Viredaz apparently includes q (i.e., the set of labiovelar graphemes) in the 
same tier as k only upon the basis of phonetic similarity, since, unlike the case of 
the velars, a labiovelar is attested before a dental stop (ke ηι-qe te-wt\ '/cpviq "τηρες 
([k!lernikwtç:wes], 'basin for hand-washing')) but not before a bilabial. It appears to be 
for similar reasons that he also assigns ζ to this group—a sound which he interprets as 
a palatal stop in origin (see pp. 144-145; on ζ also see below, n. 162). Concerning the 
latter grapheme he states (p. 142), "[L]es phonèmes ou groupes notés c ne sont pas 
attestés devant consonne, ni après occlusive, de sorte que nous aurions pu aussi placer 
- avec ρ ou t." 

133. Labiovelar consonants did not occur in the Cypriot dialect, as mentioned al-
ready, hence (61) contains no </. For Viredaz's view concerning the Cypriot swnbol zo, 
see pp. 183 184. This symbol will be discussed below in chapter 6. 

134. With regard to the nonoccurrence of velar \ bilabial stop clusters, it should 
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be pointed out that, as will be discussed in the next chapter, in the Cypriot dialect, the 
preposition cited above as εκ (|ekj) takes the Γοπη εξ ( [ eks]) when the ensuing form 
begins with a consonant; hence, the prefixing of this preposition does not give rise to a 
stop sequence of the type velar + bilabial 

135. He states (1983:143), "[I]l faudrait alors spécifer que lorsque C{ et C2 appar-
tiennent à la même classe, C] est noté, sauf si C, = C2 (géminées). . . . En l'absence 
de groupes -pk- il était possible, et plus commode, de procéder comme nous l'avons 
fait." 

136. R. Kent, 1953, Old Persian (New Haven: American Oriental Society), p. 18. 
137. K. Riemschneider, 1969, Lehrbuch des Akkadisehen (Leipzig: Verlag Enzyklo-

pädie), p. 24. 
138. Morris 1919:127-128. 
139. E. H. Warmington, 1940, Remains of Old Laiin, vol. 4: Archaic Inscriptions 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press), p. xxiii. 
140. C. Buck, 1904, A Grammar of O s can and Umbrian (Boston: Ginn and Com-

pany), p. 27. 
141. Threatte 1980:511-527 (especially pp. 511, 513-514). 
142. Buck 1955:76-77. 
143. Morpurgo Davies 1987:94, n. 12; and especially Y. Duhoux, 1985, "Myccnien 

et écriture grecque," in !.incur β: A .1984 Survey, ed. A. Morpurgo Davies and V Du 
houx (Louvain-la-Neuve: Cabay), p. 70, n. 103. 

144. Viredaz 1983:144. Notice that Vireda/'s decision to include ,v in the same tier 
as / and d prevents him Iron) grouping all of the stops into a single category. Clusters 
of Ips] and [ks] occur and are written with progressive spelling; consequently, s, and 
thus / and d, must be placed lower on the escalier than ρ and k in order for his spelling 
rule to predict correctly the spelling of such clusters. 

145. Specifically, the sequence arises by the addition of the following suffixes to a 
form ending in [-t] or [-th|: (1) the present tense suffix -ye/yo-: (2) the noun deriving 
suffix -ye/yo-\ or (3) the comparative suffix -yoisj-. Perhaps, as H. Rix (1976, Histor-
ische Grammatik des Griechischen (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft), p. 
91) suggests, what is critical here is that there be an "erkennbarer Morphemgrenze 
zwischen It, th/ und /y/." For discussion of the sequence *[-t(h) + y-], see especially Le-
jeune 1982:103. 

146. The same distribution of dialectal reflexes is found for Proto-Greek *[-tw-l 
(though without any known Mycenaean occurrences), as well as for *[-k(h)y-]; on the 
latter see below. 

147. Lejeune 1982:108. 
148. Note also Lejeune's comments at ibid., p. 109. 
149. Ibid., p. 108. 
150. Viredaz 1983:144. 
151. Ibid. 
152. Though Risch (1956a, "La position du dialecte mycénien," in Études mycén-

iennes, ed. M. Lejeune (Paris: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique), p. 170; 
1956b, "Caractères et position du dialecte mycénien." in Études mycéniennes, pp. 253, 
258) proposed that Proto-Attic-Ionic and Proto-Arcado-Cypriot were in the second mil-
lennium so closely related as to form essentially a single dialectal subgroup. For a 
criticism of this idea, see W. Cowgill, 1966, "Ancient Greek Dialectology in the 1 jght 
of Mycenaean," in Ancient Indo-European Dialects, ed. H. Birnbaum and J. Puhvel 
(Berkeley: University of California Press), pp. 82 83. 89. 

153. For example. Mycenaean exhibits: (1) in certain contexts, the reflex [-o-| for 
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an Indo-European syllabic nasal; and (2) the dissimilation to a labial of the first of two 
labiovelars occurring within a single word; see Cowgill 1966:93, There is good evidence 
for the preservation of two distinct Mycenaean dialects within the Linear Β tablets, on 
which see E. Risch, 1966, "Les différences dialectales dans le mycénien." in Proceed-
ings of the Cambridge Colloquium on Mycenaean Studies, ed, L. Palmer and J. Chad-
wick (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), pp. 150-157; G. Nagy, 1968, "On Dia-
lectal Anomalies in Pylian Texts," in Atii e memorie del 1° Cong res so Internationale di 
Micenologie 2 (Rome: Edizioni dell'Ateneo), pp. 663-679; R. Woodard, 1986, "Dia-
lectal Differences at Knossos," Kadmos 25:49-74. Cowgill (1966:93) argues for three 
or possibly four dialects in the second-millennium Mycenaean area. On the advanced 
development of *[-t(h) + y-J to [-ss-] in Mycenaean and the existence of an Ionic dialect 
in the Mycenaean era, also note the comments in J. Chadwick. 1969. "Greek and Pre-
Greek," TPS, pp. 92-93. 

154. It is possible that the Proto-Attic-Ionie reflex was already ::;[-ss-j and that this 
inherited reflex was replaced in Attic by [-tt-], which is almost certainly an ureal feature. 
That Boeotian possessed a reflex [-tt-| and Attic a reflex [-ss-] at the lime of the Boeo-
tian influence upon Attic is judged by Allen (1957, "Some Problems of Palatalization in 
Greek," Lingua 7:126) to appear "phonetically less probable" than that both dialects 
shared an affricate reflex at this period. That the eventual conn no η development to [-U-
] is the result of Boeotian influence rather than Attic is suggested by the Boeotian pro 
pensity for stop reflexes: thus, as indicated above, Boeotian displays a [-tt·] reflex for 
;':l-t(h;y-j. where Attic and tonic have [-s-[; the same dialectal distribution is attested for 
the reflexes of the Proto-Greek cluster *[-ts-| (see (70) and (71) above). Compare also 
Boeotian [ -dd-[, and [d] word-initially, corresponding to Attic-Ionic ζ ([zd]): see Buck 
1955:70 72. 

155. Including those instances which arise from *[-k'wy J and ·'[ k"::> j. 
156. Word-initially, *[klh)y-] becomes [s-| in those dialects which have | ->s-] as the 

intervocalic reflex, and develops into [t ] in those which have intervocalic [-tt-J. 
157. Rix 1976:92, where s apparently represents [s[. 
158. Ruijgh 1967:49. 
159. Lejeune, 1971, Mémoires de philologie mycénienne, vol. 2. (Rome: Edizioni 

dell'Ateneo), pp. 97-139). Note that in Lejeune 1982 (p. 109), he states, in remarking 
on the difference between the Mycenaean reflex of *[-t(h) + y-J and that of *[-k(h)y-J, "A 
date mycénienne, *-t(h)y- a sans doute déjà abouti à une sifflante géminée (notation s), 
•'•-k(h)\·- en est sans doute encore au stade d'une affriqué (notation -)." 

160. Chadwick , 1964, R e v i e w of The Interpretation of Mycenaean Greek Texts, by 
L. Palmer, in Gnomon 36:321. See also Docs.:398-399. 

161. Heubeck, 1971, "Zur s- und ζ- Reihe in Linear Β," Kadmos 10:122. 
162. It had been claimed that the Mycenaean reflex of *[-kih'y-] was at times writ 

ten s on the basis of the forms wa-na-se-wi-ja, ρανασσηρια ([wanassç:wia:J. meaning 
uncertain) etc., which was taken to be from *wanakyä (thus Ruijgh 1967:49): however, 
as Lejeune (see 1982:103, n. 2, 108, n. 4) and others have argued, the form should likely 
be traced to *wanaktyä. On the identification of pa-s a-m as ψα/Uù ([psalg:], 'two 
chains', rather than the Mycenaean equivalent of Attic πάτταλος ([pättalosj. 'peg'), 
Ionic πάσσαλος ([passalos]), see, inter alios, Palmer 1963:358. On the possible alterna-
tion of £ and k in Linear Β spelling, see Docs. :399, with which contrast Lejeune 
1982:1 17, n. 1; Ruijgh 1%7:2I0, u. 558. 

163. Including those which develop from *[-gwy-|. 
164. Proto-Greek word-initial *|y-| becomes in some instances ]zd-J (£) and in 

some instances |h-|; the critical factors which condition the two different courses of 
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development have yet to be established conclusive!} (see. inter alios, E. Hamp, 1982, 
"On Greek ζ: *y-," JIES 10:190-191; M Huld, 1980, "The Oldest Greek Sound-
Change," AJP 101:324-330; J. van Windekens. 1979, "Once Again on Greek Initial ζ," 
JIES 7:129 132; J.-C. Billigmeier, 1978, "The Origin of the Dual Reflex of Initial Con-
sonantal Indo-European *y in Greek," JIES 4:221-231; W. Wyatt, 1976, "Early Greek 
iyi and Grassmann's Law," Glotta 54:1-11 (and earlier, 1968. "Early Greek /y/," Glotta 
46:229-237). Mycenaean shows both reflexes: for example, whatever its precise pho-
netic value, the second-millennium counterpart to first-millennium [zxl·] occurs in zeso-
me-no (see (78C)), and [h-] in ο-, ώς ([ho:sj, 'thus'), beside yo-, > w (Lyç>:s]). This 
variation suggests that the change of *[#y-l —» [#h-] was ongoing during the period in 
which the Linear Β script was in use. 

165. Viredaz 1983:141, 200-201. In fact, he contends that the scribes of the Linear 
Β materials had no precise notion "consonant" and speculates that perhaps a CV se-
quence may have represented a minimal unit for these scribes (p. 200). Contrary to this 
view, however, it may be the case that spelling variations of the sort -C1V-C2V- ~ 
-C1C2V-, as in pe-te-re-wa ~ pte-re-wa (πτελερας, ( [ptelewa:s], 'of elm wood')) sug-
gest that the scribes were indeed able to conceptually isolate a single consonant. 

166. "[NJous pensons plutôt qu'une consonne était notée ou non devant une autre 
selon qu'elle s'en détachait plus ou moins nettement pour Γ oreille" (Ibid., pp. 141, 202). 

167. "Pour les consonnes, r«audibilité» ou Γ «explosivlté» de Tune d'elles devant 
une autre est surtout une question de différence d'aperture, d'où la «règle de l'escalier»" 
(Ibid., p. 202). 

168. Most of Viredaz's interpretative comments at this point are addressed toward 
the Mycenaean system. Regarding Cypriot, he states. "La raison pour laquelle la «règle 
de l'escalier», c'est-à-dire en gros Γ aperture, joue son rôle dans le choix de la voyelle 
morte en cypriote est assez obscure" (ibid., p. 203). after which he offers a couple of 
conjectural ideas. 

169. "Si on compare les groupes où C, > C\ et ceux où C, < C2, on a nettement 
l'impression que dans les premiers C, est «explosif», tandis que dans les seconds il ne 
l'est pas. . . . [PJar explosif nous entendons simplement; dont l'explosion se détache, 
est audible" (ibid., p. 202). On explosivity, see also η. 167. 

170. Ibid.; emphasis is mine. 
171. Human speech sounds are of course acoustically quite complex and so to 

equate "audibility" (whatever it may be) solely with the phonetic concept of loudness 
may admittedly be something of an oversimplification; loudness, however, would surely 
be a (or the) primary aspect of a sound's "audibility" relative to that of another sound. 

172. For a discussion of loudness (quantified as sound intensity), see, inter alios, 
Ladefoged 1993:187; 1962, Elements of Acoustic Phonetics (Chicago: University of Chi-
cago Press), pp. 13-16; J. Laver, 1994, Principles of Phonetics (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press), pp. 500-508; D, Fry, 1979, The Physics of Speech (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press), pp. 89-90, Ladefoged writes (1993:187): "In general, the loud-
ness of a sound depends on the size of the variations in air pressure that occur. . . . 
I A]coustic intensity is the appropriate measure corresponding to loudness. The intensity 
is proportional to the average size, or amplitude, of the variations in air pressure." 

173. Ladefoged 1993:245. 



5 

The H i e r a r c h y 
of O r t h o g r a p h i c 
S t r e n g t h 

In this chapter we will further develop the interpretation of Linear Β and syl-
labic Cypriot consonant cluster spelling as a function of the hierarchy of ortho-
graphic strength. We will first consider the representation of clusters which 
consist of more than two consonants and then turn our attention to what we 
will see to be a parallel phenomenon, the spelling of word-final clusters. 

5.0 Clusters of More Than Two Consonants 

5.0.1 Cluster-Types 

The discussion of my notion of the hierarchy of orthographic strength and its 
use in spelling consonant sequences which was offered in chapter 4 dealt only 
with clusters composed of two consonants; however, the data reported in the 
tables in chapter 4 actually include biconsonantal clusters which are a compo-
nent of sequences of three or more consonants. Thus, the Linear Β database 
contains thirty-seven examples of clusters of more than two consonants. Each 
of the following cluster-types is found and is attested by the designated number 
of occurrences: 

(1) A. stop I Stop I liquid 14 
B. slop I- fricative -I nasal 1 
C. fricative Λ stop 4 liquid 3 
D. nasal f stop t fricative 2 
K. nasal + stop liquid 7 
Κ liquid I stop Η nasal 1 
Ci. nasal + fricative 4- stop + liquid 3 

112 
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The following types of clusters of more than two members occur in the syllabic 
Cypriot materials: 

(2) A. fricative + stop + liquid 9 (all word-initial) 
B. liquid + stop + fricative 1 
C. liquid + stop + nasal 3 
D. nasal + stop + liquid 29 

5,0.2 The Regular Mode of Spelling 

Clusters of more than two consonants are spelled utilizing those very same 
strategies which I presented in chapter 4 for representing biconsonantal clusters. 
That is to say, sequences of three or more consonants are treated as overlapping 
substrings of two contiguous consonants, and spelling proceeds regularly ac-
cording to the strategy ch. 4, (11) for Linear B, repeated here as (3), and ch. 4, 
(14) for the Cypriot Syllabary, repeated here as (4): 

(3) Within a word, any two successive consonants will be represented with ple-
nary spelling if, and only if, the orthographic strength of the first is greater 
than or equal lo that of the second; otherwise, partial spelling will be used. 

(4) If the first of two successive consonants occupies a position on the hierarchy 
which is higher than or equal to thai of the second, then it will be written 
with the CV symbol whose vocalic component is identical to the vowel 
which follows the cluster; otherwise it will be written with the CV symbol 
whose vocalic component is identical to the vowel which precedes the 
cluster. 

For reference purposes, the hierarchy of orthographic strength (ch. 4, (22)), to 
which the strategies (3) and (4) refer, is here repeated as (5): 

(5) stop > fricative > nasal > glide > liquid 

For example, Mycenaean αρθμος ([arthmos], 'fellowship"), with the three-
member cluster [rthm], is spelled a-to-mo: the liquid [r] (p) falls lower on the 
orthographic hierarchy (5) than the dental stop | th | (θ) which it immediately 
precedes; hence, the liquid is not written. This stop, however, occupies a higher 
position on the hierarchy than the bilabial nasal [m] {μ) which it in turn pre-
cedes; accordingly, the stop is written. The Cypriot form τερχνιχα ([terkhniya], 
'trees') likewise contains a cluster of the type liquid + stop — nasal and, 
again, spelling follows the strategy used for biconsonantal clusters, producing 
te-re-ki-ni-ya. The liquid [r] (p) occurs lower on the hierarchy than the stop [kj 
(κ*) and is, accordingly, spelled with the symbol whose vocalic component is 
identical to the vowel preceding the cluster; in turn, [k] outranks the nasal [n] 
(V) on the hierarchy and so is spelled with the symbol whose vocalic compo-
nent is identical to that vowel which follows the cluster. 
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5.0.3 A Potential Problem 

One could imagine the possibility that clusters of more than two members may 
exist which would give rise to problematic spellings, given the strategies (3) 
and (4). Let us consider, for example, a purely hypothetical cluster fricative + 
nasal + stop and attempt to spell such a cluster using the Linear Β strategy 
(3). The fricative should be written before the immediately following nasal 
(i.e., plenary spelling should be utilized), since fricative outranks nasal on the 
orthographic strength hierarchy (5); but this nasal should be deleted before the 
following stop (i.e., partial spelling should be utilized) since nasal occurs at a 
lower position on the hierarchy than stop. Deletion of the nasal would result in 
an orthographic sequence of the type <fricative I stop>. If the application of 
the strategy (3) were in some sense iterative, one would then expect the frica-
tive to be deleted, since fricative is of less orthographic strength than stop on 
the hierarchy (5). If such application were non iterative, however, the aberrant 
plenary spelling of a fricative + stop sequence would result. 

Such problematic spelling interactions do not generally occur, however. All 
clusters of three or more consonants which are attested in the Mycenaean and 
Cypriot Greek data are found either (A) word-initially or (B) word-internally at 
syllable junctures. With regard to the former position, the only word-initial 
consonant clusters of more than two members which arc allowed in Greek are 
clusters of the type 

(6) fricative + stop + (liquid, nasal) 1 

as, for example, in the following: 

(7) σ τ ρ α τ η γ ό ς ([stratç:gos], 'general') 
σ π λ ή ν ([splç:n], 'spleen') 
σ κ ν ί ψ dsknips], an insect) 

The spelling of such clusters word-initially is not problematic for either Lin-
ear Β or the syllabic Cypriot script. In the case of Linear B. the initial [s-| is 
not represented, which is as expected, given the orthographic hierarchy (5) and 
the Linear Β spelling strategy (3). Similarly, the spelling of the remaining por-
tion of the cluster (stop + {liquid, nasal}) proceeds predictably; that is, this 
portion of the cluster is written in full. Thus, we find the spelling 

(8) tu-ru-pte-ri-ja for οττρυπτηριας ([strûptç:rias], Of alum*) 

in which the fricative f#s-] is not written but the [-tr-] sequence is. 
The spelling strategy used for representing word-initial trisyllabic clusters in 

the case of syllabic Cypriot spelling is simply the regular strategy used for 
writing all word-initial clusters in this script: namely, each such cluster, regard-
less of type, is represented in full, and the members of the cluster are spelled 
by using syllabic symbols whose vocalic component is identical to the phonetic 
vowel which follows the cluster. Thus, the following syllabic spelling is found 
in Cypriot: 

(9) so-to-ro pi-ki for trTfX)<j)i γγΐ (|strophirjgi j, 'on the point' ) 
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Consequently, problematic spellings such as that hypothetical case described 
above do not occur word-initially in either the Mycenaean or the Cypriot syl-
labic writing systems. 

When a consonant cluster of three or more members occurs word'internally, 
a syllable-boundary falls at some point within the cluster. If more than a single 
consonant precedes the syllable-boundary, those consonants (which are the con-
sonants of the coda of the preceding syllable) decrease in sonority up to the 
syllable-boundary and, accordingly, increase in orthographic strength. If more 
than a single consonant follows the syllable-boundary—and this is of course 
also the case with word-initial clusters—those consonants generally increase in 
sonority and correspondingly decrease in orthographic strength. The result of 
this condition is that within a word-internal cluster of three or more consonants, 
there is some consonant which peaks in orthographic strength, while the conso-
nant or consonants on either side of it are of less (or. at most, equal2 ) ortho-
graphic strength. Therefore, the type of spelling complexity described above 
and illustrated by the hypothetical fricative + nasal + stop cluster also does 
not generally occur word-internally. The complexity exhibited by this hypothet-
ical fricative I nasal + stop cluster is a consequence of a consonant occurring 
in the middle of the cluster (nasal) which is weaker in orthographic strength 
than the consonants occurring on either side of it (fricative and stop). Again, as 
we have just seen, it is generally the case that such a configuration is not 
possible. 

5.0.3.1 Stop + Fricative + Stop 

There is, however, a highly significant exception to the preceding generalization 
about the nonoccurrence of a consonant which is flanked on either side by 
consonants of greater orthographic strength (i.e., of less sonority). One word-
internal trisyllabic cluster of such a form did occur in the history of Greek: 
namely, the cluster stop + fricative + stop. Though no such clusters are at-
tested—at least none unambiguously—in either the Mycenaean or syllabic Cyp-
riot materials, in early Greek the sequences [-ks-] and [-ps-J occurred before 
stops, as in the following examples:3 

(10) *τετραττσθοα (*[tetrapsthai]) —> τετράφθαι ([tetrâphthai], 'to have 
turned') 
*7τεπλεκσβαι (*[pepleksthail) πεπλέχθαι < [*peplékhthaij, 'to have 
twisted') 

Somewhat similarly, [-ks-] could precede a nasal, as in (11):" 

(11) *Aυκσνος ([lüksnos]) —» λύχνος ([lukhnos], 'lamp') 

As the examples of (10) and ( I I ) illustrate, the fricative [-s-J was eventually 
deleted from these clusters, and this deletion was accompanied by aspiration of 
the initial stop of the cluster. There is, in addition, as I discuss later, a distinct 
development of | -ks- | clusters which occurred when the ensuing consonant was 
a velar stop.5 
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With respect to the chronology of these changes, it is known that the dele-
tion of [-s-] from clusters of the type stop + fricative -ï- nasal was post-
Mycenaean, as is revealed by the occurrence in Linear Β of the following form 

(12) a3-ka-sa-ma for αικσμανς ([aiksmans], 'points') 

Although, as indicated above, no Linear Β form is attested which clearly exhib-
its the sequence stop + fricative + stop, there is nothing which would lead us 
to believe that a fricative disappeared from the context stop stop earlier 
than from the context stop nasal. Indeed, consider that following a 
word-boundary (i.e., in word-initial position, a phonetic context which closely 
parallels the post-stop position, about which I will have more to say below), 
the sequence fricative + stop was stable: 

(13) *σπερ—> σπέρμα ([spérma], 'seed') 

But the sequence fricative + nasal was not stable. Before a nasal, as well as 
before the liquids and [-w-1, a word-initial [s-] became [h-], which in turn was 
lost before the nasals and [-1-] : 

(14) σμνρ- > μειρομαι ([nie:roiiiai|, Ί receive my due') 
•σρευ- > ρέω (|hréo:|, Ί flow' )u 

Linear Β ra-ptc for ραπτηρ (|hraptç:r|. 'sewing-man') suggests that loss of the 
fricative |s- | in this context had in fact occurred by the Mycenaean eta. 

It is reasonable to posit that the fricative | -s- | was also preserved between 
stops during the Mycenaean era (at least when the initial stop was a velar or a 
bilabial8). We saw in chapter 4 that Viredaz (following Doria in one instance) 
has conjectured that such a triconsonantal cluster lies beneath the Linear Β 
spellings we-pe-za (hwekspeza) and the pair e-ka-te-re-ta and e-te-re-ta. The 
latter conjecture can be said to be séduisant, but nothing more: the former is 
perhaps a different matter. We-pe-z,a, if identified correctly, is a word in which 
a stop + fricative + stop cluster would have occurred at a sufficiently early-
period in the history of the Greek language, and the attempts to explain away 
the absence of a grapheme for [-k-] by positing unique Mycenaean sound 
changes are not satisfying; later in this chapter I will consider this form further. 

5.0.3.1.1 Cypriot + Stop. We would thus expect that the clusters /ks] + 
slop and fps] + stop were reduced to two members no earlier than the begin-
ning of the twelfth century B.C. As we have seen, the Cypriot Syllabary was 
already in use for writing Greek by at least the middle of the eleventh century 
B.C.9 The relatively brief time-span separating the periods of attestation of the 
two syllabic scripts allows for the possibility that the Cypriot Syllabary was 
devised for writing Greek at a time which also preceded the general reduction 
of clusters of the type [ks] + stop and [ps] + stop. 

Beyond such considerations of probability, there is quite direct evidence 
which indicates that at least Iks/ + stop clusters were present in the dialect of 
the syllabic Cypriot inscriptions. There existed in ancient Greek a preposition 
meaning 'out ο Γ which occurred in three variant allomorphic forms: 
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(15) εξ ([eks]), εκ ([ek]) and ες (|cs|) 

All three forms were used as both proclitic prepositions and prefixes. In most 
of the dialects, these variants occur in complementary distribution: ες ([eks]) is 
used when the word which follows begins with a vowel, while either εκ ([ek]) 
or ες ([es])—the choice is dialect-specific—occurs when the word which fol-
lows begins with a consonant. As an illustration of this distribution, consider 
the following forms (where 0 represents a clitic-boundary):10 

(16) A. Attic-Ionic εξ Αθηνών ([#eks 0 athç:ng:n#], 'out of Athens') 
εξαίρω (feksairg:], Τ lift up') 
εκ ΓΙύλου ([#ek 0 pulu:#], 'out of Pylos") 
εκπέμπω ([ekpémpç:], Ί send out') 

Β. Arcadian εξελαννοια ([ekselaunoia], "I would drive out' ) 
ες roi ([#es 0 toi . . .#], 'out of the . . .'. da-
tive) 
εσπερασαι ([esperasai], 'to transgress') 

C. Cretan εξαρχιδιον ([eksark^idionj, 'initial") 
εξ ίεραπνντας ([#eks 0 ierapiintas#j. 'out of 
I lierapytna1) 
εκς αδελπιϋν ((#eks 0 adelpi^utfi], 'of the 
brothers') 
εστεισαντανς ([este:santans], 'having paid 
back') 
ες τεκνον ([#es 0 teknç:n#|, 'from children' ) 

The preconsonantal form έκ ([ek]) both the proclitic preposition and the pre-
fix—which is found in Attic-Ionic is the product of the regular phonological 
reduction of *[ksC] clusters which was discussed above,11 though here there is 
a conspicuous absence of aspiration on the initial velar stop, apparently as a 
consequence of the intervening morpheme- or clitic-boundary. Note, on this 
point, that the identical distribution of proclitic and préfixai forms indicates that 
this cluster reduction process operated across a clitic-boundary. 2 

It was mentioned earlier that a different course of development is found 
when a [ks] consonantal sequence (or for that matter [khs] or [gs]) is followed 
by a velar stop. In this case there is no loss of the [s] with accompanying 
aspiration of the initial velar stop of the cluster; instead, the initial velar is 
deleted, as in the following examples:13 

(17) Α. *δικσκος (*[dikskos]) —> δίσκος ([diskos], 'quoit' ) 
Β. *λεχσκα (*[lekhska:]) -» *λεχσχα (*[lekhskha:J) λέσχη 

([léskhç:], 'lounging area' etc.) 
C. *μιγσκω (*[migskç:]) —> *μιγσγω (*[migsgcK]) —> μίσγω ([misgç>:], 

Τ mix')14 

The ές preconsonantal form of the preposition, as seen in the Arcadian and 
Cretan forms of ( 16), perhaps arose via the operation of this particular dissimi-
latory change (i.e., the regular re ilex of *έξ ([eks]) preceding a velar was gener-
ali/, cd to all preconsonantal positions); this is the analysis of Buck. l > Alterna-
tively, as proposed by Lejeune,l(> the general treatment of word-internal [ksC| 
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clusters (i.e., *[ksC] —> [khC]), differed in dialects such as Arcadian and Cretan 
from that treatment exhibited when [ks] was followed by a clitic- or morpheme-
boundary; in this latter context, just as before velar stops generally, the cluster-
initial [k] was dissimilated (i.e., *[ks{0,+ }C] [s{0,~ }C]). Each of these 
analyses has its merits. Lejeune's interpretation avoids the somewhat counterin-
tuitive notion that the form of the preposition which would arise only before a 
velar stop by regular sound change should be generalized to all preconsonantal 
contexts. But if theoretical economy is important to us, Lejeune's inteipretation 
is less preferred, because it requires the postulation not just of an additional 
sound change but of a sound change which is suspiciously similar to (and, in 
fact, something of a blend of) the two additional sound changes which are still 
required by his analysis. 

The closely related dialects of Arcadian and Cypriot differ in the preconso-
nantal form of the preposition εξ (|eksl). The type of allomorphic variation in 
the form of this preposition which is exhibited by the various dialects and 
illustrated in (16) is not to be found in the dialect of the syllabic Cypriot in-
scriptions. Instead, in this dialect, the preposition consistently takes the form 
ες ([eks]), even before an ensuing consonant,17 as in the following example: 

(18) e-xe TOI for εξ CCN <[#eks tf 1{ΥΛ . . . //], koul of the . . / ) 

So, then, while Arcadian has ες ( |cs|) before consonants, Cypriot has εξ 
(|eks|). IK This difference suggests that the simplification of Iksj + stop clusters 
occurred after the split of the parent Arcado-Cypriot dialect into Arcadian and 
Cypriot, a separation generally held to be post-Mycenaean. ι υ The observation 
that stop Τ fricative + stop clusters remained intact until some point beyond 
the separation of Cypriot from its sister dialect of Arcadian may provide further 
motivation for speculating that the Cypriot syllabic writing system was devised 
at a time when such clusters were still generally preserved. Nevertheless, the 
possibility cannot be eliminated that Cypriot analogically leveled an inherited 
Proto-Arcado-Cypriot prevocalic *εξ (*[eks]) allomorph for use before both 
vowels and consonants. 

Regardless of the general status of stop + fricative 4- stop clusters in early 
Cypriot Greek, there is excellent and obvious evidence (as the reader has un-
doubtedly already noted) that at least one such cluster-type existed. As pointed 
out above, the examples of (16) reveal that when the preposition is used as a 
prefix in composition it shows the same conditioned variation as that exhibited 
by the preposition when used as a proclitic; that is, εξ ([eks]) occurs before 
vowels and εκ (Lek]) or ες ([es]) before consonants. This is not surprising. 
While there are morpho-syntactic differences between proclitic preposition + 
tonic noun combinations, on the one hand, and compounds containing a prefix, 
on the other, phonetically the two structures must have been almost identical. 
Allen's summary comments concerning enclitics and proclitics are worth 
quoting: 

(19) |W]e may note that in Greek, for example, a sequence such as Φιλώ σε, 
with enclitic pronoun, shows the single accent characteristic of a word like 
φιλούσα; and the phonological adherence of proclitics to the following 
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word is seen in the accentuation of such forms as πρόπαλαι, διά-
πεντε,20 

Though no examples of the préfixai use of the preposition ές before a conso-
nant are yet attested among the syllabic Cypriot materials, the identical distribu-
tion of allomorphs in the case of both the prefix and the proclitic in other 
dialects is a reliable indicator that the Cypriot form of the prefix was έξ ([eks]) 
even before consonants.21 This means that clusters of the form [ks] + stop 
occurred word-internally without even an intervening clitic-boundary in the 
Cypriot dialect,22 either because otherwise Panhellenic phonological changes 
failed to occur in at least this one particular context (owing to the relative 
isolation of the Cypriot dialect) or because of analogical leveling.23 

5.0.3.1.2 The Spelling of [ks] + Stop, in summary, we have seen (i) that 
clusters exhibiting the sequence [ks] + stop and jps] -t stop were likely pres-
ent in Mycenaean Greek; (ii) that these same clusters may have occurred gener-
ally in early Cypriot, though the evidence of this, such as it is, is only sugges-
tive in nature and is open to another interpretation; and (iii) that [ks] -{• stop 
clusters are regularly found in the Cypriot dialect. 

Now, it would seem that (he representation of such clusters would not have 
been problematic for the Mycenaean scribes: the | s | simply would not have 
been written. Thus, in a sequence such as 

(20) [-ekstV] 

the cluster could be spelled as 

(21) ~ka~ta~ 

The [s] is not written, since it occurs before a stop, and the initial stop of the 
cluster ([k]) is represented by using the symbol whose vocalic component is 
identical to the vowel which phonetically follows the entire cluster ([a]). We 
will come back to the Linear Β spelling of such a cluster later in this chapter. 

In the syllabic Cypriot writing system, however, a [ks] -t- stop cluster would 
evoke a cumbersome and patently bizarre representation. Let us again consider 
the sequence [-ekstha-[. The stop [k] is of greater orthographic strength than the 
fricative [s] which follows it; given the regular Cypriot spelling strategy (4), 
we would expect that the [k] would be represented by using the symbol whose 
vocalic component is identical to the vowel which follows the cluster (i.e., ka). 
Since [sj, the next member of the cluster, is of less orthographic strength than 
the consonant which follows it (i.e., the stop [th]), [s] should be represented 
using the symbol whose vocalic component is identical to the vowel which 
precedes the cluster (i.e., se). This procedure produces the extremely odd spell-
ing in (22): 

(22) -e-ka-se-ta- for [-ekstV] 

The first consonant of the cluster is spelled progressively {-e-ka-se-ta-), while 
the second is spelled regressively (-e-ka-se-ta-), resulting in a bizarre spelling 
crossover. 
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Spellings of clusters of the type [ks] + stop may thus appear to be quite 
problematic for the interpretation of the consonant cluster spelling strategy for 
the Cypriot Syllabary which I have proposed above—the interpretation which 
is based upon the hierarchy of orthographic strength. To the contrary, however, 
such clusters actually corroborate this interpretation. There appears to have 
been a special mechanism which was devised by the Cypriot scribes to deal 
with such clusters: namely, a set of special symbols representing the consonant 
sequence [-ks-]. As I pointed out in chapter 2, the syllabic Cypriot inscriptions 
have preserved the CCV characters with the value kse and ksa, and these, along 
with the symbols corresponding to alphabetic zeta, are the only symbols of the 
Cypriot Syllabary with a value other than V or CV. These, and no doubt other 
ksV symbols, appear to have been developed to avoid those very problematic 
spellings such as that one illustrated in (22). Utilizing these CCV symbols, a 
sequence such as that in (20) could be spelled simply and straightforwardly as 
in (23): 

(23) -e-ksa-ta-24 

5.0.3.1.3 \ks#\ 1Λ Λ I ! Stop. As pointed out above, clusters of the type 
Iks J I stop are clearly attested in t he Cypriot data only in instances of the 
proclitic εξ C|eks]) preceding a sLop. Beyond these, the ksV symbols are regu-
larly used in word-iinal position, as in the example of (24): 

(24) ιm-na-kse for ραναξ ([wanaks], royal title) 

The occurrence of these characters both before a stop and word-finally suggests 
that for purposes of orthographic processing, a stop is equivalent to a word-
boundary in the syllabic Cypriot system. This interpretation is supported by 
close parallels from the realm of phonology; there exist various phonological 
processes in which a word-boundary is also seen to behave like a consonant, 
and, in certain instances it behaves not like any consonant in general but spe-
cifically like a stop or some other obstruent.25 Consider, for example, the basic 
rule accounting for the distribution of the syllabic allophones (i.e. those allo-
phones which can function as the nucleus or vowel of a syllable) of the Indo-
European sonorants, as formalized by Schindler26 (where [ I son] stands for 
so no rant, [ 4- syll] for syllabic, and [-syll] for nonsyllabi ) 

(25) [ + son, -syll] -> [ + sy!l]/{[-syll], #} _ {[-syll], #} 

Here, a word-boundary (#) functions just like a consonant ([-syll]) in condition-
ing the appearance of the "vowel-like" form of the sonorants, that is. [r. 1, m, 
η, i, u] for /r, 1, m, n, y, w/ respectively. 

Two further examples of the phonological equivalence of a consonant and a 
word-boundary are presented by processes of voicing assimilation in Old En-
glish and Modern German, as analyzed by Eass.2/ The fricatives of Old English 
assimilate in voicing to adjoining segments; Lass generalizes that a fricative is 
voiced when it occurs between two sonorants (which are voiced sounds) but is 
voiceless if it is contiguous either to a voiceless obstruent or to a word-
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boundary. Thus, Lass proposes that a word-boundary is here "in terms of the 
power to inhibit voicing . . . really a voiceless obstruent."28 He points out that 
a word-initial or word-final fricative is voiceless even when it occurs next to a 
sonorant, as in the Old English forms of (26): 

(26) A. healf ('half') 
B. smttan ('smite') 

He interprets this to mean that a word-boundary is stronger than a sonorant in 
that it can abrogate the sonorant's potential for spreading voicing to the frica-
tive. He thus proposes that word-boundary lies higher on a hierarchy of conso-
nant (or segment) strength than does sonorant. The hierarchy that he envisions 
is in form essentially that of the sonority hierarchy, and the position of word-
boundary is equivalent to that of voiceless obstruent, which occurs in the top-
most position on the hierarchy.29 

Lass adduces distributional criteria as evidence of a similar equation of 
voiceless obstruent and word-boundary in Modern High German.30 When oc-
curring in word-final position, obstruents arc de voiced. As a consequence, there 
is a contrast in the voicing feature of word-iinal and word internal obstruents 
in forms such as the following: 

(27) A. Weib (Jvaip], 'woman') 
Weibes (fvaibosl, 'woman's') 

B. Bund ([bunt], 'association') 
Bundes ([bundosj, 'association's') 

Thus, [-voice obstruent/# is a possible sequence, but */ + voice obstruentj# is 
not. In a completely parallel fashion. Lass claims, word-internal clusters of the 
type obstruent + obstruent must be voiceless: in other words, a word-boundary 
again behaves like a voiceless obstruent.31 

Just as in these instances a word-boundary is equivalent to an obstruent for 
the sake of phonological processing, so in the Cypriot Syllabary a word-
boundary is equivalent to an obstruent—specifically, to a stop—for the sake 
of orthographic processing. Here again, orthography is essentially paralleling 
phonology.32 

5.0.3.1.4 The Hierarchy of Orthographic Strength and < k s V > Motivation. I 
would underscore the fact that the motivation for the development of the CCV 
symbols kse and ksa in a system which otherwise utilizes almost only V and 
CV symbols is revealed only by interpreting the spelling of consonant clusters 
as a function of the orthographic hierarchy (5) and the spelling strategy (4). 
Notice that no such motivation exists given the conventional interpretations of 
syllabic Cypriot spelling which are dependent upon syllable structure, such as 
those we encountered in chapter 3 (and chapter 4). Let us consider again, as an 
example, Buck's formulation: 

(28) Eor groups of consonants, the first is indicated by the sign containing the 
vowel of tiie syllable to which this consonant belongs/* 
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Given any such strategy and the accompanying implicit assumption that a 
syllable-boundary occurs before a word-internal cluster which is capable of 
occurring in word-initial position, the representation of a stop — fricative -
stop sequence, as in |-ekstha-|, would be straightforward and nonproblematic. 
Assuming the syllabification [-ek$stha-J (as [#sth-j is a possible word-initial 
sequence of Greek, but *[#ksth-] is not), the cluster would simply be spelled as 
in (29): 

(29) -e-ke-sa-la-

no special ksV symbol would be required. The same is true even if it should 
be claimed that the syllable-boundary here falls before the second stop, that is, 
[-eks$tha-] (because [-ks#] is possible word-finally in Greek but *[-k#] is not, 
or for whatever motivation). In this case the sequence could be spelled straight-
forwardly as follows: 

(30) -e-ke-se-ia-34 

Compare syllabic Cypriot spellings such as the following: 

(31) A. se pe re-nui to-se for σπέρμαros* (|sperinalos|, 'seed1) 
B. so to-ro pi-ki for στροφιγγι ([strop!'iijgi j, \m the point') 

In these examples the fricative is likewise separated from the vowel of its sylla-
ble by an intervening stop (as well as a liquid in the case of (3IB)). 

Within the framework of each of the various other interpretations of syllabic 
Cypriot consonant cluster spelling, ksV symbols are att unmotivated, unneces-
sary redundancy. Within the analysis of Cypriot spelling which is based upon 
the hierarchy of orthographic strength the ksV symbols are a necessity. 

5.0.3.1.5 The Complementary Distribution of < k s V > and < k V s V > . In ad-
dition to being used to spell [-ks] clusters occurring at the end of a word, the 
ksV symbols appear also to be the regular means for representing a word-final 
sequence [-ksV], where [V] can be short or long, a monophthong or a diph-
thong.35 Thus, we find spellings such as the following: 

(32) A. e-we-kse for ερεξε ([ewekse], '(s)he carried') 
B. o-ru-kse for (εξ)ορυξη ([orûksç:], '(s)he should expropriate')30 

C. me-te-kse-i for μεθεξει (|metheksei], 'for participation") 
D. e-we-re-ksa for ερερξα ([ewerksaj, Ί offered') 

As we will see immediately below, other word-internal (i.e., intervocalic) oc-
currences of the cluster [-ks-] are regularly spelled <-kV-sV->; in other words, 
the ksV symbols usually are not used to represent word-internal [-ks-]. except 
in the spelling of final syllables. The use of the kse character to represent a 
final sequence | -kse | (as in (32A)), not just a word-final cluster [-ks] (recall 
that the empty vowel used for spelling word-final consonants is -e). can reason-
ably be interpreted as a development based on the dual use of the symbol se 
for both word-final | - s | (as in (33A)) and word-iinal |-sc] (as in (33B)): 
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(33) A, po-to-li-se for πτολις ([ptolis]. "city* ) 
Β. ka-te~se~ta-se for κατεστασε ([katestase], '(s)he set up') 

That is to say, the scribal "equation" would be something like this: if [-se#] is 
spelled exactly like [-s#], then [-kse#] should be spelled exactly like [-ks#]. 
Since vowel length is not distinguished in the syllabic Cypriot script, the sym-
bol kse is automatically used also for the long-vowel word-final sequence 
[-ksç:] (as in (32B)). From this starting point, it is likely that the use of the ksV 
symbols was then extended to spell [-ksV#J sequences other than [-kse/ç:#], 
such as [-ksei#] (as in (32Q) and [-ksa#] (as in (32D)).37 

If we accept the practice of using the ksV symbols for spelling word-final 
I -ksVj sequences as a secondary development, then we find the mode of spell-
ing attested [-ks-] clusters, aside from this secondary development, to be a 
matter of complementary distribution; < - k s V > is the representation of word-
final | -ks | , and - kV sV · is that of word-internal (i.e. prevocalic) |-ks- | . Such 
word-internal sequences are. as would be expected, regularly written by utiliz-
ing progressive spelling, as in the following examples:38 

(34) A. e-u-ka-sa me· no se for ευξαμενος ( [euksumenosj. 'having vowed') 
B. to-ka-sa-io-ro lor Λοξανδρω (|doksandi\>: 'of Doxandros') 

That the ksV symbols are regularly used word-finally (and not prevocalically) 
clearly reveals that there is something about word-final position which prohibits 
the use in that context of the < k V - s V > spelling, the very type of < C V C V > 
spelling which is otherwise used in this writing system for representing conso-
nant clusters. That "something" is, of course, that the word-boundary is ortho-
graphically equivalent to a stop; hence, the pre-stop method of representing 
[-ks-] clusters must be used.39 

It has been claimed, or assumed, that the Cypriot Syllabary acquired its ks 
symbols under the influence of the Greek alphabet, which possesses the [ks] 
character ξ (xi).40 In other words, such acquisition represents a fairly late devel-
opment in the history of the syllabic Cypriot script. This is highly unlikely, 
however, given the complementary distribution of the Cypriot symbols used to 
represent the sequence [ks] which was discussed and motivated immediately 
above. If the Cypriot scribes simply borrow'ed from the Greek alphabet the 
practice of using ks symbols, one would certainly expect that such symbols 
would be used in all contexts. We shall consider the matter of the relationship 
between the syllabic Cypriot ks symbols and alphabetic ξ in considerable detail 
in chapter 6. 

5.1 Word-Final Clusters in Linear Β 

5.1.1 Types of Word-Final Slop + j-sj Representation 

We have found the Linear Β spelling of slop F /-s] clusters in word-final 
position to be heterogeneous. If we accept o-nu-ka to be a spelling of ονυξ 
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(fonüksj), then three different types of word-final stop + [-s] spellings can be 
identified: 

(35) Type 1 : as in to-ra for θωραξ ([thç>:ra:ks]) 
Type 2: as in to-ra-ka for θωραξ ([thg:ra:ks]) 
Type 3: as in o-nu-ka for ονυξ ([onüksj) 

In no case is the final [-s] spelled. With type I spelling there is also no graph-
eme for f-k-j; the stop [-k-] is represented by utilizing the regressive spelling 
strategy in type 2 and by using an arbitrary empty vowel in type 3. 

5.7.7.7 Type 1 

In the preceding sections of this chapter I argued that just as a word-boundary 
can behave as a stop in phonological processes, so a word-boundary is equiva-
lent to a stop in the orthographic processing of ancient Greek syllabic writing. 
Incorporating this find into my hierarchy of orthographic strength results in a 
hierarchy of the following form: 

(36) I word-boundary, slop} fricative - nasal > glide > liquid 

We can now see that the Linear Β spelling strategy (3), repeated here as (37), 
correctly predicts that single word-iinal consonants will not receive overt repre-
sentation in Mycenaean spelling. 

(37) Within a word, any two successive consonants will be represented with 
plenary spelling if, and only if, the orthographic strength of the first is 
greater than or equal to that of the second; otherwise, partial spelling will 
be used. 

The only consonants which can occur word-finally in Greek are, as noted ear-
lier, [-r, -s, -n], and each of these falls lower on the hierarchy than the stop/ 
word-boundary term; hence, plenary expression is not used (i.e.. the first mem-
ber of the C# sequence is not spelled).41 

When a Mycenaean scribe went about the process of applying the strategy 
formalized in (37) to the spelling of the word-final consonantal sequence in a 
phonetic string such as [#thç:raks#], what would be the outcome? Spelling from 
left to right, phonetically speaking (i.e., from the beginning of the word to the 
end of the word), [-ks#], like any other three-member sequence, is processed 
as two overlapping substrings, [-ks-] and [-s#j. In the instance of [-ks-]. since 
[-k-] outranks f-s] on the hierarchy (36), [-k-] is represented with plenary spell-
ing utilizing the kV syllabic symbol having a vocalic component which is iden-
tical to the vowel which phonetically follows the entire three-member sequence. 
But the vowel which follows the cluster in this particular case is of course 
nonexistent—a zero-vowel. The "logical" application of the strategy (37) would 
then call for the use of a kV symbol with an arbitrary zero-vowel component, 
that is, an empty vowel which arbitrarily marks the nonoccurrence of a phonetic 
vowel in absolute final position. As we have seen, such symbols exist in the 
syllabic Cypriot writing system; these are the Ce symbols which are used in 
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spelling word-final consonants (as in ka-re, yap ([gar], Tor')). But such word-
final symbols had not been provided within the Linear Β system, in which 
single word-final consonants receive no overt expression, as the regular conse-
quence of strategy (37). In practice then, the only CV symbol with an arbitrary 
zero-vowel value which is available to the Mycenaean scribe is a "zero-CV 
symbol," that is, no CV symbol: hence, no grapheme is assigned to | -k-j in the 
spelling of the sequence [#thç>:raks#]. The next sequence encountered by the 
scribe in the spelling process is [-s#|. Since [-s] occurs lower on the hierarchy 
(36) than word-boundary, it also is not written, and the sequence [#thg:raks#] 
is thus spelled to-ra. The same process generates the spelling o-nu for οννξ 
([#onüks#]). 

5.7.7.2 Type 2 

Though the to-ra type of spelling of [#tho:raks#] is generated by the regular, 
principled application of the Linear Β spelling strategy (37), such a spelling is 
clearly, at the same time, antithetical to the system. A stop |-k-] occurring be-
fore the fricative | - s | is represented not by plenary spelling (as it would be had 
it occurred at any other location within the word) but by partial spelling. This 
is a violation of a sort which is otherwise strictly avoided. Rigorous application 
of the spelling strategy leads to a violation of the spelling strategy. 

One solution to this Catch-22 which presented itself to some innovative 
scribe was to alter the direction in which the search is conducted for the pho-
netic vowel that is to be used as the template for an empty vowel. Linear Β is 
consistently rightward looking in this regard (i.e.. it looks ahead in the word), 
but by looking to the left, a means is found for resolving the dilemma of the 
partial spelling of a stop 4- fricative cluster. In this way—by introducing re-
gressive spelling into the Linear Β system—a stop can be represented before a 
word-final fricative by utilizing plenary spelling, in accordance with (36).42 A 
phonetic sequence [#thp:raks#] can thus be spelled to-ra-ka. The same type of 
innovative spelling occurs in wa-na-ka for ραναξ ([#wanaks#], 'king') and in 
ayti-jo-qo for AWioqws ([#ailhiokws#], a man's name).43 It is in large measure 
(though not completely) the substitution of regressive spelling for partial spell-
ing which distinguishes syllabic Cypriot practice from Mycenaean. Perhaps we 
might even see in the introduction of regressive spelling into the Linear Β 
system in this single context an idea which was exploited in the development 
of the syllabic Cypriot system.44 

Type 2 spelling is the predominant mode of Mycenaean word-final stop + 
[-s] representation (within the Linear Β database, there are seven occurrences 
of type 2 spelling and two occurrences of type 1). It is of course this plenary 
spelling of such word-final sequences with which earlier interpretations of Lin-
ear Β spelling have struggled. Syllable-based analyses holding that the conso-
nants which follow the vowel of their syllable (i.e. the consonants of the sylla-
ble coda) are not spelled would predict type 1 representation of word-iinal stop 
+ /-Λ/ clusters. As we saw, special mechanisms must then be devised to ac-
count for the usual plenary spelling (type 2 representation, in which a stop 
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which follows the vowel of its syllable is spelled) of these clusters, and these 
mechanisms are without motivation. 

Such ad hoc measures stand in stark contrast to the tongue-and-groove natu-
ralness of our approach. We discovered immediately above that, as with these 
syllable-dependent analyses, type 1 representation of word-final slop + f-s] 
clusters also follows from the interpretation of Linear Β spelling which is based 
upon the hierarchy of orthographic strength, though for a different reason— 
because Linear Β consonant cluster spelling is thoroughly right ward looking 
(i.e., progressive). At the very same time, however, such representation, with 
its failure to spell a stop occurring before a fricative, manifestly violates the 
principle of Linear Β consonant cluster representation which is dependent upon 
the hierarchy of orthographic strength; thus, the advent of a means for ortho-
graphic all y rendering word-final stop + [~s] in a plenary fashion (type 2 repre-
sentation) is completely motivated within and is in agreement with the interpre-
tation. 

5. LI.3 Type 3 

Still a different solution to the problem of the aberrant partial spelling of a 
word-iinal stop + j-sj cluster can be seen in the innovative representation o-
nti-ka for υνυξ ([ontiks)), if we accept this interpolation of o-nu-ka. In litis 
case the direction in which the scribe searches for the phonetic vowel serving 
as a template for the empty vowel does not shift; instead, plenary spelling is 
achieved by introducing the use of an arbitrary empty vowel < - a > into the 
Linear Β system. 

The acceptance of the reading o-nu-ka for [onüksj would obviously open up 
the possibility that the final < - a > of to-ra-ka and/or wa-na-ka is also an arbi-
trary empty vowel and that these forms do not then display the regressive spell-
ing of a3~ti-jo~qo for AWioqws ([aithiokwsJ). It would be impossible to deter-
mine which of the strategies is at work. However, the spelling of oblique cases 
and derivatives of wa-na-ka (ραναξ ([wanaks], 'king') are worth considering 
in this regard. The dative of this word appears in our database live times with 
the spelling wa-na-ka-te for ρανακτει ([wanakte:], attested at both Knossos 
and Pylos) and only once with the expected spelling wa-na-ke-re (at Pylos). 
Similarly, the occurrences of the derivative formed in -ter- are without excep-
tion (ten times in the database, at Knossos, Pylos and Thebes) spelled with 
< -ka -> and not <-ke-> : wa-na-ka-te-ro for ρανακτερος ([wanakteros], 'of 
the king') etc. It has been often suggested that what we find here is a kind of 
orthographic paradigmatic leveling of the nominative singular spelling wa-na-
ka. 45 If this is so, perhaps it would be more likely for wa-na-ka to have been 
formalized and generalized as the spelling of a phonetic sequence | wanak-j if 
the phonetic template for the empty vowel of - -ka- - were encoded VN ithin the 
formalized spelling, as would be the case if wa-na-ka is the product of regres-
sive spelling but not if the vocalic component of · ka · were only an arbitrary 
empty vowel used in word-iinal spellings; this is, however; just speculation.""0 
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5.1.1.4 Within the Word 

In the discussion of stop + fricative - stop clusters earlier in this chapter, I 
indicated that the spelling of such clusters in Linear Β would appear not to be 
problematic. The fs] should not be written (since it occurs lower on the hierar-
chy than the following stop). The initial stop could be written with the CV 
symbol having a vocalic component which is identical to the phonetic vowel 
which follows the entire cluster: we see a stop looking across two intervening 
consonants in search of a vocalic template in, for example, ayka-sa-ma for 
αΐζμανς ([aiksmans], 'points'). I suggested, therefore, that for a phonetic se-
quence such as [-ekstha-J, the cluster could be spelled as -ka-ta 

Both in chapter 4 and earlier in this chapter. I mentioned that Viredaz con-
jectures that a three-member cluster occurs in the Mycenaean word spelled we-
pe-za ( 'six-footed')—a cluster of the form stop 4 fricative 4 stop (fhwekspe-j). 
If the form does contain such a cluster, as is possible, then the spelling attested 
is not of that type which we envisioned in the preceding paragraph, in other 
words, not *we-ke-pe-za, but we-pe-za, with no grapheme for the interconso-
nant al |-s- | , but also none for [-k-1. In other words, a medial slop 4- fricative 
cluster occurring before a stop is spelled utilizing one of the canonical repre-
sentations for a word-final stop -r fricative cluster: namely, type 1. This does 
not surprise us at all; since a word-boundary is equivalent to a stop in the 
orthographic processing of consonant clusters in the Greek syllabic scripts, we 
would expect that in a word-internal cluster of the type stop 4 fricative 4 
stop, the Linear Β scribes could represent the stop 4 fricative sequence in the 
same manner in which such sequences are spelled word-finally. This particular 
example is, however, complicated by the fact that the [-ks-] portion of the 
cluster occurs as the final phonetic sequence of the first element of a com-
pound.47 

5.2 Concluding Remarks 

The interpretation of the spelling of consonant clusters in the two syllabic 
scripts of ancient Greek which is based upon the hierarchy of orthographic 
strength has been further explored in this chapter. We have found that this 
interpretation properly accounts for the spelling of clusters of more than two 
consonants. Of the utmost crucial significance is the observation that the inter-
pretation predicts that the spelling of [ks] 4 stop clusters in the syllabic Cyp-
riot script (and likewise [ps[ 4- stop clusters if their integrity were maintained 
until the development of the script) would be cumbersome and problematic. 
Consequent to this difficulty, the interpretation motivates the occurrence of 
anomalous CCV characters (the ksV characters) within the inventory of syllabic 
Cypriot graphemes. This interpretation of consonant cluster spelling also ac-
counts elegantly for the observed representation of word-final clusters in both 
the Cypriot Syllabary and Linear B. In the case of the latter, the interpretation 
predicts the 'Tegular11 spelling of such clusters and, at the same time, provides 
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a spelling system within which such a spelling is antithetical, thus motivating 
the occurrence of a variant (and, in fact, predominant) mode of representing 
these final clusters. 

Notes 

1. See Allen 1973:208. 
2. It is possible that the segments could be of equal orthographic strength, as two 

contiguous consonants may have (in gross terms) the same sonority value; that is, two 
stops, two nasals, and so on, may occur side by side. 

3. For further discussion, see Lejeune 1982:74, from which the examples of (10) 
and (11) were drawn. 

4. For possible examples of the clusters *[ksl], *]ksr]. and *[psr] (which undergo 
the same process of reduction), see A. Meillet and J. Vendryes. 1979. Traité de gram-
maire comparée des langues classiques, 5th ed, (Paris: Champion κ p. 67. 

5. The sequence [-ts-] also occurred preconsonantaUy at an early period in the 
history of Greek but was subject to a different treatment: that is. [-ts-], probably via 
assimilation to [-ss-] and subsequent degemination. was reduced to [-s-] before a conso-
nant, as in *δατσμος (*[datsmos] > δασμός ([dasmos], 'division'), if this process 
essentially coincided with the change of prevocalic [-ts-] to [-ss-j (in Attic-Ionic and 
Arcadian; [-s-] in the remaining dialects, though ["-tt-] in Boeotian and Cretan), then it 
would be of pre-Mycenaean date (as this latter change appears to be pre-Mycenaean): 
for example, Linear Β da-sa-to for δασ(σ)ατο ([das(s)atoj. 'he distributed" ) from earlier 
*[datsato]. See Lejeune 1982:74-75, 108, and the discussion of this change which was 
presented in the preceding chapter. 

6. Lejeune 1982:119; on the occasional preservation of *#sm- in Greek, see pp. 
120-121. 

7. On the preservation of the cluster stop — fricative -r stop in the Mycenaean 
dialect, note also the comments and bibliography of Viredaz 1982:302 304. 

8. See n. 5 above. 
9. See Mitford and Masson 1982:75. 
10. See M. Bile, 1988, I.e dialecte ere toi s ancien (Athens: Lcolc Française), pp. 

275, 303. 305; Thumb-Seherer 1959:75, 139; as well as Buck 1955:83 84. 
11. It is at least the regular outcome when the consonant following die [ksj cluster 

is a stop or a nasal, and possibly when this ensuing consonant is some other manner of 
articulation (see above, n. 4). If it should be the case that this change was only regular 
when [ks] preceded a stop or a nasal, then the occurrence of the εξ ([eksj) form of the 
preposition before consonants generally is the consequence of analogical spread. 

12. Alternatively, it could be claimed that the variation in the form of the prefix 
which arose through the action of the "word-internal" change was extended analogically 
to the proclitic preposition. The compound containing the prefix εξ and the εξ + tonic 
form combination are most probably so phonetically similar that recourse to an analogi-
cal interpretation is simply not necessary, however. 

13. See, among other treatments, the discussion in Lejeune 1982:67 and Rix 
1976:78. Some investigators have identified the same type of dissimilation as occurring 
in the case of the sequence [psp(h)]; thus, Buck (1933:153) cites *[blapspha:mos] —> 
[bIâsphç:mos], 'slanderous, blasphemous' as an example of this change. The etymology 
of this form is uncertain, however (see Chantraine 1968:178-179). In any event, the 
above discussed changes involving various sequences of the form [-CsC-J represent a 
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component of a more general phenomenon, concerning which Rix (1976:78) notes: 
"zwischen Konsonanten (außer neben /y/ oder M) bleibt !sl erhalten, wenn der Konso-
nant vor Ist ein Nasal oder Dental ist oder wenn is! zwischen gleichen Konsonanten 
steht; der Konsonant vor Isl schwindet. . . , Sonst ist interkonsonantisches ist über 
Ihl geschwunden, wobei benachbarte Tenuis und . . . wortanlautender Vokal aspiriert 
werden." 

14. On the progressive assimilation in (17B-C). see ibid., p. 95. 
15. Buck 1933:153. 
16. Lejeune 1982:314. 
17. See Buck 1955:83, Thumb-Scherer 1959:172. 
18. The Greek lexicographer Hesychius in the gloss of a phrase which he identifies 

as Paphian cites the preconsonantal preposition in the form ες ([es]). The discrepancy 
between the syllabic texts and Hesychius may well be a function of the late date at 
which he wrote—fifth/sixth century A.D.; see Thumb-Scherer 1959:168. 

19. Cowgill (1966:88) argues that the differentiation of Arcadian and Cypriot may 
have begun in "at least the late days of the Mycenaean empire." 

20. Allen 1973:24-25. 
21. In the fifth-century ldalion tablet ICS 217, there is preserved a prefixed verb 

form e-kse \ o-ru-kse in which the prefix is separated from the verb by a word-divider. 
The separation is curious. Regarding this spelling. Morpurgo Davies (1986a:276, n. 15) 
states, "Compounds are regularly written as single words with the exception of ij \r o-
ru-.\c found four times in the ldalion inscription . . . ; there may be graphic or phonetic 
reasons for this spelling . . . but we do not understand them." Perhaps what has hap-
pened here is that the orthographic treatment of the proclitic preposition (on which see 
the next note) has simply been extended to the prefix. With regard to this spelling, see 
also the comments of (). Masson (1983:241) with references to the treatment of this 
compound by earlier editors (see also p. 70). 

22. While proclitics which end in a nasal are, in the Cypriot script, graphically 
joined to the ensuing tonic form, those ending in I-si are kept separate by writing the 
[-s] with the empty e vowel which is used in the representation of word-final consonants; 
proclitics ending in a vowel are likewise kept graphically distinct from the tonic form 
upon which they lean phonetically. In some instances word-dividers separate proclitics 
ending in [-s] from the following word and sometimes not. Among the five instances of 
e-xe to-i (or ta-i) which occur in ÏCS 217, only once is the preposition separated from 
the ensuing article by a word-divider. For a full discussion of the spelling of proclitics, 
see O. Masson 1983:69-70; see also Morpurgo Davies 1986a:269-270; E. Hermann, 
1908, "Zur kyprischen Silbenschrift," IF 19:241-248. Enclitics are graphically united 
with the tonic form which precedes them, except for the case of ημι ([ç:mi] Ί am'; see 
Ο. Masson 1983:70, though note exceptions cited in Morpurgo Davies 1986a:276, n. 
13). This proclitic spelling practice is odd and probably has not yet been adequately 
accounted for. Since the final f-s] of proclitics is treated as a word-final consonant, 
instances of such proclitics preceding tonic forms beginning with a consonant do not 
appear in my tabulations of Cypriot fs] -l· consonant clusters which are presented in 
chapter 4. 

23. As I pointed out in the preceding chapter, the final [-ks] cluster of the numeral 
εξ ([héks], 'six"), serving as the first member of a compound, may be preserved (or 
restored) analogically before a consonant, as in εςκαίδεκα ([hekskaideka], "sixteen') 
be s i de ε κκαίδε κα ( 1 h e k k aide k a 1 ). 

24. Or perhaps, though it seems less likely, -c-kse-ta-: it is impossible, of course, 
to predict whether progressive or regressive spelling would have been utilized. 
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25. Obstruent is that class of sounds which consists of stops, fricatives, and affri-
cates. 

26. J. Schindler, 1976, "Notizen zum Sieversschen Gesetz/' Die Sprache 22:56. 
27. R. Lass, 1971, "Boundaries as Obstruents: Old English Voicing Assimilation 

and Universal Strength Hierarchies," JL 7:15-30. 
28. Ibid., p. 16. 
29. Lass (ibid., p. 17) further expands this hierarchy by subdividing the class voice-

less obstruent as follows: s top, [-voice] > stop, [ + voice] > fricative, [-voice] > frica-
tive, [ +voice]. Recall that the sonority hierarchy as we presented it in section 4.0.1 
likewise has voiceless stop in the topmost slot. 

30. Ibid., pp. 26-27. 
31. Labov reports that in Philadelphia English and, even more broadly, in New 

York City English, tensing of a short vowel [x] occurs before certain consonants if such 
consonants are in turn followed by an obstruent, an inflectional morpheme-boundary, or 
a word-boundary. He indicates that the boundary conditioning is open to an analogical 
interpretation (W. Labov, 1981, "Resolving the Neo-Grammarian ControN ersy." Lan-
guage 57:285). For an interpretation of the status of word-boundaries which differs 
somewhat from that proposed by Lass, see M. Halle, 1971, "Word Boundaries as Envi-
ronments in Rules," LI 2:540-541. 

32. t would point out that I am not here advocating the notion that a word-
boundary exists as a distinct phonological entity in the sense of a consonant or vowel, 
only that word-boundaries anil stops (or obstruents) are treated in a parallel fashion both 
phonologically and orlhographically. 

33. Buck 1955:210. 
34. Given the syllable-dependent analyses, perhaps -e-ke-se-ia would even, be the 

expected spelling, since, as we have seen, word-internal fricative -i- stop clusters must 
be viewed as "exceptionally" heterosyllabic within this interpretation. 

35. In my Cypriot database, ksV symbols are so used seven times: (Mice for [~kse#] 
(see (32A)); four times for [-ksç:#] (see (32B)); once for |-ksei#| (see (32C)); and once 
for |-ksa#J (see (32D)). There is an additional instance in which word-iinal [-ksej was 
undoubtedly intended to be written, but the symbol to was erroneously used instead of 
kse. 

36. See note 21 above. 
37. Note that I have here transcribed Cypriot e-i as a diphthong (as it obviously 

was at the time this syllabic spelling was devised); see my introductory remarks on my 
transcription practice. 

38. There are eight examples of word-internal spellings (excepting occurrences in-
volving final syllables) of [-ks-J. In four of these instances, the cluster is unambiguously 
spelled progressively (i.e., <-VrkVj-sVj->); in two cases the vowel which precedes the 
cluster is phonetically identical to that one which follows it (i.e., <-V rkV - sV r > ): once 
there is an unexpected regressive spelling of the cluster (i.e., <-V r kV r sV,-> ); and once 
the cluster is spelled using the CCV symbol kse. The tatter form comes from the Kafizin 
materials, which, as we have seen, are very late and show other spelling peculiarities; 
compare the comments in chapter 4 concerning the spellings mt-ma-pa-se, and so on. 
There is a second possible example of such a word-internal use of kse which occurs at 
Kafizin: Mitford (1980) restores te-mi-xe/ as the personal name Θεμιξενω ( [themik-
seny:]). Concerning the restoration, see the comments of (). Masson (1981, "A propos 
des inscriptions chypriotes de Kali/in," UCt I 105:644), who states, "Cela est asse/ plau-
sible." 

39. Since Ä s t7 symbols are regularly used in word-iinal position, one could imagine 
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that a critic might argue that the ksV symbols have their origin merely as word-iinal 
spelling variants; in other words, they have nothing to do with the representation of stop 
+ fricative + stop clusters, they are simply the characters that one uses for spelling at 
the end of the word. It would then fall to the critic, however, to identity some motivation 
for a purely cosmetic prohibition which has the effect of preventing a sequence [-CC#] 
from being spelled <-CV-CV>; what such a motivation could be is not evident. Why 
would a word-final sequence [-ks] not be spelled <-ke-se> (using the regular word-
final empty vowel e) just as easily as a mirror image word-initial sequence [spe ] is 
spelled <se-pe-> (as in (31 A)) or an initial cluster [stro-1 is spelled <so-to-ro-> (as in 
(3IB))? In other words, in terms of graphic appearance, how is one side of a word-
boundary intrinsically different from the other side? 

40. See, for example, O. Masson 1983:56. 
41. In the syllabic Cypriot script, word-final consonants are. as we have seen, writ-

ten by using < -Ce> symbols, where < - e > is an arbitrary empty vowel (we will return 
to this immediately below). It was pointed out in chapter 2, following O. Masson 
(1983:73-74), that word-final [-r] is regularly spelled in this way, though word-final 
|-sj and |-n| are sometimes omitted from the orthography. Morpurgo Davies has exam-
ined the geographical and chronological distribution of the syllabic Cypriot spellings of 
word-iinal ]-s| (1988, "Problems in Cyprian Phonology and Writing," in The History of 
the Greek language ttt Cyprus, ed. J. Karageorghis and O. Masson (Nicosia: /avallis 
Press), pp. I 13 124) and argued cogently that this spelling variation is to be linked with 
the phonological change of Js] to [h| in word-iinal position—a change which appears to 
have preceded the same development intervocalically, and concerning the date of which 
she states, "|WJe should think in terms of a loss or an alteration of the final sibilant as 
early as the sixth century (and conceivably earlier)" (p. 119). The case of word-final 
nasals is in need of elucidation. One should probably be cautious about attributing their 
occasional nonoccurrence in the orthography to phonetic weakness. Discussing phono-
logical changes which occurred in Greek during the Middle Ages. Browning (1983, 
Medieval and Modern Greek, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), pp. 
75-76) states: "A phonological change in the common language which can be dated 
with some probability to this period is the disappearance of final -ν [-/i], except before 
a vowel or plosive in the following word, where the two words form a single accentual 
group." However, he goes on to say: "By the fifteenth century final -v seems to have 
disappeared in the central areas of Greek speech, except, as explained above, before a 
following vowel or plosive. But in many dialects, e.g. those of Cyprus, of the Dode-
canese, and of southern Italy, it still survives." (emphasis is mine). Such longevity of 
word-final Cypriot [>n] does not suggest particular "phonetic weakness" of the sound in 
this context. 

42. The spelling of a word-final stop + fricative cluster is plenary or partial in 
that the stop cither is overtly written (plenary) or is not (partial). In either case the 
fricative is not overtly written since it is, in turn, the tirst member of the "cluster" f-s] 
+ word-boundary (and fricative occurs lower on the hierarchy than w ord-boundary). 

43. An additional occurrence of the type 2 spelling of a word-final stop — fricative 
cluster is perhaps to be found in the man's name po-ki-ro-qo, probably TIotKiXocf's 
(|poikilokws|); see Docs.:99. 

44. If so, this idea was likely transported to Cyprus by Mycenaean emigres, on 
which see chapter 7 below; compare n. 46 on the notion of a Mycenaean source for the 
Cypriot use of an arbitrary empty vowel in spelling word- final clusters. 

45. Vi red a/. (1983:167, n. 224) credits Panagl (1971, "Line 'Interferenz/ von nomi-
naler Stammbildung und Linear B-Schrift," Kadnws 10:125 134) with the idea. 
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46. The spelling wa-na-ka-te-ro for ρανακτερος ([ wanakteros], *of the king'), 
with its irregular spelling of a consonant cluster which is divided by a highly transparent 
morpheme-boundary ([-k + t-]), is reminiscent of those instances in which fricative — 
nasal clusters that are divided by a transparent morpheme-boundary exhibit exceptional 
spelling (Cypriot i-na-la-li-si-me-na, etc.); see section 4.1.4.1.1. If the use of an arbitrary 
empty vowel were actually attested in Linear B, one might wonder if this provided the 
inspiration for the regular Cypriot use of an arbitrary empty vowel < - e > in the spelling 
of word-final consonants. Morpurgo Davies (1987:103) has remarked on this: "Finally, 
why wa-na-ka etc. and not wa-na (we may have both o-nu and o-nu-ka)'? . . . Could it 
be that this is simply a first attempt made by the scribes to develop a way of indicating 
a consonant in word final position in anticipation of what will happen later in Cyprus? 
This suggestion is not original but need not be wrong." 

47. It is because of this intervening compound-boundary, as w e saw. that Viredaz 
treats this form as an example of "word-final" [-ks-]. Palaima (personal communication) 
has suggested that because of such morphemic considerations [weks-] is spelled as it 
would be when it occurs independently (i.e., [weks#]). Viredaz (1982:314-321 ) has also 
conjectured that a stop -f fricative + stop cluster lies beneath the Linear Β forms a-re-
ko-to-re and di-pte-ra. The former is a man's name which is usually read as the well-
known anthroponym ' Α λ έ κ τ ω ρ (jaléktç:r|); Viredaz's interpretation of the form as 
Αλεκ'στωρ (|aleksty:r|) is difticult to defend (cf. Chaulraine's remarks (1968:58) on the 
etymology of ihe name). The latter (di-pte-ra) is identified with the first-millennium 
διφθέρα ([diphlhcra], "piece of leather"). Others have suggested the possibility that there 
formerly occurred a fricative | s | between the two stops, but the etymology of this form 
is generally treated as ultimately uncertain (see the discussion in Chantraine 1968:287-
288). If it were the case that: the Mycenaean form contained the sequence i psl it 
would be tantalizing to conjecture that the anomalous stop 1 stop syllabogram pte came 
to be utilized as a means of disambiguating the spelling of the sequences [ p s t ] and 
|-pt-| (Viredaz (1982:321) leaves the impression that he views the possible spelling of 
[-pst-j as <-pt-> to be somewhat worrisome). In the historical phonology of Greek, 
*[py] developed into [pt], and it is often supposed that in origin the value of the Linear 
Β syllabogram pte was pye. 



5 

The A l p h a b e t 

In the preceding chapters I have sought to demonstrate by careful and detailed 
argumentation that the spelling of consonant clusters in the two pre alphabetic, 
syllabic scripts of ancient Greek was carried out by utilizing strategies based 
upon a hierarchy of orthographic strength. Consequent upon the use of this 
strategy, a difficulty arises in representing sequences of the type stop + frica-
tive + stop in the syllabic Cypriot writing system. In order to resolve this 
difficulty, the Cypriot scribes devised a series of symbols having the value ksV.1 

These observations bring us at last to what is the centerpiece of our inquiry: 
namely, the origin of the Greek alphabet. 

6.0 Phoenician Beginnings 

It is unquestionably the case that the Greeks acquired their alphabet from some 
Semitic-speaking peoples who used a Canaanite writing system in which each 
character represented an individual consonant sound rather than a syllable, as 
had been the case with the second-millennium Greek scripts. Herodotus,2 

among other ancient authorities, tells us that it was the Phoenicians from whom 
the Greek alphabet was acquired: Kadmos, the founder of Thebes, was Phoeni-
cian and brought his script with him to Greece when he came in search of his 
sister Europa. Since the beginning of the scientific study of Greek epigraphy in 
the nineteenth century, scholars of this endeavor have widely concurred with 
Herodotus in his identification of the source of the Greek alphabet as Phoeni-
cian. McGarler* points out that the reasons for this are essentially three: ( 1) the 
characters of the most archaic Greek scripts closely match those of the Phoeni-
cian script; (2) the sequence of characters is almost the same in the Greek and 
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Phoenician scripts; and (3) the characters of the two scripts have very similar 
Semitic (and not Greek) names (see figure 6.1).4 

While a general consensus on the source of the Greek alphabet then exists, 
having been reached long ago, there is at present considerable disagreement 
among scholars who study the spread of the Canaanite script to the Aegean 
concerning where and when this transmission occurred and at what impetus. 

P H O E N I C I A N G R I ; B K 

Name ca. 900 B.C.E. 800-600 Attic (400) Name 

'älep « X c A A A A alpha 

bët 2 a £ I? Β Β beta 
glmel Λ Λ r h e r gamma 
dal et Δ 4 Α > A D Δ delta 
he Ά a Ε Ε Ε Ε e psilon 
waw y v i P F C diga rn m a 
/ay in I χ ΐ I 3 = 1 I zêta 
het H H B Η Η Η Η et a 
let ® Φ ® Φ Ο 0 thêta 
y öd * ί ι I iota 

kap w - y κ κ κ Κ kappa 
lamed LL-L U h Λ Α lambda 
mëm m Μ mu 
nun a y Ν nu 
samek ¥ ϊ ksi 
'ay in Ο o Ο o mikron 

pa > 1 Γ Γ r 

SÂDÊ Wl M s an 
qöp 9 ΦΦ Φ 9 qoppa 
rês 9 4 P D K Ρ rhô 
sin/sin W * sigma 
täw + Χ Τ τ tau 

Υ Υ ν Υ u psilon 

Φ Φ ό φ phi 

χ + χ chi 

Y V Υ psi 

•van Q ô mega 

ι J O U R I ; 6.1 Phoenician characters and their Greek equivalents. Adapted from Peter T. 
Daniels and William Bright, eds.. The World's Writing Systems (Oxford University 
Press. 1996). Reprinted by permission of Oxford University Press. 
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Toward proposing an answer to these questions, the following discussion is 
offered. 

6.1 Greek Modifications 

6.1.1 The Phonemic Inventories 

The Greeks not only adopted the Phoenician consonantal writing system but 
modified it in a quite fundamental manner. Each of the characters of the Phoe-
nician script had only a consonantal value; vowel sounds were not written. The 
Semitic language of the Phoenicians contained a number of consonantal sounds 
which were quite alien to Greek. Consider the consonantal inventory of Phoeni-

(1) Stops p t k 7 
b d g 

\ q 

Fricatives s s h h 
ζ î 
s 

Nasals m n 
Liquids 

r 
Glides y w 

With the inventory in ( Γ) compare the smaller and, in part, quite distinct invcn 
tory of consonant phonemes found in early first-millennium Greek:(> 

(2) Stops p t k 
ph th kh 

b d g 
Fricatives s h 
Nasals m η 
Liquids 1 

r 
Glides w 

Most striking are the differences between the systems of stops and fricatives 
(that is the obstruent consonants) of the two languages. 

6.1.2 The Creation of Vowel Characters 

Owing to this variation in the consonantal inventory of the two languages, the 
Greek adapters had at their disposal a set of Canaanite graphic characters which 
had no closely matching phonetic value in their own language. As is well 
known, to certain of these leftover consonant symbols, the Greek scribes as-
signed vowel values and thus created the first alphabetic writing system to 
represent systematically both consonant and vowel sounds.7 In the Phoenician 
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script the symbol 'aleρ was used to represent a glottal stop /?/;8 as Greek had 
no such consonant phoneme, 'alep was utilized by the Greek adapters to repre-
sent the vowel a (both long and short); that is, this symbol was borrowed as the 
character alpha. Phoenician 'ayin represented a voiced pharyngeal fricative /?/, 
a commonly occurring consonant among the Semitic languages but grossly un-
like any sound which Greek possessed.9 To 'ayin the Greek adapters assigned 
the value ο (i.e., /ç>:/. /ο:/, and /ο/), calling the symbol ou, later omicron. The 
Phoenician letter he represented the sound fh/—a sound which also occurred in 
Greek (though not in all dialects). However, Phoenician he was not utilized by 
the Greek adapters to spelt h (for this, Phoenician heI, /h/, l ( ) was appropriated) 
but was instead used to represent the vowel e (i.e., /ç:/, /e:/ and /e/), and to 
which was given the name eL later epsilon. Phoenician y od and waw, the sym-
bols for the glides />/ anil /w/, were also adopted by the Greeks as vowel 
characters and were utilized to spell long and short i\l (iota) and long and 
short lui (called u, later upsilon)11 respectively. In summary, then, the Greeks 
utilized Phoenician consonantal characters for representation of Greek vowel 
phonemes as follows: 

(3) Λ, alep: /?/ > alpha:, /a:/ and /a/ 
B, he; /h/ -> epsilon: /ç:/, /e:/, and ici) 
C, 'ayin: IS. I omicron: /ç:/, /o:/, and loi 
D. yod: /y/ —> iota: /i:/ and /ï/ 
E. waw: /w/ —» upsilon ; /u:/ and /ûl 

In addition to the vowel characters of (3), distinct symbols for /ç:/ and /g:/ 
were devised in particular local, or epichoric, Greek alphabets. Certain Greek 
dialects such as East Ionic and Cretan lacked the sound /h/. In the scripts of 
these psilotic dialects, Phoenician het was utilized as a vowel character (i.e., 
eta) in order differentiate /ç:/ from the other mid front vowels.12 In various 
alphabets, including that of Ionia, a symbol with the corresponding back value 
/$:/ was eventually created; this letter, omega, was apparently derived from 
omicron by opening up one side of this circular symbol.13 

6.1.3 Changes in Consonantal Values 

The assigning of vowel values to certain consonantal characters was not the 
only change which the Greek adapters of the Phoenician writing system ef-
fected; the value of a number of the Semitic symbols which continued to be 
used for representing consonants was likewise altered. These adjustments in 
consonantal value were a consequence of the significant variation in the system 
of slops and fricatives which we have seen displayed by these two languages. 
For example, typical of Semitic languages, Phoenician possessed a set of so-
called emphatic consonants: namely, those represented by the symbols /s/, /t/, 
and /q/. Like these symbols, the label emphatic is little more than a phonetically 
nondcscriptive cover term.14 The actual phonetic realization of the emphatic 
consonants of the modern Semitic languages differs from language to language, 
and even within a single language; however, the emphatics are generally conso-
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nant sounds which are produced while, in one way or another, modifying the 
shape of the back portion of the vocal tract (a process which involves the 
production of a "secondary articulation") or while forcefully ejecting air out of 
or into the mouth by raising or lowering the glottis. Though the precise pho-
netic nature of the emphatic consonants of Phoenician cannot be determined 
with precision, it is quite probable that they were similar to corresponding em-
phatics in the modern languages; we will have more to say concerning these 
consonants later. - The Greek language had no such emphatic consonants, and 
so these Phoenician symbols were utilized for spelling other kinds of consonan-
tal sounds by the adapting scribes: tet, /t/, became the ta (representing a voice-
less aspirated dental stop /&/): qop, /q/, yielded qoppa (the symbol used to spell 
a /k/ which occurred in the vicinity of a rounded vowel), and sade, /s/, was 
adopted as sari, the character which was used in certain epichoric Greek alpha-
bets to represent Is/. 

6.L3.1 Phoenician Samek 

Another consonantal letter transformation -one which is strikingly curious — 
involved the Phoenician character samek. Semitic samek represented the dental 
fricative /s/; to this character, however, the Greek adapters ascribed not the 
value /s/ but that of the sequence /k/ + /s/; that is, samek is the source of the 
Greek letter xL Owing to its position deep within the alphabet (the same posi-
tion as that occupied by Phoenician samek), it is generally held, and reasonably 
so, that xi is a component of the earliest Greek alphabet rather than being some 
later addition. That provision should have been made in the new alphabetic 
system of Greek—the first thoroughgoing alphabetic system—for a character 
with the value /k/ -r /s/ seems a manifestly inappropriate measure given the 
essential alphabetic strategy of "one grapheme = one sound." That is to say, 
the advantage which an alphabet offers over a syllabary (the other type of 
phonetic writing system) is one of simplicity: in an alphabetic script, a charac-
ter is required only for each individual sound, rather than for each possible 
syllabic combination of consonant(s) and vowel (or some subset of these possi-
ble combinations, as is the case with both Linear Β and the Cypriot Syllabary). 
To create a symbol with the value Ik/ + Is/ in an alphabetic system in which 
there is also a symbol with the value /k/ and a symbol with the value /s/ is, 
hence, to encumber unnecessarily the system—to fail to utilize the very princi-
ple that was exploited in the creation of the vowel characters. When a conso-
nantal sequence /ks/ can simply be written with a k followed by an s, what 
could possibly have motivated the Greek adapters of the Phoenician script to 
include in the new alphabetic system a character having the highly idiosyncratic 
value tVJ \ /s/? 

Before pursuing the answer to the question raised in the preceding para-
graph. 1 would point out that there of course also occurred in the Greek alpha-
bet a character which represents the consonantal sequence /p/ + /s/, that is, the 
letter psi. As I discuss later, quite fundamental differences between xi and psi 
reveal an asymmetric treatment of the sequences /k/ 4 /s/ and /ρ/ I /s/. This 
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asymmetry, 1 believe, will be seen to be of acute significance in our attempt to 
elucidate the origin of the Greek alphabet. 

6.1.3.2 The Phoenician Sibilant Characters 

The account of the development of Greek xi from Phoenician samek which 
could perhaps be referred to as "standard" is offered by Lillian Jeffery in her 
masterful and influential work The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece. According 
to Jeffery. in the process of borrowing the Phoenician script, the Greeks con-
fused the names and phonetic values of the four Semitic sibilant16 characters: 
zayin, samek. sade, and shin. To each of these Phoenician letters, Jeffery as-
signs the following values: 

(4) A. zayin |/.| (as in zip) 
B. samek [s] (as in sip) 
C. sade [ts| (she appears to be indicating a dental affricate,11 as in Ger-

D, shin [s] tas in ship)1* 

Simply in terms of position within the alphabet (i.e., alphabetic order), these 
Phoenician sibilant symbols correspond to Greek characters as follows: 

(5) A. zayin - zeta 
B. samek — xi 
C. sade — san 
D. shin — sigma 

Jeffery identities the consonantal value of each of the Greek letters in (5) as 
the following {it appears Jeffery construes these as the "original" values of the 
Greek characters): 

(6) A. zeta ids.] or [sd] 

C, san |/| 
D. sigma 

6.1.3.2.1 A Case of Confusion? While the linear sequence of letter-shapes 
which occurred in the Phoenician script was preserved by the Greek adapters, 
Jeffery contends that the names and phonetic values of zayin and sade were 
reversed, as were the names and phonetic values of samek and shin:20 

(7) A 7/ivn) ~t>1n 

In other words, zayin provided a name and a value for san (rather than for 
zeta), likew ise sade for zeta (rather than for san), samek for sigma (rather than 
for xi), and shin for xi (rather than for sigma). She bases this conclusion upon 
the dual similarity which she perceives to exist in the forms of these Semitic21 

and Greek letter-names and in their respective phonetic values:22 

man Zipfel, 'tassel') 

Β . Λ7 Iks] 
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(8) A. zayin, [ζ] ~ san, [ζ] 
Β. samek, [s] ~ sigma, [s] 
C. sade, [ts] ^ zeta, [dsj or [sd] 
D. shin, [s] — xz, [ks] 

How could such a confusion of letter-name and letter-value vis-à-vis letter-
shape as described in the preceding paragraph possibly have arisen'? Jeffery 
contends that this is a consequence of the learning of the alphabet being a two-
faceted process: the learner must learn both (i) the name (and. following from 
this, the value, as this is encoded in the name2 3) of the characters in their 
proper order (which she identifies as an aural memory process) and (ii) the 
shape of the characters (the corresponding visual memory process). She cites 
accounts from antiquity (though none of these is concerned with Greek practice 
specifically) which describe children as first learning the names of the letters of 
the alphabet and only subsequently acquiring knowledge of letter-shapes.24 As 
a consequence of the dual nature of this learning process, Jeffery argues, the 
Greek adapters of the Phoenician script were able to learn correctly the order 
of letter-shapes while, at the same time, confusing the sequence of letter-names 
(and. with that, values). Since this confusion occurred in the aural, rather than 
the visual, component of the learning process, she proposes that the Greeks 
learned the Semitic script not primarily by repetition of ihe character-names in 
their proper order (as is, in contrast, the case now with preschool children who 
learn the Hnglish alphabet by singing a ditty) but by focusing upon the graphic 
representations of the Phoenician characters and only upon their names individ-
ually (rather than in running sequence): "[T]he first Greeks learnt their alphabet 
more from concentrating on the written row and applying the names than from 
continuous oral repetition."25, 26 

6.1.3.2.2 Problems with the Case for Confusion? Jeffery's confusion hypothe-
sis is not altogether convincing.27 To begin with, it is not at all obvious that the 
way in which children learn the alphabet conventionally used for spelling their 
language offers a close parallel to that monumental procedure by which 
adults—probably professional scribes—went about adapting a foreign writing 
system for use in recording their own language. Beyond that, a hypothesis 
which must make recourse to a blunder of such a fundamental nature on the 
part of adapters who so skillfully and elegantly converted a consonantal script 
into one which represents both consonants and vowels strains for credibility. 
Later I offer a counterproposal which holds that there was no confusion of the 
aural vis-à-vis the visual, but that, quite to the contrary, the assignment of 
Greek values to the Phoenician sibilant graphemes was a deliberate process not 
unlike the assignment of vowel values to certain Semitic consonant characters. 
To demonstrate this, we must give careful consideration to each of the Greek 
letters which is derived from a Phoenician sibilant character, and this examina-
tion turns our attention once again to the Greek letter having the CC value of 
[k] |s). However, prior to beginning my discussion of xi, I must first say 
something about how the various local alphabets of the Greeks arc classified. 
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6.2 The Epichoric Alphabets 

6.2.1 Blue and Red 

The ancient Greek peoples utilized a variety of regional alphabets. These fall 
into two major families, an eastern group and a western group. Conventionally 
and conveniently these two divisions have been identified as blue and red re-
spectively. after the colors utilized by A. Kirchhoff in marking the distribution 
of alphabet-types on the map appearing in his work Studien zur Geschichte des 
griechischen Alphabets. The blue alphabets are further divided into dark blue 
and light blue varieties. This classificatory scheme is based primarily upon the 
order and value that the various local alphabets assigned to the so-called sup-
plemental letters ώ, χ, and φ, that is, those consonantal characters of the Greek 
alphabet which were added to the end of the adopted Phoenician script (see 
figure 6.2). In the blue and red alphabets alike, the character φ represents a 
voiceless aspirated bilabial slop [pbJ. The dark blue and light blue alphabets 
further share in common the value of the letter χ, in both of which this is the 
symbol for [kh]. the voiceless aspirated velar stop. The two blue varieties differ, 
however, in that while the dark blue alphabets represent the stop + fricative 
combination |psj by the character φ, the light blue alphabets use the sequential 
spelling φσ (and lack the character φ)Γ} This variation is paralleled by the 
representation of the [ks| sequence: in dark blue alphabets 1 ks( is represented 
by the letter ξ, while in light blue alphabets it is written componcntially as χσ 
(and there is no symbol ξ). Iti the red alphabets χ is the symbol used to desig-
nate the sequence [ks] {£ does not occur),·M) while φ represents the voiceless 
aspirated velar stop \ kh\.Vi These alphabets share in common with the light blue 
alphabets the spelling φσ for the sequence [ps|.32 

if we draw upon the treatment of the epichoric alphabets which is found in 
Jeffery 1990, we can separate those scripts into the three classes of dark blue, 
light blue, and red. Not surprisingly, for certain regions there is variation in the 
type of alphabet used or some uncertainty as to type, due to a paucity of in-
scriptions: see figure 6.3. 

Red Dark Blue Light Blue 

Φ lPh] [phl fphl 
X [k] + [s] Lkh] 

ψ fkhl [p] + M — 

ξ — [kj + |s] — 

φσ= [ρ] + [s] φι7=[p] + [s] 
Xo-=[k] + [sJ 

i ioi.KK 6.2 Character values in red, dark blue, and light blue alphabets. 
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(9) A. Dark blue alphabets: Corinth and Corcyra; Megara: S iev on: Phi ins. CI co-
il ae and Tiryns; Argos and Mycenae; Megara Hyblaia and Sel i nus: cer-
tain of the Ionic islands of the Aegean (e.g., Ccos); the Ionic Dodeca-
polis and colonies; Cnidus33 and Halicarnassus; Aeolis;34 Chalcidice, 
Chalcedon and other northern colonial areas.35 In Aetolia and Syracuse 36 

both blue and red-type alphabets were in use. 
B. Light blue alphabets: Attica; Aegina and Cydonia: certain of the Ionic 

islands of the Aegean (e.g., Paros and Thasos; Naxos^7 and Amorgos) 
C. Red alphabets: Euboea and colonies; Boeotia; Thessaly; Phocis; the Lo-

crides and colonies; the Eastern Argolid; Arcadia: Elis: Laconia, Taras 
and Messenia; Ithaca and Cephallania; Achaea and colonies: Gela and 
Akragas; Rhodes.38 In Aetolia and Syracuse39 both red and blue alpha-
bets were in use. 

6.2.2 Green or Primitive 

In addition, Kirchhoff marked as green the alphabets of Crete. Thera, and 
Melos. Of all the Greek alphabets, this group of primitives, as they are com-
monly designated and to which also belong the alphabets of Anaphe and Si-
cinos, bear the greatest similarity lo the Phoenician script: this is particularly 
so in the case of the Cretan alphabet.40 Furthermore, the primitives are distin-
guished from the other alphabets of the Greeks by the regular absence both of 
the supplemental letters and of a character having the value (ks|. The latter is 
spelled sequentially as κΜ (the primitives use A/1 san, rather than sigma for 
| s | 4 l ) ; similarly, the cluster |ps | is spelled ττΜ, rather than by utilizing the 
supplemental character (dark blue) φ (compare the sequential spelling φσ in the 
light blue and red alphabets). In the same fashion, in the alphabets of Thera 
and Melos the aspirated stops fph] and [kh] are spelled sequentially as irk and 
Kh respectively (rather than by utilizing φ and (blue) χ or (red) φ): h is here a 
transcription of the Greek letter eta, which in these alphabets represented the 
consonant [h] as well as a long mid front vowel. 

6.2.2. ! Cretan Aspirated Stops 

The treatment of the aspirated stops in the Cretan alphabet requires some atten-
tion. In contrast to the spelling of these sounds in the alphabets of Thera and 
Melos, in the Cretan script [ph] and [kh] are represented simply as π and κ 
respectively; that is, no orthographic distinction is made between |p] and [ph] 
or between [k] and [kh]. The Cretan dialect, like the dialects of East Ionic. 
Lesbian, and Elean, lost the fricative [h] which had developed word-initially 
from earlier *[s|. Thus, Cretan is a so-called psilotic dialect.42 As a conse-
quence of having no [h| sound, the Cretan letter eta represented only the long 
e-vowel and did not have the dual value which it had in the alphabets of Thera 
and Melos. 

jeffery suggests that the loss of the aspirate in the Cretan dialect is the 
probable reason for the nonoccurrence of characters with the value of [ph] and 
[kh] in the Cretan alphabet; in other words, she supposes that [ph ] and [kh | also 
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lost their element of aspiration.'13 However, those dialects in which the conso-
nant [h| was lost do not show a concomitant deaspiration of the aspirated stops. 
Recall that Proto-Greek :1:|s| became |h j in two contexts: (i) word-internally 
between two vowels; and (ii) at the beginning of a word when the sound which 
followed was either a vowel, nasal, liquid, or [w). In general, the resulting |h] 
was eventually lost (i) word-internally and (ii) word-initially except when fol-
lowed by a vowel or by the liquid |r | . Psilosis is simply a dialect-specific 
extension of [ h (-deletion in word-initial context when a vowel or [r] follows; 
psilosis does not affect the aspiration component of the voiceless aspirated 
stops."" 

Cretan is. of course, unlike the other psilotic dialects in that it is character-
ized by the aforementioned absence of an orthographic recording of the pres-
ence of aspiration in [ph] and [kh]; notice, however, that it does so mark aspira-
tion in the case of [thl; that is, the Cretan alphabet contains both τ ( [ φ and θ 
(|tn[). The utilization of this latter spelling distinction speaks loudly for the 
existence of voiceless aspirated stops in Cretan, at least at the dental articula-
tion position: but beyond that, there is quite strong evidence for the persistence 
of Cretan [pn] and [kh] as well.45 We find, for instance, that upon the adoption 
of the Attic alphabet (beginning in the fourth century46), which contained sym-
bols for both |ph] and [kh], the Cretans correctly distinguished in their spelling 
between π and φ and between κ and χ\ in other words, it was known exactly 
where the voiced aspirated characters were to be used. 

One could perhaps argue that the correct usage of the Attic |ph] and [k11] 
characters was the result of the inlluence of the Attic dialect upon Cretan speak-
ers who were seeking lo spell "properly"; however, there is clear evidence that 
the Cretans were actually spelling words as they pronounced them in their own 
dialect. Like various other dialects, Cretan is characterized by instances of me-
tathesis of aspiration, as seen, for example, in the following sixth-century 
Cretan forms: Οροπαν ([thropan], accusative); cf. Attic τροφήν (|trophe:n]. 
'subsistence* ί7): Θνκαγαθai (|thükagathai], dative); cf. Attic τύχάγαθι) ( | tukh-
agathç:i] 'by the gods' good favor'). In these cases the [[-aspirated] . . . / -^as-
pirated]] stop sequence undergoes metathesis of the aspiration component to 
produce the sequence / / -f aspirated]] . . . [[-aspirated]]. With the adoption of 
the Attic script, instances of metathesis which were previously hidden by the 
Cretan alphabetic orthography are revealed. Thus, we find, for example, in 
the third century: καυχωι (fkaukhç:ij , dative); cf. Attic χαλκός ([khalkos], 
'copper'); Αχαντω (Lakhantçx], genitive of a proper name Ακανθος 
([akanthos])).48 The first of these examples also demonstrates a peculiar Cretan 
phonetic and orthographic trait: the quality of [1] in certain contexts was of a 
velar nature, and, accordingly, in these contexts it was at times represented 
orthographically as w.49 It is clearly the case that in these instances the Cretans 
were not mimicking either Attic orthography or Attic pronunciation (this is 
particularly obvious with the first example) but were accurately rendering their 
own dialectal pronunciation. In doing so, they reveal a phonological change 
which had begun to occur by at least the sixth century and the continued occur-
rence of voiceless aspirated stops in their dialect. 
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Regarding Cretan psiiosis, it should he pointed out that there is one bit of 
inscriptional evidence which has been taken to suggest that Cretan word-initial 
[hi was lost subsequent to the acquisition of the alphabet. As described by 
Jeffery, in the refuse of the 1900 excavation of the Minoan palace at Phaistos, a 
sherd dating to the sixth or ill 111 century was discovered on which was inscribed 
Ηερακλες—the divine name Heracles.50 Guarducci has proposed that the 
value of eîa (H) is here [h];51 this interpretation entails that Cretan eta origi-
nally represented [hi, that [h] was then lost from the Cretan dialect, that in 
response eta was assigned its regularly attested Cretan value of a long e. and 
that this inscription preserves the earlier value. As Bile has pointed out. how-
ever, there are alternative interpretations of the spelling which do not contradict 
the otherwise regular psilotic character of Cretan. For instance, Η ε - may be an 
occurrence of the type of "hyper-spelling" of long e which is found in the 
seventh-century Theran Ηεμι for |ç:mi], Ί am'.5 2 Beyond this, it is not even 
certain that this inscription is written in the Cretan alphabet. Jeffery notes that 
the archaic alphabet of Phaistos is typical Cretan, but the script of this sherd is 
like that of Cydonia, which, being a colony of Aigina, uses the blue alphabet 
of Aigina. Moreover, the inscription appears to have been scratched in the sherd 
after the pottery of which it was a part had been broken. Consequently. Jeffery 
speculates that the graffito could possibly have been the handiwork of a Cydon-
iate tourist in antiquity or, in light of certain oddities, even a modern hoax / 3 

6.2.2.1.1 Powell on the Cretan Aspirated Stops. In his recent work on the 
origin of the Greek alphabet, Powell has advocated the position that the Cretan 
dialect did lack aspirated stops.S4 Yet, as demonstrated above, it is almost cer-
tain that Cretan possessed both of the sounds [ph[ and ]kh] as well as | th | . 
Powell actually makes brief reference to some of the evidence which reveals 
this, but he passes over it quickly.^ Regarding the τ verses 0 opposition, he 
suggests that the value of the latter character had become either that of a frica-
tive or an affricate:36 though further along in his discussion, he in fact actually 
allows that even within such a proposed alphabetic system, there are certain 
instances in which the character θ continues to represent a stop: 

(10) |T]he positions of θ and τ within the series [by which term he ts referring 
to the alphabet exclusive of the supplemental characters] encouraged the 
continued use of these signs, although to Θ in some cases at least was 
assigned the value of fricative (or affricate), (emphasis is mine)5, 

Powell's conclusion that the Cretan dialect lacked aspirated stops appears to 
be demanded by his theory that the Greek alphabet at the stage at which it 
came to Crete already possessed the supplemental characters ώ ([ph]). χ ([kh]) 
and ψ ([ps]).58 He argues that because these letters are not attested in the Cretan 
script, the dialect of Crete must have lacked aspirated stops such as [ph] and 
[kh]; if the dialect had possessed aspirated stops, the supplemental* ώ and χ 
should have been used on Crete. In defense of his position that aspirated stops 
did not occur in the Cretan dialect, he reasons as follows: 
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(11.) For had the early Cretan receivers |of the alphabet] clearly heard aspirated 
stops, but never received the supplemental, surely they would have written 
|phj as irh and (khj as κίι (?//) [where h represents eta with the value |h[], 
as did in tact Melos and 'Hiera, who can only have taken their script from 
Crete al a time when (li)cta could still have the value |h|.yj 

This claim calls for comment. To begin with, Powell has presumed that the 
alphabets of Hiera and Melos acquired the practice of using eta to represent 
both [hj and long e from the Cretan alphabetic tradition. This need not be the 
case; it is equally possible that this dual function of eta was taken over from 
the Ionic alphabet of neighboring islands, as Jeffery has pointed out.60 There is 
an even more serious problem with this line of analysis, however. Powell is 
claiming that Cretan did not have aspirated bilabial and velar stops since the 
spellings irh and κίι are not attested. But if eta ever had the value [hj in the 
Cretan alphabet, this condition existed in a prehistoric stage of this script (as 
termed by Bile, "un système reconstruit"61). Recall that there is only one 
Cretan form possibly preserving eta with the value [h], and this is quite dubi-
ous. The phonological loss of [hj from the Cretan dialect (psiiosis) precedes 
the attestation of the alphabet. Consequently, if [phj and |kh] were ever spelled 
by the Cretans as uh and κίι respectively, this spelling also belonged to a pre-
historic (i.e.. unattested) stage of the alphabet and belonged only to such a 
stage. Once eta had ceased to have any value other than long e (as a conse-
quence of the loss of the consonant [hi), which is its only value in the attested 
stages of the Cretan alphabet, irh and ΚΙΊ could no longer have been used to 
represent aspirated stops and so, of course, would not in any event be attested. 

6.2.2.2 Supplemental Characters and the Primitive Scripts 

The primitive (or green) alphabet-type lacks the supplemental charactcrs ψ, χ, 
and ί//, as well as the (nonsupplemental) letter ξ. Does the nonoccurrence of the 
supplemental characters in the primitive scripts indicate that these letters had 
not yet become a part of the Greek alphabet when it first arrived in Crete (and 
Hiera and Melos)'? This interpretation has been generally accepted. Yet, as Jeff-
ery has pointed out/"2 following this line of reasoning would also lead to the 
conclusion that the Greek alphabet which made its way to Crete was likewise 
without ξ. While this character may not be found in Greek materials from 
Crete, it does occur in alphabetic inscriptions from Praisos (in the east of Crete) 
which are written in the Hteocretan language.63 Furthermore, this dark blue xi 
occurs in the alphabet of Thera, and in Theran inscriptions it is regularly used 
in lieu of ζ for spelling the initial consonant of the name Zeus;6 4 in fact, the 
letter zeta does not occur in the Theran script.65 

In the preceding pages we have seen two related attempts to account phono-
logically for the nonoccurrence of the supplementals φ and χ in the primitive 
alphabet-type. Jeffery concludes that the Cretan dialect had no aspirated stops 
since it was psilotic. but this is a connection which ought not be made. Powell 
seems (at least at one point) to make the proper distinction between psiiosis 
and deaspiration of stops, but he still goes on to contend, despite weighty evi-
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de n ce to the contrary, that aspirated stops do not occur06 in the Cretan dialect. 
As we indicated above, it appears that for Powell the conclusion that Cretan 
phonology lacked aspirated stops is a necessary one, required by his greater 
thesis "that the supplementals belonged to the earliest alphabet."6' 

The Cretan dialect, I have argued, did indeed possess aspirated stops; how-
ever, the earliest attested form of the Cretan alphabet lacked symbols for [ph] 
and [kh], spelling these simply as ν and κ respectively. It is possible that this 
disparity of sound and symbol does in fact indicate that at that time at which 
the Greek alphabet was acquired by Cretan speakers, it had not yet had ap-
pended to it the symbols φ, χ, and ψ; but it does not of necessity indicate this. 
There are obviously other possible interpretations of the impoverished state of 
the Cretan alphabet, such as the following: (i) the Cretans acquired a form of 
the alphabet which possessed the supplementals, but they intentionally chose 
not to utilize them; or (ii) the Cretans acquired a form of the alphabet which 
had already been tampered with by some earlier group of innovators who had 
removed the supplementals. Whatever the motivating force behind the nonoc-
currence of φ and χ in the primitive alphabet-type, this condition is likely to 
be linked with the general absence of characters with the values [ks] and [ps]. 
These issues are bound up with the greater problem of the early modifications 
of the alphabet and will be considered further below when we turn our attention 
to that matter. 

6.3 The Greek Letter Xi 

6.3.1 Greek |ksl? 

In terms of the linear arrangement of graphemes, as we have discussed already, 
the Greek letter which corresponds to the Phoenician character samek is Λ/ (i.e.. 
that consonantal symbol which has the value [ks]). Again, Jeffery claims that 
with the adoption of the Phoenician script, the Greeks confused the name and 
value of samek with the name and value of shin; so, in other words. Greek xi 
should have the value of Phoenician shin. Recall, however, that the value of 
Phoenician shin is [s|. If we imagine for the moment that such a samek!shin 
reversal occurred, the question which then immediately presents itself is. "How 
did xif the Greek character which inherited the value of shin ([s]), come to 
represent the stop + fricative sequence [k] + [s]?" To answer this question 
Jeffery proposes the following scenario.68 When the Greek adapters of the Se-
mitic script attempted to verbalize the [s] sound of Phoenician shin, the best 
they could do—since Greek had no phoneme fl i—"may have been something 
like" [ks] (hence the original value assigned to xi in (8) above). These Greek 
adapters then passed along to the remainder of the Greeks an alphabet in which 
there was a character ξ having the approximate value [ks]. For most of the 
Greek speakers to whom the new alphabet came, she says, this sign was then 
of no use since they lacked [s] in their dialects. However, she continues, the 
speakers of those dialects—or some subset of such dialects—which are written 
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with the dark blue alphabet-type (the only type of alphabet that maintains the 
xi character which continues the graphic shape of Phoenician samek) must, in 
fact, have had, "originally at least." an | s | sound. 

if there existed a dialect, or dialects, marked by the possession of a fricative 
|s | . it, or they, would surely have constituted only some part of the totality of 
dialects which utilized the dark blue alphabet, as Jeffery allows. This particular 
script, as 1 indicated above, is the Ionic and Corinth-Argos alphabet-type and 
hence is a writing system used by a dialectally highly heterogeneous group of 
Ionic, Aeolic, and Doric speakers. If this [s] existed, it was surely not a trait 
common to all such speakers. Further along in her discussion of Greek xi, 
Jeffery posits that only speakers of Ionic possessed this fricative [s], stating 
that the sound "was alien to the purer Greek dialects, but may have been less 
so among those of Ionia (which, it will be recalled, differed perceptibly among 
themselves . . . . and must in some cases, e.g. Miletos, have owed something 
to their contact with the non-Greek races of Caria and Lydia)"70 (emphasis is 
mine). 

A number of points in this scenario require comment. Citing work by Car-
penter, Jeffery holds that the Greek acquisition of the Phoenician script must 
have taken place in a bilingual community. This is undoubtedly the case. Recall 
that the Greek adapters of this script are supposed to be responsible for as-
signing the value [ks] to the new Greek letter ξ; it is they, in Jeffery's words, 
who gave , ;to the Semitic samek-sign the name and value of shin, sh, as near 
as their tongue could get to it. which may have been something like ksh."1[ 

Are we to believe that the Phoenician-speaking Greeks of this community who 
adapted the Semitic script for Greek use went around speaking a kind of Phoe-
nician in which [ksj was substituted for each occurrence of |s]7 For example, 
did these Greeks pronounce Phoenician |s-r-s| ("roof) as |ks-r-ks|? If Greek 
speakers had difficulty correctly producing the [s| sound of Phoenician shin, 
for these speakers to produce this sound in combination with a preceding velar 
stop would almost surely ha\e involved considerably greater difficulty still. In 
the event that they could not manage [s], it is most likely that these speakers 
would have simply substituted | s | in its place, as did, for example, the Greek 
physician-herbalist Dioscurides in his transcription of [s-r-s] as σνρις71—this 
is the regular Greek transcription. It is quite improbable that these Greek adapt-
ers of the Semitic script would have squandered the Phoenician character samek 
by assigning to it a value which was (i) not its value in Phoenician, and (ii) a 
value which it did not have for the Greek adapters as they spoke Phoenician, 
and (iii) a value which would have rendered the symbol of no use to the adapt-
ers in recording their own Greek speech. Better uses could have been made of 
this symbol than putting it into service for representing a nonsense-cluster, such 
as utilizing it to represent |kh] or [ph|, aspirated stop consonants for which 
non-Phoenician symbols had to be appropriated. Assigning such values to the 
Phoenician symbol for [sj would have required a willingness on the part of the 
adapters to be arbitrary of course. But such arbitrariness is exactly what we see 
in their appropriation of certain Semitic consonant symbols for the representa-
tion of Greek vowels. The character xi was not introduced into the Greek alpha-
bet because of lead-iongued Greeks. 
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6.3.2 Greek [sj? 

As we have seen above, Jeffery claims that the .xi character which has the form 
of Phoenician samek (i.e., blue xi (£)) was preserved in the dark blue alphabets, 
and only in these, because the dialects of those speakers who wrote with this 
form of the alphabet, or some dialectal subset thereof, were actually character-
ized by the occurrence of a phonetic sequence fks 1—the value which she claims 
the Greek adapters of the Phoenician script assigned to Semitic shin (|s|) as a 
consequence of articulatory inability. We have found the articulaiory ineptness 
theory to be highly improbable and have rejected it. Something approaching 
Jeffery's account of the development of blue xi (ξ) could only be maintained 
by adding to it the requirement that the Greek adapters of the Semitic script 
were themselves speakers of a dialect which contained the fricative [s]. Let us 
explore this possibility. 

To begin with, the evidence indicates that the single sibilant consonant of 
early Greek was simply a dental or alveolar fricative fs]. /3 When Greek words 
containing s are transcribed using the scripts of languages which possess both 
/s/ and Hi fricative phonemes, it is the /s/ phoneme character which is used to 
transcribe the Greek sound. For example, on Indie coins Λ υ α / ο υ (fliisiu:], 
proper name) is transcribed as Lisikasa, Διονυσίου ([dionüsiu:]. proper name) 
as Dianisiyasa, and Ίπποστράτου ([hippostrâtu:], proper name) as Hipastra-
tasa; similarly, forms occur in Coptic such as Diometos for Διομήδης ([dio-
mé:dç:s], proper name), systadikë for συστατική ([siistatikç:], 'introductory, 
etc/), and apoklêsis for απόκρισκ (fapokrisis], 'separation, etc/). 4 The same 
is true for Greek words containing the sequence [ks|: for example, Α'Αεξάν-
<5pot)(|aleksândru:|, proper name) is attested on a Jewish coin as [l]ksndros^ 
and Φι?Λ)ξένου (jphiloksenu:|, proper name) on Indian coins as Phitasinasa.76 

There is, however, at least one allophonic variant of Greek /s/. As was prob-
ably already the case in the Indo-Furopean parent language,7 when /s/ pre-
ceded a voiced consonant, it was realized as the voiced fricative [/.]. that is. it 
assimilated in voicing to the following consonant. This is indicated by inscrip-
tional spellings such as Αθεναζε for Άθήνασ—δε (To Athens"), where the 
value of ζ is [zd|. In the fourth century B.c., by which time the sequence j zd ] 
had been reduced to [z], spellings such as Πελαζγικόν ([pelazgikon], Telas-
gian'), rather than Πελασγικόν, begin to be found. At still later periods, that 
voicing assimilation has occurred is revealed by transcriptions of Greek words 
using scripts which distinguish [s] and [z], as in the case of Gothic praizbw-
îairei for πρεσβντέριον ([presbûtérion], 'council of elders').7S 

Is it possible that in the Greek dialect of the adapters of the Phoenician 
script, the phoneme /s/ also had an allophonic variant [s], the appearance of 
which was conditioned by a preceding velar stop [k]? In other words, in this 
dialect, and (adhering generally to Jeffery's scenario) likewise in the dialect of 
(at least) that group of Greek speakers who first received the dark blue 
alphabet-type, was the phonemic sequence /ks/ realized phonetically as [ks], so 
that a word such as ξανθός ('yellow') was pronounced [ksanth6s|? There ap-
pears to be no orthographic evidence, such as that presented above, which 
would suggest an allophonic relationship of this sort, though if this were an 
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idiosyncratic and quite localized dialectal phenomenon, the probability of the 
preservation of stich evidence would perhaps be low. However, if this alio-
phonic relationship happened to occur both in the dialect of the adapters and in 
the dialect of one or more of the recipients of the dark blue alphabet-type, it is 
not clear that we would actually be faced with a highly localized development. 

The realization of /s/ as [s] after /k/ would be a synchronic palatalization 
process,70 and, as we saw in chapter 4, palatalization (as in the change of 
*[-tn,)y-] to [-ss-J etc.) is an important phenomenon in the diachronic phonology 
of Greek, though not one which in any case ultimately gives rise to a fricative 
phoneme Is/ in antiquity. The palatalization of consonants in Greek, however, 
is conditioned by a front vowel or a palatal glide [y] following the consonant; 
this is in fact the precise context which crosslinguistically is most effective in 
triggering palatalization.80 Not only does a preceding velar stop not otherwise 
induce palatalization in Greek, but crosslinguistically such a conditioning con-
text appears to be quite rare. 

Excursus 1: A Crosslinguistic investigation of Palatalization 

Excursus 1.1: Type 1 Palatalization. In order to gauge the naturalness or ex-
pectability of palatalization being conditioned by a preceding velar stop, I con-
ducted a typological investigation of synchronic palatalization processes utiliz-
ing the Stanford Phonology Archive.81 Among the 197 languages catalogued in 
the archive, nineteen82 possess palato-alveolar consonants (recall that the frica-
tive [si is palato-alveolar in its place of articulation) which occur as conditioned 
allophones of some phoneme.83 Purely for the sake of exposition, I refer to this 
synchronic allophonic palatalization process as type / palatalization. In almost 
every instance these palato-alveolar consonants are allophones of dental/alveo-
lar phonemes, most frequently the fricative /s/ or /z/,s4 

Among the various aliophonie processes of this type which are reported for 
these languages, the most common conditioning environment giving rise to 
palato-alveolar allophones is that of an ensuing front vowel Allophonic varia-
tion of this sort is found in nine languages, and in all nine the front vowel that 
conditions the change is a high vowel; in addition, in three of these languages, 
mid front vowels can also induce palatalization, and in one of these three, 
the conditioning vowel can even be low.85 The occurrence of a palato-alveolar 
allophone is induced by an ensuing consonant in eight languages, three of 
which are among those in which the change is also conditioned by a following 
vowel. In four languages this consonant is the palatal glide [y];86 and in four 
others it is a palato-alveolar consonant.87 

There are far fewer languages in which this type of palatalization is induced 
by a sound wrhich precedes the target phoneme. In three languages a preceding 
front vowel (a high vowel in two of the languages and either a high or a mid 
in the third) so effects palatalization, as does a preceding consonant in four 
languages—[y 1 in tw o and fn] in two. As in the case of palatalization induced 
by an ensuing sound, these latter two groups of languages represent partially 
overlapping subsets: in two languages palatalization is effected by both a pre-
ceding front vowel and a preceding palatal glide.88 
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In none of the nineteen languages is it the ease that some instances of this 
type of palatalization are effected by a preceding sound while others are ef-
fected by an ensuing sound; that is, the allophonic change is cither progressive 
or regressive for any given language. Notice that in the case of none of these 
nineteen languages is it reported that the appearance of the palato-alveolar allo-
phone is conditioned by a preceding stop fkf or, for that matter, by any kind of 
preceding velar consonant. 

Excursus 1.2: Type 2 Palatalization. In addition to these instances of palatal-
ization processes which give rise to palato-alveolar allophones, the archive cat-
alogues forty-six languages89 in which certain consonantal phonemes are allo-
phonically palatalized to yield consonants with a secondary palatal articulation, 
that is, instances in which /C/ becomes [Cy].9() I refer to this type of allophonic 
variation as type 2 palatalization. The most frequently occurring conditioning 
factor is again that of an ensuing front vowel: for thirty-three of these lan-
guages.91 it is reported that the palatalization of ICI to [Cy] is so effected. 
In all but one of the thirty-three, high and/or mid front vowels induce this 
palatalization;92 furthermore, in almost one-third of these languages palataliza-
tion is also induced by a following low front, central, or high back vowel 
(in order of decreasing frequency). Palatalization is conditioned by an ensuing 
consonant in fifteen languages: the palatal glide [y] in eleven of these;93 some 
other consonant articulated in the palatal (or "prepalatal") region in two lan-
guages; and a palato-alveolar affricate [c] or [j] in three languages.94 Ten of 
those languages in which palatalization is induced by a following consonant 
belong to that set of languages in which the change is also conditioned by a 
following vowel.9:7 

The number of languages in which type 2 palatalization is induccci by a 
preceding vowel or consonant is on a ratio basis even smaller than in the case 
of palatalization processes which result in the generation of a palato-alveolar 
allophone.1'6 Among the forty-six languages showing the [C|~[Cy | allophonic 
variation, a preceding high front vowel induces palatalization in five (and in 
one of these. S eut an i. a high back vowel does as well), while only in three 
languages does palatalization occur under the influence of a preceding conso-
nant: in each instance, the consonant is, not surprisingly, the palatal glide [yl 
(with a preceding IwJ also having this effect in Sentani). These three languages 
in which palatalization is conditioned by a preceding consonant constitute a 
subset of those in which a preceding vowel induces palatalization.9 ' As with 
type 1 palatalization, in no instance does a preceding velar consonant—[k] or 
otherwise—induce palatalization. 

I pointed out above that for type 1 palatalization, any given language palatal-
izes either progressively or regressively but not in both directions. In the case 
of type 2 palatalization this pattern is not adhered to absolutely, but there is a 
strong tendency toward such complementarity. Only in two of the forty-six 
languages are consonants palatalized by both preceding and ensuing sounds: 
Kota appears to be primarily progressive in its palatalizing orientation, though 
consonants are also palatalized before an ensuing glide [yl;98 and in Sentani 
the contexts for palatalization are mirror images of one another. Notice, more-
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over, that among the sixty-five languages which together comprise the two pala-
talizing groups considered above, six languages have dual membership; that is, 
they are reported as exhibiting both palatalization type 1 and type 2. For five 
of these six languages the two types of palatalization are either both progressive 
or both regressive." The data thus reveal a strong tendency for palatalization 
processes—both type 1 and type 2—to be thoroughly either regressive or pro-
gressive for any given language. 

Excursus 1.3: Bhat on Palatalization. In his typological study of palataliza-
tion, I). Y S. Bhat considers "about 120 instances of palatalization" which arc 
drawn from a variety of the world's languages.100 Among all of the examples 
of palatalization which he presents, very few are progressive in direction. Bhat 
states, "There are only a limited number of instances in which a front vowel 
(or a high back vowel ) is reported to have palatalized a following consonant" 
(in a number of the examples which he offers, the sound inducing palatalization 
is actually [yj or some other consonant, rather than a vowel). He goes on to 
define two distinct categories of such progressive palatalization: (i) "instances 
in which a language that has undergone extensive palatalization has some lim-
ited environments in which the front vowel also palatalizes a following conso-
nant" (emphasis is mine): and (ii) "instances in which palatalization appears to 
have taken place exclusively as a progressive change." 101 In (i) it is clear from 
context that by "extensive palatalization," he means extensive regressive pala-
talization. Taken together these two statements provide independent corrobora-
tion for the observations which I presented above on the basis of my examina-
tion of the Stanford Phonology Archive: namely, that (i) in any given language, 
palatalization tends to be either consistently progressive or consistently regres-
sive; and (ii) regressive palatalization is substantially more common than pro-
gressive palatalization.102 In addition, among those few instances of progressive 
palatalization cited by Bhat, there is only a single example of such palatali-
zation being induced by a preceding velar stop. This is the case of Proto-
Indo-European *[s] being changed to [s] "after i, u (also after k, r . . .)" in 
Avestan. The change is in fact common Indo-Iranian,103 with the Sanskrit 
equivalent being the well-known ruki rule by which Proto-Indo-European *|s | 
becomes retroflex [s] after the long and short high vowels |u] and [i| (includ-
ing diphthongs which end in these vowels), long and short |r | , | r | and |k|. l (M 

What is important to be noted about this Indo-Iranian change is that it is not 
induced by |k] alone. In other words, this change occurs after a broad range 
of segments, some of which we have seen repeatedly to be highly favorable 
for inducing palatalization (i.e., the high vowels, particularly the high front). 
On the basis of the evidence presented above from my own investigation and 
from Bhafs . it is clear that [kj must be at the low end of any sort of hierarchy 
of palatalizing sounds. It is not surprising, then, that if "palatalization" occurs 
after [k] in Indo-Iranian. it also occurs after high vowels. It would be highly 
surprising if palatalization did not occur after high vowels while it did occur 
after [kj. 
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6.3.3 Greek fs]? Continued 

The results of my cross linguistic investigation of synchronic palatalization, 
together with the findings presented by Β hat, indicate that it is quite unlikely 
that Greek /s/ was palatalized to [s] after [k]. This is so for several reasons. 
First of all, typological evidence show s that for any given language, there is a 
strong tendency for palatalization to be consistently either regressive or pro-
gressive and, moreover, that progressive palatalization is far less common than 
regressive. These findings speak against a progressive palatalization of /s/ after 
[k] in Greek being of high probability; ancient Greek is a language in which 
palatalization played an important phonological role, but those demonstrable 
palatalization processes are consistently regressive. Second, and perhaps of 
much greater significance, is the finding that a preceding velar stop only rarely 
induces palatalization. The crosslinguistic infrequency of the occurrence of such 
a palatalizing agent renders its presence in Greek improbable. Beyond that, as 
we have seen, it would only be expected that such an unlikely palatalizing 
agent as a preceding Ik) could effect the allophonic realization of /s/ as |s] if 
/s/ were also palatalized after strong inducers of palatalization such as (i| and 
|c | or I ii Κ and there is no evidence of palatalization occurring after front or 
high vowels. 

6.3.4 The Spelling of a Greek fs] 

The last point made leads us to the final matter to be considered with regard to 
the possible allophonic palatalization of /s/. We have been evaluating the proba-
bility, or rather improbability, of the existence of an [s] allophone in ancient 
Greek. A quite distinct problem which requires attention is that of the ortho-
graphic representation of such an allophone. had it existed. Recall that we have 
here been addressing the possibility of the occurrence of a palatalization pro-
cess which just happened to characterize both the dialect of the adapters of the 
Phoenician script and the dialect of the early receivers of the dark blue 
alphabet-type. I indicated in the preceding paragraph that there is no evidence 
for the palatalization of /s/ after [i]. [e], and so on. But what sort of evidence 
could we in fact hope to find of such a phonological development? There are 
no other dialectal phonological phenomena which appear to be triggered by fs] 
occurring after high or front vowels. Of the Greek words (proper names or 
loanwords) written in foreign scripts possessing an |s] character, I am not aware 
of any, from any period, which document a dialectal palatalization of /s/ after 
a front or high vowel. And there is within the local orthographic traditions of 
the Greek language no indication of the use of a special character to represent 
|s] occurring in this context. But, then, would there be? In other words, if | s | 
were palatalized after [i] or |e] or lu) -or after [ k | w o u l d this allophonic 
variation even be marked orthographicallv? 

It is generally the case that phonographic writing systems 105 do not spell 
allophonically; that is to say, orthographic representation tends to be phone-
mic.106 For example, the voiceless stops of English occur as aspirated alio-
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phones in certain contexts (e.g., in word-initial position) and as unaspirated in 
others (e.g., after tautosyllabic |sj); thus, the /p/ of pie is realized as (pji| while 
thai of spy is ]p|, without aspiration. This allophonic variation is not registered 
by English orthography, hut in the case of both words the spelling of the bila-
bial stop reflects its underlying or phonemic value /p/. As here, spelling is 
usually phonemic; though, as we shall see, there do exist exceptions to this 
general tendency. 

Since alphabetic spelling tends to be phonemic, it is most probable that even 
if Greek is! had an all ο phone [sj which occurred after front or high vowels, 
this allophonic variation would not have been represented graphically. That 
having been said, it must be pointed out, however, that there is one set of 
allophonic variants which curiously are orthographically distinguished in early, 
though not in later. Greek alphabets. There occurred in the Phoenician script a 
character kap which represented the voiceless velar stop [k]. In adapting the 
script for Greek use, the Greek scribes essentially (speaking in broad phonetic 
terms) preserved the Semitic value of the character; that is, kap is the source 
of the Greek letter kappa. The Phoenician language also possessed, as discussed 
above, an "emphatic" velar stop, which was represented by the letter qop. As 
Greek had no such velarized or pharyngealized consonants, qop, or qoppa as 
the Greeks named it. was used to represent an allophone of /k/ which occurred 
before the high and mid back vowels represented by upsilon and omicron re-
spectively (a litjuid )1] or [r] could optionally intervene between /k/ and the 
back vowel ). , 0 / Qoppa, which must represent a type of backed |k | allophone, 
had disappeared from all of the Greek alphabets by some period within the fifth. 
century.108 Like all languages, ancient Greek must have been characterized by 
a number of allophonic relations, even if only very subtle ones; but with the 
exception of the kappa versus qoppa distinction 109 (and possibly one other 
distinotion to be discussed below), these are not marked orthographically.! 10 

Bearing all of the preceding in mind, let us now suppose, for the sake of 
further exploration, that /s/ was indeed palatalized to |s] after [k] in the dialect 
of the Greek adapters of the Phoenician script, and let us further suppose that 
this allophonic variation was represented orthographically. If this were so, how 
would [sj then be written? The Greek adapters had at their disposal a Phoeni-
cian character, shin, with this very value [s]. For whatever reason, as we saw 
in (5) above, shin was adopted as Greek sigma; that is, it was assigned the 
value [s]. One of the other sibilant characters of Phoenician, such as samek, 
could then have been assigned the value [s] by the Greek adapters. Obviously 
this did not happen: samek is (as we have been discussing) the Semitic letter 
which was adopted as Greek xi—the Greek character having the original value 
[ks] according to Jeffery's interpretation. We have seen that the Greek adapters 
of the Phoenician script were able to recognize the difference between [kj and 
its backed allophonic variant—a difference probably somewhat analogous to 
that between the initial consonants of English keep and cool. This is a subtle 
difference, and one whose recognition reveals significant phonetic sophistica-
tion on the part of the adapters. Scribes of such sophistication would certainly 
not have needed to lump together clumsily the allophonic variant [s] and the 
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preceding sound |k | , which we are now supposing to have conditioned the 
occurrence of |s), into a single orthographic unit ks in order to record this 
allophonic variation. These adroit adapters would have been quite capable of 
segmenting the two sounds and using the Phoenician character to represent | s | 
alone: they had already made provision for representing |k]. As argued above, 
fs] would have almost certainly appeared after front and/or high vowels if it 
occurred after |k], and the adapters would have needed this symbol to represent 
[s] after those sounds as well; it is highly improbable that the adapters would 
have chosen to record the allophonic variant in one context but not in others. 
But of course, there is no symbol which is so used to represent [s] after fi] or 
[ej or [u]. 

6.3.5 Conclusions on Greek [s] 

Our crosslinguistic investigation of palatalization reveals the hypothesis that fs] 
was an allophone of /s/ which occurred only after Ik! to be an improbable one. 
Moreover, our probings and surveyings have uncovered no evidence which 
would lead us to propose that [s] was an allophonic variant that was ortho-
graphical! y distinguished within the Greek writing system. Je f fe iys [ ks j hy-
pothesis does not hold up under careful scrutiny. Whatever may have been the 
motivation for incorporating a fk] + [s] symbol into the newly devised Greek 
alphabet, it was not done because /s/ was pronounced as fs] after fk]. 

6.3.5.1 The Cypriot Connection 

We have found the conventional, phonetic-based account of the origin of Greek 
xi to be unacceptable. What, in fact, could possibly be the motivation for the 
incorporation of a letter into the Greek alphabet with the value |k] 4 [s]? Τ'he 
great advantage of an alphabet is that it combines phonemic precision with 
economy: it allows writer and reader to record and visually perceive language 
in a relatively unambiguous manner using a minimal number of symbols. It is 
clear that the Greeks responsible for expanding the Semitic script into a full-
11 edged alphabetic system (i.e., one which contained symbols for both conso-
nant and vowel phonemes) were quite capable and skillful, Again, why would 
these individuals have antithetically complicated this system without increasing 
its expressive precision by adding to it a [k] + fs] character when the system 
already possessed both a [kj character and an [s] character? 1 believe that the 
alphabet offers no intrinsic motivation for such a decision. That is to say. there 
is nothing about the use of an alphabetic script for spelling the Greek language 
which prescribes the incorporation of such a symbol into that script. In bracing 
contrast, however, there is powerful motivation for the inclusion of ks symbols 
in another orthographic system which was used for spelling the Greek lan-
guage. As we have seen, the occurrence of ksV characters in the syllabic Cyp-
riot script was mandated by a peculiar intersection of Greek phonology and the 
unique spelling strategies for representing consonant clusters in this writing 
system. I believe that it must be the case that there is a ks character in the 
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Greek alphabet because it was in essence inherited from the syllabic Cypriot 
system. In other words, the Greek scribe or, surely more likely, scribal school 
responsible for adapting the Phoenician script lor the alphabetic spelling of 
Greek was one which wrote Greek utilizing the Cypriot syllabary. Since there 
were ks syllabic symbols in the Cypriot script, a ks character was included in 
(i.e., transferred to) the graphemic inventory of the new alphabetic script. We 
will have more to say on this matter later, when we consider the fp] + [s] 
character of Greek scripts. 

The Greek adapters' decision to utilize Phoenician samek—which we have 
identified as having the value [s~|—for representing the Greek sequence [k] + 
[si may have been less arbitrary than it may immediately seem to have been. 
As McCarter has pointed out, evidence provided by Egyptian transcriptions of 
Canaanite suggests that the value of samek was, at least at an early period, not 
[s] but that of some sort of palatalized stop such as [ky] or [ty | or an affricate 
such as [c].111 However, the possibility that the relationship between Semitic 
samek and Greek xi is largely arbitrary and is not based upon phonetic similar-
ity at the moment of the Greek acquisition of the alphabet, cannot be elimi-
nated. In any event, as will become obvious as we progress through our investi-
gation, the utilization of samek for xi is not the consequence of any sort of 
confused learning of the Phoenician system on the part of the Greek adapters 
(as Jeffery has suggested) and, hence, has nothing to do with the Semitic char-
acter shin. In the following pages, I pursue this Cypriot connection with the 
alphabet and show that it draws together and makes sense of a number of 
independent phenomena. 

6.4 The Greek Letter Psi 

6.4.1 The Distribution of [k| i | s | and |p | I [s| Symbols in 
the Alphabet-Types 

As noted above in the discussion of the fundamental types of Greek alphabets 
(as identified according to the traditional scheme of Kirchhoff), there occurs in 
the dark blue alphabet-type a supplemental character ψ (psi) having the value 
[p] T- [s ]. This grapheme ψ also occurs in the red alphabets, in which case, 
however, it has the value of [kh | rather than [p] + [s]; there is, recall, no [p] 
+ [s] symbol in the red alphabets. In contrast, we have seen that a [kl + [s] 
symbol occurs in the dark blue and the red scripts alike (ξ in the former and χ 
in the latter).112 

There have recently come to light four tablets on which are inscribed in 
repeating series an abecedarium which does not match precisely any of Kirch-
hoff ' s alphabet-types. One of these tablets, the most carefully studied to date, 
is housed in the Martin-von-Wagner-Museum of the University of Würzburg 
(the Würzburger Alphabettafel), two are (or were) in the possession of a dealer 
in antiquities in New York (the Fayum Tablets), and the fourth is in a private 
collection. These tablets are reported to be of Egyptian provenience and date at 
the latest to the late ninth or early eighth century; consequently, these very 
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important documents appear lo provide us with the earliest examples of a Greek 
alphabet yet discovered. T he script of the tablets is like thai of the dark blue 
alphabet-type to the extent that it contains the character ç, but it differs from 
the dark blue, and all other, Greek alphabet-types, in that, precisely like the 
Phoenician model of the Greek script, this alphabet ends in the letter τ (tan, 
[t]; Semitic taw), Hence, the Wtirzburg-Fayum alphabet lacks upsilon ( ( 111 or 
[ii]), as well as the supplemental characters φ, χ, and y/, and omega (j(v.l).113 

Clearly it is impossible to determine the value assigned to ς in the Wurzburg-
Fayum alphabet without having access to inscriptions written with this script; 
for that matter, it is impossible to know the value assigned to α, β, / . <5, or any 
other character occurring in the abecedarium in the absence of such inscrip-
tional evidence. The value of the letter ξ is, however, constantly [k] [s] 
throughout the Greek world (as well as in its Eteocretan use),114 with the excep-
tion of Thera; in the primitive script of Thera, in which [k] - (s| is written 
componentially as κ Μ, ξ is used to spell the initial consonantal sound (se-
quence?) of the divine name Ζεύς (usually pronounced [zdeus]).J1 ^ Owing to 
the widespread constancy of the value of ξ, the prima facie and reasonable 
interpretation of the value of Würzburg-Fay um ξ is that it likewise represents 
fk] + [s]. Should its value be demonstrated to be otherwise, its removal from 
the scheme which follows will have no critical effect upon my analysis. 

6.4.LI Stop + [s] Asymmetries 

The distribution of [k| + |s] and |p | T [s] characters among the Greek alpha-
bets then falls into the following pattern: 

(12) 
A. Dark blue alphabets 
B. Würzburg-Fayum alphabet 
C. Red alphabets 
D. Light blue and green alphabets 

M + [s] 
€ £ 
x 

none 

tpl + Is] 
Φ 
none 
none 
none 

There is a quite fundamental difference which exists between the utilization of 
[k] + [sj symbols and [p] + [s] symbols by the various Greek alphabets; the 
distribution of stop + [s] symbols in the Greek alphabet-types is clearly of an 
asymmetrical nature: 

(13) A. A [k] + [s] character occurs in each script in which a [p] - [ s] charac-
ter occurs. 

B. A fk] + [s] character occurs in some scripts which lack a |ρ] js] 
character. 

C. No [p] + fs] character occurs in a script which lacks a [k| + [s] 
character. 

The relationship between fk] + fs] and fp] + 
tional: 

fs] graphemes is thus implica-

(14) The presence of a fp] + fs] character implies the presence of a [k] + fs] 
character, but not vice versa. 
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Still a second asymmetrical relationship can be identified. Within the one 
alphabet-type which possesses both [k| ! | s | and |p | -t |s] characters (i.e., the 
dark blue alphabet-type of (12A)), there is an asymmetrical treatment displayed 
in the selection ο Γ graphemes used to represent these stop -I js/ sequences. 
One of the sequences is represented using a character native to the Phoenician 
script (namely, ς), and the other by a novel character, tacked on at the end of 
the inherited Semitic portion of the alphabet (i.e., ψ); it is, of course, |k] f |s] 
which is encoded within the Phoenician component of the script. If Powell is 
accurate in his claim that the supplemental characters were a part of the earliest 
Greek alphabet, then the Semitic ς versus non-Semitic ψ asymmetry is signifi-
cant in its own right. If. on the other hand, ψ and the other supplemental char-
acters represent later additions to the earliest Greek alphabet, then of course the 
Semitic ς versus non-Semitic ψ asymmetry is secondary, following upon the 
first mentioned [k] — [sj versus [pj + [s] character asymmetry. 

This asymmetrical treatment is significant and informative. Why should the 
reverse asymmetry not have occurred? In other words, why is it not the case 
that some alphabets have a symbol with the value [p] + [sj and no symbol 
with the value [k] + [s] (we have seen that the occurrence of a Ik] + [s] 
symbol in the Greek alphabet is not a function of the phonetics of the precursor 
Semitic character)'.1 If both ξ and ψ should belong to the earliest Greek alpha-
bet, then why is it not [pj [s] which was chosen to be represented by a 
character of the Phoenician script rather than [k] + [s]? 

As I indicated earlier, an identical asymmetry—the occurrence of [k] + [s] 
symbols, but no [ρ] -1- [s] symbols—may have existed in the syllabic Cypriot 
writing system. This cannot be determined with certainty until documents are 
recovered which attest instances of the word-final sequence [-ps#|. However, 
even if it should turn out to be the case that the Cypriot script did have psV 
symbols, this writing system would still be characterized by a fundamental ksV 
versus *psV character asymmetry. While ksV and *psV symbols may have both 
occurred word-finally, only ksV characters were utilized word-internally; as is 
attested, word-internal sequences |-ps- | are spelled -pV^-sV-. As I discussed 
above, the use of ksV symbols word-internally originated (or persisted, as the 
case may be) as a consequence of the uniquely Cypriot use of the prepositional 
prefix ι:ξ ([eksi) before morphemes beginning with a stop.116 I have even sug-
gested that the word-iinal use of the ksV symbols is simply an extension of 
this word-internal application. The syllabic Cypriot ksV versus *psV character 
asymmetry is thus, at the very least, one of distribution, and it is perhaps one 
of existence. The restriction of *psV symbols, if they existed, to word-final 
position means that, ipso facto, the set of ksV symbols was utilized more fre-
quently and broadly and, thus, that these symbols were better integrated into 
spelling practice. 

6.4.1.2 The Cypriot Source 

I have argued that the Phoenician alphabet was adapted for Greek use by per-
sons accustomed to spelling Greek with the Cypriot Syllabary. This claim was 
based initially upon the observation that the presence of ksV syllabic symbols 
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is highly motivated within the Cypriot writing system, while the presence of a 
ks symbol in the alphabet appears to be without internal motivation. The ob-
served |k] f |sj versus [p] + [s] asymmetries of the Greek alphabet are con-
sistent with and follow from my hypothesis of a Cypriot Greek adaptation of 
the Phoenician script: the asymmetry involving ksV and psV symbols in the 
Cypriot Syllabary is the likely source of the alphabetic asymmetries involving 
fkj fsj and [p] + [s] characters. 

The Cypriot scribes who adapted the Phoenician script for Greek use did not 
have at their disposal a sufficient number of Semitic characters to represent the 
full range of Greek phonemes. Each of the Phoenician characters which was 
matched in value (in broad phonetic terms) by a Greek sound was utilized to 
represent that sound. With the characters which were then left over, it appears 
that the Greek adapters placed highest priority upon developing symbols to 
represent vowel sounds. After so doing, only a few Phoenician characters re-
mained untapped. To one of these was assigned the value [k] -+- [s]. This would 
appear to be an odd sort of squandering of graphic raw material, since this left 
one fewer character still with which to represent the individual phonemic 
sounds of Greek. The prima facie idiosyncrasy and wantonness of this ortho-
graphic extravagance on the part of the adapters offers strong support for the 
claim that the occurrence of a fk] f fs] alphabetic symbol is an inheritance 
from the syllabic Cypriot system, in which such symbols are motivated. Notice 
that [k| t (s) not only took precedence over a [p] T- [s] character, for which 
there was not now a Semitic symbol left, but it took precedence over symbols 
lor the aspirated stops |p h | and [kh | as well--the representation of both of these 
sounds was also relegated lo supplemental characters. This is doubtless because 
the Cypriot scribes were trained in the use of a syllabic script in which there 
were no such symbols; that is, pV and kV symbols represented both fp] and |ph] 
and both fk] and fkh] respectively. 

The stop + Is] asymmetry of the red alphabets, in which the fk] -r [sj 
character is itself a supplemental and in which no fp] + fs] symbol occurs, 
mirrors the above described asymmetry of the blue system in which [k] + fs] 
representation is assigned to the Phoenician component and LpJ τ Ls] to the 
supplemental layer; in the red system, the asymmetry is essentially displaced to 
a higher orbit. This again must be an inherited phenomenon. Below we will 
consider the origin of the asymmetry of the red alphabet-type in detail. 

6.4.2 Powell on ψ 

As indicated above, the supplemental character ψ has the value of fp] + fs] in 
the dark blue alphabets and fkh] in the red scripts. Powell has argued, as a 
component of his thesis that the supplementals belong to the earliest Greek 
alphabet, that the symbol ψ in origin had the value of aspirated qoppa {?). 
Recall that we pointed out above that in various earlier forms of the Greek 
alphabet, qoppa was used instead of kappa before the back rounded vowels 
represented by ο and υ and that this allography suggests the occurrence of a 
backed allophone o f / k / in this phonetic environment. Powell contends that "the 
adapter'* of the Phoenician script, 
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(15) perceiving the usefulness of a system of aspirated plosives [i.e., stops] on 
the model 0 iheia •-- [thj/ τ tau • [t[, . . . created a new sign for the 
bilabial aspirated plosive, φ phei --· |phj, and two other aspirated signs to 
correspond to the unaspirated velars kappa and qoppa, namely χ [kh| 
(corresponding to kappa) and ψ - |*?hl (corresponding to qoppa).111 

He further states: 

(16) The similarity in sound between κ kappa and ? qoppa led, however, to the 
eventual disappearance of qoppa while creating a parallel confusion be-
tween the letters khei and *%ei. 1:8 

Powell proposes the consequences of the loss of the conjectured *[?h] value 
of ψ to be as follows: 

1. In the alphabet of Attica (light blue), χ ([kh]) is expanded in use to sup-
plant the character ψ having the value *[?h] ( just as kappa, the symbol for the 
most widely occurring allophone of unaspirated /k/, in all alphabets eventually 
supplants qoppa, the symbol for the backed variety of /k/).119 

2. Conversely, in Euboea (having a red script), the backed variant ψ ( [ ί ] ) is 
generalized, acquiring the value l"khj in spite of the fact that there is already a 
character with this value (i.e.. χ), "leaving χ with nothing to do." 120 Powell 
conjectures that the sequence [ks] was "originally" spelled χα, and that upon 
the aforementioned demise of χ with the value [kh], "the Euboians reduced 
original ^<7 = [ks] to χ — [ks].121 

There are a couple of different aspects of Powell's interpretation of ψ as 
originally ("?h| which are curious or bothersome in nature and at least one which 
is sufficiently problematic as to render the hypothesis highly improbable. 

6.4.2.1 Contra Powell 

To begin with, as I mentioned earlier, that the Cheek adapters of the Semitic 
script should have made provision for representing a backed allophone of the 
voiceless unaspirated velar stop phoneme Ik/ is in itself quite remarkable. If 
this allophonic spelling were extended to the aspirated phoneme /kh/ as well, it 
would be yet more remarkable still: this does not mean that it could not have 
happened, but its probability must be open to question. Second, while the cre-
ation of a symbol with the value of >; [?hj (along with characters for [ph] and 
[kh]) may indicate that an adapter has perceived the "usefulness of a system of 
aspirated" stops (see (15)), it w ould appear that this adapter has overlooked the 
usefulness of a system of voiced stops. In other words, if the graphic represen-
tation of allophones occurring before certain back vowels were deemed signifi-
cant enough to extend this treatment to the aspirated velar /kh/, it is curious 
that the voiced velar /g/ was denied the same treatment. It is equally curious 
that in Euboea, according to Powell's analysis, it is the graphic symbol for the 
marked allophone (i.e., that one which is severely limited in distribution) 
which is generalized in use at the expense of that character which is used for 
spelling all other instances of /kh/ (i.e., χ) and which, consequently, occurs 
much more frequently and broadly.122 

The serious problem with Powell's hypothesis concerning the value of ψ is 
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one of chronology. As indicated above, the graphic distinction between |k | and 
its backed variant occurring before the vowels of ο and ν (i.e., the kappa! qoppa 
distinction) is eventually lost in all of the alphabets, gradually disappearing in 
the sixth and fifth centuries.123 It is of course this observable loss of qoppa 
which has suggested to Powell the idea of reconstructing *|?h] as the "original" 
value of ψ; I repeat here his comment cited above: "The similarity in sound 
between κ kappa and ? qoppa led, however, to the eventual disappearance of 
qoppa while creating a parallel confusion between the letters khei and *?/?<?/."124 

We would then expect that the disappearance of the alphabetic character qoppa 
would approximately coincide with the disappearance of its conjectured aspi-
rated counterpart—that is, Powell's ψ with the value of * I n other words, 
ψ should only begin to appear with its red value of [kh] and its blue value of 
[ps] at about the same time that qoppa disappears from use. This is not what 
we find at all. 

In order to see this difficulty with Powell's theory, let us consider, as an 
example, the case of ψ and ? in the Euboean alphabet: the character ψ with the 
value [kh] occurs on a quite early sherd from Lefkandi, dating ca. 740;1 2 5 

Euboean ? occurs alongside ψ ([kh]) on "Chalcidic" vases which date ca. 550-
510;1 2 6 Jeffery cites the use of ? in the Chalcidic Euboean alphabet as late as 
the early fifth century.127 Thus, we have documented evidence that the |k]/ 
backed fk] allophonic distinction was graphically tolerated for about three hun-
dred years after Euboean ψ is attested with the value fkh] (originally :1*i?h] 
according to Powell); similar evidence exists for other alphabets. Powell attri-
butes both the loss of the Ϋ character and the loss of the *[?h| value of ψ to the 
blurring of subtle phonetic differences. That these subtle distinctions between 
allophones of /k/ would continue to be orthographically recorded for three hun-
dred years or more after the purported graphic distinction between allophones 
of the nearly identical phoneme !kh/ had ceased to be functional appears so 
highly improbable as to render Powell's *|?h | hypothesis untenable. 

6.5 The Greek Letter Zeta 

We come now to a consideration of the alphabetic Greek character zeta. Recall 
that this symbol is the graphic counterpart to the Semitic character zayin, 
though Jeffery has claimed, as part of her confusion theory, that the Greek 
name and value of the symbol are derived from Semitic socle. Before I develop 
a counterproposal to Jeffery's zeta hypothesis, attention needs to be paid to the 
phonetics of zeta. 

6.5.1 The Phonetics of Zeta 

In our discussion of the syllabic Greek scripts in chapter 4, it was pointed out 
that there are several different historical sources of the sound which is repre-
sented by the alphabetic character zeta, namely, the following: 

(17) A. certain instances of word-initial *y-
e.g., *yux~ > ζυγό ν (|zdiigon|, 'yoke') 
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B. the sequence *£(w)y 
e.g., *meg-yo- => Ionic μέζων ([mézdçr.n], 'greater') 

C. the sequence *dy 
e.g., *dyëus => Ζεύς ([zdeus], divine name Zeus) 

In addition to the Greek reflexes of *y- and the consonantal sequences listed in 
(17), zeta is also used to represent the inherited phonetic sequence *[zd]—that 
is, the phonemic sequence */sd/ in which the initial fricative has been voiced 
to [z] by the regular phonological process (both Proto-Indo-European and 
Greek) of regressive voicing assimilation.128 This is illustrated by the following 
examples: 

(18) A. Proto-Indo-European *osdo- => οζος ([ozdos], 'branch') 
Β. *βυσ-δαν βνζην ([bûzdç:n], 'close pressed') 

What exactly is the phonetic value of z.eta? In her discussion of the sibilant 
characters of the Phoenician script, Jeffery identifies the sound of Greek z.eta 
as "ds, sd" and states, "Its fundamental value in Greek appears to have been 
that of ds. although it was also used, by metathesis, lor sd" 1 n) Powell, in his 
treatment of this same problem, similarly marks the value of zeta as cl/.), 
|zd]" and writes. "The Phoenician affricate [ts] (säde) became the Ci reek voiced 
|dz], soon metathesized to |zd] (zêta)" 130 It would appear that the value of 
zeta is somewhat schizophrenic. Let us consider this matter further. 

The inherited sequences *[g(w)yl and *[dy] as well as instances of initial 
*[y] (i-e·· those sounds which will evolve into the sound represented by zeta) 
eventually merge in a common phonetic reflex, and it is widely held that this 
reflex was *[dz]. As Allen points out, a similar sort of development can be seen 
in, for example, the evolution of Latin medius ( 'middle') into Italian mezzo. 131 

The reflex *[dz] eventually undergoes some sort of metathesis. The linguistic 
evidence points persuasively to [zd] as the phonetic value of the alphabetic 
character zeta and reveals, in fact, that the metathesis of *[dz] to [zd] occurred 
prior to the alphabetic period:132 

1. As has already been pointed out, from its earliest attestations in the alpha-
betic period, the inherited sequence *σδ (i.e., phonemic /sd/, phonetic [zd]) is 
spelled as ζ (see the examples of (18)). 

2. Lmtil the early fourth century zeta was used to transcribe the Persian 
sequence [zd]; for example, Old Persian Auramazda appears as 1 Ωρομαζης ; 
Artaxazda as Άρταβαζος (Herodotus) and Άρταοζος (Xenophon). It appears 
that by the late fourth century the ζ of the Attic Koine script had begun to 
acquire the fricative value |z | (the value which the character has in Modern 
Greek); consequently, z.eta is from that point used to transcribe Persian ]z|, 
which had earlier been rendered by Greek σ. 

3. In the literary Lesbian of vSappho and Alcaeus, the eomponcntial spelling 
σδ is used (probably by later editors) in lieu of zeta: for example, νσδος 
fliizdos], 'branch'; Sappho 4.93) for Attic θζθς ([ozdos]; from ^osdo-). The 
same spelling also occurs in certain Lesbian inscriptions.133 On the other hand, 
the character ζ is used to represent the reflex of a sequence :I:|dy ] which eorres-
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ponds to the prevocalie sequence |di | in other dialects; for example, ζα for διά 
([dial, 'through'). (The spelling σδ lor [zd| suggests that the value of the zeta 
which spells the reflex of this : i :|dy-| was something other than | z d ] . ) , u 

4. Ancient grammarians such as Dionysius Thrax and Dionysius of Halicar-
nassus explicitly state that the value of ζ is σ plus ^ As Alien points out, 
such descriptions likely reflect an earlier and conservative pronunciation and 
not that which belonged to the vernacular of the day of the grammarians.L,f l 

5. In certain quite early inscriptions, such as one from sixth-century Argos, 
a kind of hyperrepresentational spelling σζ (i.e., [zzd], as it were) occurs along-
side the parallel spellings σστ for [st] and σσθ for [ssth].137 

6. There is one additional piece of evidence to be considered, and it is this 
which most convincingly reveals that the sound of zeta was [zd] at a quite early-
date—prior to the introduction of the alphabet. In the case of inherited se-
quences of the type /ns] + consonant, the nasal is lost without compensatory 
lengthening of a preceding short vowel, as in the following examples: 

(19) A. Proto-Greek *kenstos => κεστός ([kestôs], 'stitched') 
B. Proto-Greek *demspotäs δεσπότης ([despotes], 'master; 

despot') 
C. Proto-Greek *sunstasis => σνστασις ([süstasis], 'composition')13s 

The loss of the nasal likewise occurs when it is followed by the sequence of 
sounds which would later, in the alphabetic period, be spelled with the letter 
zeta; hence, the sequence following the nasal must here also be fricative 4-
stop, that is, [zd]. Note that a nasal is not lost before an ensuing stop frica-
tive cluster139 (such as ldz|). The deletion of a nasal before |zd | is exemplified 
by the following: 

(20) A. Proto-Greek ^VV'nanz-de ^ Άθήνασ-δε, which is spelled 'AO ή 
ναζε ( [at"ç:na/-de], 'to Athens') 

Β, Proto-Greek "'salping-yô => *salpinzdö -••> σαλπίζω ( |salpi7do: j, Ίο 
blow the trumpet*) 

( \ Proto-Greek *sun-zdugos (from Proto-Indo-European *-yug-) : > σύ-
ζυγος ([sikdügos], 'yoked-together') 

The loss of a nasal before an ensuing fricative + consonant cluster is as-
signed to an early period in the history of the Greek language. Buck, for exam-
ple, speaks of the change occurring in "proethnic Greek,"1 4 0 and Eejeune states. 
"Si la sifflante était précédée d'une nasale, il y a, en grec commun, simplifica-
tion aux dépens de la nasale." 141 Observe that the source of the zeta sound 
before which nasal deletion occurs is not only inherited *[zd] but also *[#y~] 
and the consonant combinations detailed in (17). If the sequence which would 
come to be spelled by zeta was thus already [zd] at quite an early period, prior 
to the introduction of the alphabet, and if zeta has the demonstrable value [zd] 
early in the alphabetic period, why has it been claimed that upon the Greek 
adoption of the Semitic script, Phoenician zayin was assigned the Greek value 
[dz]? This would entail an untenable and dizzying series of switches between 
[dz] and [zd]: 
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{21} A, In Common Creek 
: W ^ 

*#y un certain occurrences) 
*zd[i2 

B. Still in Common Ci reek, the product of (A) is "metathesized": 
d: _ ·

 ::d 
C. Subsequently, but still prior to the adoption of the alphabet: 

* - < / --dz 
D. And then, very soon after the adoption of the alphabet, once again: 

-~dz => zd 

Such a scenario is incredible. What, then, could possibly be the motivation for 
the proposition that Phoenician zayin was assigned the Greek value [dzj? 

6.5,1.1 Cretan Zeta 

Before further pursuing the question posed at the end of the preceding section, 
I would point out that it has been argued that at least in one dialect—namely, 
Cretan—there is evidence that the alphabetic character zeta was pronounced 
[dzj. It has long been known that z.eta was also used in the earliest inscriptions 
from central Crete to spell the voiceless sound which developed from the his-
torically earlier sequences *|-ls-] and *[-ty-~|.M3 As I discussed in chapter 4, 
these sequences eventuate word-internally as |-(s)s-| in most dialects, but as 
14t-1 in Boeotian and, by the iifth century, in Cretan 114 ( * | t T y | also produces 
Attic |-tt-f). According to Bile, zeta is used three times in Cretan inscriptions 
of the seventh and sixth centuries to spell the reflexes of *[-ts-] and *[-ty-|: 
once in the aorist middle infinitive ανόαζαθαι (Attic άναδάσασθαι (fanadâ-
sasthai], 'to redistribute") from ~'t:~dot~sastbai); and twice in the nominative plu-
ral pronoun οζοι (Attic δσοι ([hosoi], 'as many as') from *hotso~).u5 An affri-
cate such as *Itsl is often conjectured to have occurred as an intermediate reflex 
in the evolution of {''"[-ts-]. *|-ty-|} to {|-(s)s-], [-tt-]}; it could be, and has 
been, proposed that it is the stage of this process which is recorded by this 
Cretan use of zeta for spelling the {*[-ts-j, *[-ty-]} reflex. One might then 
assume that the corresponding voiced value of Cretan zeta must have been [dz]; 
that is, the assumption would be that if zeta had represented the metathesized 
[zd] in the Cretan script, the character would not have likely lent itself to the 
spelling of voiceless [ts].146 Beyond this, Brixhe has proposed that the zeta 
value [dzj is further indicated by the preservation of the nasal in the fourth-
century Cretan form σαλπινδε[ν] ([salpinden] 'to blow the trumpet'), cf. Attic 
σάλπιζεiv ([salpizde:nj). As I pointed out above, this verb develops from the 
stem *salping-yo~. Since the nasal has not been deleted in this Cretan form, 
then, according to Brixhe'\s analysis, it must have developed from a Cretan 
intermediary *salpindzo- with a stop occurring after the nasal (and not with a 
fricative occurring after the nasal, as in *salpinzdo- => *scilpizdo-; see (20B). 
By the fifth century the sound of Cretan zeta had been replaced by [dd] or 
[dl—hence the delta (rather than z.eta) of σαλπινδεν.147 
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It is a priori possible that the Cretan dialect has conserved a *[-dz-] reflex 
beyond the time when it had been eliminated by metathesis in the other dia-
lects. That the dialect(s) of Crete and Thera differed from others in this regard 
may indeed be signaled by the use of xi (ξ) to spell the zeta sound: we saw 
above that this is the regular means for spelling the initial sound of Zeus in 
Theran inscriptions; the character is also so used once in a Cretan inscription 
from Lyttos (sixth century), where we find οξοι rather than οζοι (Attic όσοι 
([hosoi], 'as many as'; see the discussion immediately above).148 In other 
words, one could argue, the scribes responsible for such spellings knew that in 
their own dialect the pronunciation of that sound which occurs at the beginning 
of Zeus was different from its pronunciation 111 the dialect of the speakers from 
whom they acquired the alphabet (Cretan, Theran [dz-] as opposed to [zd-] 
elsewhere); since the consonantal sequence [k] + [sj was spelled componen-
ts ally as κ M in their own variety of the alphabet, the idle ξ was appropriated 
by these scribes for spelling their dialectal [-dz-]. Alternatively, rather than in-
novating in this manner, other scribes chose not to tamper with the spelling of 
words containing zeta which they encountered in the orthographic system that 
was introduced into Crete; in other words, these Cretan scribes continued to 
spell Zeus as Ζευς after the manner of those whose alphabet was brought to 
Crete, but for Cretans the pronunciation was by this scenario, [dzeus] rather 
than Izdeus]. A single orthography can well accommodate phonetic differences 
across linguistic boundaries; compare, for example, the pronunciation of En-
glish and Italian zucchini and English and German zwieback and Zurich. 

It is not altogether clear, however, that the evidence compels us, or even 
leads us, to interpret the value of the centrai Cretan voiced sound spelled with 
zeta as anything other than [zd]. Two different issues must be addressed here. 
First, the use of zeta to spell the reflex of {*[-ts-]. *[-ty-]} almost certainly does 
indicate that in the central Cretan dialect of the seventh and sixth centuries, the 
sound of this zeta was, or consisted in part of, some sort of sibilant, though 
this was clearly not the L~(s)s-] reflex of most of the dialects (and obviously not 
yet the [-tt-] of fifth-century and later Cretan149).130 This does not mean, how-
ever, that the sound was of necessity the affricate [tsJ (or alternatively a phone-
mic sequence [ts]). In his conjectured pathway of the evolution of ;i;[-ty]- and 
*[-ky-] (which latter we saw in chapter 4 to yield almost the same set of dia-
lectal reflexes as {*[-ts-], *[-ty-]}), Rix proposes a stage in which a sequence 
of a type *-t-s- has undergone metathesis to yield *-s-t< for Rix the sound 
developments involved in the common pathway are specifically . . . *tsy 
V y => *ss\ with further development to (sis in most dialects, but tt in Boeotian 
and Cretan. Among the evidence which Rix adduces for a metathesized stage 
in which the sibilant component precedes the stop component ( *ssr by his reck-
oning) is the Boeotian treatment of inherited *[-st-j; the Boeotian reflex of this 
fricative •+• stop sequence is also |-tt- | (the very same reflex which occurs for 
the sequences *My-|, as well as *[-ts-]), apparently arising by regres-
sive assimilation. Beyond that, metathesis is of course well attested in the 
voiced analogue of this reflex, that is, *[-dz-] 1 -zd-|; and in Attic loss of a 
nasal occurs prior to the [-tt-] reflex of * |-k ( l lV], suggesting the existence of a 
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nasal ! fricative sequence at the time of the loss (as nasals are lost before 
i-s-l but not before stops).1"1 The Cretan use of zeta - a character which regu-
larly appears to have the value [xd| in the various Greek alphabets—to spell 
(he seventh- and sixth-century voiceless reflexes of (*|-ts-|, *|-ly-|) may well 
indicate that at this period the Cretan reflex was one in which a sibilant compo-
nent preceded a denial stop component (in gross terms, a voiceless counterpart 
to [zd]). Unlike the case of Boeotian, a kind of regressive assimilation which 
transforms such a sequence into the fifth-century [-tt-] reflex appears not to be 
replicated by the inherited sequence [-st-];152 however, the treatment of inher-
ited [-sth-l offers a remarkable parallel. In the earliest documents the sequence 
is spelled σθ. but later, by the end of the archaic period according to Bile,153 

assimilation has operated to produce a sequence spelled ΘΘ (representing 
l-thth-] or perhaps [-tth-J L '4). The inherited sequence (i.e., *[-zd-]) likewise 
experiences regressive assimilation to yield [dd].155 Assimilation is well attested 
in Cretan; in his discussion of assimilation in the various Greek dialects, Buck 
states, "Assimilation is most extensive in Cretan."156 This Cretan propensity 
for assimilation is not. however, one which is equilateral in nature. Assimilation 
in all of Greek is primarily regressive, but this appears to be especially so in 
Cretan; Thumb-Kieckers records. "Die Neigung zur regressiven Assimilation ist 
im Kretischen stärker als anderwärts ausgeprägt."157 Progressive assimilation is 
hardly attested in Cretan; Bile writes, "Or, l'assimilation progressive est rare en 
crétois," and cites only a single instance of progressive assimilation: [-ran-] => 
[-mm-].1·8 The marked disparity between regressive and progressive assimila-
tion in Cretan further diminishes the possibility that the voiceless z.eia sound of 
Cretan was [ ts ] (or the like), as its development to [-tt ] would require an 
assimilatory change which is progressive in direction. In the very same way, ii' 
the voiced value of Cretan z.eta had been |-dz- | (rather than |-zd-| , as else-
where). its further evolution to | - d d ) would have required an anomalous pro-
gressive assimilation. In summary, if the use of zeta to spell a voiceless sound 
in early central Cretan tells us anything about the phonetics of that sound, it 
probably tells us that it consisted of a sibilant component followed by a stop 
component; it most likely does not tell us that the sound of voiced zeta was 
[-dz-j .1^ 

Second, attention needs to be paid to Brixhc's analysis of the fragmentary 
form σσΛπινδε/ν]. Not only is Cretan characterized by extensive regressive 
assimilation word-internalJy, but it is also the dialect which best preserves or-
thographic evidence of assimilation occurring across an intervening word-
boundary: concerning such sandhi phenomena, Buck writes, "Cretan shows the 
most extensive and radical series of consonant assimilations."160 Assimilation 
is not, however, the only consonantal sandhi phenomenon which is well pre-
served in Cretan. As 1 indicated above, at a quite early period in the history of 
Greek a nasal was lost when it preceded the sequence fricative + consonant. 
Such nasal-deletion also took place when the ensuing fricative and consonant 
were separated by a w ord-boundary, that is, in the context [n][fricative] # [con-
sonant], For example, the accusative plural of the thematic nouns (second de-
clension) had terminated in * -ovç (*| -ons#J) and that of the -α- feminines (first 
declension) in C:[-ans#]). When the word which followed began with a 
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consonant, nasal-deletion applied to produce accusative plurals in - α ς and -ας; 
when the ensuing word began with a vowel, -ovç and —ανς were preserved 
(with nasal intact). In the various dialects either the nasal-less formant was 
generalized at the expense of the formant preserving the nasal or vice versa; in 
certain of those dialects which generalized the formant with the nasal, this nasal 
was then subsequently deleted with compensatory lengthening of the preceding 
vowel. Thus, regardless of whether the word which follows begins with a con-
sonant or a vowel, we find, for example, the accusative plurals -ος, - α ς in 
Thessalian, Arcadian, and probably Cyprian; -OVç, - α ν ς in Argolic; -Οίς, ~αΐς 
in Lesbian; and so forth.101 In the central Cretan dialect of Gortyn, however, 
both of the variant sets are uniquely preserved, with -ονς occurring alongside 
~ος and - α ν ς beside - ας: the survival of the variants is not limited to thematic 
and -ä- accusative plural nouns but occurs in the case of other original word-
iinal *[-ns] sequences as well.162 

Now, what in all of this is of significance for our present concerns is the 
following: the variation exhibited by the accusative plural forms of the -ä-
stems (i.e., -ανς beside -ας) is analogically extended to the accusative plurals 
of consonant stems ( third declension). The accusative plural of consonant stem 
nouns should terminate in -ας (from earlier *[-Cns]); however, a variant termi-
nating sequence ~ανς is created by analogically introducing a nasal from the 
a-stem formant -ανς. Thus, there occur accusative plurals of consonant stems 
such as θυγατερανς nthligaterans], 'daughters') and κυνανς ([künans], 
'dogs').163 The nasal which occurs in the fourth-century present infinitive σαλ-
πΐνδε[ν] is likewise in all probability analogically introduced from the many 
stem-form s in which it is regularly preserved, such as the aorist έσάλπιγξα 
([esâlpirjksa]) and the nouns σάλπιγξ ([sâlpirjks], 'war trumpet') and σαλ-
πιγκτής ([salpiçkte:s], 'trumpeter') It is likely that the form σαλπινδε[ν] sim-
ply arises by the common analogical process of leveling and ought not be of-
fered as evidence that the Cretan reflex of *|-dz-] was not metathesized |-zd-|. 

6.5.2 The Phonetic Motivation 

Now let us return to an examination of the proposition that, in contradiction to 
what is indicated by the linguistic evidence, upon the adoption of the Semitic 
script, Phoenician zayin was assigned the Greek value [dz]. At least two distinct 
motivations for this proposal can be identified, one of which could be termed 
phonetic and the other structural The phonetic motivation is encountered as a 
component of Jeffery's confusion hypothesis. Recall that Jeffery has argued that 
while the graphic shape of zeta was taken from zayin, its name and its value 
were actually derived from the Phoenician character sade. Thus, she states con-
cerning zeta (and sigma): 

(22) I think there can be little doubt that sade/zeta must be paired, and likewise 
satnek/signnr, in both cases the names are very similar, and (even more 
important) the acrophonie principle holds good, i.e. the sound-values which 
the Phoenicians gave to sade (ts) and samek (s) are the sounds given by 
the Greeks to zeta ids, sd) and sigma (.ν).164 
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Further along she adds, apparently for the sake of clarification: 

(23) Zeta, then, has the correct Semi lie sign which followed that of wa but 
the name-I-sound of another sibilant, sa.de, lis fundamental value in Cic k 
appears to have been that of ds. i6> 

Concerning the name of zeta, we will have more to say below; however, for 
the present 1 would just point out that its name is probably based upon thai of 
the two characters which follow it in the Greek alphabet: era and the la ( from 
Semitic het and tet). It appears that it is J cilery's acrophonie principle which 
leads her to embrace the view (perhaps more automatically than deliberately, 
or more implicitly than explicitly) that the value of zeta was—at least funda-
mentally—[dzj. In other words, Phoenician sade had the value of [ts]; Greek 
zeta was similar in sound to sade\ therefore, the value of zeta must be [dz|. 
There is more than one problematic term in this equation: beyond the dubious 
[dz] value of zeta, the value of Phoenician sade was not simply [ts].166 

6.5.2.1 The Phonetics of Sade 

As I mentioned earlier, both ancient and modern Semitic languages—or, more 
broadly speaking, Afro-Asiatic languages1 6 '—are phonetically characterized by 
possessing a set of consonants which have traditionally been designated by 
scholars of Semitic grammar as emphatic. This term actually denotes several 
different phonetic realities. In Modern Arabic and Berber,168 the emphatics are 
those consonants which are produced while constricting the back portion of the 
oral cavity, either by raising the back of the tongue (i.e., velarized consonants) 
or by narrowing the pharynx (i.e. pharyngealized consonants).169 Ladefoged 
describes the process of velarization as the articulation of a consonant while 
the tongue is held in the position that it would occupy when producing the 
vowel lu I (though without the rounding of the lips which occurs in the produc-
tion of this vowel). Pharyngealizciiion is similarly effected, but with the back 
of the oral cavity in the position associated with the production of the vowel 
l"l·17" 

The emphatic consonants of other Afro-Asiatic languages are characterized 
by glottalization.171 In South Arabian, Ethiopian, and Cushitic the emphatics 
are reported to be explosive glottal ized consonants, or ejectives. Such sounds 
arc produced by closing the glottis (the opening between the vocal cords in the 
larynx) and then forcefully ejecting air out of the mouth by raising the larynx. 
In Chadic the emphatics take the form of either explosive or implosive global-
ized consonants. Implosives are phonetically more complex than ejectives but 
are essentially sounds produced by lowering the larynx while the glottis is (par-
tially) closed, so that air is pulled rapidlv into the oral cavity through the 
lips.172 

The Phoenician language possessed three emphatic consonants. Of these 
three, two are stops: an emphatic voiceless dental stop (traditionally transcribed 
as t) and an emphatic voiceless velar stop (A\ q). The former sound is repre-
sented in the Phoenician script by the character tet and the latter by the symbol 
qop. The Greek adapters of the Phoenician writing system utilized tel to repre-
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sent the voiceless aspirated dental stop [th]; that is, this is the source of the 
Greek character theta (0). Qop was utilized, as we indicated above in the dis-
cussion of the Greek grapheme qoppa (?'), to spell a variant of |k | which oc-
curred before high and mid back vowels, if the emphatic sound of Phoenician 
qop was a velarized |k | (i.e., [kj articulated with the tongue held in the position 
for producing the vowel [u]), it is not difficult to sec how the Greeks could 
have been seduced into straying from the path of phonemic spelling. 

The third emphatic consonant of Phoenician was a voiceless dental fricative, 
and it is this sound which was represented by the character sade (transcribed 
by Sernitists as >y)—the Phoenician letter which Jeffery claims matches the 
sound value of Greek zeta. We must keep in mind of course, as has already 
been mentioned, that it is not possible to identify with certainty the precise 
phonetic quality of Phoenician sade or of any of the emphatic consonants in 
the ancient Semitic languages; however, these are usually and reasonably inter-
preted to be similar to the surviving emphatics. Perhaps especially noteworthy 
in this regard are the emphatics of the phonological!y quite conservative Mod-
ern South Arabian and Arabic, about which latter it has been said, "Arabic 
preserves Proto-Semitic phonology almost perfectly." 373 Concerning the em-
phatic consonants of Phoenician, Segert, for example, states, "For the so-called 
emphatic consonants, /q/, /s/ and /t/. a pronunciation with the constriction of 
the expiration stream below the velum may be supposed." 174 What Segert is 
referring to of course is the sort of modification which we described above, 
that is, pharyngealization and so on. Currently, a globalized value appears to 
be most favored among Sernitists for the ancient emphatics. If, then, Phoenician 
sade represented a voiceless glottalized (or pharyngealized or velarized) dental 
fricative [s], just how phonetically similar would it have been to the voiced 
sequence fdz], Jeffery's "fundamental" value of Greek zeta ? 

Rather than pursuing the answer to this question, however, let us consider 
another possibility. Could the sound of Phoenician sade have been both an 
"emphatic" consonant and, as Jeffery supposes, an affricate [ts] (or, more care-
fully, [tsD? In other words, could this symbol have represented an emphatic 
affricate? In a recent work. S te iner 1 0 has argued that a glottalized affricate 
represented by the character sade occurred in several Semitic languages at vari-
ous periods.1 /0 Steiner contends that such an affricate pronunciation was a char-
acteristic of Punic, the dialect of Phoenician which was spoken in the Western 
Mediterranean colonies of Phoenicia (the earliest Punic materials date to the 
fifth century B.C.; from 146 B.C. (the date of the fall of Carthage) until its 
disappearance in the sixth century A.D.. the language is identified as Late Punic 
or Neo-Punic).177 The principal evidence which Steiner advances for this value 
of Punic sade is the variation exhibited in Greek transcriptions of this sound. 
Dioscurides, the Greek physician-herbalist of the first century A.D., transcribes 
sade in the Punic word *hsr ('grass, plant') as σ, τ, or στ.1 7 8 Steiner cites 
instances of the Greek practice of transcribing the affricate [ts] (as in church), 
occurring in Greek transcriptions of forms from various languages, as σ at 
times and τ at others, and argues that the same variation in the transcription of 
Punic sade reveals that the value of that sound was likewise an affricate, though 
with the value [ f 'L 1 7 9 
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Steiner goes on to argue that in Phoenician proper the character sade also 
had the value of a glottalized affricate [ f ]. l 8° The evidence which he offers in 
this case, however, is, as he acknowledges, open to other interpretations, and 
his argument is less compelling. Acceptance of an affricate value of Punic sade 
does not require projecting that value back into earlier phases of Phoenician. It 
is well known that in the Punic period, especially in Late Punic, there were 
signilicant phonological changes in the language (as well as considerable ortho-
graphic confusion). During this era, we observe, for example, a breakdown in 
the (at least orthographic) distinction of emphatic and nonemphatie consonants 
and confusion in the representation of the fricative sounds of Punic.181 Con-
cerning Punic, Harris states: 

(24) In this transplanted form of Phoenician many linguistic developments 
which had begun in Phoenician continue their course unabated. The great-
est changes, especially in pronunciation, took place among the mixed 
Phoenician-Berbers of North Africa, particularly outside Carthage. In Neo-
Punic, in which the conservative influence of Carthage and the mother 
country was no longer felt, the neu developments at times betray non-
Semitic local influence.182 

Nevertheless, if we should give Steiner (and Jeffery) the benefit of the doubt 
and accept the value of early Phoenician sade as a glottalized [ts '], would we 
then be compelled to identify the value of z.eta as [dz] at the time of the adop-
tion of the alphabet, in contradiction to linguistic evidence which indicates that 
its value was [zdj? The answer to this question is clearly no. Many of the 
consonant sounds of Phoenician do, in gross phonetic terms, correspond to 
equivalent sounds in the Greek language: both languages have voiceless and 
voiced bilabial, dental and velar stops; both have bilabial and dental nasals; 
both have the liquids [1] and [r] and so forth (though even here there arc un -
doubtedly at least slight phonetic differences). In the case of such "equivalent" 
sounds, the Greek adapters of the Phoenician script in essence permitted the 
acquired Semitic characters to retain their native value; thus, the value of Phoe-
nician bel is essentially that of Greek beta (/;), the value of Phoenician butted 
is that of Greek lambda (/), and so on. On the other hand, there are Phoenician 
consonants which do not have such close correspondences in the Greek lan-
guage. In the case of Phoenician characters representing such sounds, the Greek 
adapters either (i) gave the characters a somewhat close phonetic Greek fit or 
(ii) were more or less arbitrary in the Greek values assigned to the characters. 
We have seen that the arbitrary strategy is employed, to a greater or lesser 
degree, in the development of the Greek vowel characters and perhaps in the 
assignment of the Greek value [ks] to Phoenician samek, while the "close-fit" 
strategy is used, for example, in the assigning of the Greek value [h] to the 
Phoenician character het, which represents a voiceless velar fricative fx] in 
Semitic (as in German auch).[*3 The latter strategy is also displayed in the 
Greek adapters' use of the Phoenician symbols for the emphatic dental and 
emphatic velar stops to represent the Greek aspirated dental stop [th] and a 
backed allophonic variant of [kj respectively. 
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Now, we have discussed at length the value of Phoenician sade and have 
found that it was likely a glottalized (or in some way "emphatic") fricative— 
we have even allowed the possibility that it was a glottalized affricate [t s ' | . The 
Greek language has no consonant which corresponds at all closely to either an 
emphatic [s] or an emphatic [ f ] (whether glottalized [t s ' j or whatever). At the 
very best, the relationship between the value of sade and that of zeta (regardless 
of the value of the latter) would be one of a "close fit" and could be a quite 
arbitrary one. Consequently, the phonetics of sade would tell us little about the 
precise phonetics of zeta and do not compel us to posit a value |dz | for this 
character. Beyond this, and conversely, as we shall see, the value of Greek zeta 
does not compel us, or even induce us, to identify sade as its phonetic analogue 
in the parent Phoenician script.184 

6.5.2.2 A Greek Confusion of Sade and Zayin ? 

The final remark of the preceding paragraph leads us to a consideration of a 
different problem. 1 have argued that the value of Phoenician sade does not 
motivate the identification of the phonetic value of zeta as [dz], as opposed to 
[zd], at the time that the Greeks acquired the Semitic script. I have not as yet, 
however, directly addressed Jeffery's claim that it is the value of sade, rather 
than the value of zayin, which suggested to the Greek adapters a value for their 
new alphabetic character zeta: this is of course a component of her confusion 
hypothesis. I have done so indirectly, however, to the extent that I have con-
tested the phonetic similarity which Jeffery supposes to have existed between 
Phoenician sade and Greek zeta (a similarity which is integral to her confusion 
hypothesis in that the more arbitrary the purported phonetic relationship be-
tween sade and zeta becomes, the less motivation there is for the notion of a 
switch in the values of zayin and sade). Let us take a more direct look. 

As I discussed earlier, the graphic form of the character zeta clearly comes 
from that of zayin, and zeta occupies a position in the Greek alphabet which 
corresponds to the position of zayin in the Phoenician script. If the value of 
Greek zeta did not also come from zayin but is instead to be traced back to the 
value of Phoenician sade, then it would surely be expected, within the frame-
work of Jeffery's hypothesis, that sade would be normally transcribed (in the 
case of Phoenician loanwords, Phoenician place-names etc.) by the Greek char-
acter zeta; recall Jeffery's statement cited above, c t |T)he sound-values which 
the Phoenicians gave to sade (ts) and samek is) are the sounds given by the 
Greeks to zeta [ds, sd) and sigma (.v)."1^ Such transcription practice, however, 
is not what we find. It was pointed out above that Punic sade is transcribed by 
Greek τ, by σ and by στ (most frequently by the first-named in the case of the 
examples cited by Steiner). Phoenician sade, however, is usually transcribed by 
Greek sigma ([s]),186 as in Σιδων ([sidç>:n], a place-name; Herodotus 2.161).187 

This observation alone should make us somewhat suspicious of the claim that 
the value of zeta corresponds to that of sade and, hence, of the hypothesis that 
an exchange occurred in the values of sade and zayin. 

Is it necessary to resort to the confusion hypothesis to find an appropriate 
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and sufficient phonetic analogue for Greek zeta in the Phoenician script? It is 
not. Recall that the value of Phoenician zayin is [z]: if the value of Greek zeta 
at the time of the adoption of the alphabet were [zd]. as the linguistic evidence 
indicates, then the phonetic similarity which exists between the two symbols is 
patently obvious: the sound of Phoenician zayin is identical (speaking in broad 
phonetic terms) to the onset of the sound of Greek zeta. Zeta not only matches 
zayin in graphic form and position within their respective scripts but bears a 
phonetic value which is much more suggestive of z.ayin, the voiced fricative, 
than of sade, the glottalized (or iti some manner "emphatic") voiceless fricative 
(or affricate?). 

6.5.2.3 Zayin in Cypriot Phoenician 

We have seen important and crucial connections begin to unfold between the 
Greeks of Cyprus (or, at the least, practitioners of the syllabic Cypriot script) 
and the process of adapting the Phoenician script for Greek use. Cyprus was 
inhabited in the early first millennium not only by Greeks but by Phoenicians 
as well. There is evidence that in the Cypriot dialect of Phoenician the sound 
of the character zayin was unlike that which it had in other Phoenician dia-
lects.188 In Phoenician, a prothctic vowel is sometimes added before a word-
initial cluster of two consonants, thus effectively parceling the consonants into 
two different syllables.189 As distinct vowel characters do not occur in the 
Phoenician script, the presence of this prothetic vowel is graphically marked by 
the addition of the character 'alep to the beginning of the word. This vowel 
insertion process occurs particularly often in Cypriot Phoenician; thus, the 
Phoenician word for Two', snm ([snVm]), appears in the Cypriot dialect as 
}snm ([VsnVm]). The same prothetic vowel regularly occurs before the demon-
strative pronoun ^ (|zV]) in Cypriot Phoenician, as is indicated by the spelling 

( ] V Z V | ) . Consequently, it appears that in the Cypriot dialect the character 
zayin did not represent simply |z] but a sequence of two consonants, or some-
thing phonetically quite similar to such a sequence. In other words, zayin repre-
sented a sort of double consonant---like z.eta. If "ordinary" Phoenician z.ayin 
suggested itself as a candidate for representing Greek |zd| (and it would appear 
to have been the most likely candidate) to the scribes who had undertaken the 
task of adapting the Phoenician script for use in writing their own language, 
then Cypriot zayin may well have presented itself as a grapheme with particular 
phonetic characteristics that made such a choice even more compelling. Cyprus 
again raises its hand in response to the question. "Whence the alphabet?" 

6.5.3 The Structural Motivation 

The second or, as 1 we termed it, structural motivation for the view that the 
original value of the letter zeta was [dz] (rather than [zd]) is well summarized 
by Allen. In discussing the "metathesis" of Greek *[dz] to [zd], he states: 

(25) A sequence [dz] would in any case have been peculiarly isolated in Greek 
when it possessed neither any other affricates such as [ts] nor an indepen-
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dent fzl p h o n e m e ; in the sequence [zd], on the o ther hand , the [z] e lement 
w o u l d be a normal voiced variant of the /s / p h o n e m e as in, fo r example , 
Αέσβος [([ lésbos], a p l a c e - n a m e ) j . ] 9 0 

Allen then continues: 

(26) Jljt never theless remains p robable that at the t ime when the Semit ic a lpha-
bet was adopted by Cheek, the "zaxitC symbol was at first appl ied lo a still 
exist ing a f f r ica te type of combina t ion ; for it is di f f icul t to see why a se-
quence j/ .dj should not have been represented by σδ ins tead of by a special 
s ign; whereas , since voice-ass imila t ion in Greek is normal ly regress ive 
ra ther than progress ive , δσ would not be a sa t is factory representa t ion of 
[dz]. 

In other words, Greek has not only [zd] sequences but also fricative + voiced 
stop clusters of the type [zb] and [zg]. The latter named cluster-types are simply 
spelled as σβ and ay respectively as in, for example, πρέσβνς ([prézbiis], 
'elder') and μίσγω ([mizgo:], Τ mix'). The phoneme /s/ is realized as a voiced 
allophone [z] before a voiced stop, but since, as was pointed out above, spelling 
is normally phonemic and not allophonic, this pre-stop [z] is simply spelled σ. 
That being the case, what would be the need for a distinct character zeta if that 
character represented the fricative + voiced stop sequence [zd], as such a se-
quence could be readily represented as σδΊ Since, however, a distinct character 
zeta was created, it is reasoned, the value of zeta at the time of the adoption of 
the Phoenician script must have been [dz]. 

In order to see why a zeta character which in fact had the value [zd] was 
included in the alphabet by the Greek adapters of the Semitic writing system, 
we must once again direct our attention to the historical development of the 
sound represented by this symbol zeta. By the period of Mycenaean Greek, 
earlier *[gy], *[dy], and the relevant occurrences of word-initial *[y| had al-
ready merged as some common reilex, as is demonstrated by the Linear Β 
spelling of each of these reflexes with the one syllabic symbol zV (the exact 
value of this reilex is uncertain at this stage of the language; to avoid speculat-
ing on this value, I have arbitrarily used the cover symbol |Z | to represent this 
sound in the phonetic transcriptions of the following Linear Β forms): 101 

(27) A. ins tances of word-ini t ia l *y-
c.g., ' > ze-K-ke-si: ζευγεσσι ([ZeugessiJ, 4for pairs') 

B. the sequence 
e.g., *meg-yO' => ηie-zo; μεζως ([meZç>:s], 'greater') 

C. the sequence *dy 
e.g., *-ped-ya- => to-pe-za; τορπεζα ([torpeZa], 'table') 

Whatever the value of the consonantal component of the zV symbols at this 
early stage of the language (a palatalized stop, an affricate, or whatever192), the 
value must have been such that, at the time the syllabary was devised, the 
sound was perceived as a single sound-unit (i.e., as a unitary phoneme), rather 
than as some sequence of sounds. 

The Cypriot Syllabary likewise possesses CV symbols which correspond to 
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alphabetic zeta.193 The character z,o is well attested and occurs in forms such 
as the following proper names (in the phonetic transcriptions, [Z] is again used 
merely as a phonetically noncommittal cover symbol): 

(28) Λ. '/χοραγορας (JZ^wagorasj) 
Β. /χομχλακ ( [Z^w alios j) 
C. Ζωρης (IZo:we:sj) 

It is possible that the syllabary also preserves a character with the value zaf 

though there is uncertainty concerning this.191 Furthermore, as Masson explic-
itly states, the syllabary surely contained other z.V symbols, such as ze (which 
would be needed to spell, for example, ζεύγος ([zeûgos], 'a yoke of animals' ), 
a word attested in Cypriot's sister dialect of Arcadian) and zu (as would be 
needed, for example, for writing the common term ζνγόν ([zügon], 'yoke')); 
but these are not attested in the inscriptions recovered thus far.195 

In the case of the Cypriot zV characters, the practice of using a single sym-
bol to represent the "zeta-sound" could have come about, in theory, by way of 
either of two different routes. As with the Mycenaean script, one could argue 
that this sound was still perceived as a unitary phoneme at the time that the 
Cypriot syllabary was appropriated for the spelling of Greek (by at least the 
mid-eleventh century, with some prehistory of experimentation likely). This, 
however, is not a likely scenario. As argued above (see 6.5.1), the [zd] reflex 
developed quite early. Consequently, as the "zeta- sound" had acquired a value 
which could have been readily and reasonably represented by a sequence of 
two syllabic symbols, the use of zV characters in the Cypriot Syllabary appears 
to be still another instance of the fine-tuning of an earlier Cypro-Minoan script 
by transplanted Mycenaean Greek scribes under the influence of the Linear Β 
syllabary of their homeland: since the "^to-sound" had been spelled with a 
symbol -V in their own Mycenaean script, such a symbol was deemed desirable 
for ami was incorporated into the Cypriot script. 

The process of transferring from one writing system to another the practice 
of using a single symbol to represent the ^eta-sound" then occurred yet again 
upon the adoption of the Phoenician script. The Cypriot Greek scribes were 
now accustomed to utilizing a syllabic writing system containing z.V symbols 
which had the value fzd]. Given the Cypriot adapters' conservatism, which is 
revealed by their inclusion of a ks alphabetic character in the new writing sys-
tem, it does not surprise us that the tradition of spelling with a [zd] character 
should also have been extended to the alphabetic script; Phoenician zayin pre-
sented itself as an attractive candidate, having the value [z] or, in Cyprus, per-
haps a value even perceptually closer to the [zd] of the zV syllabic symbols. 
Structural considerations of the type described by Allen lose their significance. 

Proposing a Cypriot origin of the Greek alphabet at the hands of scribes 
accustomed to writing with the syllabic Greek script of Cyprus thus once again 
brings order to the process of the Greek acquisition of the Semitic script. It 
does so in this case by attractively and reasonably accounting for a superficially 
incoherent state of affairs: the [zd] value of zeta at an early alphabetic period 
(as evidenced by linguistic factors) and the representation of the [zd] sound 
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sequence by means of a single character rather than by means of a σδ spelling 
sequence. 

6.6 The Greek Letters Sigma and San 

In the preceding pages. 1 have argued against that portion of the confusion 
hypothesis, advanced by Jeffery, according to which xi and zeta derive their 
values (and names) from shin and sade respectively (illustrated in (29)): 

(29'i Λ r/M-m rvtn 

I have contended for the position that Greek xi and zeta have as their respec-
tive Phoenician precursors, regarding value (and therefrom name), the charac-
ters samek and zayin, with which they undeniably share alphabetic position and 
graphic shape, Most reasonably then, shin and sade are the Phoenician ana-
logues of Greek sigma and san, not only in terms of position and shape, but in 
terms of value (and name) as well: 

(30) A. zayin zeta 
B. samek xi 
C. sade —» san 

The occurrence of the Greek letters sigma and san in inscriptions written 
in the various epichoric alphabets is one of almost complete complementary 
distribution. In other words, the two graphemes occur practically to the exclu-
sion of one another: the fricative fs] is represented by sigma in inscriptions 
from, for example. Attica, Boeotia, Thessaly, Locris, Aegina, Megara, Arcadia, 
the Doric colonies of Sicily, the Ionic Islands, the Ionic Dodccapolis, and 
Rhodes; it is spelled with san in inscriptions from, for example, Corinth, Si-
cyon, Ithaca, Aehaea, and Crete. By the late fifth century, however, sigma has 
supplanted san in all of the alphabets except, as Jeffery indicates, that of Crete, 
yet another revelation of the Cretan alphabet's pronounced conservatism.'1^ 

6.6.1 The Background of San 

Although san has the value [s] in all of the alphabets of which it is a part, it is 
commonly held that its earliest Greek value must have been something other 
than that: it is manifestly unlikely that the Greeks assigned the identical value 
of [s] to two of the characters which they adopted from the Phoenician script, 
and it is sigma which is commonly identified as the "originär' [s] character. 
Consequent to her confusion hypothesis, Jeffery suggests that san had the value 
[z] (sade ([s']) and zayin ([z]) having exchanged values), stating: 

(31) Pe rhaps this . . . sound, the voiced sibi lant , w a s used in the Dor ic dia lect 
of Cre te and Cor in th (which used san), bu t not in the Ionic (which there-

D. shin —> sigma 
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fo re used the sign of the harder [i.e., voiceless] sibilant, sigma), nor in the 
Dor ic of Rhodes and Lakonia . 1 9 7 

There is no a priori reason why the early va hie of Greek san could not have 
been [/.]; if such were the case, however, it is not likely to have been so for the 
reason offered by Jeffery. To begin with. 1 ha\e argued above that the Greeks 
did not confuse the values of sade and zayin. The value of the Phoenician 
character upon which san is formally based was not. then, [/.] (Ihe value of 
zayin): instead, the value of this (sade) character was that of some sort of 
glottalized (or in some way "emphatic") voiceless fricative (or perhaps even 
affricate). Beyond that, there is no indication that Cretan and Corinthian Doric 
were characterized by [z| in contradistinction to Rhodian Doric, Lakonian 
Doric and Ionic (with |s|). In fact, it is not clear in what sense Jeffery is pro-
posing that this difference existed. Is the former set of dialects supposed to 
have possessed a phonemic Izi as opposed to a phonemic /s/ occurring in the 
latter? Or is it meant that the former set of dialects exhibit [z\ allophones of 
Is/ while the latter group does not? As discussed above, regressive assimilation 
of voicing was already a characteristic of Proto-Indo-European; hence, the oc-
currence of a [zj allophone of an /s/ which preceded a voiced consonant was 
surely a Proto-Greek feature and common to all dialects. 

While evidence does exist of a somewhat more widespread occurrence of an 
allophone [z] in certain dialects, the dialectal subset displaying this characteris-
tic does not coincide with that one advanced by Jeffery. but in fact contradicts 
it. In both Elean and late Laconian, word-final *[s] has been changed to [r]; that 
is, *[s] has been rhotacized. Rhotacism of [s] is a fairly common phonological 
development which usually exhibits an intermediate re Ilex |z] (i.e., |s j 
[z]=>|r|). Consequently, it is quite probable that a word-final *[z] occurred at 
an earlier phase in the history of these dialects. In the same way, intervocalic 
*|s | is frequently rhotacized in Erelrian and thus probably passed thorough a 
*[z] stage prior to becoming | r | . , l , s 

We thus sec that the linguistic evidence contradicts JelTery's scheme. Jeffery 
has suggested that since the alphabet of Laconian was .sY£///i/-using rather than 
ΛΥ/./7-using, the sound |z | did not occur in the Laconian dialect. Yet Laconian 
speech actually has a particular propensity for [z|: this dialect not only voiced 
/s/ to [z | when it preceded voiced consonants, as did all dialects, but possessed 
word-final *[-zJ as well.199 Elean, which has the same configuration of | s | / | z | 
as Laconian (though rhotacism appears to have begun somewhat earlier in 
Elean), and Eretrian, having an intervocalic *LzJ. are likewise dialects written 
with sigma-using alphabets. Conversely, the Doric dialects of Corinth and 
Crete, written with san-using alphabets, show no evidence of possessing [z] 
beyond its predictable (pandialectal) occurrence before voiced stops. 

Others have proposed that in the earliest period of the alphabet san repre-
sented some type of voiceless sibilant which was distinct from [sj. Lejeune, for 
example, suggests that san may have been utilized to represent the sound which 
he terms "la sifflante forte."200 The evidence for suggesting such a value for 
san lies in the occurrence of special characters in two of the epichoric alphabets 
which have been interpreted as being variant or altered forms of san, One of 
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these characters serves to represent the "palatalized" reflex of the voiceless 
labiovelar [kw], and the other is utilized to spell the reflex of the earlier se-
quences *[k(h)y], *[t(h)yh ^ftw].201 Let us consider, in turn, each of these 
graphemes and their uses. 

6.6. JJ Arcadian H 

In the sister dialects of Cypriot and Arcadian, the voiceless labiovelar of an 
earlier period of (heck has given rise lo a reilex which appears to be unique to 
this dialectal subgroup; while *[kw] regularly becomes [tj before the high front 
and mid front vowels in the other non-Aeolie dialects,202 in Arcado-Cypriot the 
outcome is clearly somewhat different. In the syllabic Cypriot script, the Greek 
indefinite pronoun τις ([tis] < *[kwis]) is spelled si-se, that is, [Cis] (here I use 
C as a phonetically noncommittal cover symbol for representing this Cypriot 
reflex of *[kw]).20- In addition. Hesychius (a Greek lexicographer of the fifth 
and sixth centuries A.a) cites err ([si]) as the Cypriot equivalent of the Greek 
interrogative pronoun r i ([ti] < *|kwij). In a fifth-century Arcadian inscription 
from Mantinea, one of the special .y cm-like symbols referred to above is 
found—the character M— and is utilized to represent the Arcadian reflex of 
*[kwj: Κίνα ([Cinal; cf. Attic nva ([tina], 'someone')); ο*\εοι ([oCeoi]; cf. 
Attic δτω ([hotçd], 'to whomever')), and ειΗε ([e:Ce]; cf. Attic εϊτε ([é:te], 
'either')))04 

The sound ultimately spelled sV in the syllabic Cypriot script and repre-
sented by the character M in the Arcadian alphabet was almost certainly some 
type of sibilant—quite possibly an affricate (or something similar thereto); an 
affricate such as [c] or [ts] would be a likely intermediate reflex in the palatal-
ization of *[kw] to [t] before front vowels.20:1 This is to say, of course, that 
Arcado-Cypriot preserves an intermediate phase of a phonological process 
which had already run to completion in contemporary non-Aeolic dialects. Be-
yond that, however, there is additional orthographic evidence for an affricate or 
affricate-like pronunciation of Arcadian labiovelar reflexes:206 

1. In an early Arcadian legal Icxi (from d e h o r or Lusoi, perhaps sixth cen-
tury) the character zeta is used to represent the reilex of ;f'ikw|: οζίς (cf. Ho-
meric δτίς ([hotis], 'whoever', from *|_-kwis)))/'u/ 

2. The second piece of evidence is provided by an inscription which was 
actually written in the Doric dialect of Laconian but which displays several 
Arcadian features by virtue of its being the handiwork of an Arcadian engraver 
at Tegea.208 One such Arcadianism which crept into the document is the spell-
ing τζετρακατιαι for χετρακάπαι iftetrakätiai], 'four hundred', from 
*[kwetwr-]). 

3. There are glosses which record Arcadian forms in which zeta is used to 
spell the reflex of the voiced labiovelar *[gw]: Hesychius offers ζέλλω· 
βάλλω ([bällp:], Ί throw'), cf. inscriptional Arcadian -δελλω ([dellç:]); 
Strabo (a flrst-century travel writer) records ζέρεθρα· βάραθρα ([bârathra], 
'pits'), cf. here Arcadian inscriptional δερεθρον (fderethronj).209 The inscrip-
tional spellings with d are probably the result of the influence of other dialects 
upon Arcadian; as Buck points out with respect to the use of the H character, 
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spellings which suggest a sibilant pronunciation are found, not surprisingly, 
only in early inscriptions.210 The ζ which occurs in ihe glosses of (3) reveals a 
sibilant pronunciation of the Arcadian reflex of palatalized *[kw], though its 
value is perhaps to be understood as simply [z]—the regular value of zeta at 
the late date of the recording of these glosses. Regardless of the value of zeta 
in (3), it is clear that in the case of the early inscriptional spellings of (1) and 
(2), in which zeta is utilized to represent a voiceless sound, the scribes are not 
using the character with its normal value but are adapting it to render the clos-
est possible lit. The spelling with τζ- in (2) is particularly suggestive of an 
attempt to represent an affricate.211 

6A 1.2 Ionic Φ 

The second of the special orthographic characters which some scholars have 
speculated to be a modification of san is the symbol Φ.212 This character occurs 
in sixth- and fifth-century alphabets of several of the Ionian cities of Asia Mi-
nor213 and is used to represent an Ionic re île χ of the earlier consonantal clusters 
*[k(h)yL *[t(h)y], and *[tw]: for example, τεΦαρας for τέσσαρας ([téssaras], 
'four', accusative).214 As illustrated by this example, the usual Ionic reflex of 
these clusters is [ss] (corresponding to Attic [tt]. as in τέτταρες ([téttares])); it 
is probable, much as in the case of that Φ represents a reflex which is 
antecedent to and distinct from the ultimate reflex [ss]. Also as with K, it is 
almost certain that Φ represents some type of sibilant.·2These points of simi-
larity between M and Φ are not noted to suggest, however, that the sounds 
represented by the two symbols are phonetically identical. The two phonologi-
cal processes which give rise to the intermediate reflexes which these two char-
acters represent have quite distinct ultimate reflexes. This has been revealed 
already by our above cited example of the numeral four; consider the contrast 
between the word-initial consonant (from *[kw] occurring before a front vowel) 
and the word-internal cluster (from *[tw[; in the Aeolic dialects of Lesbian and 
Boeotian the labiovelar has not been palatalized before the mid front vowel, as 
I discuss later): 

(32) f r o m k:n 'e(w(V)r- (depend ing upon the vowel of the second syllable): 
A. Attic τετταρες ([téttares|) 
Ii. Ionic τέσ*ηψες (besseres], more common than τέσσαρες) 
C. Lesbian πΐ'Μυρες ([pessiires] 
D. Boeo t i an ιιεττάρες ([peUares]) 

Or contrast Attic σε ([se], 'you'; from :· jtw-'c]) with τε (|tc|, 4and', from 
*[kwe]). 

6.6.1.3 Μ, Φ, and San 

Are these two characters M and Φ to be linked with san ? In the case of the 
former (H), the symbol for the palatalized labiovelar reflex of Arcadian, this 
affiliation is highly probable and widely accepted.2 u> There is an obvious 
graphic similarity between Η and san, and on phonetic grounds Phoenician 
sade appears to present itself readily as the source for a character with such a 
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sibilant (probably affricate) value. Beyond this and of weighty significance, 
however, as Larfeld points out, the character also occurs in the Etruscan 
abecedarium from Caere, in which it occupies the position of san.211 The case 
for linking Φ with san is somewhat less certain. It appears that the symbol was 
introduced into the Ionic alphabets most immediately from the Carian script of 
Asia Minor218 and is probably to be identified with that Greek character which 
would later be called by Byzantine grammarians sampi (\)—so called because 
it is shaped Tike pi' (ώς άν πϊ (|hç>;s an pîj).219 The character sampi occurs at 
least as early as the sixth century in the Milesian numbering system,220 in 
which alphabetic characters are assigned numerical values: in this system sampi 
occurs at the very end of the alphabet and bears the value 900. Because of this 
positioning, Jeffery contests the identilicalion of sampi with san, arguing that 
if the former were derived from the latter, they should both occupy the same 
alphabetic position-—the position of san (and sade) -but they do not. 

6.6.1.4 Λ Farther Cypriot Connection 

I have argued that the adaptation of the Phoenician script for Greek use was 
the work of scribes accustomed to writing with the syllabic Cypriot script. Such 
a hypothesis offers a reasonable and compelling account not only for the pres-
ence of a [ks] character in the Greek alphabet but also for the presence of a 
symbol with the value [zd]—both idiosyncratic and anomalous features of an 
alphabetic system. This same hypothesis provides an attractive and sensible 
motivation for the occurrence in the Greek alphabet of the character san along-
side sigma. To see this, let us further consider the Cypriot reflex of the palatal-
ized labiovelar *[kvvJ. 

As we have seen, there is good evidence that the Arcado-Cypriot reflex of 
*[kw] which occurs before front vowels is a sibilant and quite probably an 
affricate. This is likely the very value of the Arcadian alphabetic character M; 
but how are we to interpret the phonetics of the syllabic Cypriot sV spelling of 
this *[kw] reflex? On the one hand, it could be that orthographic < s - > here 
simply represents the fricative [s] and that this dental fricative is a further de-
velopment of the Arcado-Cypriot affricate reflex. This is the position of Le-
jeune, who proposes a value [f 1 for the affricate reilex, with subsequent Cyp-
riot evolution to is).221 On the other hand, it is also possible that the Cypriot 
scribes utilized the vV symbols to represent not only |s | but also a phonetically 
distinct sibilant reflex of *|kwh and that < s - > still had this ambiguous, dual 
value in the fifth century; when spellings such as si~se arc attested. This appears 
to be what Jeffery envisions when she states, "The Arkadian sound was a kind 
of palatal sibilant, such as is attested for the kindred dialect of Cyprus."222 The 
same set of possibilities can be transferred to the later period of the glosses 
attributed to Hesychius; thus, in the Cypriot gloss αντί, a may represent [s], 
though it does not necessarily do so, and in the event that it does, the sound 
need not have had this value in that early period in which the Cypriot scribes 
engineered the use of the syllabic spelling sV to represent the reflex of *[kw | 
(and in fact the above cited remark of Jeffery is offered with reference to Hesy-
chius's gloss). 
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Regardless of the phonetie value of the Cypriot vV syllabograms which are 
used to represent the palatalized reflex of *[kNV], it is almost certain that at the 
time at which the syllabic Cypriot script was adapted for spelling Greek, the 
Cypriol re Ilex of this sound was quite similar to the affricate value which is 
indicated by the more phonetically revealing Arcadian spellings. The unique 
sibilant reflex of * [ kxv | occurring before front vowels is an Arc ado-Cypriot fea-
ture; in other words, such a sibilant (probably an affricate) reflex had likely 
developed prior to the separation of these two dialects. This separation occurred 
with the extensive migration of Arc ado-Cypriot speakers to Cyprus about 1200 
B.c. As I pointed out earlier, the syllabic Cypriot script was already being used 
for writing Greek at least by the middle of the eleventh century; the probability 
that Cypriot still possessed a distinct sibilant re ilex of ;;:[ku | when the spelling 
system was acquired appears to be high. I would hesitate to speculate on how 
this sibilant may have been expressed orthographic ally at such an early period 
in the history of the Cypriot script, though it is probable that the nature of such 
expression was dependent, at least in part, upon the phonemic status of this 
sound, about which something should be said. 

6.6.1.4.1 Labiovelar Developments. The labiovelar consonants of Proto-
Greek (i.e., *[kw], *[gw], *[kwhJ), generally remain intact in the second-
millennium dialect of Mycenaean Greek, though unrounding of the labiovelar 
has already occurred in immediate contact with the vowel [u], as in the follow-
ing examples:223 

(33) A. qo-u-ko-ro fo r γ^ουκόλος, later βουκό/.ος ([biukolos], ' cowherd ' ) , 
f rom *[g w ou -k w ol-) 

B. e-u~ke-to for ευχετοι ( [euk hetoi | , 4(s)he procla ims ' ) , from *(wegwh-] 

In addition, as indicated above, the labiovelars appear to undergo the same pre-
Mycenaean development before (y| which is exhibited by velars in this con-
text.224 Subsequent to the Mycenaean era the labiovelars palatalize before front 
vowels according to the following scheme: in the non-Aeolic dialects all three 
labiovelars ( :!:[kw|, *[gwj, :|:[ku,1J) palatalize before the mid front vowels; and in 
all dialects the voiceless unaspirated labiovelar ( :;:[ku | ) palatalizes before the 
high front vowel [i]:225 

(34) A. Proto-Indo-European *kwetwr- Attic τέτταρες ([téttares], 'four'); cf. 
Aeolic (Thessalian, Boeotian) πετταρες ([pettares]) 

B. Proto-Indo-European *gwellf- -> Attic δελόίς ([delphfs]), 'dolphin'); 
cf. Aeol ic (Lesbian) βελφίς i[belph is)] 

C. Proto-Indo-European *gwher mo ^ •••kwher-mo- => Attic Θερμός ([Per-
nios], 'ho t ' ) 

D. Proto-Indo-European *kwi-m- ^ Attic τίμη ( [li:mç:], 'honor') 

As we have seen the Arcado-Cypriot reflex in this context is a sibilant rather 
than a dental stop. The remaining occurrences of labiovelars (i.e., those which 
were not eliminated in the pre-Mycenaean period or later palatalized as in (34), 
arc then labialized (i.e., *[kwl => [pj, *Lgw] |bj . *[k"hl => [ph]) 226 That is to 
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say, in Aeolic *[kw, gw, kwhJ be come bilabials before mid front vowels, as illus-
trated in (34A and B): and in all dialects bilabials develop from *[kw, gw, kwh] 
before non front vowels (other than [u]) and before consonants, and from *|gw, 
kwil| before high front vowels, as in the following examples: 

(35) Α. Ρ rot o-1 m io-lui rope a η *pekw~ro~ -πετττός ( Ipeptos}, ' cooked 1 ) 
B. Proto-Indo-European *snigwhm *snikwha •--> \ήφα ([iiïpha|, 'snow') 
C. P ro to - Indo-European *gwiy- / £ η κ ( | b i o s f ' l i f e ' ) 

The palatalization (as in (34)) and labialization (as in (35)) of the labiovelars 
resulted in phonemic split and merger in all dialects, but in Arcadian and Cyp-
riot this dual phonemic process was accompanied by the addition of a new 
consonant to the phonemic inventories of the Arcado-Cypriot dialectal sub-
group. When the voiceless labiovelar phoneme */kw/ palatalized before front 
vowels in Arcadian, it developed a sibilant allophone, which, for the sake of 
exposition, I arbitrarily identify as [ts]. This means that the Arcadian phoneme 
*/kw/ now had two allophones, *[ts] occurring before front vowels and *[kw] 
occurring elsewhere. With the subsequent labialization of the *[kw] allophone 
to *[p], however, hand-in-h and processes of phonemic split and merger occur: 
the *[pj phone which had arisen from *[kwJ by labialization merged with the 
preexisting */p/ phoneme and concomitantly split away from its previous labio-
velar phonemic membership. Once this had happened, *[ts] was left phonemi-
cally isolated as */ts/—the only phonemically distinct remnant of the earlier 
labiovelar phoneme */kw/. As spelling tends to be phonemic, the Arcadian al-
phabet utilizes a distinct symbol, the character san, to represent this phoneme 
Ii7. The same phonemic processes of split, merger and creation of a new pho-
neme appear to have occurred in the case of the Arcadian voiced labiovelar 
*/gw/, judging from the above cited glosses (and presumably similar phonemic 
processes occurred involving the voiceless aspirated */kwh/ as well, but ortho-
graphic evidence is lacking). In the instance of */gw/, however, a unique alpha-
betic character was not devised for representing the new voiced phoneme which 
arose by palatalization, or at least there is no evidence of such a character. This 
orthographic asymmetry may in itself be of considerable significance. 

6.6.1.4.2 Arcado-Cypriot Labiovelar Palatalization and the Raison d'Etre for 
San. We have seen that Arcadian displays graphically attested, phonemically 
distinct sibilant re il exes of the palatalized labiovelars; in the case of the voice-
less labiovelar *[kw], this reilex is represented by a distinct alphabetic character. 
Furthermore, I have posited that Arcadian's sister dialect of Cypriot was also 
characterized by a sibilant reflex of *|kw] which was at least phonetically dis-
tinct from other consonants of the dialect at the time at which the syllabic 
Cypriot script was devised for spelling Greek. This position leads us to a rea-
sonable account for the occurrence in the Greek alphabet of the character san 
alongside the character sigma, as we shall now see. 

While Arcadian and Cypriot do share in common a sibilant reflex for palatal-
ized *[kw], it appears that labiovelar evolution in these sister dialects was not 
identical at all points. There is evidence that in Cypriot, as in the Aeolic dia-
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lccts, the labiovelars gave rise to bilabial reflexes before the mid front vowels. 
From three different districts of the island of Cyprus come inscriptions, dating 
at least as early as the sixth century,227 which preserve forms of a verb *πεΐ-
(IpeH) from *kn'ei-, cf. Attic τί-νω i[tinç>:], Ί pay') from zero-grade*/:"'/-. 
Both future and aorist subjunctive verbs occur: pe-i-se-i (πε ίσε ι , |pe:se:|) and 
pe-i-se {πειση, lpe:sç:|), respectively. With this, contrast the Arcadian aorist 
-τείσατο) (|te:satg:|), with a dental reflex of the labiovelar as in Attic and 
e l s e w h e r e . ' I n addition, a fourth-century Phoenician-Cypriot Greek bilingual 
inscription from Idalion (a site providing one of the inscriptions containing pe-
i-se-i) presents the form -pe-pa-me-ro-ne, that is πεμπαμερων ([pempam-
erçr.n], 'a period of five days', genitive plural), which would seem to suggest a 
Cypriot numeral *πεμπε ([pempe], 'five', from *penkiVe) as in Aeolic;229 con-
trast πέντε ([pénte]) in Arcadian, Attic, and so on. 

It is probable, then, as Lejeune and others have advocated.230 that the Cyp-
riot development of the labiovelars before the mid front vowels is the same as 
that which is well known from the Aeolic dialects (i.e., a bilabial reflex is 
regular in this context). If this is so, then Cypriot obviously departs from the 
Arcadian sibilant treatment of labiovelars before front vowels to the extent that 
the sibilant reflex would be far more restricted in distribution in Cypriot than 
in Arcadian. This view is completely consistent with the actual occurrences of 
the sibilant reflexes which are attested by these two sister dialects. For Arcadian 
we have attestation of a sibilant reflex of *[kw] occurring before [i] and of 
*[kwJ and *[gw] before [e|; in Cypriot a sibilant reflex is attested only for *[kwj 
and only when it precedes [i]. We see immediately, then, that (i) the occurrence 
of the sibilant labiovelar reflex in Arcadian appears to be identical in distribu-
tion to the occurrence of the dental stop reflex in the other non-Aeolic dialects 
(aside from Cypriot), while (ii) the occurrence of the sibilant labiovelar reflex 
in Cypriot shows itself to be of the same distribution as the occurrence of the 
dental stop reflex in the Aeolic dialects. 

The variant distribution of the sibilant labiovelar reflexes in Arcadian and 
Cypriot is readily accounted for. On the basis of an extensive examination of 
both philological and typological evidence, Stephens and Woodard argued that 
the palatalization of the Greek labiovelars occurred in two separate and to some 
extent independent phases, spreading in wave like fashion from an innovating 
center.231 In the first phase, palatalization occurred only before the high front 
vowels and affected only the voiceless labiovelar *[kw], though *[gw] was also 
palatalized when followed by a high front vowel and preceded by a front 
vowel. The second phase of the process was areally more restricted, not being 
thoroughly extended through the Aeolic speech area, but phonetically more 
pervasive to the extent that all three labiovelars were palatalized; this second 
phase of palatalization affected labiovelars occurring before the mid front 
vowels.232 The initial phase of palatalization must have been accomplished at a 
time prior to the separation of the Arcado-Cvpriol speech community, so that 
palatalization of *[kwj before [i], producing a sibilant reflex, affected the entire 
community. However, the divergence in treatment of the labiovelars before 
mid front vowels in these two very closely related dialects must signal 
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that the pro to-Cypriot speakers had departed from the parent speech community 
before the arrival in that community of the second wave of labiovelar palatal-
ization. 

It appears, then, that when Arcado-Cypriot speakers arrived in Cyprus, their 
speech was characterized by two allophones of the labiovelar phoneme */kw/: a 
sibilant allophone occurring only before high front vowels and an allophone 
*[kw] occurring elsewhere. The other two labiovelar phonemes, */gw/ and 
*/kwh/, appear to have exhibited no allophonic variation (unlike the case of 
Arcadian). Upon labialization of the remaining labiovelar phones (by which 
process *|kw | , :;:igvv|, *|kwh] became |p), |b], [ph] respectively) and phonemic 
merger of the resulting bilabial reflexes with the preexisting bilabial phonemes 
/p/, fbL and /ph/, the sibilant allophone of earlier */kw/ was left phonemically 
stranded, just as occurred in Arcadian, though in Cypriot the sibilant's distribu-
tion was much more limited than in Arcadian. If the Phoenician script was 
acquired subsequent to the labialization of the labiovelars, then, given that 
spelling tends to be phonemic, we would expect that an alphabetic character 
would have been provided for the graphic representation of the now phonemic 
sibilant which was in origin the palatalized labiovelar *[kw]. However, the pho-
netic distinction between the sibilant allophone (perhaps *[ts] or *[ f j ) occurring 
before [i] and the allophone *[kw] occurring elsewhere is so great that a sepa-
rate alphabetic character probably would have been appropriated for represent-
ing this sibilant sound even if labialization of the labiovelars had not yet oc-
curred and thus the sibilant was not yet a distinct phoneme. In this case, 
however, we would expect that alphabetic symbols for the three labiovelar pho-
nemes would have also been devised, and for this no evidence is forthcoming. 

To represent the newly evolved sibilant phoneme of Cypriot, the Phoenician 
character sade (Greek san ) was utilized by the Cypriot adapters of the Semitic 
script. Since sade was itself some sort of dental sibilant ("emphatic" in nature), 
it must have readily presented itself as a natural candidate for this purpose. The 
only other dialect of Greek which possessed such a distinct sibilant phoneme 
was, as we have made excruciatingly clear. Arcadian, and it is hardly a coinci-
dence that it is the Arcadian alphabet alone which preserves the productive use 
of both san and sigma1'* and that in this alphabet san is used to represent the 
sibilant phoneme which developed from the palatalized labiovelar *[kw]. Arca-
dian also apparently possessed palatalized reflexes of the other labiovelars, oc-
curring before the mid front vowels, but for these it appears there was no 
distinct alphabetic symbol, as we have seen. This is a consequence of the fact 
that Cypriot possessed only a sibilant reflex of the voiceless labiovelar *[kw] 
and so passed to Arcadian an alphabet with only one such character. 

The other early Greek speech communities which received an alphabet hav-
ing both san and sigma possessed dialects without such a sibilant phoneme. We 
could speculate that perhaps in these communities sigma was generally used to 
represent [s] but san was utilized for [s] occurring in certain phonetic environ-
ments (or vice versa). If so. this would be somewhat similar to the use of qoppa 
for representing a backed allophone of /k/, though such a san/sigma distinction, 
if it existed, would not necessarily have been allophonic. In any event, the use 
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of either san or sigma was generalized at the expense of the other for represent-
ing [s] in the various epichoric alphabets.2'4 This is precisely the condition 
which exists in the local Etruscan alphabets (acquired from the Greeks). Of the 
Etruscan reflexes of the three Phoenician characters samek, sade, and shin, only 
two are normally used in any given locale to represent the two sibilant conso-
nants which Etruscan is conjectured to have possessed.23" 

6.6.2 The Case of Sigma 

Greek sigma occupies the alphabetic position which corresponds to Phoenician 
shin. We have now disputed and rejected each of the three equations of Jef-
fery's confusion hypothesis considered thus far; ipso facto, the fourth equation 
(which holds that the value and name of sigma are acquired from samek) is 
eliminated in favor of the straightforward proposition that shin, and shin alone, 
is the Phoenician precursor of Greek sigma. Of course, the value of Phoenician 
shin is [s] (as in ship), while that of sigma is [s j (as in sip). However, as 
discussed above, the evidence indicates that Canaanite samek represented not 
[s] but an affricate such as [f] or perhaps even a palatalized stop. Phoenician 
sade represented a glottalized (or velarized etc.) fricative or even affricate, and 
zayin had the value of a voiced fricative in most Phoenician dialects but proba-
bly represented some type of voiced double consonant in Cypriot Phoenician. 
Thus, while Phoenician shin was not identical in value to Greek sigma, its 
value may nevertheless have been audi tori ally less unlike Greek [s] than that of 
any of the other Phoenician sibilant characters. 

Perhaps, however, the motivation for adopting shin to represent Greek [s] 
was not only negative in character. As Harris points out. another of the distinc-
tive characteristics of at least one of the Cypriot dialects of Phoenician may 
have been that shin was pronounced as [si.236 Such a pronunciation is suggested 
by certain spelling irregularities which occur in materials written in the dialect 
of Lapethos; for example, the proper name Πτολεμσ.ϊος ([ptolemaios]) is regu-
larly spelled ptlmys, that is, with shin for the final [s]. It is interesting, in light 
of the Cypriot connection with the origin of the Greek alphabet which we see 
unfolding, that an |s] value of shin is suggested for an area of Cyprus, though 
it may be rash to make too much of this given the fourth/third-century date of 
these materials. 

6.6.3 The Names of Sigma and San 

Jeffery links the name of sigma with that of Phoenician samek, stating (as 
quoted earlier), "the names are very similar."23'' Following Jeffery's confusion 
hypothesis, Powell seeks to account for the differences in these imagined cor-
responding Phoenician and Greek letter-names {samek and sigma respectively) 
by invoking a process of metathesis. As his starting point, Powell uses the 
Phoenician letter-name *semk} after the early Semitic letter-name reconstruction 
by Nöldeke.238 Powell writes: 
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(36) T h e devia t ion of the n a m e σίγμα f r o m semk is not obv ious . W e w o u l d 
expec t someth ing like *σέμκα. and the evolu t ion could have g o n e *σεμκ 
> *σεμκα > *σεμγα > *σεγμα > •-•σίγμα.239 

We have seen thai Jeffery's confusion hypothesis is beset with problems and is 
an unnecessary encumbrance. Beyond that, Powell's derivation of the name 
sigma from the Phoenician term *semk presents multiple difficulties, 

Ï. To begin with, ii should be noted that Nöldeke shows some hesitation 
between ~>semk, and *samk in his reconstruction of the early Semitic character-

MO 
name. 

2. The proposed incremental change of *σεμκα > *σεμγα (*[semka] > 
*(semga]) requires a progressive voicing change which is completely unattested 
in ancient Greek. Voicing assimilation in Greek is regressive, not progressive. 

3. Concerning the sequence f-mk-] (as in conjectured *σεμκ), Powell states, 
"A cluster -mk- is odd for Greek and can be expected to decompose in some 
way."241 This is fair enough, but there is. in fact, a regular treatment of the 
cluster *[mk] and it is not one of progressive voicing assimilation (*σεμκα > 
*σεμγα (*[semka] > *[semga])) followed by metathesis (*σεμγα > *σεγμα 
(*[semga] > *[segmal)). As with all sequences of the type nasal + velar stop, 
the cluster *[mk] becomes frjk]. with the nasal undergoing regressive assimila-
tion to the velar place of articulation, as in *σνμ—καλεω (*[sûm-kaleç:J) => 
a\) y—καλεω ([stiq-kaléç:], Τ convene/).242 

4. Powell further states that "a metathesis to *σεγμχχ would be catalyzed 
by the fairly large class of Greek neuter nouns in -μα. The form of the name 
may well have received support from the onomatopoeic verb σίζύ), 'to 
hiss'."243 As I discuss later, it is not necessary to make recourse to an ad hoc 
process of metathesis in order to associate the term σίγμα with either the class 
of neuter nouns in -μα ([-ma]) or the verb root of σίζω ([sizdç>:|). 

5. Concerning the first vowel of σίγμα. Powell remarks, "The unexpected 
vowel may be contamination from shin, if we could be sure what the vowel 
was really like in Phoenician."244 This hybridization of the proposed Greek 
letter-name *segma and the Semitic letter-name shin only heightens the ad hoc 
nature of this scenario, especially since, as Powell suggests, the vowel of the 
Phoenician letter-name was not necessarily i. 

My fifth objection to Powell's derivation of sigma from samek brings us to 
the next matter to be considered: the Phoenician letter-name for the Semitic 
character shin. As McCarter has argued, it appears that the early form of the 
Canaanite letter-name was shan rather than shin. This pronunciation is indi-
cated by the Akkadian transcription sha of the abbreviation of the name of 
the Ugaritic character which corresponds to the Phoenician symbol. McCarter 
contends that Phoenician shan was borrowed into Greek as san and that san 
was thus the earliest name of the Greek character eventually called sigma.245 

The Phoenician shan/Greek san match is phonetically straightforward and in-
volves only the minimal modifications which would be required by the bor-
rowing process. There is well-known literary support for such a position, as 
McCarter points out. In the first book of his histories, Herodotus (1.139) com-
ments that the names of the Persians all end in the same letter (by which 
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remark he is referring to the transcription of the sound [s]), stating that this is 
the letter (γράμμα ([gramma])), 

(3 7 ) τό Δ ω ρι έες με ν σά ν καλ έο υσι. Ίω νες δέ σί γ μ α • 
I which the Dorians call .sun, and the louians ]2 4 6 

In addition, san remained in common use as the name of sigma in poetry. Uns 
means of course that we do not actually know the earliest name of the Greek 
letter (M) which was based upon Phoenician sade. 

It would appear, then, thai with respect to the Greek alphabetic symbol Σ, 
that symbol which is counterpart to Phoenician shan (Hebrew shin), Greek 
alphabetic traditions fall into three different categories: (i) in some instances 
the earliest Greek name of the letter- - san - - continued to be used for this char-
acter (as with Herodotus's Dorians and in poetry): (ii) in others the Greek name 
of this symbol was changed to sigma; (iii) and in still another group the name 
san was preserved but was used to identify the Greek alphabetic character 
which had developed from sade. These are mutually exclusive strategies, and a 
productively utilized vestige of both sade and shan appears not to occur in any 
single epichoric alphabet of Greece, with the exception of that of Arcadia247 

(in which case we do not know the names attached to the two letters). 
It is not difficult to imagine how such a state of affairs could have arisen if 

we bear in mind that in each of those early alphabets which in some way 
actually participated in the process of opting for the sade analogue at the ex-
pense of the shan analogue, or vice versa, the (at least phonemic) value of 
these two symbols was most probably the same, that is, /s/. The two symbols 
not only shared the same value, but were also graphically quite similar: Greek-
sade and Greek-shan, as I will refer to them (i.e.. san and sigma), have the 
respective (stylized) shapes M and Σ.248 These two [s] characters could easily 
be interpreted synchronically as redundant variants of one another. It appears 
that the term san was generalized as the name attached to the surviving symbol, 
regardless of which of the two shapes (i.e., that of Greek-sade or Greek-Y/M/O 
was eliminated from use. In some subset of those alphabets which retained 
Greeks ha η (eliminating Greek-sade), however, a new name, sigma, was coined 
and assigned to this character. It is quite conceivable that this newly coined 
term could have also been applied to Greek-sade in some of the alphabets 
which retained this character as the [s] symbol and that attestation of this name 
has simply not survived. Powell indicates that the earliest preserved instance of 
the recording of a Greek letter-name appears to be in a fragment of Pindar 
(70b3)—in other words, not until the early fifth century.249 As McCarter and 
others have pointed out, sigma, the new name for Greek-shan, must certainly 
be derived from the root of σίζω ([sizdo:]), from earlier *sig-yo-, meaning Τ 
hiss.'250 

6.7 Concluding Remarks 

We are compelled to posit that the Greek acquisition of an alphabetic writing 
system was the work of scribes who were accustomed to spelling the Greek 
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language with the Cypriot syllabic script. The initial motivation for this hypoth-
esis was supplied by the observation that a symbol with the value [k] + [s] is 
a redundant, awkward, and nonsensical feature of an alphabetic system—but a 
necessary feature of the syllabic spelling system of the Cypriot Greeks, given 
the spelling strategies (based upon a hierarchy of orthographic strength) which 
I have proposed for the representation of consonant clusters in the Cypriot 
Syllabary. Operating with the hypothesis of a Cypriot origin of the Greek alpha-
bet, we have found that the Greek adaptation of the Phoenician sibilant charac-
ters is straightforward and that positing an implausible confusion of names and 
values of such characters (à la Jeffery) is unnecessary. Here I summarize my 
conclusions. 

The Phoenician character zayin was utilized by the Greek adapters to repre-
sent the sound sequence fzd 1 (the sound of zeta). Syllabic characters with the 
consonantal value [zd-] existed in the Cypriot script (probably ultimately a fea-
ture inherited from the Mycenaean syllabary); consequently, provision was 
made by these Cypriot adapters for expressing such a sequence with an alpha-
betic symbol. Semitic zayin represented a voiced fricative [z], but in Cypriot 
Phoenician this sound appears to have been some sort of "double consonant," 
thus rendering zayin particularly suggestive for representing the Greek sequence 
[zd]. Without positing such a syllabic Cypriot background for the alphabetic 
character zeta, the use of a single alphabetic symbol to represent [z] + [d] (the 
value consistent with linguistic evidence) is enigmatic. The name of the Greek 
character, zeta, is doubtless based upon the letter-names eta and theta (from 
Semitic het and tet), which follow z.eta alphabetically. 

Hebrew samek represents the fricative [s], but there is evidence that in an 
early period Canaan i te samek had the value of a palatalized stop or an affricate. 
The Greek adapters assigned to samek the alphabetic value [ks]. As with zeta, 
this process involved transferring a consonantal value which occurred in the 
graphemic inventory of the syllabic Cypriot script to that of the new alphabetic 
script. The assigning of the value 1 ks J to samek, it appears, was to a degree an 
arbitrary process (not unlike assigning vowel values to certain Phoenician con-
sonant characters), though there may have been at least partial phonetic motiva-
tion, especially if the value of Phoenician samek was something like [ky], The 
name of the Greek symbol, xi, also appears likely to have been a creation de 
novo, simply being constructed from the value of the character ([ks]) followed 
by a single vowel sound. The choice of the vowel was most probably deter-
mined by the letter-name of the next consonantal symbol occurring after xi in 
the alphabet: namely, pi. 

The Phoenician character sade represented an emphatic voiceless fricative 
or, perhaps less likely, an emphatic affricate. The "emphatic" aspect of the 
consonant was probably realized phonetically as glottalization, velarization or 
pharyngealization. Sade was utilized by the Cypriot Greek adapters to devise a 
grapheme for representing a sibilant reflex of the voiceless labiovelar *[kw] 
(either fricative or affricate) which the existing evidence indicates survived only 
in the closely related sister dialects of Cypriot and Arcadian (in Cypriot, unlike 
Arcadian, only the voiceless *[kwj (not *[gw] or *[kwh]) is so palatalized to 
produce a sibilant reflex). The earliest Greek name of this character has not 
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survived. In most of the epichoric alphabets it competed with sigma for repre-
senting the voiceless dental fricative |s). In these alphabets either this Greek-
sade character or sigma was eventually eliminated and the "original" name of 
sigma (i.e., san), was applied to the surviving |s] symbol. 

The fourth Semitic sibilant character, shin, had the value of a voiceless 
palato-alveolar fricative [s|. This symbol was utilized by the Greek adapters, 
perhaps by default, to represent the dental fricative |s | (though there is evidence 
that the Phoenician character had this value in certain dialects of Cypriot Phoe-
nician). The name of the symbol iti Phoenician was probably shan, which was 
taken over directly by the Greeks as san. In certain epichoric alphabets the 
symbol acquired the secondary name sigma. 

Notes 

1. A n d p robab ly psV symbol s if the script was acquired at a t ime w h e n stop 4-
fricative + stop c lusters still r emained general ly intact . 

2. Herodo tus 5 . 5 8 - 6 1 . 
3. P. McCar te r , 1975. The Antiquity of the Greek Alphabet and the Early Phoeni-

cian Scripts (Missou la . Mon t : Scholars Press) , p. 2. For a d i scuss ion of the history of 
the scholarsh ip of Greek alphabet ic study, see pp. 1 - 2 7 . 

4. It has b een al ternat ively p roposed that the A r a m a i c script was the source wri t ing 
sys tem. M c C a r t e r convinc ingly demons t ra tes that this is unlikely, however ; see 
M c C a r t e r 1975:125, n. 1. and the discuss ion at re levant sect ions in his chapter 3. 

5. T h e consonan ta l phonemic sys tem of Phoen ic ian w a s qui te similar, t hough not 
identical , to that of early H e b r e w ; see Z. Harris , 1936, A Grammar of the Phoenician 
Language (New Haven : Amer ican Oriental Society) , pp. 2 0 - 2 1 ; S. Mosca t i , 1964, An 
Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages (Wiesbaden: Har -
rassowitz) , pp. 2 2 - 4 6 . H e b r e w di f fers f rom Phoenic ian in d is t inguishing an addit ional 
fr icat ive, t ranscr ibed as s (see Moscat i 1964:35). The symbol s s, t, and q represent 
" e m p h a t i c " consonan t s and will be d iscussed at length fur ther below. 

6. t h i s is in essence the consonanta l inventory of the classical Attic dialect with 
the addit ion of /\v/, that, is, d i g a m m a . As w ill be discussed below, slight dialectal d i f fer -
ences arc of course found. Not included in this inventory is the velar nasal of Greek , on 
which see the d i scuss ion below. 

7. On the Greek adaptation of Phoenician characters, see, among other works, L. 
Jef fery , 1990, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece, rev. ed., supp lement by A. Johns ton 
(Oxford : O x f o r d Universi ty Press) , pp. 1 42 . On the Semi t ic pract ice of represent ing 
certain vowel sounds using consonanta l characters , the matres lectionis. and the d i f fer -
ences be tween this practice and the spell ing of vowe l s in the Greek a lphabet ic sys tem, 
see M c C a r t e r 1975:125, n. 1. 

8. T h e sound which is found , fo r example , as the second consonan t in the Cockney 
p ronunc ia t ion of the word bottle and at the beginning of each syl lable in Amer i can 
Engl i sh uh-uh (mean ing ' no ' ) . 

9. Also qui te unl ike any sound of Engl i sh , f o r that matter . Toward fami l ia r iz ing 
the reader wi th such sounds , 1 quote f r o m L a d e f o g e d ' s (1975, Λ Course in Phonetics 
( N e w York: Harcour t Brace Jovanovich) , p. 143) instruct ions for p roduc ing pharyngeal 
f r ica t ives : "Pharyngea l sounds are p roduced by pul l ing the root of the tongue back 
t owards the b a c k wall of the pharynx. . . . T h e [fr icat ive] sounds [h , î j are fair ly d i f f i -
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cult to learn to p ronounce . Try pul l ing the root of your tongue as far b a c k as poss ib le , 
and p roduc ing the voice less sound f h j . Now, if you can, p r o d u c e this sound be fo re a 
vowel . N e x t try to m a k e the voiced sound [ Î ] , not wor ry ing if it turns out to have c reaky 
voice'1 (creaky voice "is a very low pi tched sound that occurs at the ends of fa l l ing 
intonat ions for s o m e speakers of Fngl i sh . You can probably learn to p roduce it by sing 
ing the lowest note that you can- - and then t rying to go even lower" (p. 123)). The 
voiceless pharyngeal f r ica t ive [ h j is, then, somewha t like the sound a person produces 
when b lowing breath vapor onto a camera or eyeglass lens in order to clean it; the 
voiced fr icat ive [V] is the same but with the vocal cords vibrat ing. 

10. On the phonet ic quality of Phoenic ian Iici / h / , see the p reced ing note. 
11. T h e Greek a lphabet ic symbol for /w / (i.e., wan or digamma) w a s apparent ly 

der ived also f rom Semit ic waw: for a d iscuss ion of this p rocess see Je f f e ry 1990 :24-25 , 
35. O n the date of /e:, o:/ see Le j eune 1982:232. 

12. For a d iscuss ion of the Greek uses of Phoenic ian het, see J e f f e ry 1 9 9 0 : 2 8 - 2 9 . 
13. See ibid., pp. 3 7 - 3 8 . 
14. T h e s e symbo l s are cover te rms in that they do not uti l ize diacri t ics wh ich are 

des igned to indicate precisely the phonet ic value of the empha t i c consonan ts . 
15. On empha t i c s as charac ter ized by a secondary ar t iculat ion (velar izat ion or pha-

ryngeal izat ion), see L a d e f o g e d 1 9 9 3 : 2 3 1 - 2 3 2 ; in addi t ion, see pp. 1 3 1 - 1 3 5 , on e jec t ives 
and implos ives . 

16. Sibi lants are f r ica t ives w h i c h are charac ter ized by h igh pi tch and high acoust ic 
energy, or a f f r ica tes (on wh ich see direct ly be low) w h o s e f r ica t ive c o m p o n e n t is of this 
sort; see L a d e f o g e d 1993:167- 168. 

17. A n a f f r i ca te is a consonanta l sound which consis ts of a s top f o l l o w e d i m m e d i -
ately by a (near) homorgan ic f r icat ive (i.e.. a f r ica t ive p roduced at essent ia l ly the s ame 
posi t ion in the oral tract as the s top which it fo l lows) . Eng l i sh has two a f f r i ca te pho-
nemes : a voiceless a f f r ica te /ts/ ( as in church) and a voiced a f f r i ca te /dz/ (as in judge). 
O n af f r ica tes see L a d e f o g e d 1993:11, 63. 

18. J e f f e ry 1990:26? 
19. Ibid., 2 6 - 2 7 . 
20. T h e reversals envis ioned by Jef fe ry involve a shif t of " n a m e s and va lues" 

rather than one of " s ign 1 v a lue / ' as stated by Powell ( 1991, Homer and the Origin of 
the Greek Alphabet (Cambr idge : C a m b r i d g e Universi ty Press), pp. 47 48) , though ear-
lier on p. 47, Powell correct ly speaks of a " swi tch ing of the n a m e s . " 

2 L The Semi t ic le t ter -names listed here are, of course , Hebrew rather than Phoeni -
cian, as is cus tomary . On the reconst ruct ion of the various Phoenic ian le t ter -names, see 
the d i scuss ions in chapter 3 of M e C a r t e r 1975. 

22. J e f f e r y 1990 :26 -27 . 
23. Jef fery re fers to the inclusion of the va lue of a symbo l in its n a m e as the 

"ac rophon ic pr inc ip le ." In in t roductory c o m m e n t s about the acquis i t ion of the Semi t ic 
wr i t ing sys tem by Greeks , she states, "The vital fac t to which they he ld was the ac ropho-
nic pr inc ip le—i.e . that the initial sound of each barbarous n a m e wh ich they had to repea t 
w a s the actual sound which the sign r ep resen ted" (ibid., p. 22). 

24. Ibid. , pp. 2 5 - 2 6 . A n d it is of course still t he case that, at least in the Uni ted 
States, ch i ldren learn to recite the a lphabet in ful l at a cons iderab ly earl ier age than that 
at w h i c h they beg in to read and wri te a lphabet ic characters . 

25. Ibid. , p. 27. 
26. Powel l (1991:46) adheres to this con fus ion theory, t hough his percep t ion of the 

nature of the learning process which led to the c o n f u s i o n seems to b e s o m e w h a t d i f f e r -
ent; he wri tes: "The dis locat ion was apparent ly e n c o u r a g e d by the adap te r ' s m e t h o d of 
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learning separate ly the n a m e s of the signs and the graphic order of the signs, ra ther than 
learning individual names for individual s igns ." He fur ther states (p. 48): " T h e switch-
ings of n a m e and va lue here descr ibed must have c o m e about in the memor i zed spoken 
oral series of names , learned independent ly of the physical ly t ransmit ted series of signs. 
T h e swi tch ings could not h a v e taken place if the adapter had learned the names and 
value of each s ign independent ly ." 

27. Note , in addi t ion to m y c o m m e n t s here, the objec t ions to this theory o f fe red 
recent ly by R. W a c h t e n 1989? "Zur Vorgeschichte des gr iechischen A l p h a b e t s / ' Kadmos 
28:50 51, η. 67. 

28. The most recent pr int ing is A. Kirchhoff , 1970, Studien zur Geschichte des 
griechischen Alphabets, 4th cd. (Ams te rdam: j . C, Gieben) . 

29. In the light blue script of Ainorgos , the sequence is spelled πα. 
30. T h e spel l ing χα for jks j occurs in the red a lphabets of Eaeonia , Rhodes , and 

Boiotia. 
31. In the red a lphabet of Boeotia , |ks ] is also represented by the sequence ψα, as 

is also the case wi th the red scripts of Opount ian and Cepha i len ia ( though in the latter 
[s] is spelled with san, rather than sigma, on which see below). 

32. There is a special symbol hav ing the value [ps] which is found in a f ew of 
these a lphabets and which will be d iscussed below. 

33. T h e a lphabet of Cn idus exhibi ts an unusual xi character which is also found in 
the Pamphy l i an script; see Je f fe ry 1990:346, 348, n, 3. 

34. The Aeo l i c a lphabet preserves blue chi and dark blue p s v. see ibid., pp. 3 5 9 -
361. 

35. E l e m e n t s of other a lphabet - types also occur in these regions; see ibid., pp. 
3 6 3 - 3 6 9 . 

36. Je f fe ry (1990:264) p roposes that Syracuse is likely to have been blue. 
37. In the a lphabet of Naxos , xi is writ ten sequential ly, as in o ther light b lue 

scripts; however , the initial charac ter is not χ but a symbol which is s imilar in shape to 
eta. In the a lphabet of A m o r g o s , the spell ing eta - sigma is attested fo r [ksj . See ibid., 
pp. 291, 293. 

38. On dark blue e lements in the Rhod ian script, see ibid.. pp. 3 4 5 - 3 5 0 . 
39. See n. 36 above. 
40 . See the d iscuss ion in ibid., pp. 8 - 9 , 310. If characters are abstracted f r o m the 

var ious local a lphabe ts of Crete , an abeeedar ium can be const ructed which reveals this 
greatest similarity. As will be d iscussed below, however , there w a s recently d iscovered 
an early Phoenic ian inscript ion in Crete , the script of which is qui te unlike the Cretan 
alphabet . 

41. In a H i e r a n graff i to on a sherd f rom Taucheira (second half of the sixth century 
(?)), κ σ occurs ; see ibid., p. 470. 

42. On the change of :;:[sl to jh j , see the discussion in section 4.3.2.1.1. T h e syl-
labic Cypriot script contains no h V characters and, presumably for this reason, has been 
some t imes cal led "ps i lo t ic" (so Buck 1955:53). It is wide ly held, however , that this is 
s imply an o r thograph ic omiss ion and not psilosis; see O. Masson 1983:69, 91; T h u m b -
Scherer 1959:164. B e y o n d this, as w e have seen (4.3.2.1.2) , Cypriot is character ized by 
the p resence of word- in terna l and probably word- i inal [h]: in these posi t ions [h] can be 
spel led by sV charac ters . 

43. J e f f e ry 1990:310. 
44 . On the occas ional var iat ion be tween voiceless s tops and voiceless aspira ted 

stops in a var ie ty of dialects , see Buck 1955 :60 -61 . 
45. For da ta and discuss ion of Cretan aspirated stops, see Bi le 1 9 8 8 : 1 3 9 - 1 4 2 . Cer-
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tain of B i le ' s r emarks are based upon W. Krause , 1920, " Z u m A u s s p r a c h e des θ i m 
gor tyn i sehen , " KZ 4 9 : 1 2 1 - 1 2 6 . and Le jeune 1 9 8 2 : 5 9 - 6 1 (see especia l ly p. 59 wi th η. 
5). See also B u c k 1955 :59 -60 . 

46. Bile 1988:76. 
47. On which form, see L Je f fe ry and A. M o r p u r g o Oavies , 1970, " Π Ο Ι Ν Ι Κ Λ Σ -

Τ Α Σ and 1 I O I N 1 K A / E N : B M 1969. 4 2. 1, A N e w Archa i c Inscript ion f rom Cre t e ; 1 

Kadmos 9:130. 
48. Bile 1988:139. 
49. Bi le ( 1988: ! 20) indicates that the velar variant of !\i may occur when the liquid 

is f o u n d be tween a p reced ing vowel (either [a], [a: | , [el, or (e: | ) and an ensu ing conso-
nant of one of the fo l lowing types; (i) a voiceless unasp i ra ted velar stop; (ii) any voice-
less aspira ted stop; (iii) an interdental f r ica t ive [0], on w h i c h see be low; or (iv) a n a s a l 

50. J e f f e ry 1990:314. 
51. M . Guarducc i , 1967, Epig raphia grec a, / ( R o m e : Isti tuto Pol igraf ico dell ο 

Stato), p. 70, n. 2.; 1 9 5 2 - 5 4 , "Iscr iz ioni vascolar i a rca iche da Pha is tos , " Annuario Scu-
olaAtene 30-32:168-169. 

52. Bi le 1988:102. 
53. J e f f e ry 1990:314. O n the las t -made point , see he r n. 2. 
54. Or someth ing l ike this: his actual word ing is, " [ T l h e early Cre tan rece ivers of 

the a lphabe t heard the aspirate faint ly or not at all" (1991:56) . Here , by the term aspira-
tion h e appears to be refer r ing to both the word-ini t ia l consonan t [h-J and the e l emen t 
of aspira t ion w h i c h accompan ie s the stops fp n] , [th], and [kh]. In o ther words , h e is 
cont inuing the c o n f u s i o n in t roduced by Jef fe ry of psi iosis and deaspi ra t ion of the stops. 
Th i s is so even though he had stated earlier: "Te rmino logy is impor tan t here , and in 
spite of J e f f e ry ' s u sage 'ps i ios is ' ought to mean "the loss of the spiritus asper* ( the loss 
of initial /h/), in contras t to 'deaspi ra t ion of s tops ' " (p. 55). 

55. H e in t imates that the ev idence can be d i smissed upon the bas is of the nonun i -
fo rmi ty of the Cre tan dialect, s tat ing: "A basic diff icul ty with the epigraphica l (and m u c h 
l inguist ic) l i terature on the p rob l em of aspirat ion in the Cre tan dialect is the a s sumpt ion 
of a u n i f o r m dialect fo r all of Crete. M y own view is that there was cons ide rab le varia-
tion, both geographica l and chronologica l , that is masked by a un i fo rm a lphabe t " (ibid., 
p. 56) T h e great part of the Cre tan materials c o m e f r o m Gor tyn in the central por t ion of 
the island. One would fully expect there to have been regional and d iachron ic variat ions 
in Cretan Greek ; see the d iscuss ion of this mat ter in Bile 1988:10 15, 365 370 and note 
especial ly her c o m m e n t : " « L e » crétois reste, pour Γ instant, une ent i té in forme. 11 est 
vra isemblable que ties d i f fé rences dialectales ont existé dans l 'Ant iqui té , tout c o m m e 
elles exis tent dans les pari ers néo-erétois . . . . Ma i s c 'es t une hypo thèse indémont rab le 
pour l ' ins tant , qui ne d o n n e r a lieu ici à aucun déba t" (p. 12). Cons ide r also B u c k ' s 
c o m m e n t s (1955:171) : " f f 1 here is no suff ic ient g round for the bel ief that the East , Wes t 
and Central Cre tan are fundamen ta l d ivis ions of the dialect , or that they ref lect to any 
degree the var ious cons t i tuent e lements in the popula t ion . T h e Eas t and West Cre tan 
inscript ions, the latter very meager , are compara t ive ly late, and s h o w a large degree of 
obv ious koine inf luence, part ly Attic, part ly Doric koine of the o ther i s lands ." T h e evi-
dence rehearsed by Bi le fo r the presence of aspirated s tops in Cre tan , a por t ion of which 
I c i ted above , c o m e s f r o m Gor tyn principally, but f r o m other sites as well (see Bile, pp. 
139-140) . T h e ev idence does not lead us to p ropose (or suspect) var iant f o r m s of Cre tan 
which lacked aspirated stops, and variat ion ought not s imply be invoked as a hypothe t ic 
panacea . 

56. Powel l 1991:56. He p roposes that an ins tance of the u s e of 6h in a Theran 
inscript ion to represent | th] , normal ly spelled τΐι "a lso sugges ts that θ was not of itself 
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marked for aspiration in the alphabet that Thera took from Crete; or at least that some 
Therans assumed one had to put in [h], even redundantly, to indicate aspirat ion." Two 
points need to be made . First of all, this evidence quite obviously does not argue for a 
fricative or affr icate value of Cretan 0; rather, il indicates that the character represented 
a slop. Second, if 0 had been used in the Theran inscription to represent [tj (rather than 
It11]), then perhaps it might suggest to us that the sound of Cretan θ was unaspirated. 
This is not the case, however; 0 is used exactly where it should be used if it had the 
value jthl. The use o f / / likely just reflects normal Hie ran practice of utilizing this graph-
eme in the spell ing of aspirated stops; in other words, Oh is probably a hybridized 
spelling of |thJ, as Powell himself seems to come close tt) suggesting in the second 
clause of the above quoted statement ("or at least that some Therans assumed one had 
to put in [hi, even redundantly, to indicate aspirat ion" (emphasis is mine)), 

57. Ibid., p. 57. The question of the value of θ in the Inter Cretan documents (i.e., 
fourth century and fol lowing) is a complex one. in the Attic Koine dialect, which of 
course supplanted all of the other Greek dialects (with the exception of Tsaconian), the 
aspirated stops eventually developed into fricatives (i.e.. [ph]. [th], and [kh] became [f j 
(labiodental), [Θ] (interdental), and [x] (velar) respectively), and they remain such in 
Modern Greek (for a full discussion of this development see, among others, Browning 
1983:26-27; Allen 1974:20-24; E. Sturtevant. 194Ü. The Pronunciation of Greek and 
Latin, 2nd ed. (Balt imore: Linguist ic Society of America) , pp. 83-85) . The earliest firm 
evidence for a fr icat ive pronunciat ion of one of these sounds in Koine is provided by 
Pompeian graffit i f r o m the first century A.D. In certain dialects, however, this develop-
ment occurred at an earlier period, as, for example, in Laconian; this is evidenced by 
the use on the part of Aris tophanes and Thucydide s (fif th-century authors writing in the 
Attic dialect) of σ , perhaps an approximation of [Ό]. to represent the Laconian sound 
corresponding to Attic [thJ. The same substitution occurs in Spartan inscriptions of the 
fourth century. O n e encounters statements in certain of the handbooks which indicate 
that some sort of an early fr icat ive development of [t1 ] also took place in the Cretan 
dialect (e.g., Rix 1976:85). It is probably accurate to say. however, that the majori ty of 
investigators have contended that in the Cretan alphabet, the character θ represents only 
an aspirated stop | t h j prior to later periods; see, for example , Sturtevant 1940:84; 
Thumb-Kiekers 1932:157; Lejeune 1982:59, 118 (though compare Le jeune ' s comments 
on p. 107 concerning the value of the orthographic sequence ΘΘ which in fourth- and 
second-century texts represents clusters that are re Ilexes of earlier consonant groups 
such as *[-ss- | , : : ' | - t s a n d *[- t l h ,y|) . Evidence for θ Inn ing the value [th | as late as the 
second century is provided by instances of dissimilation whereby the sequence 
[#...Ch...Ch...#'I becomes [#...C...Ch...#|; compare , for example, the Cretan genitive of the 
proper name Τενφίλύ) ( | t eup h i ly : |) with its Attic equivalent θεοφι/.ου ( [ t heop h i lu ; ] ) 
(see Bile 1988:139 for this dissimilation process; also T h u m b Kiekers 1932:157, in 
which is cited additional evidence for second-century [thj ). Brixhe has argued that in the 
dialect of the Gor tyn Law Code (fif th century), a fricative sound [Θ] existed in comple-
mentary distribution with the aspirated stop [tnj . This fricative is spelled with the charac-
ter θ, while both [th] and [t] are spelled τ; that is, r here funct ions just like π and κ in 
the Cretan alphabet generally, representing both aspirated and unaspirated voiceless 
stops (C. Brixhe, 1976, Le dialecte grec de Pamphxlie (Paris: A. Maisonneuve) , pp. 8 9 -
91). 

58. Powell 1991:57. 
59. Ibid., p. 56. 
60. Jeffery 1990:317. It is commonly held that of the locales exhibit ing a "primi-

t ive" alphabet, it is Crete which is likely to have first received the script and that f r o m 
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there it was passed on to Thera and M e l o s ( for d iscuss ion, see Je f f e ry 1990 :8 -9 , 3 1 6 -
317) . Howeve r , J e f f e ry points out (p. 317) that there are a n u m b e r of w ays in w h i c h the 
scripts of The ra and Me los d i f fe r f r o m that of Crete , inc luding, of course , the dual va lue 
of eta in the fo rmer two. and that, as 1 have jus t indicated, certain of these d i f fe rences 
may be due to the inf luence of the a lphabets of the Ionic Cyc lades (on the dual value 
of eta in the central Ionic scripts, see Je f fe ry 1990:289 and the appropr ia te pages in her 
d iscuss ion fo l lowing thereupon) , 

61. Bile 1988:76. 
62. Je f fe ry 1990:35, 310. 
63. Eteocre tan is a here tofore undce iphered language of Cre te w h i c h is wr i t ten 

with the Greek a lphabet . 
64. T h e charac ter ξ does occur in a Greek inscr ip t ion f r o m Lyt tos (ca. 5007), 

t hough here xi has been analyzed as a poss ib le mi s t ake fo r zeta ( J e f f e r y 1990:309; 
J e f f e ry and M o r p u r g o Davies 1970:134) . However , o ther inves t iga tors (C. Br ixhe, 1982, 
"Pala ta l i sa t ions en grec et en ph ryg ien , " BSE 77 :213 ; Y. D u h o u x , 1982, L' Etéocrétois 
( A m s t e r d a m : J. C. Gieben) . p. 165) have argued that this is no t an error at all and 
connec t this occur rence of .xi with the regular The ran prac t ice of us ing xi to represent 
the sound e l sewhere spel led by z.eta. 

65. In addi t ion, there occurs in a s ingle qui te f r a g m e n t a r y archaic Eteocre tan in-
script ion (sixth century, f r o m Pra isos) one ins tance (or pe rhaps two) of the supp lementa l 
charac te r φ, though it is poss ib le that the charac ter is qoppa ins tead (see Je f f e ry 
1990:309; D u h o u x 1982:83. 171-176) ; φ occurs in later E teocre tan in sc r ip t ions—four th 
and third centur ies (ibid.. p. 137). Phi a lso occurs in a Greek graf f i to ( second half of 
the sixth century, f r o m Itanos) w hich, accord ing to Guarducc i (1967:192) , is pe rhaps of 
R h o d i a n or igin (see Bile 1988:74. n. 7). In the a lphabets of both T h e r a and Melos , ψ 
occurs in inscr ip t ions of the sixth and f if th centur ies hav ing the va lue [ks] (not [ps j as 
in the blue a lphabets or [kh] as in the red) ; for d iscuss ion, see Je f f e ry 1 9 9 0 : 3 0 8 - 3 1 0 , 
317, 3 2 0 - 3 2 2 . 

66. Or he contends for the d imin i shed sa l ience of aspi ra t ion on stops; recall again 
his word ing : *"[T]he early Cre tan receivers of the a lphabet heard the aspira te fa int ly or 
not at a i r (Powel l 1991:56) 

67. Ibid., 57. 
68. Je f fe ry 1990:27. 
69. In the event that only a subset of dark blue a lphabet users possessed [s], she 

states, that subset passed the script on to the var ious other g roups w h o are at tested as 
using this a lphabet type : ibid. 

70. Ibid., p. 32. 
71. Ibid., p. 27. 
72. Dioscorid.es de Materia Me die a 2 .193; first century A.D. 
73. O n Greek .v, sec. inter alios, Al len 1974:43 4 4 ; Buck 1 9 5 5 : 5 5 - 5 7 ; L e j e u n e 

1 9 8 2 : 8 5 - 9 1 ; Stur tevant 1940 :73 -76 . 
74. See Stur tenant 1940:74. 
75. Y. Meshorer , 1967. Jewish Coins of the Second Temple Period, t rans. I. Lev ine 

(Tel Aviv: A m Hassefer}. pp. 118-119 . 
76. P. Gardner , 1966. The Coins of the Greek and Scythian Kings of Bactria and 

India in the British Museum, ed. R. Poole (Chicago: Argonau t ) , pp . 5 6 - 5 7 ; A . C u n n i n g -
ham, 1969, Coins of Alexander's Successors in the East (Chicago: Argonau t ; repr int of 
1884 edit ion), p. 195. 

77. O n which , see. a m o n g o ther sources , W. Cowgi l l and M . Mayrhofe r , 1986, 
Indogermanische Grammatik, vol. 1 (Heide lberg : Car l Win te r Univers i tä tsver lag) , 
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p. 119; L e j e u n e 1982:86; A. Meil le t , 1964. Introduction à V étude comparative des 
langues indo-européennes (Univers i ty : Univers i ty of A l a b a m a Press) , pp. 9 7 - 9 8 ; W. 
L e h m a n , 1955, Proto-Indo-European Phonology (Austin: Univers i ty of Texas Press) , p. 9. 

78 . Al len 1974:43^14; S tur tevant 1940:75. Stur tevant also p roposes that in those 
Greek dialects w h i c h show the change of *[s"] to [r] in part icular contexts , there may 
have been an in te rmedia te [z] stage. O n the dialects exhibi t ing this rhotac ism, see Buck 
1955 :56 -57 . 

79 . O n def in ing palatalization, see D. Bhat , 1978, "A Genera l Study of Palatal iza-
tion,"' in Univcrsids of Human Ixinguage, vol. 2, ed. J. Greenberg (Stanford : S tanford 
Universi ty Press) , pp. 47 92. On palatal izat ion in Greek, see Allen 1957; Le jeune 
1982 :50-51 , 6 2 - 6 6 , 170 -171 : L S tephens and R. Woodard , 1986, " T h e Palatal izat ion 
of the Labiovelars in Greek: A Reassessment in Typological Perspect ive ," / / ' ' 9 1 : 1 2 9 -
154. 

80. Bha t 1978:30. 
81. As p resen ted in J. Crolhers , et al., eomps . and cds., 1979, " H a n d b o o k of Pho-

nological Data f r o m a Sample of the World ' s Languages ; A Report of the S tanford 
Phono logy Arch ive , " 2 vols. (S tanford : Stanford Univers i ty Depar tment of Linguist ics) , 
abbrevia ted he rea f t e r as SPA. 

82. Tigre , E w e , Igbo, Songhai , Spanish , A inu , Korean , Ket , Georg ian , Hakka , 
Atayal , Kaliai , Se lepet , Oneida , Karok , Southeas tern Porno. Maza teco , Wapishana , 
Car ib . 

83. In the case of several of these nineteen, the appearance of the pa la to-a lveolar 
a l lophone is phonet ica l ly condi t ioned , bu t in the condi t ioning env i ronmen t this allo-
p h o n e appears as a f r ee var iant ; that is, its occur rence is l imited to par t icular contexts 
but is var iable (or opt ional) wi thin those contexts . In addit ion, there are e ight languages , 
not inc luded in this g roup of n ineteen, in wh ich pala to-a lveolar a l lophones occur as f r ee 
var iants of the p h o n e m i c f o r m , apparent ly without any phonet ic condi t ioning . 

84. T h e total number of p h o n e m e s involved in such a l lophonic re la t ions is twen ty-
eight , twen ty - f ive of wh ich are denta l /a lveolar : in e leven ins tances the p h o n e m e is /s/, 
in three it is the vo iced counterpar t fzL 

85. In S tephens and Woodard 1986 (pp. 139-141) . ev idence is p resen ted which 
indicates that in the case of a l lophonic palatal izat ion of velar stops which results in the 
stop acquir ing a secondary palatal ar t iculat ion, there exists an impl iea t ional relat ion of 
the fo l l owing f o r m : if a ve lar stop palata l izes before a mid front vowel to s o m e extent , 
it will pala ta l ize be fo re a high front vowel to the same extent , but not vice versa. T h e 
ί h idings presented above may suggest that this implieat ional relation can be ex tended to 
other types of palatal izat ion processes and that palatal izat ion is subject to an impliea-
tional hierarchy such as the fo l lowing : high front > mid iront > low front . The appro-
priate implieat ional relation would then be: if a consonant palatal izes be fo re (or af ter) 
any segment on the hierarchy, if will palatal ize before (or af ter) every segment which is 
located h igher on the hierarchy (i.e., to the left) but not vice versa. Bhat, in his study of 
palatal izat ion, has a rgued that tongue height of an ensuing vowel (.or gl ide) is the factor 
w h i c h is mos t critical for the palatal izat ion of apical consonan ts whi le tongue f ron tness 
of an ensu ing f ron t vowel is that one which is most critical for the palatal izat ion of 
velar consonan t s (see Bhat 1978 :21-25) . Thus , there may be an implieat ional relat ion 
invo lv ing tongue f ron tness which intersects with that one involving tongue height and 
p roduces apparen t "excep t iona l " cases in which a mid f ron t vowel exerts a greater pala-
tal izing e f fec t on a p reced ing consonan t than does a high f ront vowel , as is the case in 
the d iachronic pala ta l izat ion of labiovelars in early Greek. 

86. In the case of E w e (SPA:55) and Korean (SPA:21L), it is repor ted that palatal-
izat ion occurs be fo re the sequence !y -ί- vowel ; . 
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87. In other words , in the case of these latter four, the a l lophonic p rocess is a 
mat ter of regress ive ass imi la t ion in place of ar t iculat ion. 

88. Fo r one of these t w o languages , Carib. it is repor ted that the p reced ing [y] is 
the second c lement of a d iph thong . It is unclear if s equences of the type j vowel I y] 
which are not d iph thongal occur prior to consonan t s (SPA:492) . In addi t ion, it appears 
that in Car ib this palatal izat ion only occurs when the segment fo l lowing the palatal ized 
consonant is a vowei (which , in addit ion, must be a vowel o ther than [il). O n the impor-
tance of intervocal ic posi t ion (especial ly contexts in which both the preceding and ensu-
ing v o w e l s are f ron t ) for certain palatal izat ion processes , sec S tephens and W o o d a r d 
1986:141-142. 

89. S hi 1 ha. Hau s a, Akan , Zulu , Luo , Bre ton, Brazi l ian Por tuguese , Russ ian , Bulgar -
ian, L i thuanian , Modern Greek , Kashmir i . Persian, Che remis , Yurak, Kirghiz, C h u v a s h , 
Yakut, Even , Gi lyak , Ainu, Japanese , Korean, Ket, Kola. Hakka , Can tonese , Daf la , Lahu , 
C h a m , Malagasy , Tagalog, Maor i , Sentani . Asmat , Kun ima ipa , Aleut , O j i b w a , Wichi ta , 
N e z Perce , Zoque , T iwa, Hopi , Wapishana . Car ib , A m a h u a c a . A s wi th the f o r m e r g r o u p 
of l anguages , it is repor ted that pala ta l izat ion is exhib i ted opt ional ly in the case of 
certain of these languages . 

90. It appears to be the case that a secondary pala ta l izat ion is w h a t is in tended by 
the edi tors of the a rch ive handbook , though it is poss ib le that in s o m e ins tances a palatal 
off g l ide has s imply been added to the palata l ized consonant . O n pala ta l izat ion as a 
secondary ar t iculat ion, see L a d e f o g e d 1993 :230-231 . 

91. T h e status of A m a h u a c a , a l anguage of Peru, is s o m e w h a t unclear. It is s tated 
that pala ta l izat ion of the voiceless velar f r icat ive occurs in syl lable-ini t ial pos i t ion and 
in syl lable-f inal pos i t ion if the fo l lowing syllable begins with a vowel . It appears that 
this m a y m e a n s imply that pala ta l izat ion occurs p reced ing a vowe l ; if so, this w o u l d 
br ing the total to thir ty-four. See H. Osborn , 1948, " A m a h u a c a P h o n e m e s , " UAL 
1 4 : 1 8 8 - 1 9 0 . 

92. In the case of this type of palata l izat ion, unl ike that d iscussed above in which 
a pa la to-a lveolar a l lophone is genera ted (i.e., type 1 palatal izat ion) , those l anguages in 
w h i c h pala ta l iza t ion is induced by a mid f ront vowel are no t s imply a subset of those in 
which it is induced by a h igh front vowel , in Kirghiz, palatal izat ion of /p/, /s/, and /m/ 
is reported as occurr ing before mid f ront but not be fo re high front vowe l s (on the s imilar 
palatal izat ion of [k j , sec R. Herber t and N. Poppe , 1963, Kirghiz Manual, Indiana Uni-
versity Uralie and Altaic Series, no. 33 (B looming ton : Indiana Universi ty Press), pp. 3 -
6); and palatal izat ion o f / p ' 7 , /b/ . !\'L and fwi in Akan , and /k/ and /k:/ in Oj ibwa is said 
to be more p ronounced bel ore mid Iront than before high i ront vow els. These l anguages 
would then stand as except ions to the implicat ioual re la t ionship sugges ted above in n. 
85. 

93. For Korean it is reported that pala ta l izat ion occurs be fo re the sequence [y + 
vowel ] (SPA:211) . 

94. In Russ i an the voiceless pa la to-a lveolar a f f r i ca tc wh ich condi t ions the c h a n g e 
is itself pala ta l ized (SPA: 130-131) . It is fur ther repor ted that pa la ta l iza t ion is i nduced 
by any fo l lowing consonan t for s o m e speakers of Pers ian (SPA: 144) and be fo re [w] in 
Sentani (SPA:333) . For a f e w languages , it is repor ted that palata l izat ion is condi t ioned 
by a ne ighbor ing b o u n d a r y — e i t h e r word or syl lable; for example , pala ta l izat ion is said 
to occu r word-f ina l ly in Ket (SPA:214) and C h a m (SPA;287) and syl lable- ini t ia l ly in 
H o p i (SPA:445) . 

95. A m o n g the l anguages exhibi t ing type 2 pala ta l izat ion, there are four fo r wh ich 
it is repor ted that pala ta l iza t ion is induced intervocal ical ly. O n in tervocal ic pala ta l iza-
tion, see n. 88. 

96. T h e rat io of p rogress ive ly palatal iz ing ( induced by a p reced ing sound) to re-
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gress ively pa la ta l iz ing ( induced by an ensuing sound) languages is 8:48 for the type 2 
g roup and 7 :17 fo r the type 1 group . 

97. In the case of Carib, one of the progress ively pala ta l iz ing languages , for which 
it is reported that palatal izat ion of each consonanta l p h o n e m e general ly occurs when the 
consonant is preceded by j i | or 1 vowel + y j and fo l lowed by a vowel other than [i | , 
what may actually be critical is intervocalic posi t ion. In fact, /s/, unl ike the other conso-
nants , is said to be palatal ized "be tween high f ront vowels" (SP/ \ :494) . The required 
presence , in the case of the other consonants , of an ensuing vowel which is "other than 
[ i j" m a y be a c o n s e q u e n c e of the palatal quality of an earlier [i] having been absorbed 
by the pa la ta l ized a l lophone. On such absorpt ion, sec Bhat 1978:42 46. 

98. Cro thers et al. report that, "consonants are palatal ized fo l lowing }\i or ivj or 
vowel i / y / " (SPA:236) and that "consonan ts are slightly palatal ized be fo re /yl and af ter 
consonan t plus / y / " ($PA:235) ; emphas i s is mine. 

99. T h e sole except ion is Ket, in which type 1 pa la ta l i /a t ion occurs (progress ively) 
af ter [n] but type 2 is e f fec ted (regressivelv) by an ensuing word-boundary . This is of 
course only an except ion if w e cons ider a l lophonic changes condi t ioned by boundar ies 
(word-boundary , syl lable-boundary, etc.) to be equiva len t to such processes condi t ioned 
by consonan t and vowel segments ; see n. 94. 

100. Bha t 1978:19. 
101. Ibid., pp . 3 1 - 3 2 . 
102. However , my f indings o f fe r no support fo r the c la im which Bha t implici t ly 

m a k e s in his s ta tement (i) that when a language shows both progress ive and regress ive 
palata l izat ion, it is the case that the language is one w hich exhibi ts regress ive palatal iza-
tion extensively. 

103. O n the deve lopmen t in Old Pers ian, see Kent 1953:40. 
104. W. Whi tney , 1960, Sanskrit Grammar, 2nd ed. (Cambr idge : Harvard Univer -

sity Press) , pp. 6 1 - 6 2 . 
105. In o ther words , those sys tems which actually a t tempt to represent the p ronun-

ciat ion of the w o r d s w h i c h they are used to write. These are syllabic and a lphabet ic 
sys tems as opposed to p ic tographic or logographic sys tems. 

106. S a m p s o n ( 1 9 8 5 : 4 3 - 4 5 ) sugges ts that or thographic sys tems, such as the En-
glish alphabet , in fact tend to be spell at an even "deepe r" than p h o n e m i c level, ap-
proaching morphophone mic spell ing. 

107. See Buck 1955:17 18. 
108. T h u s Je f fe ry 1990:33 34. She indicates that qoppa was last attested in the 

scripts of the Dor ic dialects of Argos, Cor in th , Crete, and Rhodes (pp. 116, 152, 307, 
346) . 

109. T h e a l lophonic dis t inct ion recorded by the use of both kappa and qoppa ap-
pears so out of p lace that one cannot help but w o n d e r if the value originally ass igned 
to qoppa by the Greek adapters of the Semit ic script was not someth ing o ther than that 
va lue wh ich is at tested. 1 shall refra in f r o m fur ther specula t ion on this matter. 

110. The use of gamma (the character which normal ly represents a voiced velar 
stop [g]) to represent a velar nasal \x)\ (as in άγκυρα ( | äukü ra ] , ' a n c h o r ' ) ) is a m o r e 
c o m p l e x case. Gamma so used was said to be des ignated by the Greeks as the letter 
agma (thus report the Lat in g r ammar i ans Priseian and Varro). T h e velar nasa l exists in 
an allophone-like re la t ionship wi th both the dental nasal p h o n e m e /n/ (before a velar 
s top [kj , [g | , or [kh]) and the velar stop p h o n e m e /g./ (before the bi labial nasal [mj ) . I 
use the t e rm allophone-like b e c a u s e [r) J wou ld probably not be identif ied strictly as an 
a l lophone of e i ther of these p h o n e m e s according to tradit ional p h o n e m i c pract ice. In 
pos tphonemic l inguist ics , however , [η] could be said to have /n / or I gl as its under ly ing 
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representa t ion. It appears that the earl iest pract ice was to use the letter nu ( the symbo l 
for the dental nasal [nj) to represent the velar nasal occur r ing be fore a velar stop. The 
use of gamma to represent [r)j may have spread f rom sequences of / gm/ which were 
p ronounced (rim I and spelled y μ. T h e same pronuncia t ion of the velar perhaps occurs 
in the sequence /gn/. Sec Allen 1974 :33-37 ; Sturtevant 1940:64 65. 

111. McCar t e r 1975:98. n. 83. 
112. We saw that there is nei ther a | k | I- (si nor a | p | 4- | s | charac ter in ei ther 

the light blue or the green a lphabet - types . 

113. A. H eubcck . 1986, 'Die Würzburge r A l p h a b e t t a f e l " Würz,burger Jahrbücher 
für die Altertumswissenschaft Neue Folge 12 :7-8 . 

114. See above , nn. 6 3 - 6 4 . 
115. J e f f e ry 1990:317: M c C a r t e r 1975:98, η. 83. Powel l (1991:31 , η. 83) dispar-

ages the ear ly dat ing of the Würz burg-Fay u m tablets and even expresses re luc tance to 
accept the script as Greek. W e have seen that the p resence of the supp lemen ta l s (which 
are no t present in the Würz burg-Fay u m abecedar ia) in the "ear l ies t a lphabe t " ( ibid. , p. 
57) is crucial for Powell . 

116. As we discussed in chapter 5, it is poss ib le that the general reduct ion of stop 
+ fricative ^ stop c lusters did not occur until a f te r the syl labic Cypr io t script w a s 
devised fo r wri t ing Greek. If that were the case, psV charac ters p robably occur red word -
internally in the spel l ing of [ps] 4- stop c lusters . With the reduc t ion of such clusters , 
the word- in te rna l use of p s \ ' symbol s would have passed. 

117. Powell 1991:58, l i e fu r ther states (pp. 58, 60), " T h e n a m e s of these signs, on 
the mode l of "pel ' f r o m the Phoen ic ian n a m e pe that he [" the adapte r" ] seems to have 
used fo r the supplementa l s . mus t h a v e been khei and *%ei." Tha t the n a m e of a charac-
ter which represented aspirated qoppa could have been *%ei with a f ron t vowel fo l low-
ing the proposed aspirated qoppa sound is mani fes t ly inordinate ly improbab l e—reca l l 
again that qoppa des ignates a sound which is l imited to a phone t i c pos i t ion p reced ing 
hack vowels . 

118. Ibid.. p. 60. 
119. Powell (p. 61) fur ther p roposes that the script of Attica was modi f ied by an 

Ionian re former : " m o r i b u n d ψ — Iflil and ξ — | * s h r were respect ively ass igned the 
values [p] 4- Js] and | k j -L [s{ by analogy with ζ, to which Powell ass igns the stop 4-
fricative value of [dz | or [tsj ( though lie a l lows that "the meta thes ized forms thereof" 
may have been the analogical base : regarding this, it. is unclear how a fricative + stop 
C m e t a t h e s i z e d " ) charac ter could be interpreted as hav ing b rough t about the analogical 
creat ion of stop -f fricative characters) . 

120. Ibid., p. 60. 
121. X a for [ks] is of course not at tested as the earl iest spel l ing of [ks] in the 

E u b o e a n a lphabet ; Je f fe ry ( 1 9 9 0 : 7 9 - 8 0 ) states that χα f o r [ks] occurs only in the fifth 
century B.C. and then is l imited to " t w o inscr ipt ions which may b e in At t ic ." 

122. Powe l l ' s hypothes i s concern ing deve lopmen t s wi th in the E u b o e a n a lphabet 
also i l lustrates with par t icular clarity a c o m m o n p rob l em with in terpre ta t ions of the 
d e v e l o p m e n t of the Greek alphabet . If upon the a s s ignmen t of the va lue [k l r | to the 
symbol ψ. "the Eubo ians reduced original χα = [ks] to χ = [ks] ," then this impl ies 
that χ coexis ted a longside ψ with the value [kh] fo r at least s o m e t ime (recall that in the 
Greek a lphabets which spell out the sequences [ks] and [ps] the s top is usual ly wri t ten 
with the symbol for the aspirated stop). Th is in itself is no t necessar i ly p rob lemat ic ; w e 
would likely expec t such dual u sage in a t ransi t ional sys tem. Why , however , is the 
character χ so int imately bound up with the spel l ing of the phone t i c s equence [ks] that 
χ a lone c a m e to be ass igned the va lue [ks]? W h y was χ not abst racted f r o m the spel l ing 
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s e q u e n c e χν and p rese rved wi th the va lue fk ( h ) n] or f r o m s e q u e n c e χρ and ass igned the 
va lue [k ( h )r]? Wi th in such a sys tem of in terpre ta t ion no mot iva t ion fo r the ass ign ing of 
the va lue [ks] to an a lphabe t ic charac te r is obv ious . 

123. J e f f e r y 1 9 9 0 : 3 3 - 3 4 . 
124. P o w e l l 1991:60. 
125. ibid. , pp . 57, 123. 
126. J e f f e r y 1990:80, plate 5. 
127. Ibid. , pp . 80, 248. On the basis of C y m e an coin legends , she sets a terminus 

ante quern fo r the d i s appea rance of qoppa f r o m this E u b o e a n script at s o m e po in t in the 
early f i f th century. 

128. O n the possibi l i ty of the P ro to - Indo-European sequence *sd be ing at tested in 
the Linear Β mater ia ls , see Le j eune 1982:112, n. 4. On the voic ing of 7-/s/ be fo re a 
voiced consonan t in Proto- Indo-European , see n. 77 above . 

129. J e f f e ry 1990:26 -28. On p. 26 she also wri tes that the va lue of ze ta " = ds or 
by metathesis -sd-."' 

130. Powel l 1991:48 (see pp. 46- 48) . In contrast to . le i lory 's r e m a r k s c i ted in the 
immedia te ly p reced ing text and in the p reced ing note, Powel l states (p. 47 , n. a to Fig . 
3), " J e f f e ry g ives the va lue of zeta as a vo iced ,v [z], but it s eems no t to h a v e acqu i red 
this va lue until the four th cen tury H.C.'* T h e point m a d e in the lat ter c lause is correct , 
on wh ich sec fu r the r below. 

131. Al len 1974:54. 
132. F o r d i scuss ion of the ev idence , see, inter alios, A l l en 1 9 7 4 : 5 3 - 5 6 ; B u c k 

1955:71; L e j e u n e 1 9 8 2 : 1 1 3 - 1 1 5 : S tur tevant 1 9 4 0 : 9 1 - 9 3 . 
133. See, inter albs, Thumb-Scherer 1959:96-97. 
134. T h o u g h L e j e u n e (1982:114) , fo r example , in terpre ts t he va lue of this z.eta to 

be a lso [zd]. 
135. DT 632.7; Comp. 14. 
136. A l l en 1974:56 . 
137. See B u c k 1955:75: L e j e u n e 1982:114. 
138. A s B u c k (1955 :67) . a m o n g others , points out, the nasal " m i g h t b e res tored by 

ana logy ." 
139. T h e s e q u e n c e nasal + stop -r fricative occurs , f o r e x a m p l e , in σάλπιγξ 

([sâlpir jks] , ' w a r t rumpe t 1 ) , wi th w h i c h c o m p a r e σαλπίζω in (20B) . 
140. Buck 1955:67. 
141. L e j e u n e 1982:138. 
142. It is, of course , not necessar i ly the case tha t the inher i ted c lus ter *[zdl w o u l d 

have to be inc luded as a par t ic ipant in this initial s tage of meta thes i s . O n e could i m a g i n e 
that it was p re se rved as jzd] all the way th rough s tage (D), in which case it wou ld be 
necessary to c l a im - ( n i e wou ld p r e sume that in the earliest a lphabe t ic wri t ings this 
s e q u e n c e was spel led and onl \ subsequent ly , upon the meta thes i s of *[dzl to |/.d], 
a lso c a m e to be represen ted by the single charac te r ζ. As there is no ev idence lor such 
an early spel l ing of inheri ted ]zd | . 1 have included it in s tage (A) . 

143. It is qu i te poss ible that early ("entrai Cre tan ref lexes of *[-thy], *[-tw-], and 
klh)y-l (on which see the discussion in chapter 4) could have been spelled in the same 

manner , but these are not a t tested; L e j e u n e 1982:107; Bi le 1988:144, 145, n. 291. 
144. T h o u g h [sj in all d ia lects af ter a consonan t , long vowe l , or d iph thong , as wel l 

as word- ini t ia l ly . 
145. Bi le 1988 :145 
146. See, f o r e x a m p l e , ibid., p. 146. 
147. C . B r i x h e 1 9 8 2 : 2 1 0 - 2 1 5 : 1975 [1977] , r ev iew of Note linguistiche a propos-

iti) delle tavole di E racle a, by R e n a t o Arena . Kratylos 2 0 : 6 0 - 6 1 . 
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148. T h o u g h Je f f e ry (1990 :309) suggests that this Cre tan f o r m may be a spel l ing 
error; see the c o m m e n t s in n. 64 above. 

149. T h o u g h Bi le (1988:145 . n. 292) cites the spel l ing οτοι ( a longs ide οζοι) as 
occur r ing o n c e in an inscr ipt ion of this early per iod f r o m Gor tyn . 

150. T h e seventh- and s ix th-century Dor ic dialect of Cre tan thus preserved an in-
te rmedia te ref lex which , as we saw in chapter 4, had a l ready been e l iminated in the 
second-mi l l enn ium south Greek dialect of Mycenaean . 

151. Rix 1976:92-93. 
152. T h o u g h there is one instance in which such a Cre tan regress ive ass imila t ion of 

*[-st-] may b e at tested. T h e preposi t ion μεστά ( [inesta], ' un t i l ' ) appears once in the Gor tyn 
Law C o d e as μεττ1 ( |me t t - | ) ; see Buck 1955:73. T h e fo rm occurs in the phrase μεντ* ÎV 
(Jmett- es]) and has been a lso ana lyzed as arising via regress ive diss imila t ion at a d is tance 
(i.e., μείττ'ες μεττΊχ): see Bile 1988: (56. n. 354; L e j e u n e 1982: ί 18, η. 7. Given that 
the sounds involved are obstruents , diss imilat ion seems less likely than ass imi la t ion. 

153. Bile 1988:159. 
154. Ibid., p. 141. 
155. Ibid., pp. 152- 153. 
156. Buck 1955:73. 
157. T h u m b - K i e c k e r s 1932:160. 
158. Bi le 1988:152. 
159. Tha t earl ier *[-dz-] never underwen t meta thes is to [ -zd-] in certain remote 

dialects or dialects on the l inguist ic f ront ier is qui te conce ivable . O n the poss ib le [dz] 
va lue of zeta in Greek dialects of south Italy and var ious is land locat ions, see the i l lumi-
nating summary and discussion in G. Nagy. 1970, Greek Dialects and the Transforma-
tion of an Indo-European Process (Cambr idge : Harvard Univers i ty Press) , pp . 1 2 6 - 1 3 5 . 
Conce rn i n g these mat ters , note also Sturtevant 1940:176. In the case of the G r e e k of 
south Italy, the phono logy of the nat ive languages may play s o m e role. 

160. B u c k 1955:78. 
161. Ibid. , 1955 :68 -69 , 86. 
162. Ibid. ; on the dis t r ibut ion of such f o r m s wi th in the mater ia l s f r o m Gor tyn , see 

Bi le 1 9 8 8 : 1 2 8 - 1 2 9 . Outs ide of Gor tyn . Bile reports , the nasal - less f o r m s have been 
general ized. 

163. Buck 1955:90; Bile 1988 :194-196 . 
164. J e f f e ry 1990:26. 
165. Ibid. , pp. 2 7 - 2 8 . 
166. Powel l (1991:46) fo l lows Jef fe ry in iden t i fy ing the value of sade as an a f f r i -

ca te [ts]. 
167. T h e next greater l inguist ic g roup of which Semit ic is a part . 
168. R. Hetzron , 1987a, "Afroas ia t i c Languages , " in B. Comr ie , cd. 'The World's 

Major Languages (New York: O x f o r d Universi ty Press), p. 650. Hetzron points out that 
the only branch of A f r o Asiat ic which lacks " e m p h a t i c " consonan t s is Egypt ian . 

169. T h o u g h he adopts Jeff c ry ' s value of Semi t ic sade, Powel l (1990:39 , n. 112) 
Speaks to the phonet ics of the Semit ic " e m p h a t i c " consonants , stat ing, " ' E m p h a t i c ' is a 
whol ly arbitrary te rm used in Semit ic g r a m m a r s for what phonet ica l ly are apical conso-
nants ar t iculated with the tongue p laced high and to the back of the m o u t h . " T h e te rm 
apical is normal ly used to denote sounds which are m a d e with the t ip of the t o n g u e 
(see, for example , L a d e f o g e d 1993:161 ). Neither wi thin nor wi thout Semi t ic is this type 
of back~of- the- throat constr ic t ion l imited to apical consonan ts . 

170. L a d e f o g e d 1993 :230 -232 . Since both p rocesses in e f f ec t involve the "super-
impos i t ion" of a v o w e l art iculat ion on a consonan t ar t iculat ion, velar izat ion and pharyn-
geal izat ion are t e rmed secondary articulations. 
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171. Hetzron 1987a:650. 
172. For discussion of such glottalic airstrcam mechan isms , see Ladefoged 

1993 :130-135 . 
173. A. Kaye , 1987, " A r a b i c ; ' in Comrie 1987:665. 
174. S. Segert , 1976, Λ Grammar of Phoenician and Punic (Munich: Verlag C. H. 

Beck) , p. 60, 
175. R. Steiner, 1982, Affricaled Sade in the Semitic Languages (New York: Amer -

ican A c a d e m y for Jewish Research) . 
176. Or perhaps even in Proto-Semit ic . sec ibid., pp. 8 4 - 8 9 . 
177. The af f r ica te interpretation of Punic sade was earlier o f fe red by K. Meister 

(1005 1906, "Arkad i sche Formen in der Xuthias inschr i f t . " Il· 18:77 83). 
178. Steiner (1982:61) of fers a "comple te list" of the forms of the Greek Iranscrip-

tion, though he indicates (p. 61, n. 108) that he does not include in this list variant 
readings, which lie identities as "most ly insignificant or inferior."' In his list, the σ tran-
scription occurs one time, τ occurs eight t imes, and o r occurs twice. 

179. Ibid., pp. 6 0 - 6 3 , 88. I le states explicitly that Phoenician sade had the value 
of a glottalized a f f r ica te [ f ] ; I am presuming that he would hold that the l 'unie aff r ica te 
of which he speaks cont inued the glottalic articulation which he has identif ied as Phoeni-
cian. For addit ional ev idence which he adduces for an af f r ica te pronuncia t ion of Punic 
sade, see pp. 63 -65 . There are also instances of zeta being used to transcribe sade in 
Greek fo rms f r o m the per iod of Late Punic (see Harris 1936:23, 142; Steiner 1 9 8 2 : 6 6 -
67). At this t ime, the value of zeta was of course | z j . 

180. Steiner 1982 :65-68 . Steiner, in fact, argues for an af f r ica te value for Canaa-
nite sade as well as fo r samek and zayin in the second mi l lennium B.C. T h e evidence 
for this interpretat ion takes the fo rm of Egyptian transcript ions of Canaani te words. 
Here, as in m a n y instances of transcript ions of sade reported by Steiner as evidencing 
an af f r ica te value, one wonders if the transcript ions are a consequence of sade be ing an 
emphat ic—glo t ta l i zed or wha t eve r—sound rather than a consequence of be ing any sort 
of affr icate . The Egypt ian transcript ions of the mmemphatic sounds of samek and zayin 
may reveal much more about their manne r of articulation at this early phase of North-
west Semit ic than does the t ranscript ion of sade, with its " in ter fer ing" emphat ic e lement . 

181. Segert 1976 :63-65 . 
182. Harr is 1936:9. 
183. We have seen that this is so in spite of the fact that Phoenic ian has a character 

with the value lh]. 
184. J e f f e ry ' s phonet ic identif ication of Phoenician sade as I ts] is adopted by Pow-

ell, as I men t ioned above. U p o n speci fy ing this value. Powell notes that "sade is usually 
said to have had the value of a voiceless aff r ica te Its}, but in Protosemit ic it may have 
been an ' empha t i c ' dental f r icat ive" (1991:46) and cites as his authority Moseali 
1980:33. We have seen that there are difficult ies involved in pressing the claim that the 
value of Phoenic ian sade was jP1 j; but, beyond this, it is important to look at exactly 
what Mosca t i says; "Proto-Semit ic has two non-emphat ic dental fr icatives, voiceless s 
and voiced z. It also possesses an emphat ic dental fr icative .y, which, unlike some other 
emphat ics , is a lways voiceless. It has more than once been maintained that this conso-
nant was original ly an af f r ica te (of the type (tsj), largely on the basis of the pronuncia-
tion of s over a w i d e sector of the Jewish tradition, but this pronunciat ion is probably 
secondary." (On this largely, though not exclusively, nineteenth-century interpretation of 
sade as an aff r ica te , see Steiner 1982:1-6 . ) Powell has shifted the emphas is of Mosca t i ' s 
remarks . Moscat i is not forging the c la im that in Proto-Semit ic the sound of sade "may 
have been an ' empha t i c ' dental fricative. '" To the contrary, he is rebut t ing any notion 
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that it may have been someth ing other than an ' e m p h a t i c ' dental f r icat ive . In M o d e r n 
Hebrew, the sound of sade is the a f f r i ca te [ts]; sade, l ike all of the empha t i c consonants , 
has lost the " e m p h a t i c " quali ty which it once had in Hebrew. He tz ron (1987b, " H e b r e w , " 
in C o m r i e 1987 :693 -694} states: " T h e empha t i c consonan t s of Biblical Heb rew: t, s, q 
(or k) m a y have been p ronounced glot ta l ised ( though there is no expl ici t p roof of this). 
Today, there is no feature ' e m p h a s i s ' and the three consonan t s are realised respec t ive ly 
/ t / , id ( — ts) and /k/ ." 

185. Je f fe ry 1990:26. 
186. Harr is 1936:23. 
187. On Greek Τύρος ί [ türos]) bes ide Phoen ic i an sr fo r the p l ace -name Tyre, see 

Harris 1936:23, n. 14; also p. 20, n. 3. 
188. With the possible except ion of a dialect used in cities of nor thern Phoenic ia , 

on which see Segert 1976:29. 
189. On the fo l lowing discuss ion and examples ci ted therein, see Harr is 1936:23 

24, 33. 
190. Al len 1974:54-55 , 
191. It is also unci car if there are ins tances of the earl ier sequence *[zd] (*/sd/) 

at tested in the Mycenaean mater ia ls ; see L e j e u n e 1982:112, n. 4. 
192. Concerning the possible value of the zV symbols, see especially Heubeck 

1971 fo r d iscuss ion and references . 
193. T h e s e symbols , like the ksV characters , appear no t to b e f o u n d in the Eteocy-

priot syl labary (O. M a s s o n 1983:55). 
194. For discussion of za?, see O. M a s s o n 1 9 8 3 : 5 4 - 5 5 . 
195. Ibid. . p. 55. Le j eune (1954, O b s e r v a t i o n s sur le cypr io te , " BSL 5 0 : 6 8 - 7 5 ) 

p r o p o s e d that the ks V symbols and the zV symbo l s be long to a s ingle set. Th i s appears 
h ighly improbab le . Note , inter alios, O . M a s s o n ' s c o m m e n t s conce rn ing this idea 
( 1 9 8 3 : 5 5 - 5 6 ) . 

196. J e f f e ry 1990:33. She also notes that san con t inued in use "as an e m b l e m on 
the co ins of S ikyon. and also as a b rand f o r the breed of horses cal led σαμφόραι 
[ samp h ora i ] . " 

197. Ibid. 
198. For d iscuss ion , see Buck 1955 :56 -57 ; L e j e u n e 1 9 8 2 : 3 0 5 - 3 0 6 . In cont ras t to 

the Eretr ian condi t ion , as we have seen already, in tervocal ic *[s] had b e c o m e [h] in 
Lacon ian by the t ime of the earl iest inscr ipt ions; E lean inscr ip t ions show ins tances of 
in tervocal ic [h] fo r earlier (sj by at least the four th century. Consequent ly , [s] be tween 
v o w e l s w a s certainly not voiced in these dialects. 

199. It could be argued, of course , that the voic ing of word-f inal * | - s l to *[-z] in 
Lacon ian pos tda ted the loss of san f r o m the Lacon ian a lphabet , though such a scenar io 
wou ld be qui te an uncer ta in one. Whi le Laconian rhotacism may not be at tested until 
the second century AJX (Thumb-Kieke r s 1932:91), the process of voicing word final 
| - s ] must have occurred rather earlier. In the case of the Klean dialect , in which rhota-
c ism is already attested in the earliest inscript ions, such an a rgumen t w o u l d b e highly 
dubious . Τ he voicing of word-i inal ]~sj to I-zl in certain specif ic contexts (wi thout fu r -
ther deve lopmen t to I-r]) may actually have been a widespread p h e n o m e n o n ; see ibid. 

200. Le j eune 1982:89. 
201. Ibid., pp. 89, n. 3; 101, n. 6. C o m p a r e L e j e u n e ' s c o m m e n t on his p. 106, n. 1. 
202. As we will d iscuss below, in non-Aeo l i c dialects all three labiovelars (*[kwJ , 

*[g w ] , * [k h w ] ) are pala ta l ized to dental s tops be fo re m i d f ron t v o w e l s and *[k w ] a lso 
b e c o m e s a dental s top be fo re the high f ront vowels . In the Aeol ic dialects , in contrast , 
each of the lab iovelars deve lops into a bilabial s top be fo re mid f ron t vowels . In the case 
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of labiovelars occurr ing within enclitics, however, the dental development is observed 
before mid f ront vowels even in Aeolic dialects. For an examinat ion of these and still 
other contextual ly determined reflexes of the labiovelars, see Stephens and Woodard 
1986. 

203. In the Idalion bronze tablet ICS 217, 11. 10, 23 (probably fifth century). On 
the fo rm o-pi-si-si-ke in 1. 29. which may provide an additional example, perhaps repre-
senting οπι σις κε (fopi sis ke j . 'and whenever anyone ' (?)), see O. Masson 1983:243-
244; Buck 1955:103, 213; Thumb-Schere r 1959:160. 

204. See, inter alios. Buck 1955:62: Lejeune 1982:51, 89; Thumb-Schere r 
1959:124-125. The symbol is also used in the place of δ ([d]) in Arcadian απυ^Λεδο-

//π4<Κΐ (Japi iCedomiuos | , "ones having been restored ' ) ; as Buck discusses (pp. 6 2 - 6 3 ) 
the symbol is probably here used to represent not \d\ but a dissimulated re Ilex of :}:[d|. 
Buck also notes that, not surprisingly, H is only used to represent the Arcadian reflex of 
: ! jk w l in early inscriptions (see below ). 

205. Note the comments of Allen 1957:115; see also Lejeune 1982:50 51; Rix 
1976:87. 

206. See Meister 1905/06 for an early summary of the evidence: more recently 
see, among others, Buck 1955:62- -63; Lejeune 1982:51. 

207. Perhaps also ζε for τε ([tel. ' and ' ) . See Buck 1955:62, 196 197; Thumb-
Scherer 1959:125. 

208. On these Arcadian features, sec K. Meister 1905/06. 
209. Buck 1955:62; Lejeune 1982:51; Thumb-Scherer 1959:124-125. Compare the 

use of zeta fo r *[d] in very early Elean inscriptions (Buck 1955:58-59) . 
210. Ibid., pp. 6 2 - 6 3 ; see also pp. 174-175. 
211. It is interesting that in the inscription of (1), there may be preserved an at-

tempt to dist inguish graphically between the reflex of the palatalized labiovelar, here 
spelled ζ, and that sound sequence which is normally represented by the character zeta, 
that is, [zdj . The first line of the inscription offers the fo rm ζτεραιον, which, as Buck 
(1955:197) indicates, may well be related to ζειρόν (Jzde:ronl, ' robe ' ) . If this identifica-
tion is correct, fzd] is. naturally enough, spelled Ct, apparently owing to the use of ζ to 
represent the reflex of *[kw l ^ c t ? o r e a t r o n t vowel. The identification of this form is by 
no means certain, however . 

212. See, fo r example, Buck 1955:18. 
213. Jef fery 1990:38-39. 
214. See, inter alios, Lejeune 19K2:89. n. 3; 101, n. 6; Thumb-Scherer 1959:264-

265. The character also occurs in certain names and words of non-Greek origin, on 
which see the last-cited reference. 

215. See the discussion in Rix 1976:92. 
216. This is not lo say that this affiliation is universally accepted. Jeffery 

(1990:213) states concerning this character: "The letter form has been interpreted, from 
its appearance and value, as a form of sade, presumably handed on automatically in its 
place in the abecedar ium. The theorv is attractive, but why then should it not have been 
used instead of zeta in the other Arkadian inscriptions'/" Her hesitations appear again to 
be consequent upon her confusion hypothesis, according lo which zeta continues the 
value of sade. 

217. W. Larfeld , 1914, Griechische Epigraphik, 3rd. ed. (Munich: C. H. Beck ' sehe 
Verlagsbuchhandlung) , pp. 218, 220 -221 . 

218. The Car ian script also p res ides the symbol Ψ which occurs in the alphabet of 
speakers of the Pamphyl ian dialect of Greek in the place of o o (as with H) ; see Le jeune 
1982:101, n. 6; Thumb-Schere r 1959:187. 
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219. Al len 1974:57 58. 
220. The number ing sys tem is dated as early as the e ighth century by s o m e schol-

ars, such as Lar fe ld (1914:294) ; c o m p a r e Je f f e ry 1990:327. 
221 . Le j eune 1982:51. 
222 . Je f fe ry 1990:213. 
223. O n the phonet ic p rocesses involved, see S tephens and W o o d a r d 1 9 8 6 : 1 2 9 -

131; also see Le jeune 1 9 8 2 : 4 6 - 4 7 . 
224. O n the M y c e n a e a n dissimilat ion of the first of t w o labiovelars wi th in a word , 

see ö d c \ s \ ; 3 9 9 - 4 0 0 : Le jeune 1982:47, n. 3 4 - 3 . 
225. For an invest igat ion of this pattern of palatal izat ion, see S tephens and Wood-

ard 1986 :131-153 . 
226. T h o u g h it is not critical fo r the analysis presented here, it is qui te p robable 

that the relat ive chronologica l order of these d e v e l o p m e n t s was palatal izat ion fo l lowed 
by labial ization. A claim that the oppos i te chronologica l o rder ing holds would be highly 
suspect , as such would require posi t ing that all labiovelars first underwent labialization 
except for certain of those occur r ing before front vowels . Whi l e an ensu ing front vowel 
is a we l l -known condi t ioner of consonant palatal izat ion, it is not a context which would 
be likely to inhibit the broadly occurr ing " labia l iza t ion" of *[k w ] ^ fp] and so on. This 
course of deve lopment (i.e. palatal izat ion fo l lowed by labia l izat ion) entai ls that it was 
* | k w | and so on rather than [pi and so on which was palatal ized to p roduce a dental 
s top (or a sibilant in Arcado-Cypr io t ) , and this is surely the case. See the d iscuss ion in 
L e j e u n e 1972 :51-53 . 

227. ICS 241. 307. 328. 
228. T h u m b - S c h e r e r 1959:124. 
229. Le j eune 1982:48, n. 2; T h u m b - S c h e r e r 1959:160. A bilabial ref lex of *[k w ] 

w o u l d be regular before the vowel [a] (as in πεμτταμερων ( | p e m p a m e r p : n ] ) ) , in all 
dialects , of course . However , as Le jeune points out , c o m p o u n d s in w h i c h the numera l 
five te rmina tes in the [a] vowel (a cons t ruc t ion which is pe rhaps based upon c o m p o u n d s 
f o r m e d f r o m τετpa- ([tetra-]. ' f o u r ' ) usual ly display the ref lex of * [k w ] wh ich is regular 
be fo r e the mid vowel , as in H o m e r i c πεντά-ετες ( [pentâ-etes] , ' las t ing five yea r s ' ) 
af ter πέντε 

230. See Le jeune 1982:47, 52. T h u m b - S c h e r e r 1959:160 d i sparages any not ion that 
the bilabial of Cypr iot pe-i-se-i and so on. may b e ex tended analogical ly f r o m the ety-
mologica l ly related ποινά ( [poinâ] , 'a price pa id ' ) . 

231. S tephens and Woodard 1 9 8 6 : 1 5 1 - 1 5 3 . 
232. T h e s tudy also revea led clitic contexts to be more e f fec t ive ly pala ta l iz ing . For 

addi t ional conclus ions , see ibid. 
233. Unless the sampi of the east Ionic scripts d iscussed above is also der ived 

f rom san. T h e value of this sign would also be quite close, though perhaps not identical , 
to the sibilant reilex of which character ized Cypr io t . 

234. C o m p a r e the use of three d i f fe ren t g r aphemes in the Ltrusean alphabet for the 
representa t ion of fk/. Upon acquir ing the alphabet f rom the G reeks, the Ltrusean s used 
gamma for k occurr ing before e and /; kappa for k be fore a; and qoppa. for k be fo re a 
(Ltrusean had neither /g/ nor any other voiced stop). Son ic a l lophonic variat ion is per 
haps involved. This tri fold s cheme of representa t ion was con t inued in ear ly Latin or thog-
raphy, with C ( the gamma charac ter ) being used to spell both /k/ and /g/ until the third, 
or perhaps fourth, century B.C., when a variant charac ter G was created for represent ing 
the vo iced stop. The use of Κ (the kappa charac ter ) b e c a m e res t r ic ted to a very f ew 
fo rms . See L. Bonfan te . 1990, "E t ruscan , " in Reading the Past, with an in t roduct ion by 
J. H o o k e r (Berke ley: Universi ty of Ca l i fo rn ia Press) , p. 336; G. B o n f a n t e and L. B o n -
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fante , 1983, The Etruscan Language (New York: N e w York Univers i ty Press) , p. 63; W. 
Al len , 1978, Vox Latina. 2nd ed. (Cambr idge : C a m b r i d g e Univers i ty Press) , pp. 15 -16 ; 
Stur tevant 1 9 4 0 : 1 6 5 - 1 6 6 . 

235. E t ruscan possessed a tburth sibilant charac ter as well ; fo r full d iscuss ion, see 
B o n f a n t e and B o n f a n t e 1983 :65 -66 . I am indebted to Lau rence S tephens fo r kindly 
remind ing m e of this Et ruscan parallel . 

236. Harr is 1936:24. 
237. J e f f e ry 1990:26. 
238. T. Nö ldeke , 1904. Beiträge zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft (Strassburg: 

Karl J. Trübner) , p. 134. 
239. Powel l 1991:48. Phone t i ca l ly then, the path is: - ( s a n k ] > - j s e m k a ! -

1 ; |semgaJ "'"> * [ segma ] > *1 s igma] . On the possibil i ty that the sequence -γμ- was pro-
nounced [ -gm-] , see Le jeune 1982:77- 78. 

240. Nöldeke 1904:134. 
241. Powell 1991:48 
242. See L e j e u n e 1982:145 - 146. This regress ive assimilat ion in place of art icula-

tion occurs with all sequences of nasal - stop, without regard to the place of articula-
t ion of the stop. 

243. Powe l l 1991:48. 
244. Ibid. 
245. M c C a r t c r 1975 :100 -101 . n. 88. 
246 . [to do: r iées mèn sàn kaléu:si ίο: ne s s igma] 
247. A n d pe rhaps both also occurred in the a lphabets of the Ionic cit ies showing 

the sampi-lïke, symbol Φ , which we discussed above. 
248 . It has been suggested that bo th Greek san and sigma are der ived f r o m Phoeni -

cian shan\ this, however , is unlikely. See M c C a r t e r ' s rebut tal of this idea (1975:100 , n. 
86). 

249. Powel l 1991:35, n. 98. interest ingly, this le t te r -name happens to b e san. 
250. See, inter altos. MeCar te r 1975:99, n. 85; Chant ra ine 1 9 6 8 : 1 0 0 2 - 1 0 0 3 . 
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C y p r u s and B e y o n d 

7.0 More Syllabic Cypriot Influence 

In chapter 6 I argued that disparate aspects of the Greek treatment of the Se-
mitic sibilant characters are reasonably accounted for when the origin of the 
Greek alphabet is viewed as the work of adapters who were accustomed to 
writing with the syllabic Cypriot script and who incorporated features of this 
script into the alphabet which they were devising. This hypothesis not only 
makes sense of the use of the Phoenician sibilant graphemes but also has cru-
cial consequences for interpreting other aspects of the Greek alphabetic writing 
system. 

7.0,1 Stop Consonant Graphemes 

As I have discussed, the system of stop phonemes of ancient Greek is quite 
unlike that of Phoenician; the two systems in effect represent partially overlap-
ping sets. Greek possessed voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, and 
voiced stop phonemes produced at the bilabial, dental, and velar places of artic-
ulation, that is, /p. ph. b/; /t, t \ d/; and /k, kh, g/.j Phoenician possessed both 
voiced and voiceless stops at these same articulatory positions, though this lan-
guage does not phonemically distinguish voiceless unaspirated and voiceless 
aspirated stops. In addition, the consonantal inventory of Phoenician includes 
glottalized, pharyngealized, or in some manner "emphatic" voiceless dental and 
velar stop phonemes; thus, Phoenician displays the following set of stop pho-
nemes: /p, b/; /t, d, t7; and /k, g, k7.2 In the development of the Greek alpha-
bet, the orthographic treatment of those stop phonemes shared by the two lan-
guages, /p, b. t, d, k, g/, is straightforward. For representing each of these 
sounds, the Greek adapters simply appropriated the Phoenician grapheme with 

205 
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its phonemic value intact; thus. Phoenician pe — /p/ was acquired as Greek pi 
= /p/, Phoenician bet = Pol as Greek beta = /b/, Phoenician taw = it/ as 
Greek tau = /t/, and so forth. Such direct acquisition of "symbol + value" 
was not possible in the case of the Greek voiceless aspirated stop phonemes, 
as such do not occur in Semitic. 

The matter of the representation of the Greek voiceless aspirated stops in 
the newly devised Greek alphabet brings us back to a consideration of the 
supplemental characters φ, and ψ. Though the origin and source of these 
symbols, which have no obvious counterparts in the Phoenician script," is quite 
uncertain, it has been generally held that they are in some sense—-as their des-
ignation indicates - -supplemental: in other words, these symbols were added to 
the Greek alphabet subsequent to its initial creation/' There are several pieces 
of evidence which indicate the secondary nature of these symbols: 

1. While all three supplemental characters occur in both the blue and red 
Greek alphabet-types, of the three, only one (0) has the same phonetic value 
(lphJ) ' n both groups. 

2. In addition, the order in which the supplementals occur differs in the blue 
and red abeecdaria: blue shows the sequence 0, χ, ψ, with the respective values 
Lph|, [kh], [ps] (though the light blue alphabets lack ψ, as discussed above); on 
the other hand, the order is χ. Φ. ψ. with the respective values [ks], |ph], [kh], 
in the red.5 

3. The supplemental characters are absent from the conservative script of 
Crete, and this is not. as we have discussed in some detail, because the Cretan 
dialect lacked aspirated stops. 

4. That φ, χ, and ψ represent secondary additions to the Greek script is also 
strongly suggested by the nonoccurrence of these characters in the recently 
discovered Würzburg alphabet-table, which, as pointed out above, appears to 
be the earliest example of the Greek alphabet recovered thus far; this alphabet 
ends in tau.6 

Now let us rcfocus our attention on the representation of voiceless aspirated 
stops (/ph/, /th/, /kh/) in the newly created Greek alphabet. To represent the 
aspirated dental Ith/, the Greek adapters utilized the Phoenician symbol for the 
emphatic dental slop. tet. Obviously, the adapters' choice of symbols for 
Greek /th/ was phonetically motivated to the extent that the Phoenician charac-
ter chosen represented a type of voiceless dental stop. Now, Phoenician had no 
phonemic aspiration as Greek did, but a language without phonemic aspiration 
can still possess consonants which are characterized by phonetic aspiration. As 
we saw in an earlier discussion, this is the case with English: voiceless stops 
are aspirated in certain phonetic contexts, but aspiration of stops can never 
effect a meaning difference in English; that is, aspiration is not phonemic in 
this language, unlike in ancient Greek. It is possible that certain types of Phoe-
nician stop consonants could have been characterized by the presence of pho-
netic aspiration, at least in certain contexts, and this in fact appears to be the 
case. However, Greek and Latin transcriptions of the Semitic emphatic conso-
nants indicate that it is not. the emphatics which are so characterized by the 
presence of aspiration, or at least such transcriptions suggest that the emphatics 
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have less aspiration than the unemphatic voiceless stops of Semitic.7 To the 
extent that the sound of Phoenician tet appears to have been less characterized 
by phonetic aspiration than was the sound of taw, the use of tet to represent 
Greek /th/ is somewhat arbitrary.8 

While a Phoenician character was adapted to represent the aspirated dental 
phoneme /th/, the other two aspirated stop phonemes of Greek are expressed 
only by the supplemental characters of the red and blue alphabets. In other 
words, if the supplemental characters are secondary in origin (as it appears), 
then the Greek adapters of the Phoenician script made no provision for graphi-
cally distinguishing /ph/ from /p/ and /kh/ from /k/. The decision not to do so is 
surely highly significant for the present investigation. In the Phoenician script 
the character qop represented the emphatic velar stop /k7. Just as tetT the sym-
bol for the emphatic dental, was utilized by the Greek adapters to represent 
/t!7, so, in a completely parallel Fashion, qop could have been taken over as the 
symbol for the aspirated velar stop /kh/. instead, however, as we have seen, 
Greek qoppa (from qop) was used (almost whimsically) to represent a backed 
allophonic variant of the unaspirated velar stop /k/.9 There is no emphatic bila-
bial stop in Phoenician and, hence, no symbol for such a sound which, in 
keeping with the Greek use of tet, might be appropriated for representing /ph/. 
We have seen that at times the adaptation of Phoenician symbols for Greek 
alphabetic use involved an element of arbitrariness—most recently in the use 
of tet (I\!) as a symbol for denoting Greek /th/. Phoenician zayin could have 
been arbitrarily assigned the Greek value /ph/; instead, it was used to represent 
the consonantal sequence [zj + [d]. Phoenician samek might have been arbi-
trarily utilized to represent Greek /ph/; instead, it was assigned the cluster value 
[kj + [s]. The use of either of these Semitic symbols to represent /ph/ would 
have involved arbitrariness of an appreciable degree, but no more than is dis-
played by the adapters in assigning vowel values to Phoenician consonantal 
characters. 

What is of most acute significance in the foregoing observations is that for 
the Greek adapters of the Phoenician writing system, it was more critical that 
the new alphabetic script include symbols with the value [z] + [d| and [k] + 
[s]—which could have simply been written σδ and κσ (!!)—than that there 
should be symbols for the aspirated stop phonemes /ph/ and /kh/. These adapters 
were quite willing to tolerate the lack of a graphic distinction between voiceless 
unaspirated consonants and voiceless aspirated consonants; it is a small step to 
infer that the adapters were scribes who were already accustomed to spelling 
with a system in which such phonemically crucial distinctions were treated as 
moot. This again brings us back to the syllabic Cypriot script. 

As we have seen, one of the peculiar, characteristic features of the syllabic 
Cypriot writing system is its failure to distinguish between the three types of 
stops produced at any given place of articulation: voiceless unaspirated, voice-
less aspirated, and voiced. Given the evidence which we have already uncov-
ered for positing that the Greek adapters of the Phoenician writing system were 
practitioners of the syllabic Cypriot script, it is only reasonable to interpret the 
absence of characters for the voiceless aspirated stop phonemes /ph/ and /kh/ 
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from the early alphabet as yet another instance in which a structural feature of 
the syllabic Cypriot script was transferred to the alphabet. The Cypriot Greek 
adapters of the Semitic script accepted the graphic distinction of voiced verses 
voiceless stops which was provided by the Phoenician script, but were only 
motivated to make provision for further distinguishing the voiceless aspirated 
stops in the case of the dental /tn/. This fuller graphic differentiation of the 
various dental stop phonemes than of the bilabial and velar stop phonemes in 
the early alphabet is hauntingly reminiscent of the practice which we observed 
in the Linear Β script. The Mycenaean scribes, like the scribes of the syllabic 
Cypriot script, used a single set of symbols to represent the voiceless unaspi-
rated, voiceless aspirated, and voiced stops occurring at a given place of articu-
lation, with the exception of the dentals in Linear Β spelling: the voiced dental 
stops were represented by dV symbols, while the voiceless unaspirated and 
aspirated stops were both spelled tV Whether the higher (though not identical) 
level of differentiation among dental stops which is observed in the Linear Β 
script and in the early alphabet is in some way the consequence of a continuity 
of scribal tradition, however labyrinthine the pathway might be, or is a phenom-
enon which is essentially cognitive in nature is unclear. 

7.1 Early Alphabetic Traditions in Cyprus 

7.1.1 [ks] and [ps] Across the Alphabets 

As Τ discussed in chapter 6, among the various epichoric alphabets of Greece, 
there are three different ways in which the consonantal sequence [k] + [s] is 
represented: in the dark blue scripts, the character ξ, based upon Phoenician 
samek, is utilized; the red alphabets assign the [k] + [s] value to the supple-
mental character χ„ and both the light blue alphabets and the "primitive," or 
green, scripts spell the cluster sequentially as χα (or κ M etc.). I argued that the 
graphic representation in these alphabets of the sequences [k| + [s| on the one 
hand, and [p] L [s|. on the other, exist in an asymmetric fashion. My previous 
summary of the aspects of this asymmetrical relationship is repeated here as 
(I): 

(1) Λ. A jksl character occurs in each script, in which a [ps] character occurs . 
B. A |ks l character occurs in some scripts which lack a [ps] character. 
C. No jps] charac ter occurs in a script wh ich lacks a j k s | character . 

As I pointed out, |ks) and jps) graphemes thus exist in an implieational 
relationship: the presence of a [ps] character implies the presence of a [ks] 
character, but not vice versa. I further noted that in the dark blue alphabets - -
the only scripts to have both a [ks] and a |ps] character --there is a further 
asymmetry to the extent that [ks] is represented by a symbol taken directly 
from the Phoenician script, while [ps] is represented by one of the secondary, 
supplemental characters. The asymmetrical nature of [ksj vis-à-vis [ps] repre-
sentation in the Greek alphabets. 1 concluded, is anchored in and proceeds from 
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spelling practices of the Greek scribes who utilized the syllabic Cypriot script 
and who adapted the Phoenician script for writing Greek. Now, what I did not 
address in detail earlier is a certain implication of this conclusion: namely, that 
if the [ks]/[ps] asymmetries of both the blue and red alphabetic traditions fol-
low from syllabic Cypriot spelling practice, then both of these alphabetic tradi-
tions (blue and red) probably have their origin at the hands of the Cypriot 
adapters of the Phoenician writing system. To this matter we will now turn our 
attention. 

In the dark blue alphabet-type [k] + [s] is represented by the Greek charac-
ter (ξ) which is derived from Phoenician samek, standing in the alphabetic 
position of samek. In the red alphabet-type this character is conspicuously ab-
sent; in fact, from alpha through upsilon (i.e., up to the supplementals) the dark 
blue and red alphabets are identical in occurrence and order of characters ex-
cept for this absence of ς in the latter. In the red script it is as though a hole 
had o p e n e d between nu and omicron and simply swallowed the ξ symbol which 
separated the two. However, immediately following upsilon in the red type, 
there stands a different (supplemental) character (χ) which has been given the 
very same value [k| -- [s|! Thus, we have the following prototypic alphabetic 
configurations at an early phase: 

(2) A. Dark blue; cxß γδερζη θι κλμνξο π Μ Ϋρστυ . . . 
Β, Red: αβγδερζηθικλμν-οπΜΫρστνχ. . . 

What sense is to be made of this? This is a prima facie absurdity. Why would 
a symbol be extracted from the very heart of the alphabet only to be replaced 
by another symbol having the exact same idiosyncratic value, tacked on to the 
end of the "nonsupplementär' portion of the alphabet? If both the blue and red 
alphabetic traditions arose at the hands of the Cypriot scribes, as I have now 
suggested, then excising ξ and replacing it with χ is the alphabetic equivalent 
of robbing Peter to pay Paul. 

Excursus 2: An Interpretative Essay 

In an effort to provide a reasoned answer to the questions raised in the preced-
ing paragraph. I present in this excursus a scenario of the earliest phases of the 
development of the Greek alphabet. While the ensuing scenario is dependent 
upon the positions and arguments which I have advanced in the preceding chap-
ters, the reverse is not true. Therefore, the ideas that I have presented and 
developed thus far concerning the Cypriot source of the alphabet should be 
judged independently of the reconstruction of episodes in the early life of the 
alphabet which follows. 

Before proceeding. I must remind my readers of two points. First, in addi-
tion to blue ς and red χ there was a third alphabetic means for representing the 
consonantal sequence [k| -r [sj: in the light blue and green traditions this clus-
ter is spelled sequentially as χα (or κΜ, etc.). Second, in the syllabic Cypriot 
writing system there were two means of representing the sequence [k] + [s|: 
word-finally, and w ord-internally before a stop, the cluster is represented using 
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the ksV syllabic symbols; word-internally before a vowel, [k] + [s] is spelled 
sequentially as kV-sV. 

When Cypriot scribes accustomed to spelling syllabically encountered the 
Phoenician consonantal script and set about adapting this script for Greek use, 
they devised an alphabetic system which matched the Phoenician script symbol 
for symbol: as the Phoenician script ran from 'aleρ to taw; the new Greek script 
ran from alpha to tan, with every Semitic character utilized. In the creation of 
this new alphabetic script, the Cypriot scribes made provision not only for 
representing consonants, as in the Phoenician script, but for spelling vowels as 
well. In addition, two of the Phoenician symbols were adapted for representing 
consonantal sequences for which individual syllabic symbols also existed in the 
Cypriot Syllabary: zayin was assigned the value |zj I |d] and samek the value 
|k | + |s | . This appears ίο be essentially the abecedarium which is preserved 
on the Würz burg tablet. Within this alphabetic system ρ must have served to 
represent not only | w ] but \u \ as well.10 Soon afterward, though not necessarily 
prior to the stage described in the ensuing paragraph, a distinct character, upsi-
lon, was created for representing [u) and was attached to the end of the now 
evolving alphabetic script.11 

Subsequent to the creation of the alpha through tau (or upsilon) alphabet, it 
appears that some set of Cypriot scribes introduced a modification into this new 
writing system. The syllabic Cypriot script used both ksV and kV-sV spellings 
to represent [ks] clusters. Recall that it was the peculiar empty-vowel spelling 
strategy based upon the sonority hierarchy that had motivated the inclusion of 
ksV symbols in the Cypriot Syllabary. The considerations of sonority which 
were responsible for the presence of these ksV symbols and which had deter-
mined their distribution in syllabic spelling practice did not obtain in the new 
alphabetic script. Every sound occurring in a word could be represented 
(though not uniquely at this stage of development, prior to the introduction of 
characters with the value [pnj and |kh]), and to do so it was not necessary to 
utilize graphemic components which had no phonetic reality, that is, empty 
vowels. The orthographic motivation for ksV characters no longer existed. 
Hence, in keeping with the genius of the alphabet, the fks] symbol ξ was de-
leted from the new script by early scribal reformers, and the practice of sequen-
tially spelling [ks| as κσ was introduced (again, the sequential spelling of [ks] 
clusters, at least in certain contexts, was a practice with which the scribes of 
the syllabic Cypriot script were completely familiar). Owing either, as I pro-
posed above, to the nonoccurrence of psV syllabograms in the Cypriot script or 
to the lower functional yield of such symbols if they did exist, no Phoenician 
character had been assigned the v alue [ ps |; instead, such clusters had been from 
the start spelled sequentially as πσ in the newly devised alphabet. This sequen-
tial spelling of [ps] clusters in the alphabetic system undoubtedly encouraged 
the "regularizatiorf of the representation of [ks] clusters as κσ. 

The other CC alphabetic character, zeta. escaped this early reform of the 
alphabet, and the reasons it did are not difficult to perceive. The [zd] symbol 
and the [ks] symbol of the new alphabet were fundamentally quite different. In 
the syllabic Cypriot script zV w as the only regular spelling of [zd]; in other 
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words, unlike the case of the cluster [ks], there was no contextually variant, 
sequential spelling of [zd] (which would presumably have been sV-tV). There 
was thus no precedent in the syllabic system for a sequential alphabetic spelling 
of [zdj, and hence, one of the principal motivating factors which led to a resolu-
tion of ς into κσ did not exist for zeta. 

A primitive alphabetic system such as that described in the preceding para-
graph, with a hole where ξ should have been and a concomitant reformed spell-
ing of [k] + [s] as κσ. as well as with upsilon appended, is essentially the 
alphabet which was transported to Crete and there preserved in a conservative 
orthographic tradition (though in Crete san will be selected to bear the value 
[s|). This early variant alphabet, which arose as an adjustment made by certain 
Cypriot scribes of a new writing system devised by (some other) Cypriot 
scribes, is thus the source of the alphabetic tradition we have identified as the 
green script. 

The alpha-io-upsilon alphabetic system from which ξ has been selectively 
excised and which is progenitor of the Cretan alphabetic script may also be the 
link which ties the early alphabet-type of (2A), in which ξ — (ks), to that of 
(2B), in which |ks] is expressed by χ. We questioned above why a Semitic 
character w?hich had been given the Greek value [ks] would have been removed 
from deep within the alphabet only to be replaced by a supplemental character 
tacked on at the tail, having the same value. It seems most unlikely that this 
process would have occurred as a simple exchange of ξ for χ—at least it is 
difficult to imagine a convincing motivation for such a swap. However, once ξ 
had been removed in the process of regularizing the spelling of consonant + 
[s] clusters, a kind of vacuum would have been created into which a new [ks] 
symbol could have been introduced. 

Let us elaborate on a possible process of this sort. Cypriot scribes had as-
signed the value of [ks] to ξ when the Greek alphabetic script was initially 
developed; other scribes then, in effect, devised a competing alphabet by modi-
fying the representation of [ks j to κσ, getting rid of ξ. These two nascent alpha-
betic traditions began to spread among Cypriot scribes, as technological ad-
vances do so spread. Some set of these scribes encountered the form of the 
alphabet from which the [ksj symbol ξ had been removed, and, accustomed to 
writing with their own syllabic Cypriot script which contained ksV symbols and 
perceiving these as a utilitarian feature of that writing system, they devised and 
appended to the end of the alphabet (after upsilon) a different character (χ) 
with the val tie ]ks] (presumably unaware that ξ ^ [ks] had ever been a part of 
the alphabet). In this way a [ks] character was reintroduced into the alphabet 
(through a kind of counterrcformation) and another variant alphabet was created 
(that in (2B), running from a through with no ξ and with χ --= |ks|) which 
became the germ of the red alphabets. 

It would appear that this group of scribal counterreformers, like the adapters 
of the Phoenician script, also made no provision for representing the sequence 
[psi with a single character. In the case of the process of adapting the Phoeni-
cian script (in which only Phoenician characters were used), I proposed that the 
failure to provide for a [ps] character suggests either that psV symbols did not 
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occur in the syllabic Cypriot script or that if they did, they simply carried less 
of a functional load than ksV characters, so that in either case, the limited 
resource of Semitic characters was not tapped for a [ps] svmbol. In the present 
case, however, in which a supplemental character is de\ised and attached to the 
end of the Phoenician portion of the alphabet, the appaient failure to create a 
[psj supplemental (recall that no character with the value [ps] occurs in the red 
scripts) may weigh in favor of the nonoccurrence of Cypriot psV syllabograms. 

The preceding scheme suggests that there w as a period of Cypriot experi-
mentation with the Greek alphabet subsequent to its initial creation. This is not 
unexpected, and, in fact, McCarter has argued for some experimental phase on 
epigraphical grounds.1 ' flic fundamental gross structural characteristics which 
distinguish the various Greek alphabet-types may thus be traced to this experi-
mental period, though the particular Phoenician letter-forms utilized in the at-
tested Ci reek scripts may, in some measure, have their origin in a somewhat 
later period. If this is so, then continued contact between the users of the early 
Greek alphabet and the Phoenician script would be required. Cyprus would be 
an ideal location for such interaction. 

In our scenario we have thus far seen generated three slightly variant types 
of the Greek alphabet. These arc (3A) the original adaptation of the Semitic 
script with upsilon appended; (3B) a variant which arose when ξ was removed 
from (3A) and κσ was introduced as the spelling of [ks]; and (3C) an additional 
variant spawned by the decision to introduce a [ks] symbol into (3B), presum-
ably (though not necessarily) made without knowledge that a symbol with this 
value had been previously present: 

(3) A. αβγδερζηθι κλμνξοπ Μ ?ρστ υ 
Β. αβγδερζη θι κλμν^ο π Μ ?ρσ τ υ 
C. αβγδε ρζηθι κλμ ν_ο π Μ ?ρ στ υ χ 

I have proposed that (3Β) and (3C) are the ultimate source of the primitive 
(green) and red alphabet-types respectively. The alphabet of (3A) would be the 
source of the dark blue type; to (3A) will of course ultimately be added the 
three supplemental consonantal characters, one of which (χ) we see already 
appearing in the alphabet of (3C). Whether it was at the hand of Cypriot inno-
vators that the additional two supplementals φ and y/ were added to (3C) and 
that the full complement of dark blue supplementals, 0, χ , and l//, were ap-
pended to (3A) is unclear. Jeffery, however, has argued that the three supple-
mental characters have their origin in the Cypriot Syllabary.'3 Her proposal is 
a most welcome contribution lo the thesis developed in the present work. Be-
yond that, however, if her interpretation is correct, then the Cypriot scribes 
were probably also responsible for linishing out the consonantal component of 
the blue and red alphabets. 

Regardless of precisely who was responsible for extending the blue and red 
alphabets by appending various supplemental characters, this process appears 
to have been rather uniform across the two alphabet-types, despite formal dif-
ferences. Metaphorically, the evolutionär)' structure of the alphabet which has 
begun to present itself could be called the onion model (a descriptively appro-
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priate, if not altogether, complimentary, term). At the core is the adapted 'alep-
through-taw Phoenician script; the alphabet then grows in layers as additional 
characters are suffixed. Thus, the initial structure, (4A), is enlarged as (4B). 
Another layer is added in (4C), as the red alphabet begins to take shape: 

(4) Α. Ισ.βγδερζηθι κλμνξοπΜΫρστ] 
Β. [ [αβγδερζηθικλμνξοπΜ?ρστ] υ] 
C. / [ [αβγδερζηθικ/ψν-οπΜ?ρστ] υ] χ] 

The next step in the evolution of both the blue and red scripts involved 
making provision for graphically distinguishing the voiceless aspirated stops 
|phl and )kh] from their unaspirated counterparts [p| and |k|. To this end two 
additional (supplemental) characters are appended to each of the alphabets (4B) 
and (4C). Within this new layer the value of the symbols added is the same for 
both scripts, and in both the order is the same, in that the bilabial character 
precedes the velar; however, the grapheme which is used to represent |kh | dif-
fers in the two alphabets: 

(5) A. / / (αβγδερζηθικλμνξοπΜΫρστI υ] φ (ph) χ (kh)] 
Β- / / / Ιαβγδερζηθικ/ψv—οπΜΫρστ] υ] χ] φ (ph) ψ (kh)j 

With the addition of this new layer, the protoform of the blue script, (4B), is 
transformed into (5A). and the red (4C) is changed into (5B). The addition to 
these two alphabetic systems of symbols with the same values, in the same 
order, but with variation in the form of the [kh] character (χ in the blue script 
and ψ in the red) suggests that this latest modification of the two scripts was 
the work of independent hands but that the editors involved, in some fashion or 
another, interacted with one another or had common access to ideas of others. 

The preceding analysis of the evolution of the red alphabet suggests that the 
addition of the χ layer and that of the layer containing φ and ψ were separate 
processes. It is also possible of course that the [ks] layer and the aspirated stop 
layer were both appended by the same set of scribal editors at essentially the 
same time. The attested red alphabets which contain χ — [ks] do also possess 
φ and ψ. Thus, if the addition of these three supplemental characters occurred 
in two distinct phases, the intermediate stage (i.e., that one with χ but without 
φ and ψ) did not survive as a historical alphabetic system. As we shall see 
below, however, there is evidence for a red system of the converse type (i.e., 
one with φ and ψ but without χ). 

It has been argued by some, as I discussed in chapter 6, that red χ, with the 
value [ks], arose as an abbreviation of the sequential spelling of this cluster as 
χα. We rejected this interpretation as implausible. If there were actually any 
phonetic link between the |kh | blue value of χ (as in (5A)) and the [ks) red 
value (as in (5B)). it is likely to have been forged in the opposite direction. In 
other words, the scribes who were responsible for adding the layer containing 
symbols for voiceless aspirated stops to the evolving blue alphabet may have 
been led to adopt red / for representing [kh] simply because the initial portion 
of the value of the character in the red alphabet ([ks]) was that of a voiceless 
velar stop (perhaps with some aspiration, if the light blue spelling of [ks] as χα 
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is phonetically revealing). This decision may have been further encouraged by 
red alphabet hyperspellings of [ks] as χα (i.e., kss\ an English spelling equiva-
lent would occur in something like ex sit for exit). This is a fairly common type 
of hyperspelling in Greek inscriptions.14 Alternatively, χ may have suggested 
itself as a symbol for representing both [ks] and [kh] in these two alphabetic 
traditions because of the value attached to the parent symbol in the source 
script. Then again, the use of the symbol which had the value [ks ] in the red 
script to represent [k;lJ in the blue alphabet may have simply been in large 
measure arbitrary. Such arbitrariness appears to be exhibited in the ensuing 
phase of blue-alphabet development. 

Next, the consonantal component of the blue alphabet {5A) is filled out by 
the addition to the script of a second CC symbol, namely, ψ for [ps|: 

(6) / I i i(ϊβγδίγζηθικλμνξοτϊΜ?ρστi vj φχ\ y/j 

The symbol chosen for this purpose is the same one used in the red alphabet to 
represent [kh|. This utilization of a single character to represent the consonantal 
sequence fps) in one alphabet and the aspirated stop |kh) in another poignantly 
betrays a lack of inhibition regarding the arbitrary association of sound and 
symbol on the part of either blue or red editors or both.15 

Still to be addressed in our interpretative essay is the evolution of the light 
blue variety of the alphabet. Recall that the light blue script shares with the 
dark blue the supplemental characters for the aspirated stops |ph] and [kh] (i.e., 
φ and χ), but differs from the dark blue in that it lacks CC characters lor the 
clusters [ks] and [ps]. At least two possible derivations of this alphabetic system 
immediately suggest themselves, given the evolutionary model developed 
above; in either case the genesis of the characters for [ph] and [kh] which appear 
in the dark blue alphabet is prerequisite. On the one hand, the starting point for 
this script could have been the dark blue system of (5A), repeated here as (7): 

(7) [ l ίαβγδεμζηθικλμνξοπΜΫρστ! vi φχί 

If this were so, then the light blue system would have arisen by means of the 
same sort of reform effort which I proposed was responsible for the develop-
ment of the alphabetic system which is preserved in the primitive script of 
Crete. In other words, the [k] — [s] symbol ξ was perceived as redundant given 
the occurrence of symbols for each of its two components and the nonoccur-
rence of a lp] 4 [s] symbol.10 This character was thus extracted from the 
alphabet and in its stead the sequential spelling χα was introduced, utilizing 
the "new'" supplemental character for the aspirated stop |kh]. Concomitantly, 
the representation of |pl 4- [s] would have been moditied from πα to φα.11 On 
the other hand, the light blue system could have been built directly from the 
earlier reformed system which gave rise to the Cretan alphabet—that which 
had the form of (3B). repeated here as (8), and which utilized the sequential 
spelling κσ for ] ks | : 

( 8 ) αβγδε ρζηθι κ/ψ v-οπ Μ ?ρσ ru 

Upon introduction of the symbols for the voiceless aspirated bilabial and velar 
stops (φ and χ respectively), the sequential spelling of the [p] + [si and [k] + 
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[s] clusters would have been phonetically adjusted from πα and κσ to φα and 

XP-
Beyond Kirchoff 's basic alphabetic types, perhaps certain of the red scripts 

should be interpreted as preserving a vestige of still a different alphabetic sys-
tem, one which has the expected red supplemental characters for [ph] and [kh] 
but which spells sequentially the cluster [k] + [s] (as well as [pj 4- [s], as do 
all red scripts ). In other words, this appears to be a system with an abecedarium 
of the form (9). in which χ ( = [k] + [s]) is lacking, so that I k] 4- [s] is 
represented as ιμα (and [pi 4· [s] as φα): 

(9) / / /αβγδερζηθΐκλμν—οπΜΫρστj vj φ (//') ψ (kh)j 

This alphabetic system would then be the red equivalent of the light blue script. 
Jeffery cites the red alphabet of Boeotian as one in which the spelling of |k] 
4- [s] as ψα "is normal"; she further states that the customary red |k] 4- |s] 
symbol χ "is not common, but may be found sometimes." j 8 The spelling of [kj 
4 js] as ψσ also occurs in the alphabet of Opountian Lokris, which alphabet 

Jeffery identifies as "the same as those of its neighbors Boiotia and (as far as 
it is known) Chalkis."19 Finally, the poorly attested red alphabet of the Ionian 
island of Cephallenia shows the spelling ψΜ for [k] 4~ Is].20 

An alphabetic system of this type, which could be designated as light red, 
would have, mutatis mutandis, the same possible derivations as the light blue 
system. It could have arisen from the red alphabet by reforming the spelling of 
[k] - [si. that is, by deleting the character χ and instituting the sequential 
representation ψα: in the light red system, unlike the light blue, the cluster [ps] 
was already spelled sequentially and so could have served as additional incen-
tive for the reform. Alternatively, the light red system could have been con-
structed from the proto-Cretan system of (8), by the addition of the red supple-
mental characters for [ph] and [kh], with an adjustment in the sequential spelling 
of [ps] and [ks] through the use of the new symbols.21 

Of the two possible courses of derivation of the parallel light blue and light 
red systems which is outlined above, that which derives them from an early 
green system appears to be the preferred. It would seem more likely that once 
devised, the two competing sets of |ph] and [kh] characters (0, χ and ψ) were 
circulated and adapted to existing alphabetic systems, rather than that the spell-
ing reform of [k| 4- [s| occurred on three separate occasions, coupled once (in 
the case of the light blue system) with a parallel reform of the spelling of [p] 
t Is] after a [p] 4 [s] supplemental character had already been introduced 

into the system. Purely in ternis of theoretical economy, the former analysis is 
clearly preferable. 

In summary, it appears that the various epichoric alphabets of ancient Greece 
developed from three variant alphabetic systems that were devised by Cypriot 
scribes in a period of alphabetic experimentation. These three systems, pre-
sented above as (3A C) , are repeated here as (10A- C); 

(10) Α. αβγδερζηθικλμνξοπΜΫρατν 
Β. cxßγδερζηθι k/mv-Ok ΜΫρατν 
C, αβγδε ρζηθι κλμν-οπ Μ Ϋρατν χ 
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The system (10B) is the germ of the green script exported to Crete. These 
systems were further developed by the appending of supplemental characters 
which represent the voiceless aspirated stops [phj and [kh]. With the introduc-
tion of this early modification, the complete array of Greek consonant pho-
nemes could be graphically distinguished. The creation of the supplemental 
characters also probably occurred at the hands of Cypriot scribes if the supple-
mental symbols have their origin in the syllabic Cypriot script, though it is not 
necessarily the case that all possible attested permutations of (i) the supplemen-
tal characters and (ii) the systems of (10) were produced by Cypriot scribes. 
The germ of the red scripts was generated by the attachment of [ph| and |k l l| 
symbols (φ and ψ) to the system of (10C), and that of the dark blue scripts was 
generated by the addition of characters with these values (ψ and χ) along with 
a |ps| symbol (ψ) to the system of ΠΟΑ). The light blue scripts developed from 
a system that was devised when the aspirated stop characters φ and χ were 
added to the system of ( 1 OB). There is perhaps vestigial evidence of what could 
be identified as a distinct light red system which was engendered by the addi-
tion of the other set of [ph] and [kh] supplemental characters (i.e., φ and ψ) to 
the end of the system of ( 10B ). 

The preceding scheme of early alphabetic evolution is undoubtedly oversim-
plified, but in gross terms it accounts reasonably and systematically for the 
attested alphabetic structures. Of course, as the earliest alphabetic systems were 
disseminated, various local modifications occurred. Beneath the heading of lo-
cal alterations lie such items as: (i) the adoption of particular letter-shapes; (ii) 
the choice of san or sigma as the |s] character; (iii) early disposal of qoppa; 
(iv) assigning of a vowel value to eta; and so forth. And in fact, the addition 
of supplemental characters representing [ph] and [kh] to the system of (10B) 
should perhaps be placed beneath this rubric. We could imagine, for example, 
that a primitive system of the type (IOB) was exported to Attica and to adjacent 
Boeotia, perhaps by way of the islands of the southeast Aegean. Under the 
ultimate influence of a script of the dark blue type, probably one of those 
neighboring to the southwest, Attica acquired the use of the supplementals φ 
and χ for representing [ph] and [khl and thus acquired a system of the light 
blue type. Boeotia also acquired the aspirated stop supplementals but took them 
from one of the neighboring red alphabets, probably that of Euboea, thus pro-
curing the set ι// and undergoing the transformation to a light red system. 
Various letter-shapes in the Boeotian script also appear to have been greatly 
influenced by the Euboean alphabet of Chaleis.22 

The addition of the final character of the Greek alphabet, omega, is by all 
accounts relatively late, as one would fully expect by its position in the outer-
most layer. Jeffery suggests a date of no later than about 600 B.C. and gives 
southwest Asia Minor as a likely geographical starting point.23 Omega was 
probably constructed from the character omicron by the opening of a gap on 
the underside of the latter. 
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7.2 Date of the Origin of the Alphabet 

7 . 2 . 1 T h e M y c e n a e a n H x o d u s 

If the origin of the Greek alphabet is to be traced, to Cyprus, as we are claiming, 
then the date at which this event occurred is bound up with the matter of the 
Greek settlement of Cyprus and the ensuing development of the Cypriot Sylla-
bary by the Greeks,24 When the Mycenaean centers of the Greek mainland were 
destroyed at the close of the thirteenth century B.c., there appears to have oc-
curred a massive influx of refugees into Cyprus from the Aegean. These My-
cenaean or "Achaean" refugees settled in several locales, including Enkomi, 
Sinda, Kition, and Maa-Palaeokastro (from which site the Achaeans moved to 
Palaepaphos after some short time: see fig. 7,1).25 important evidence provided 
by recent excavations at Mn'à-Palaeokasrw and Pyla-Kokkinokremos is consis-
tent with dating the arrival of the wave of Achaean refugees populating the 
aforementioned locales at around 1200 B.c. or shortly thereafter.26 Other East-
ern Mediterranean sites may have likewise been populated by Mycenaean refu-
gees, but unlike these, Cyprus underwent a process of hellenization—a conse-
quence at least in part of the continued arrival of waves of Greek settlers for 
some time.27 

The scribal contingent of the Greek refugee community would not perpetu-
ate the use of the Mycenaean Linear Β script but would instead adapt one of 
the syllabic scripts which they discovered to be already in use in Cyprus. Possi-
bly the motivation for making this orthographic shift was a greater expressabil-
ity of consonants (in clusters and word-finally) afforded by the Cypriot script. 
Though such a feature of Cypriot orthography could simply have been inte-
grated into the existing Linear Β system (i.e., the Linear Β characters could 

FIGURE 7.1 M a p of C y p r u s . U s e d by p e r m i s s i o n o f R o l a n d D. W o o d a r d . 
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have been preserved), the Greek scribal community of Cyprus "chose" to incor-
porate certain features of Linear Β spelling into a Cypriot writing system—a 
process which Palaima.28 following E. Masson,29 suggests may have occurred 
in the district of Paphos. owing to certain graphic similarities which the Paph-
ian Cypriot Syllabary, to the exclusion of other regional variations of the sylla-
bary, shares with the Bronze Age Aegean scripts. This is, in effect, exactly 
what other members of the Cypriot Greek scribal community would do a few 
hundred years later with the Phoenician script: alphabetic values like those 
encountered in the Semitic writing system could have been assigned to the 
familiar characters of the Cypriot Syllabary, but instead the Phoenician script 
was taken over and certain features of the syllabic Cypriot system were incor-
porated into it. 

7.2.2 The Cypro-Minoan Scripts 

The scripts which preceded the Mycenaean refugees in Cyprus were themselves 
of Aegean origin. Because of the obvious similarity which they show to the 
writing systems of Minoan Crete, these scripts are termed Cypro-Minoan, and 
their primary source was probably the Cretan script Linear A.30 The earliest of 
the Cypro-Minoan scripts—w hich shows particular similarities to Linear A— 
occurs on a broken clay tablet unearthed at Enkomi and dated to the late six-
teenth century B.C.31 This tablet along with a very few other artifacts from 
Enkomi and Katydhata bear an early form of that script identified as Cypro-
Minoan 1, remains of which are distributed widely across Cyprus and dated as 
late as the twelfth or eleventh century B.C. Distinct from Cypro-Minoan 1 is 
the variant script Cypro-Minoan 2, which occurs only on large clay tablets 
found at Enkomi and dated to the late thirteenth century. It has been conjec-
tured that the two scripts record two different languages, neither of which has 
been identified.32 An additional variant script, Cypro-Minoan 3, has been recov-
ered not in Cyprus but at the site of ancient Ugarit on the Syrian coast and is 
also dated to the thirteenth century B.C. 

7.2.3 Greeks and Phoenicians in Cyprus 

According to the preceding analysis, the development and utilization of the 
Cypriot Syllabary by the displaced Mycenaeans was prerequisite to the acquisi-
tion of the alphabet. As I have already indicated, the Greek syllabic script is 
first attested in the middle of tiie eleventh century, so, given the limitations 
imposed by the available evidence, the transmission of the Phoenician script to 
the Greeks could not be confidently dated earlier than about 1050-1000 B.C. 
There is of course a second prerequisite to this transmission process: namely, 
the establishment of close contact between the Greek and Phoenician communi-
ties of Cyprus, as the origin of the Greek alphabet must have occurred in a 
Greek-Phoenician bilingual setting. This requirement will push the date of ac-
quisition forward almost two centuries. There was a building presence of Phoe-
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nicians in Cyprus from perhaps the early ninth century.33 Prior to 800 B.C., 
probably about 850, there appeared a significant Phoenician settlement in Cy-
prus at Kition; moreover, at Kition survives evidence which may suggest Phoe-
nician occupation of other parts of the island at the same period. The Phoeni-
cians had constructed a large temple to A starte in Kition which was destroyed 
by fire about 800 B.C.; at the destruction level was recovered a fragment of a 
bowl bearing a Phoenician offertory inscription which has been interpreted as 
naming a Phoenician resident of Tamassus, a copper-mining center deep within 
the interior of Cyprus.u It is probable, then, that a terminus post quern for the 
acquisition of the Phoenician script by the Cypriot Greeks is to be established 
at approximately 850 B.C. or perhaps slightly earlier. 

The Cypriot Syllabary remained in widespread use in Cyprus well after the 
creation of the Greek alphabet. The two earliest Cypriot alphabetic texts occur 
as components of digraphic inscriptions (i.e., documents in which an alphabetic 
text is accompanied by the corresponding inscription written in the syllabic 
script); these are short funerary inscriptions—one from Marion, the other from 
Golgoi—and both are dated to the sixth century B.C. Alphabetic inscriptions 
surviving from the fifth century and the first half of the fourth are few, but they 
begin to increase in frequency somewhat in the second half of the fourth cen-
tury.35 If Cypriot Greeks were responsible for adapting the Phoenician script 
for Greek use (perhaps in the ninth century), why is the alphabet so meagerly 
attested in Cyprus prior to the Hellenistic era? The answer to this question is 
to be found in the pervasive conservatism of Cypriot Greek culture. 

7.2.4 A Mycenaean Renaissance 

The tombs of the early Cypro-Geometric I era (beginning ca. 1050 B.C.) indi-
cate a Cypriot preservation of Mycenaean civilization into the Iron Age.36 At 
Kourion, Salamis. Lapethos, and especially Palaepaphos-Skales, tombs of My-
cenaean type dating from this period have been unearthed, and, at least in the 
case of the last three sites, among the grave-goods recovered have been items 
of considerable value, including gold jewelry and various bronze and iron im-
plements. It was in one such tomb at Palaepaphos-S&öto that the bronze spit 
was discovered on which was inscribed the eleventh-century syllabic Greek text 
of which we have made mention. Karageorghis observes; 

( I I ) The material f rom the Palaepaphos-Skates tombs throws much light on the 
period usually known as the Dark Ages. But considering the wealth of 
the gifts in other tombs of the same period in Cyprus, and the fact that the 
script had not been forgotten, it appears that, unlike in the Aegean, this 
period in Cyprus was one of prosperity, and it was not at all "da rk . " 3 7 

The Mycenaean quality of Cypriot culture is in fact preserved long beyond 
that point which I have identified as a terminus post quern for the Greek acqui-
sition of the Phoenician script. Though the "royal" tombs of Salamis of the 
Cypro-Archaic period (beginning about 750 B.C.) display certain elements of 
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Near Eastern architectural influence, their contents and the funerary customs 
which they evidence have been a p t l y described as "Homeric." 

Consider Homer's depiction of the cremation ritual of Patroclus (Iliad 
23.163-177): 

(12) [B]ut the c lose m o u r n e r s s tayed by the place and piled up the t imber, 
and buil t a pyre a hundred feet long this way and that way, 
and on the peak of the pyre they laid the body, sor rowful 
at hear t ; and in front of it sk inned and set in order number s 
of fat sheep and shambl ing horn curved cattle; and f r o m all 
grea t -hear ted Achi l leus took the fat and wrapped the corpse in it 
f rom head to fool, and piled up the skinned bodies about it. 
Then he set: beside him two-handled jars of oil and honey 
leaning them against, the bier, and drove four horses with s t rong necks 
swif t ly a lof t the pyre with loud lamenta t ion. And there were 
n ine dogs of the table that had be longed to the lord Patroklos. 
Of these h e cut the throats of two, and set them on the pyre ; 
and so also ki l led twelve noble sons of the great-hear ted Tro jans 
with the s troke of bronze, and evil were the thoughts in his hear t against 
them, and let loose the iron Jury of the lire to feed on them. 3 8 

Homer tells us further (23.233-248, 252-255): 

(13) Bu t n o w they w h o were with the son of Atreus a s sembled together 
and the sound and m u r m u r of their oncoming wakened Achi l leus , 
w h o s t ra ightened h imsel f and sat upright and spoke a word to h im: 
" S o n of Atreus , and you other greatest of all Achaians , 
first pu t out wi th g l eaming wine the pyre that is burn ing , 
all tha t still has on it the fu ry of fire: and a f t e rwards 
w e shall ga ther up the b o n e s of Patroklos , the son of Menoi t ios , 
wh ich w e shall easily tell apart, since they are consp icuous 
w h e r e he lay in the midd le of the pyre and the others far f r o m h im 
at the edge burned , the men indiscr iminate ly with the horses . 
A n d let us lay his bones in a golden jar and a double 
fo ld of fat , until I myself enfo ld h im in Hades . 
A n d I w o u l d have you build a grave m o u n d which is not very great 
but such as will be fitting, for now; af te rwards , the Acha ians 
can m a k e it broad and high- - such of you Acha ians as may be 
left to survive me here by the benched ships, af ter I am gone. '1 

T h e n they gathered up the whi te bones of their gent le compan ion , 
weep ing , and put them into a golden jar with a double 
fold of fat , and laid it away in his shelter, and covered it 
wi th a thin veil. 

Karageorghis notes that multiple elements of this epic funerary tradition re-
cur in the "royal" tombs of Salamis.39 

I . Eor example, pairs of horses or asses were commonly sacrificed upon the 
dromoi leading to the burial chambers; frequently the vehicle which the animals 
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had drawn behind them down the dromos, either a chariot or a hearse, was also 
left in the tomb. 

2. As in the case of the twelve Trojans of Iliad 23, there are instances of 
human sacrifices being offered upon the dromoi as part of the funerary rites at 
Salamis, the bodies of the victims being left outside of the burial chamber 
(Tomb 2 preserves the remains of multiple human offerings, Tomb 83 of a 
single such victim).40 The practice occurred elsewhere in Cyprus,41 and there 
exists evidence of similar human sacrificial victims being offered and interred 
in the dromoi of Mycenaean tombs.42 Furthermore, recent archaeological finds 
from the area of Minoan Knossos have been interpreted as evidencing a rite of 
human sacrifice4 ' and cannibalism of children.44 

3. Homer tells us that Achilles placed jars of honey and oil on the pyre by 
Patroclus. Amphorae are common grave-goods in the "royal" tombs at Salamis. 
In Tomb 3 (which contained a war chariot and several pieces of weaponry, see 
below) was found an amphora on which was inscribed in the syllabic Cypriot 
script e-la-i-wo {ελαιρω [elaiwp: ], 'of olive o i l ' ) ;Karageorghis reports that 
amphorae in Tomb 2 preserved "a spongy substance in the bottom, the remnants 
of their organic contents."46 These latter amphorae were tin-plated, as were 
vessels in Tombs 47. 79. and 105; Mycenaean pottery with such tin-plating is 
also known.47 Linear Β tablets from Knossos and from Khania record offerings 
of amphorae of honey made to various deities.48 

4. While the regular means of corpse disposal at Salamis is inhumation,49 

cremation is also attested. In Tomb 1, a pyre was constructed on the dromos 
and, in a style quite reminiscent of Homer's description, the ashes of the de-
ceased were wrapped in a cloth and placed in a bronze cauldron.50 Quite simi-
larly, Tomb 31 surrendered cremated remains which had been placed in an 
amphora: cremation had again occurred on the dromos.51 The previously men-
tioned Tomb 3 (with its inscribed olive oil amphora, war chariot, etc.) also 
preserved traces of a pyre in the dromos, but, as the chamber had been com-
pletely looted in the nineteenth century (the surviving artifacts coming from the 
dromos), the cremated remains were not recovered.52 An additional instance of 
cremation is attested by Tomb 19, where the cremated bones of the occupant 
were found in a pit within the chamber.53 

As indicated above, on the dromos of Tomb 3 were found several military 
implements; two quivers, iron arrowheads, the apparent impression of a bow 
on the floor of the dromos, an iron spearhead (with the impression of its shaft 
remaining in the soil), a bronze shield and an iron sword. The pommel of the 
sword had been attached by means of bronze rivets, the heads of which were 
silver-plated - a type of sword which has been recovered at other sites in Cy-
prus.54 Karageorghis points out that Homer of course knows just such a sword, 
the ξίφος άργυρόηλον or φάσγανον άργυρόηλον ([ksiphos / phâsganon ar-
glirôçdon]) as in:55 

(14) Across his shoulders he slung the sword with the nails of silver, 
a b ronze sword, and above it the great shield, huge and heavy. 

(Iliad 3.335-336; emphasis is mine) 
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A f t e r w a r d he girt on about his chest the corselet , 
and across his shoulders slung the sword with the nails of silver, 
a b ronze sword, and caught up the great shield, h u g e and heavy. 

(Iliad 19 .371 -373 ; emphas i s is mine ) 

In addition, Tomb 3 was distinguished by an earthen tumulus mounded upon 
it. This tumulus was capped by a mud-brick beehive structure. Such beehive 
tomb structures are quite well known from Mycenaean Greece, and it appears 
to be the case, as suggested by Karageorghis, that the occurrence of such a 
construction in seventh-century Cyprus is simply a preservation of the Mycen-
aean practice.56 

Associated with the second burial of Tomb 47 was a sacriiice of six horses. 
Karageorghis reports that the blinkers and headbands of two of the horses were 
of ivory.57 Likewise, one of the Mycenaean Linear Β chariot tablets from 
Knossos (Sd0403) refers to ivory blinkers.^* and Homer makes reference to 
bridles ornamented with ivory cheek pieces {Iliad 44 41 142): 

(15) As w h e n some Maionian w o m a n or Karian with purp le 
co lours ivory, to m a k e it a check picce for horses . . . 

The most opulent store of findings at Salamis was provided by Tomb 79. 
Among its contents were several pieces of furniture, including three wooden 
thrones.59 The surface of one of these thrones was completely covered with 
plaques of ivory. On the backrest some of the plaques were engraved with a 
gui 1 loche pattern and a sheet of gold stretched across its upper portion. To 
either side of the throne were mounted exquisite cutout ivory plaques, one in 
the shape of a lotus flower and the other a sphinx. The latter plaques were 
decorated with gold and with blue and brown paste. Another throne was cov-
ered with plaques of silver and perhaps also with ivory plaques inlaid with blue 
glass (suggested by the occurrence of such on the floor of the tomb, close by 
the throne). The silver throne was decorated on the backrest and stretcher with 
silver rivets having gilded heads; with this throne was found a stool which was 
likewise covered with silver plaques and studded across its front portion with 
rivets like those decorating the throne. The third throne, though badly decom-
posed upon excavation, could be seen to have been decorated with ivory disks 
and plaques; this throne was also accompanied by a stool to which ivory disks 
were attached. 

In book nineteen of the Odysseyas the disguised Odysseus, now returned 
to his home, contemplates how he might dispose of his wile's suitors, Penelope 
enters the hall: 

(16) [ A | n d for her they set by the tire, where she was wont to sit, a chair 
inlaid with spirals of ivory and silver, which of old the c r a f t sman 
Icmul ius had made , and had set beneath it a foot-s tool fo r the feet , that 
was part of the chair. 

(•Odyssey 19.55-58)'60 

The throne of Homer's description, with its ivory, silver and footstool, is clearly 
quite similar to those recovered from the "royal" tombs of Salamis. Kara-
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georghis points particularly to the spirals on Penelope's throne and the guil-
loche engraving on the ivory throne from Salamis.61 Beyond this, Homer often 
makes formulaic reference to thrones which, like the second of those from 
Salamis described above, are "silver-nailed" (άργνρόηλος ([argûrôç:los])), as 
in the following: 

(17) [A]nd I she] made Thet is sit d o w n in a chai r that was wrough t e labora te ly 
and splendid with silver nails , and under it was a foots tool . 

(Iliad 18.389-390) 

But: come , raise the s t ranger up and seat him on a s i lver-s tudded 
chair. 

(Od\sse\ 7:162-163) 

She m a d e me sit d o w n in a chair thai, was wrough t e laborate ly 
and splendid with silver nails, and under m y feet was a foots tool . 

(Odyssey 10:314 31.V)62 

Thrones similar to those depicted by Homer and those recovered from the 
eighth-century Tomb 79 of Salamis are also described in the Mycenaean Linear 
Β tablets. Among the furniture listed in the Ta series of tablets from Pylos are 
wooden chairs and footstools, probably of ebony; there are chairs adorned with 
gold and with ivory and chairs with inlaid ivory figures of various sorts. Tablet 
Ta714 describes a throne and footstool decorated with kyanos (probably either 
lapis lazuli or blue paste63), gold, and silver.64 Another item of furniture recov-
ered from Tomb 79 at Salamis is a wooden bed which is decorated with ivory 
plaques, gold, and blue paste 

The tombs of Cyprus, in which are preserved elements of Mycenaean and 
Homeric culture well into the first millennium, speak to the conservative nature 
of Cypriot Greek society;66 and there is still other evidence of this, such as the 
continued use in Cyprus of the ancient sovereign title wa-na-kse, ραναξ ([wa-
naks]). In the Linear Β tablets, the wanax is the king, and this sense of the 
word still occurs in Homer (άναξ), though the epic usage is somewhat broader 
than that attested in the Mycenaean materials. In the first millennium, the king 
is the βασιλενς (fbasileus]); άναξ is used as a divine epithet and, in tragedy, 
as an archaizing feature.67 In Cyprus, however, wa-na-kse remains in force as 
a royal title, being used to designate the king's sons and brothers.68 Invoking 
the tradition of the lost epic poem the Cypria {by the Cypriot poet Stasinus), 
Karageorghis has suggested that, as would be expected, bardic activity played 
a part in sustaining elements of Mycenaean society in Cyprus: 

(18) | ( )]ral tradit ion must have played an important role in preserving the My-
cenaean Cheek character , language and culture, in general , which was to 
exper ience a r emarkab le revival dur ing the Cypro -Archa i c p e r i o d / ' 9 

This prolongation of Mycenaean life was no doubt augmented by the abut-
ment of Greek and Near Eastern (as well as native Cypriot) cultures in Cyprus, 
a configuration which would have served to focus the attention of these most 
eastern of Greeks on their own Greekness. Concerning the Assyrian domination 
of Cyprus in the eighth century, Karageorghis observes: 
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(19) T h e Cypr io tes of ten reacted against this oriental inf luence, and one way of 
their react ion was the conserva t ion or the revival of cultural e lements 
which h a d their roots in their M y c e n a e a n past . Th is host i le react ion wh ich 
is o f t e n observed 011 the part of the Cypr io tes against the oriental despot i sm 
and in f a v o u r of their hel lenic t radi t ions b e c o m e s also a fami l ia r pat tern in 
their poli t ical life, which culminated dur ing the 5th and 4th cent, under the 
inspi red leadership of the King of Sa lamis Evagoras I .7 0 

The preservation of a Mycenaean culture into the first millennium in a Hel-
lenic society located on the frontier of the Greek world is strikingly reminiscent 
of the well-known conservatism of the Indo-European cultures located on the 
eastern and western fringes of the Indo-European world: namely, Vedic and 
Iranian society in the east, and Irish and Italic in the west. Both eastern and 
western sets preserve institutions of the parent Indo-European culture which 
were eliminated from the more interior daughter societies. Hand-in-hand with 
this institutional conservatism went linguistic conservatism, at least to the ex-
tent that the languages of these fringe cultures preserve Indo-European vocabu-
lary and formulae affiliated with the institutions which did not survive else-
where.71 Similarly, the language of the Cypriot dialect of Greek displays a 
conservatism which mirrors that of Cypriot culture (consider the matter of 
ραναξ discussed above). Of the various first-millennium dialects, Cypriot, 
along with its sister dialect of Arcadian, is most like the second-millennium 
Mycenaean dialect. 

Mycenaean culture on the Greek mainland had been destroyed, and Greece 
was swallowed up in an age of darkness. However, far away, on the remote 
eastern fringe of the Greek map, the conservative Cypriot Greeks continued a 
Mycenaean civilization in exile. In all of the Greek world, literacy was pre-
served only in Cyprus: elsewhere the Greeks had forgotten how to read and 
write. It was Cypriot Greek scribes, trained in the profession of writing, aware 
of their orthographic surroundings, and perceptive of the advantage offered by 
an alphabetic script, who adapted the Phoenician writing system and created 
the Greek alphabet. But Cypriot culture, in its hellcnocentric conservatism, re-
jected the new Phoenician-like alphabetic script and embraced its Mycenaean-
like syllabic script. Knowledge of Linear Β had long since disappeared from 
the collective memory of the Cypriot Greeks, but the Cypriot Syllabary had 
become the script of the Mycenaean tradition of Cyprus. The alphabet was 
exported westward to the core of the Greek world and was there accepted, but 
not so in Cyprus. 

7.2.5 Carpenter 

From the latter half of the nineteenth century until the appearance of Rhys 
Carpenter's 1933 article "Hie Antiquity of the Greek Alphabet,"72 most schol-
ars of classical antiquity had positioned the advent of the Greek alphabet at 
some point between the last quarter of the second millennium and the end of 
the ninth century B.C. /3 Carpenter argued tenaciously, however, that the existing 
evidence permits postulating a date of borrowing no earlier than about 700 B.C. 
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His conclusion was reached after conducting a careful comparative examination 
of the earliest form of the Greek alphabet (which he dated at ca. 680 B.C.) and 
Semitic scripts preserved on various artifacts such as the Moabite Stone, the 
Cyprus Bowl, Aramaic inscriptions from Zincirli, and so on.74 Such comparison 
revealed, he asserted, that the Semitic characters most like their earliest Greek 
counterparts are those from the end of the eighth century B.C.—not those found 
either earlier or later—and that the acquisition of the Greek alphabet is thus to 
be assigned a date of ca. 700 B.C. Carpenter attempted to buttress his conclusion 
with archaeological and historical argumentation; perhaps his most effective 
supporting argument, however, or at least that one to which subsequent investi-
gators seem to make reference most readily, is his argument based upon the 
silence of Greek testimony earlier than the eighth century: "The argumentum a 
silentio grows every year more formidable and more conclusive. A negative 
argument is not valueless if the negative is universal." /5 

An eighth-century date for the origin of the Greek alphabet is now widely 
accepted among classical scholars, though the date has receded somewhat from 
Carpenter's proposed 700. Jeffery. who accepts Carpenter's argumentation with 
some modification, suggests a date of ca. 750 B.C.;76 and Johnston, in the sup-
plement to Jeffery"s work, states, '"|A] consensus on the earlier part of the 
eighth century seems to have been reached."77 This is not to say that there is 
no alternative view expressed among classicists. A glance at Jeffery's survey of 
proposed dates78 reveals numerous studies authored subsequent to Carpenter 
1933 which call for an earlier date: for example, Buck contends that a ninth-
century date is most probable/9 Particularly to be noted is the work of M. 
Guarducci, who argues for a date of transmission in the latter half of the ninth 
century.80 

7.2.6 Naveh 

Until fairly recently, leading Semitists were generally in agreement with the 
classical consensus, assigning the Greek acquisition of the Phoenician script to 
the eighth or the ninth century B.C. (e.g., Albright, Driver, Lambdin, inter 
alios)}1 In 1973, however. J. Naveh published an influential paper in which he 
proposed, like certain classicists of an earlier generation, that the Phoenician to 
Greek script transmission occurred about 1100 B.C.82 NavelTs arguments are 
based upon the stance and form of certain Greek letters and upon the variation 
in directionality of early Greek writing·—left-to-right, right-to-left, and boustro-
phedon.X3 According to Naveh, the corresponding Semitic forms and practice 
are not to be found in the ninth- and eight h-century Phoenician scripts but in 
the eleventh-century Proto-Canaanite script. Naveh has been supported in his 
efforts by a number of his fellow Semitists.8' 

7.2.7 McCarter 

A highly significant and well-balanced reexamination of the problem of the 
date of the origin of the Greek alphabet in the light of Naveh's claims is 
McCarter's 1975 work The Antiquity of the Greek Alphabet and the Early 
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Phoenician Scripts (to which I have already made numerous references). As 
suggested by the book's title, McCarter closely follows Carpenter's methodol-
ogy of script comparison.8· The conclusions to which this methodological path 
leads McCarter are not, however, those of Carpenter. As McCarter points out, 
this divergence is consequent upon the sophisticated development of the disci-
pline of Northwest Semitic epigraphy which has occurred since the 1930s—a 
development which is less a result of the discovery of new evidence than of a 
more accurate redating of existing evidence. Owing to the efforts of scholars 
such as W. F. Albright and Frank Moore Cross, the course of morphological 
evolution of the Canaanite scripts has been mapped out in great detail; 
McCarter in fact states: 

(20) [ 0 | n the basis of pa laeography alone a Phoen ic ian inscr ip t ion can n o w be 
dated by a compe ten t ep ig raphe r to within a genera t ion of its execu t ion at 
any point in the first mi l l enn ium B.C.S(i 

So McCar te r \ dating of the transmission of the Phoenician script to the 
Greeks is not that of ("arpenter—but neither is it that of Naveh. After carefully 
comparing the earliest Greek scripts with the various Phoenician types, 
McCarter concludes: 

(21) T h e so-ca l l ed a r cha i sms in the Greek scripts will not sus ta in an unqua l i f i ed 
h y p o t h e s i s of an origin for the Greek a lphabe t c. 1100. T h e earl iest Greek 
a lphabe t s w e k n o w most c losely r e semb le a Phoen ic i an p ro to type of the 
late n in th or early e ighth century. Th i s is the conc lus ion to wh ich the ma-
jo r i ty of the oldest f o r m s of the Greek let ters fo rces us . 8 7 

He continues: 

(22) A recons t ruc ted " P r o t o - G r e e k " a lphabet , as it m u s t h a v e appea red at the 
b e g i n n i n g of the independen t h is tory of the G r e e k scripts, cou ld be in terpo-
la ted into the deve lop ing Phoen ic i an s e q u e n c e at a po in t not m u c h later 
than and cer ta inly no ear l ier than 800 B.C. 8 8 

Because of the variable direction of the first Greek writing (left-to-right, right-
to-left, boustrophedon)—a characteristic of earlier Canaanite, but not ninth-
century Phoenician, orthography—and because of the particular s Lance and 
form of a few Greek characters which are also not typical of ninth-century 
Phoenician, McCarter allows the possibility of some earlier period of Greek 
experimentation with Phoenician writing. 

McCarter's conclusions concerning the origin of the Greek alphabet mesh 
smoothly with my own claims of a Cypriot transmission of the Phoenician 
script to the Greeks. My terminus post quem of about SiSO u.c. or slightly earlier 
allows for the formation in approximately 800 of the earliest attested type of 
Greek script and for a preceding period of Greek "experinientatioif' with the 
Semitic writing system. Recall that we in fact proposed above that early experi-
mentation with the alphabet in Cy prus is suggested by variation in the type of 
characters used to represent [k] - [sj and by variation in the supplemental 
characters in general (though this particular kind of experimentation would not 
necessarily have to precede the formation of the alphabet of 800). McCarter, 
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however, indicates that this period of experimentation could perhaps have be-
gun in the early eleventh century B.C.; my analysis of the origin of the Greek 
alphabet does not appear to tolerate such a lengthy prehistory. 

7.2.8 Directionality in the Early Alphabet and Cypriot Tradition 

Recall that McCarter will allow for a period of experimentation prior to 800 
B.c. primarily because the variation in direction of early Greek writing and the 
stance of particular letters—alpha, beta, lambda, and sigma—find equivalents 
in early Canaanite script but not in ninth-century Phoenician writing. It is not, 
however, necessary to look to early Canaanite to account reasonably for the 
Greek practice. In the ninth century the Phoenicians consistently wrote their 
script from right to left. The great majority of the Cypriot Greek inscriptions 
written in the Common syllabic script are likewise right-to-lefl in orientation 
(i.e., sinistroverse), as are the Eteocypriot inscriptions (though among these 
Greek materials there do occur a few left-to-right (i.e., dextroverse) inscriptions, 
particularly on coins)/'0 However, in the west of Cyprus, in the district of 
Paphos, a very different tradition obtains. The earliest syllabic Cypriot inscrip-
tion (middle of the eleventh century), found at Piilacpaphos-Skales. is dextro-
verse, as were Cypro-Minoan and Mycenaean Linear B. The corpus of materi-
als written in the Old Paphian signary, dated to the seventh and sixth centuries 
B.c., shows a diversity of script directionality: Mitford and Masson report that 
73 percent of these materials are, like the eleventh-century inscription, dextrov-
erse;91 in the case of the Paphian documents from Rantidi, 60 percent are dex-
troverse and three of the inscriptions are boustrophedon.92 The inscriptions 
written in the New Paphian signary are regularly dextroverse. though fifth-
and fourth-century Paphian coins occur which d i s p l a y both dextroverse and 
sinistroverse legends (on a single coin).93 

Whatever the origin of this tradition of disparate directionality, it is obvious 
that such variation is of considerable significance for our hypothesis of a Cyp-
riot origin of the alphabet. Certain of the Cypriot scribes practiced a native 
orthographic tradition characterized by a high degree of variability in direction 
of writing—sinistroverse, dextroverse, and boustrophedon. This variation was 
simply continued when the Cypriot scribes began writing with the adapted 
Phoenician script. The variable direction of writing attested for the Old Paphian 
syllabary might be taken to suggest that a scribal community of the Paphos 
region was responsible for adapting the Phoenician script for Greek use. This 
is clearly not a necessary conclusion, however; other scenarios can easily be 
imagined. Perhaps variable direction of writing was common in other parts of 
the island in the early first millennium but was regularized in favor of sinistrov-
erse writing, in a process not unlike the generalization of dextroverse writing 
in later Paphos. It should be noted, however, that there is an emerging body of 
evidence for a Phoenician presence in P a p h o s ; a n d recall that there is some 
indication that the Mycenaean scribal community of Paphos may have been 
responsible for adapting the Cypro-Minoan script and producing the Greek 
Cypriot Syllabary. Moreover, as we have seen already. Paphos, in the words of 
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Mitford and Masson, "had enjoyed an opulent Mycenaean civilization"9-—in 
other words, this region would have possessed just the sort of traditionalist 
social climate in which, as J have claimed, the new alphabet was conceived but. 
then rejected. 

7.2.9 Letter-Stance and the Cypriot Literacy Factor 

With regard to the stance of alpha, beta, lambda, and sigma, it is again not 
necessary to appeal to Proto-Canaanite letter-form s in order to offer a reason-
able account of their Greek orientation. That certain of the new Greek graph-
emes would depart from the stance of their Phoenician source is not odd, and 
such phenomena are not otherwise unknown. A highly pertinent example is 
provided by Chadwick in his attempt to match the symbols of the syllabic 
Cypriot script with their respective predecessor Linear A characters; given his 
equations, a number of Cypriot symbols show a reorientation in stance. As 
McCarter, among others, has pointed out, the change in stance exhibited by the 
afore mentioned Greek letters could well be analyzed as a consequence of the 
variation m direction of writing which characterized early Greek inscriptions. 
McCarter. however, rejects this analysis, arguing (in favor of a pre-ninth-
century acquisition of these particular letter-forms): 

(23) |C]er ta in Greek le t te r - forms show d i f fe ren t " n o r m a l " s tances f rom those of 
their Phoenic ian counterpar ts . For such a s tance to arise and b e c o m e ac-
cepted , it would have to cor respond to a Phoenic ian s tance which was 
es tabl i shed by regular usage. Otherwise , sporadic var iat ions would have 
been corrected agains t the s tandard fo rms . This fo l l ows f r o m our observa-
tion in Chap te r III that the Greek a lphabet was not s imply copied f rom a 
single Phoen ic i an abecedary bu t was instead the product of a thorough 
acqua in tance with the Phoenic ian tradit ion in all its facets . It wou ld hardly 
have been possible , therefore , for an error in s tance to be preserved in later 
use un less it had s o m e c la im to authenticity. A similar argument could be 
m a d e against the preserva t ion of an error in s tance wh ich w a s m a d e af ter 
the i ndependence of the Greek scripts: it ought to have been corrected 
against s tandard fo rms . 9 6 

I would embrace without reservation McCarter's premise that the Greek 
adapters of the Phoenician script were thoroughly familiar with its application. 
If. however, the ninth-century adapters were controlling the morphology of the 
new alphabetic script and were intolerant of "nonstandard" letter orientations, 
would not alpha, beta, lambda, and sigma have been reoriented and brought 
into conformity with the existing ninth-century "standard forms"? That is to 
say, if the stance of alpha, beta, lambda, and sigma were in some sense stan-
dard for the eleventh century, they clearly were not such in the ninth century. 
There apparently was extensively widespread variation in letter-stance in the 
Canaanite script of ca. 1100 B.C.; why should the out-of-kilter (from the ninth-
century perspective) stances of just these particular letters have had a greater 
claim to authenticity than such stances of other letters encountered by the 
Greeks during the hypothesized eleventh-century period of experimentation ? 
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Beyond that, however, it appears that there existed some "regular' stance of 
letters already in the early eleventh century;9'' if the process of adapting the 
Phoenician script for Greek use had begun in the eleventh century, why would 
the adapters, thoroughly familiar with the Semitic tradition at that period, have 
been any more willing to accept letter-form s which deviated from regular spa-
tial orientation than were their ninth-century counterparts? 

To frame the problem of the altered stance of the deviant Greek characters 
in terms of "error" and "correctness" is perhaps not altogether appropriate. The 
cognitive aspect of the process of adapting the Phoenician script is not to be 
overlooked. Divergence from Phoenician letter-stance should not surprise us if, 
as I have claimed, the Greek alphabet was devised by persons who were al-
ready literate in a different orthographic tradition; the Cypriot scribes did not 
come to the task of adapting the Semitic script for their own use with a blank 
slate but with an established cognitive apparatus for processing written lan-
guage. We would expect that they approached this objective with preconceived 
notions (perhaps completely subconscious) of what a grapheme should look 
like—what its spatial orientation should be—notions which the scribes acquired 
through the long-term use of their own native script. This is much the same as 
when a speaker of some language sets out to acquire a speaking know ledge of 
some different language. The speaker enters upon the task with a well-
developed phonological apparatus constructed for her or his own language, and 
the phonology of the new language is processed by this apparatus. The result 
is that the newly acquired language is spoken "with an accent." The reorienta-
tion of the stance of certain Phoenician characters could likely have been the 
outcome of filtering the new script through an existing orthographic conceptual 
structure. 

With regard to the matter of the period subsequent to "the independence of 
the Greek scripts," it cannot be denied that much heterogeneity did indeed arise 
among the various letters of the Greek alphabet as it spread. Wre obviously do 
not possess a copy of the "original" Greek alphabet: some graphic modification 
during the very earliest phases of transmission of the alphabet is entirely possi-
ble. If the initial diffusion of the alphabet were the work of previously illiterate 
persons completely unfamiliar with Phoenician standards, perhaps merchants 
conveying the new script along trade routes,9^ we might expect (for reasons 
completely different from those invoked above) some perturbation in the 
graphic system. That this was the sole or even principal means of tiansmission, 
however, is doubtful (see 8.3.1). 

7 3 Other Investigators on Cyprus as the Place of Origin 

7.3.1 Carpenter 

The present work does not mark the first occasion on which the origin of the 
Greek alphabet has been mentioned in the same breath as Cyprus and the Cyp-
riot Syllabary. In "The Antiquity of the Greek Alphabet," in fact, Carpenter 
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mentions Cyprus in his discussion of possible sites of transmission, only to 
immediately dismiss it as an option. Carpenter argues, quite reasonably, that a 
highly probable locale for the earliest Greek encounter with the expanding 
sphere of Phoenician influence would be at the eastward extremity of the Greek 
regions; it is of course Cyprus which occupies this apical position on the east-
ern edge of the Greek world. However, he rejects Cyprus as the place at which 
the Phoenician script was acquired in favor of its neighbor to the west. Rhodes, 
stating: 

(24) LT]he Cypr io te Greeks were i m m u n e as f a r as the a lphabet was concerned , 
because they still p reserved their ancient A c h a e a n m o d e of wri t ing/ 1 0 

In other words, in Carpenter's view, the scribes of Cyprus were already utiliz-
ing a syllabic writing system and, hence, would have had no interest in experi-
menting with some other mode of orthographic expression (the same opinion is 
advanced by Jeffery100 ). So, according to Carpenter, it was left to the (presum-
ably) illiterate Rhodians to devise humankind\s first thoroughgoing alphabetic 
writing system. 

Such a hypothesis strains for plausibility. Who would be more likely to in-
vestigate a new writing system than professional scribes? We have seen that 
the Mycenaean scribes (or their professional descendents) who arrived in Cy-
prus with other refugees from the Cr reek mainland did this very deed: the Greek 
scribal community of Cyprus eventually relinquished the use of their own Lin-
ear Β script and adapted a Cypriot orthographic system for spelling Greek, 
transferring to the Cypriot script certain features of their Mycenaean system of 
writing, such as the idiosyncratic utilization of a strategy for representing con-
sonant clusters which is based specifically upon the sonority hierarchy of the 
Greek language, the use of a single symbol for representing the "zeta-sound." 
and so on. When certain of the scribes of a slightly later period in the history 
of Cypriot Greek society encountered the Phoenician script, they, like their 
scribal ancestors, set their hands to the task of exploiting a foreign writing 
system in order to develop a more precise means of graphically recording their 
language. If anyone on the eastern edge of the Greek world (or in any other 
part of the Greek world, for that matter) had the interest, motivation and ortho-
graphic wherewithal to adapt the Semitic script for Greek use, it was surely the 
scribes of Cyprus. 

In his article which appeared in 1938, entitled "The Greek Alphabet 
Again"—the sequel article to his 1933 work—Carpenter, in complete contrast 
to his earlier position, embraces the idea that the Greek adapters of the Phoeni-
cian script were people familiar with the use of the Cypriot Syllabary. 

(25) Ni l sso» and H a m m a r s t r o m have given us the clue that the Greek alphabet 
must have arisen out of a knowledge of bath the Semit ic consonanta l script 
and the Cypr io te syllabary, and hence could have been created only in a 
bi l ingual env i ronment . 1 0 1 

The "clue" to which Carpenter refers is one which concerns the representation 
of vowels in the Cypriot Syllabary and in the Greek alphabet. In both scripts 
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provision is made for distinguishing orthographically only a subset of the com-
plete set of Greek vowel phonemes—the same subset in each script. Carpenter 
observes: 

(26) [ W j h o e v e r adap ted the Semi t ic a lphabet to vocal ic as well as consonan ta l 
nota t ion c h o s e prec ise ly the f ive vowe l s used in the Cypr io te syllabary, 
in spite of the fac t that a Greek ear heard at least seven vowel s in the 
l anguage . 1 0 2 

The Greek ear actually heard several more vowels than seven. In addition to 
the diphthongs, ancient Greek possessed the following sets of short and long 
vowel phonemes (with dialectal variation): 

(27) A. high f ron t /i, i:/ 
B. h igh back /u, u:/ (eventual ly f ron ted to /Ii. ü:/) 
C. mid front /e, e:/ 
D. mid back /O, Q:, Ο:/ (ίο:/ eventual ly raised to /u:/) 
E. low central /a, a:/ 

No orthographic distinction was made between the short and long vowels in 
any given set (A) TE) in either the Cypriot Syllabary or in the early alphabet; 
in other words, /i, i:/ were both spelled with the same symbol, /ο, ο:, ο:/ were 
all three represented with the same symbol, and so on. In fact, the short-versus-
long vowel distinction was never introduced into the Greek alphabet, with the 
exception of the distinctions effected by the addition of eta (/ç:/) and omega 
(/y:/) and the eventual use of the digraphs ει and ο υ for /e:/ and /o:/ respec-
tively. As I discussed earlier, Ionic speakers utilized eta (which they did not 
need for representing /h/, as Ionic lacked this consonantal phoneme) to spell 
/ç:/ and introduced omega in order to make a parallel graphic distinction among 
the mid back vowels. 

It is the failure to distinguish the long and short vowel phonemes at any 
single position of tongue height/frontness in both the syllabic Cypriot and early 
alphabetic systems to which Carpenter is referring. If. as he suggests, this is a 
feature which the alphabet inherited from the Cypriot Syllabary, it would be a 
welcome piece of evidence which could be marshaled in yet further support 
of the claim being advanced in the present work. Unfortunately, however, the 
indifference of these scripts toward vowel length probably does not constitute 
such evidence. As reported by Justeson103 and by Sampson.104 it appears to be 
the case that writing systems commonly do not record phonemic distinctions of 
length—either vowel length or consonant length. The failure of both the Cyp-
riot Syllabary and the alphabet to indicate vowel length is thus not distinctive 
for these two scripts and, consequently, may be less a matter of the inheritance 
of an orthographic feature than the expression of a "universal tendency" of 
writing systems. This is further suggested by the fact that consonantal length 
(i.e., consonant gemination) is in fact recorded in the alphabetic system, while 
distinctions of consonant length are not made in the case of either the Cypriot 
Syllabary or the Phoenician script. 

Carpenter adds to his observations on vowel representation in the syllabic 
Cypriot and early alphabetic scripts a second, "new" argument, concerned with 
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the form of beta in certain epichoric alphabets.105 Of all the letters of the Greek 
alphabet, beta shows the greatest number of variant forms: its evolution is 
somewhat enigmatic. McCarter conjectures that the earliest form of beta is that 
preserved in the primitive script of Thera, being the beta variant most like 
Phoenician bet, though inverted.106 But certain forms of beta appear to be unre-
lated to the Theran type, and of these there is a subset which, its members 
bearing some resemblance to the letter pi, has been analyzed as stemming from 
an intentional modification of pi Carpenter interprets the /;/-like beta to reveal 
the origin of the alphabet's second letter and traces its roots to the syllabic 
Cypriot practice of not distinguishing between voiced, voiceless unaspirated, 
and voiceless aspirated stops. In other words, the alphabetic symbol which was 
assigned the value fp/ (i.e., pi), was also pressed into service for graphically 
representing this phoneme's voiced counterpart /b/. This dual use of pi. claims 
Carpenter, was catalyzed by the similarity in form which existed beUveen Phoe-
nician characters bet {/b/) and resh (/r/), tendering these two letters, in his opin-
ion, so ambiguous as to make bet "something worse than useless*' for the 
Greeks.10'' in contrast, a single character was not utilized for representing both 
/[/ and /ci/ and both fk/ and /g/, because 110 corresponding ambiguity existed in 
the Phoenician prototypes of tau, delta, kappa, and gamma. 

We have already seen that in the earliest alphabet pi was used not only for 
/p/ but for /ph/ as well, in the same way that both fk! and /kh/ were represented 
by kappa. Carpenter's suggestion that pi was also first used for the voiced 
bilabial fbf appears, therefore, somewhat alluring; recall that in the syllabic 
Cypriot system, a single symbol had served to spell /pV7. /ph\7. and /bV/. 
There is, however, much in Carpenter's hypothesis which is unclear. Is it the 
case that pi occurred at two positions in the early Greek alphabet (i.e.. both 
after alpha and after omicron), or was there an altered form of pi placed in 
second position (so that pi itself was not actually used for /b/), or was there at first 
a gap left between alpha and gamma, which was later filled in with a character 
that was somehow assigned the approximate name and value of Phoenician bet? 
Beyond these matters, it is certainly the case that not all epigraphers accept the 
proposition that some subset of the epichoric alphabets displays a beta which is 
derived from pi; Jeffery, for example, rejects this hypothesis.10^ Recall that 
McCarter has advocated the position that the beta of the primitive alphabet of 
Thera closely matches Phoenician bet. For the present, Carpenter's 1938 proposal 
of the origin of beta is probably best viewed only as an interesting possibility. 

Carpenter does not, however, completely forsake his Rhodian thesis of five 
years prior. He advances the possibility that a Rhodian resident of some Cypriot 
city encountered the syllabic Greek and Phoenician writing systems and, 
weighing their respective advantages and disadvantages, arrived at a compro-
mise script, the Greek alphabet. The particular ethnic affiliations of the adapt-
ers, I think, cannot be determined in any absolute sense. What can be said with 
some confidence, however, is that the adapters were, as I have argued above, 
individuals trained scribes—accustomed to writing Greek with the Cypriot 
Syllabary. One would think that this requirement would make it likely that the 
adapters were Cypriot Greeks. 
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Before leaving Carpenter, we should point out that Jeffery reports that Car-
penter informed her in a private communication that he had abdicated his the-
ory of a Cypriot connection with the origin of the alphabet in favor of the idea 
that Al Mina was the spot at which the Phoenician script was transmitted to the 
Greeks.109 I return to the matter of Al Mina directly below. 

7.3.2 Robb, Heubeck, Johnston, and Burkert 

There are still other scholars who have advocated Cyprus as the birthplace of 
the Greek alphabet, though none have developed the theory in any sort of de-
tail. Robb has suggested the possibility of a Cypriot origin primarily on the 
basis of the existence of well-established Greek and Phoenician bilingual com-
munities on the island; n o he also makes reference to the fact that within syl-
labic Cypriot practice, a means exists for representing vowels (a feature which 
does not belong to the Phoenician system), and he states that this "might be 
developed into an argument for the Cypriote origin (by stimulus diffusion) of 
the alphabet." 111 Heubeek somewhat similarly espouses the idea that close con-
tact between Greeks and Phoenicians in Cyprus and a tradition of Greek liter-
acy on the island conspire to render Cyprus an especially likely candidate for 
the place of origin of the Greek alphabet. He suggests that Rhodes, however, 
occupied a more central position along the trade routes passing between Greece 
and the eastern Mediterranean than did Cyprus, and lie thus suggests that a 
Cypriot-born alphabetic system may have been disseminated out of Rhodes.112 

Recently, Johnston has added his voice to those advocating a Cypriot origin: "I 
would gladly develop the theory of Robb and Heubeek that a natural catalyst 
existed in the eastern Mediterranean in the shape of the Cypriot syllabary."113 

Curiously, Johnston thinks that it was Greek visitors to the island who, observ-
ing the use of both the syllabic Cypriot and Phoenician scripts, were responsi-
ble for the development of the Greek alphabet.11" As we have seen, this is 
unlikely, since the adapters were practitioners of syllabic Cypriot writing. To 
the list can now be added Burkert, who observes: 

(28) The re is m u c h to substant ia te the idea that Cyprus had a role to play as an 
in te rmedia ry station in the t ransmiss ion of wri t ing: T h e dis t inct ive des igna-
t ion of the Greek letters as Phoinikeui seems to p re suppose that o ther 
" sc r ibb l ings" ( g r a m m a t a ) were k n o w n f r o m which the Phoen ic ian were 
d i f ferent . Th is was the case only in Cyprus , where a l inear script of M y c e n -
aean type had been adap ted to the Greek and persis ted to Hel lenis t ic 
t imes . 1 J 5 

7.4 Other Proposed Sites of Origin 

7.4.1 Al Mina 

We noted above that Al Mina has been mentioned as a possible place of trans-
mission of the Semitic script to the Greeks. Al Mina was the site of a Greek 
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trading center on the northern Syrian coast, excavated by Sir Leonard Woolley 
in J 936-1937 (see figure 7.2).116 The earliest Greek pottery at A] Mina dates 
to about 800 B.C.: throughout most of the eighth century it appears that its 
Greek residents perhaps constituted a minority population.117 While it is proba-
bly accurate to say that there has been no consensus as to the place of the 
transmission of the Phoenician writing system, Al Mina has enjoyed consider-
able popularity as a candidate; this is so even though no early Greek or Semitic 
inscriptions have been recovered at Al Mina with the exception of a Greek 
graffito on a sherd dated 725-700 B.c.118 

Other than being a Greek/Semitic bilingual area, Al Mina has little lo offer 
as a potential location for the Greek acquisition of the Semitic script. It is true, 
as revealed by the large proportion of Kuboean pottery found at the site, that 
early Al Mina appears to have had close connections with Euboea- perhaps 
was established by Luboeans.1 UJ This is significant for the history of the alpha-
bet in that it is at Luboea that among the earliest of known alphabetic Greek 
inscriptions have been found.'20 The site of the Euboean colony of Pithekoussai 
in the south of Italy has likewise produced early inscriptions, dating to the late 
eighth century.1 '1 However, there is an important intermediate term in the Eu-
boea-Al Mina equation: namely, Cyprus. Boardman notes, writing of the eighth 
century, "The Greek pottery found in Cyprus itself . . . is of much the same 
sources and in much the same proportions as that at Al Mina." 122 He further 

FIGURE 7.2 M a p of the l ias tern M e d i t e r r a n e a n . F rom A. T . Reyes , Archaic Cyprus: Λ 
Study of the Textual and Archaeological Evidence ( O x f o r d U n i v e r s i t y Press , 1994) . 
R e p r i n t e d by p e r m i s s i o n of O x f o r d Univers i ty Press . 
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suggests that it may have been the Cypriots that led the Euboean s to Cyprus 
and that there were Cypriots among the residents of Euboea.123 Coldstream 
adds, "Advocates for a Greek presence at Al Afina have also acknowledged that 
a similar claim could be made there for resident Cypriot traders, on the basis 
of a considerably larger body of Bichrome and White Painted pottery made in 
the Cypriot manner, . . . The most recent research . . .has tended to empha-
sise the Cypriot element at Al Mina at the expense of the Greek"1 2 4 Because 
of its position on the trade routes, many of the goods which passed between Al 
Mina and Euboea were certainly transshipped through Cyprus.125 Reyes sur-
mises, "It seems likely . . . that Paphos, Amathus, Kition. and Salamis acted 
as the principal staging posts for the Euboians as they travelled eastwards to Al 
Mina and elsewhere."126 Karageorghis points out that there was much direct 
contact between Cyprus and the Aegean in the eighth century ("There must 
have been strong links between Cyprus and Euboia").12 Evidence for Cypriot-
Euboean trade relations similarly occurs for the tenth and ninth centuries, and 
even earlier.12* Ridgway notes, "The first known vase imported to Greece from 
Cyprus since Mycenaean times is a typical bichrome jug in an exceptionally 
rich Late Protogeometric (before c. 900) grave in the Palia Peri vol ia cemetery 
at Lefkandi."129 Euboea may indeed have played an important role in the 
spread of the Greek alphabet to the mainland (and certainly to points farther 
west); the archaeological evidence allows Euboea's source of the new script to 
have been Cyprus just as easily as Al Mina, and it is in Cyprus—not Al Mina— 
that the linguistic, orthographic, and cultural evidence converges. 

7.4.2 Crete 

Crete and Rhodes are two other locations which have been entertained as prob-
able sites of transmission, both of which we have encountered already in this 
regard. Crete has been so considered primarily because of its position along the 
trade routes from the Eastern Mediterranean and its possession of a "primitive 
script." The alphabet quite possibly did make its way to Crete by way of trade 
routes from the east, but this does not mean of necessity that it was received 
there in the form of the Phoenician script. In fact, as others have pointed out, 
the discovery of a bronze bowl at Knossos bearing a Phoenician inscription, 
dated to the early ninth century and showing a script which deviates from the 
alphabet of Crete, weakens the case for a Cretan adaptation of the Phoenician 
script.130 Introduction from Cyprus, however, is an attractive possibility. Strong 
trade relations between Crete and Cyprus continued from the eleventh through 
the eighth centuries B.C. U 1 Boardman's words are instructive: 

(29) C y p r u s provided the in termediary be tween Cre te and the east, and all the 
"or ien ta l iz ing" objec ts or ideas wh ich Cre te accepted dur ing the Dark Ages 
a ie ei ther der ived directly f rom Cyprus , or involve the type oi object which 
w a s as m u c h at h o m e in C y p r u s as on the eastern main land . Hveti in the 
depressed per iod fo l l owing the end of the Bronze Age, when b r o n / e was 
scarce, iron w a s still a novel ty (its use perhaps in t roduced f rom Cyprus ) 
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and Cre t an artists were still work ing in a M i n o a n - M y c e n a e a n tradit ion. 
there are s igns of cont inued relat ions be tween these two islands, which had 
b een a m o n g the mos t impor tant centres of the Late M y c e n a e a n world. · 32 

Crete preserves a primitive form of the alphabet which was probably introduced 
from Cyprus, along with other "ideas oriental." Recall that I have proposed 
that, though the letter-forms of the Cretan alphabet are those which are closest 
to the Phoenician characters, the alphabet-type which Crete displays is nonethe-
less an already slightly altered form of the earliest Cypriot version.133 

7.4.3 Rhodes 

Carpenter early advocated a Rhodian origin for the Greek alphabet, as I have 
already indicated. The location of Rhodes toward the eastern edge of the Greek 
world; its position as a hub on the east-west trade route and the northern trade 
route into Anatolia; the tradition of Cadmeans at Ialysos, attested by Diodorus 
(5.58); and the occurrence of some evidence for a small Phoenician contingent 
at Ialysos from the middle of the eighth century have been cited as factors 
allowing for the identification of Rhodes as a possible place of transmission/ '1 

Thus the setting is right, but there is not much in the way of persuasive evi-
dence. Johnston notes that "the rather meagre evidence for Rhodian overseas 
expansion in the earlier eighth century is particularly discouraging," 1 's and he 
contends that the Euboean finds now undermine a Rhodian origin.1 '6 Recall 
that Heubeek suggested that a Cypriot alphabet may have been passed to 
Rhodes, whence it was disseminated to other locations. In remarking on the 
considerable differences which exist between the early alphabet of Crete and 
that of Rhodes, Jeffery states, . . [I]t seems to me to be .more likely on the 
whole that Crete and Rhodes each drew its alphabet separately from some ear-
lier source than that Rhodes, for example, was the originator." 13/ 

The picture which we see emerging is one of the conveying of Cypriot 
alphabetic traditions to Euboea, Crete, and Rhodes, and elsewhere as well. 
From these sites there is a further spreading of the script to other locations. 

7.5 Concluding Remarks 

The scale continues to be tipped ever more in favor of a Cypriot origin of the 
Greek alphabet. Positing that practitioners of the syllabic Cypriot writing sys-
tem were responsible for adapting the Phoenician script for Greek use and that 
they, in the process, transferred various structural features of their own syllabic 
script to the new alphabetic system immediately reveals to us the reason for 
the curious absence of symbols for the bilabial and velar aspirated stop pho-
nemes in the earliest alphabet-type. The terminus post quem (ca. 850 B.C.) for 
a Cypriot adoption of the Phoenician script harmonizes wcl! with the date pro-
posed by McCarter, which is based upon a careful epigraphical comparison of 
the Phoenician and the earliest attested Greek scripts. The early Greek variation 
in direction of writing and in letter-stance which has been cited by certain 
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Semitists as evidence for a late second-millennium date for the Greek acquisi-
tion of the Semitic script can now be seen as yet another consequence of Greek 
adapters bringing a tradition of literacy to the task of designing an alphabetic 
script for their own language. The major variant types of Greek alphabets can 
be systematically and efficiently accounted for as the products of reforming and 
counterreforming Cypriot efforts. The society in which the Cypriot acquisition 
and development of the alphabetic script occurred was a vibrant and vigorous 
prolongation of Mycenaean civilization—a kind of Homeric esc h at ο η—which 
contrasted starkly with the greater part of the Greek world, cloaked in darkness. 
But this superb technological advance, with its Semitic lines and angles, was 
to fall victim to the hellenocentrism of the latter-day Mycenaeans. Its efficacy 
would only be fully realized elsewhere, among those who knew not how to 
write already, those with no competing orthographic tradition.1 

Notes 

1. At an ear ly per iod , labiovelar stop p h o n e m e s also occurred, as we have dis-
cussed. 

2. Mere Ihe empha t i c dental and velar stops are arbitrari ly t ranscr ibed as glottal-
ized. 

3. I bis is not to say that Phoenician precursors of the supplemental characters have 
not been proposed; they indeed have been. See the discussions in. inter alios, Jeffery 
1990:36-37; Powell 1987:3, n. 8. 

4. See Jeffery 1990:35 37. For a sampling of the extensive bibliography, see Pow-
ell, 1987, "The Origin of the Puzzling Supplementals Φ X ΤΑΡΑ 117:2-3, η. 8. 
Powell, as pointed out above, argues that the supplementals were a pan of the very first 
Greek alphabet. 

5. Jeffery 1990:37 points out the existence of a still different sequence, stating, "In 
an Achaian fifth-century abecedarium from Metapontion . . . it is Φ Ψ Χ X—i.e. 'blue' 
chi and 4red' xi together." Powell surely underestimates the significance of this differ-
ence in alphabetic order when he states, "About [this variation] I shall not be concerned; 
I take the minor confusion in abecedaric order to reflect the major confusion in [the 
value of the supplementals X and Ψ\' (Powell 1987:3). 

6. See Heubeck 1986:16-17. 
7. See, inter alios, Harris 1936:22 and Steiner 1982:88-89. η. 151. the latter of 

whom also argues for absence of aspiration in Semitic emphatics on phonetic grounds. 
8. And conversely, the use of taw to represent Greek unaspirated III is less "natu-

ral" than at first appears. On the arbitrariness of using Phoenician tet for Greek fxhL see 
McCarter 1975:95, n. 77: "The Greek assignment of the value th to the Phoenician tet 
sign was somewhat arbitrary." 

9. T h o u g h , as I indicated earlier, I do think that it is well within the rea lm of 
possibi l i ty that the earl iest value of Greek qoppa may have been someth ing d i f fe ren t 
f rom that which is attested in the ep ichor ic a lphabets . 

10. Heubeck 1986:16. 
I 1. On ρ as the source of upsilon, sec Je f f e ry 1990:35. 
12. McCarter 1975:124-126. 
13. Jeffery 1990:36 37 
14. See Buck 1955:75. Perhaps this is also the origin of the practice of spelling 
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[ks] as χσ ( ra ther than s imply χ) in the Rhod ian script , a red a lphabet . The same spell ing 
is at tested o n c e in the red a lphabet of Boeo t i a and once in that of Lacon ia : concern ing 
the latter J e f f e ry (1990 :183) sugges ts that the pe r son w h o p roduced it m a y not have 
been Lacon ian . Boeo t i an χα, wh ich occurs in an early inscr ipt ion (probably early sev-
enth century) , is pe rhaps to b e l inked to the l ight b lue t radi t ion of Att ica. 

15. Je f fe ry (1990:37) sugges ts that red ψ ( [k h]) and b lue ψ ( [ps j ) were acquired 
f rom two dist inct scripts. Th is seems a c u m b e r s o m e and unl ikely hypothes is , apparent ly 
mot ivated by the d i f f e rence in phonet ic va lue associa ted wi th the symbol in the red and 
blue a lphabets . 

16. One cou ld p ropose that the starting point of the l ight b lue a lphabet , given the 
par t icular route be ing cons idered here, was the dark b lue sys tem of (6) with both ks and 
p s symbols . However , this hypo thes i s wou ld involve pos i t ing a sl ightly more compl i -
cated protos) s tem for the l ight b lue sys tem, wou ld r emove the impetus of the sequential 
spell ing of the [pj + [s] cluster, and does not appear to be required by the evidence . 

17. A m o n g those light blue scripts which were in use on the Aegean Islands, the 
representat ion of the sequence | p s j is attested only for the alphabet of Amorgos , which 
uses πσ ra ther than φα. The f ks J spel l ing χα is at tested for Paros and Thasos ; on Na.vos. 
the first e lement of the sequence was represented by a charac ter which is apparent]} a 
variant form of eta ( ~ [h | or someth ing similar); see Je f fe ry 1990:290 293. 

18. Ibid.. p. 89. As pointed out above , the [k j -I- [s | spell ing χα occurs in ail ear Κ 
Boeot ian inscr ipt ion. 

19. Ibid., p. 107; also see p. 104. 
20. Ibid.. pp. 2 3 0 - 2 3 1 . 
2 1. ' l i iere are also several red scripts into which have been in t roduced a character 

having the va lue [ps]. This symbol , occurs in a lphabets of Aehaea (ibid., pp. 249. 
259. 458) . Arcad ia (pp. 207, 213), Ozol ian Lokr i s (p. 105), Thessa ly (pp. 96, 4 3 6 - 4 3 7 ) 
and perhaps in a Dor ic script f rom M e g a r a Hyb la ia (pp. 262, 462) . J e f fe ry tentat ively 
sugges ts that its or igin was in A c h a e a and was f a sh ioned af te r ψ, the dark blue psi (see 
p. 249; subsequen t to her penn ing of these remarks , a m o r e secure example of the 
character came to light, conce rn ing which see Johns ton ' s r emarks on p. 458) . Wi th the 
introduct ion of a [ps] character , these red a lphabets were rendered structurally equivalent 
to the dark b lue sys tem. 

22. Ibid. , p. 90. 
23. Ibid. , p . 38. 
24 . See a lso m y discuss ion of these issues in W o o d a r d fo r thcoming . 
25. H. Cat l ing , 1975, "Cyprus in the Late B r o n z e A g e , " in CAN, 3rd ed.. ed. 1. 

Edwards et al. (Cambr idge : C a m b r i d g e Univers i ty Press) , vol. 2, part 2. pp. 198 -201 : 
2 0 7 - 2 0 9 ; V. Karageorgh is , 1982a, Cyprus: From the Stone Age to the Romans (London: 
T h a m e s and H u d s o n ) , pp. 8 6 - 9 1 . There is some indicat ion that Greeks may have been 
present in Cyprus in apprec iable n u m b e r s by as early as the beg inn ing of the fourteenth 
century B.C. (see Cat l ing 1975:199 wi th re fe rences) . For a b ib l iography of recent works 
on the M y c e n a e a n presence in Cyprus , see Pala ima 198 ()a:38, n. 21. 

26. Karageorghis , 1987, "Western Cyprus at the Close of the Late Bronze Age/" in 
Western Cyprus: Connections, ed. Π. R u p p (Göteborg: Paul As t röms hörlag) , pp. 117 
1 18; 1984, " N e w Light on Late Kroii/.e Age Cyprus , " in Cyprus at the Close of the Late 
Bronze Λ^ν, ed. V. Karageorghis and J. Muhly (Nicosia: A. G. Levenl is f o u n d a t i o n ) , p. 
22. A m o n g other art icles in this col lect ion, see J. Muhly , " T h e Role of the Sea People.-, 
in C \ p r u s dur ing the LC III Per iod," pp. 39-55. C o m p a r e C. Baurain, 1984, Chypre et 
la Méditerranée orientale (tu Bronze Récent (Athens: Éco le b ran la i se). 

27. Karageorghis 1987:118. Colds t ream (1989, "Ear ly Cïreek Visitors to Cyprus 
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and the Eas te rn Med i t e r r anean , " in Cyprus and the East Mediterranean in the iron Age, 
ed. V. Ta t ton -Brown (London : Bri t ish M u s e u m ) , p. 90) wri tes: "At the beg inn ing of the 
Iron A g e in the e leventh century BC, A e g e a n Greeks must have been aware of C y p r u s 
in t w o d i f fe ren t ways . First , Cyprus had received, and was cont inu ing to receive , large 
n u m b e r s of their o w n k i n s m e n w h o c a m e as r e fugees f r o m the co l lapse of M y c e n a e a n 
palat ial civi l isat ion, to f o u n d the se t t lements which were to g row into the his tor ic Greek 
k i n g d o m s of Cyprus . " 

28. Pa l a ima 1989a:54. 
29. E. M a s s o n , 1973, " L a d i f fus ion de r é c r i t u r e à la lin de l ' â g e du Bronze , " in 

Acts of the international Archaeological Symposium "The Mycenaeans in the Eastern 
Mediterranean" (Nicosia : Zaval l i s Press) , pp. 8 9 - 9 0 . 

30. See Pa la ima 1989a; C h a d w i c k 1979. For an overv iew of the Cypr io t scripts, 
see C h a d w i c k 1 9 9 0 : 1 8 3 - 1 9 4 ; Docs.:60-66; Chadwick 1 9 6 7 : 2 0 - 2 5 ; Karageorgh i s 
1982a :63 -66 ; Mi t fo rd and M a s s o n 1982. 

31. On the C y p r o - M i n o a n scripts, see. inter alios, Pa la ima 1989b and E. Masson 
1974. Pa la ima linds the threefold divis ion of the scripts into C y p r o - M i n o a n 1, 2, and 3 
(see immedia te ly be low) t roub lesome. 

32. E. Masson has argued that the language of C y p r o - M i n o a n 2 is H u m a n ; see L. 
Masson , 1977, "P résence éventue l le de la langue ho u n i t e sur les tablet tes chypro-
minoennes d ' E n k o m i , " Revue roumaine de linguistique 22 :483 488 . 

33. Karageorgh i s 1982a: 123 -127 : 1982b, "Cyprus , " in CAll, 2nd ed., ed. J. Boa rd -
m a n et al. (Cambr idge : C a m b r i d g e Univers i ty Press) , vol. 3. part L pp. 5 2 3 - 5 2 6 . 

34. For this in terpreta t ion, see A. D u p o n t - S o m m e r . 1970. " t i n e inscript ion phéni -
c ienne archaïque récemment t rouvé à Kit ion," Mémoires de l'Académie des Inscriptions 
et Belles Lettres 4 4 : 1 5 - 2 8 . For d i scuss ion and fu r the r re fe rences , see Karageorgh i s 
1982a: 124; also 1 9 8 2 b : 5 2 6 - 5 2 7 . 

35. See O. M a s s o n 1 9 8 3 : 7 8 - 8 0 ; T. Pa la ima, 1991. " T h e A d v e n t of the Greek Al-
phabe t on Cyprus : A Compe t i t i on of Scr ipts ." in Phoinikeia granunata: Lire et écrire en 
Méditerranée, ed. C. Baura in , C. Bonne t , and V. Krings (Liège: Soc ié té des É tudes 
Class iques) , pp. 4 4 9 - 4 7 1 . 

36. Karageorgh i s (1982a: 114) states, "Poli t ical l ife dur ing early C y p r o - G e o m e t r i c 
I m u s t have been centered round the k ing and the M y c e n a e a n ar is tocrats w h o ru led the 
large ci t ies ." 

37. Ibid., p. 121. 
38. The translation in (12) is that of R. Lattimore; 1951. The Iliad of Homer (Chi-

cago: Univers i ty of C h i c a g o Press) , as are all t ranslated select ions f r o m the Iliad ap-
pear ing below. 

39. See the d i scuss ions th roughou t Karageorghis . 1969, Salamis in Cyprus: Hom-
eric, Hellenistic and Roman (London : T h a m e s and H u d s o n ) and addi t ional b ib l iography. 

40 . Ibid. , pp. 3 0 - 3 1 , 130, 132. 
41. Ibid. , p. 31. See a lso D. Hughes , 1991, Human Sacrifice in Ancient Greece 

(London : Rout ledge) , pp. 3 5 - 4 2 . 
42. As in the case of" as many as six human skele tons found buried in the d r o m o s 

of T o m b 15 at Mycenae : see C. Tsountas , 1888, " 'Ανασκαψαι τάφων èv Μνκήναιs\" 
Αρχαιολογική Ίΐφημί'ρίς, pp. 130-131 ; C. Tsountas and J. Manat l , 1969, The Mycen-
aean Age: A Study of the Monuments and Culture of Ρ re.-Home rie Greece (Chicago: 
Argonaut ; reprint of 1897 edit ion), p. 151. For other poss ib le ins tances of the remains 
of sacr i f iced h u m a n s f o u n d in Mycenaean chamber and tholos tombs , see the s u m m a r y 
and d iscuss ion with b ib l iography in Hughes 1991 :26 -35 . 47-^18. H u g h e s ' s a l t i tude to-
ward m a n y of these reported sacrif ices is one of skept ic i sm, though he linds the case 
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f o r h u m a n sacr i f ice at Sa lamis (and also in Cyprus at Lape thos ) " conv inc ing" ip. 48). 
L inea r Β tablet T n 316 (Pylos) has been interpreted as poss ibly recording h u m a n sacri-
f ices; if so, they were apparent ly o f f e r ed in an a t tempt to stave off some impending 
ca tas t rophic event ; f o r d iscuss ion and b ib l iography see H u g h e s (pp. 199-202) . w h o is 
again qui te skept ical . 

43. Y. Sakellarakis and E. Sakellaraki, 1979, " 'Ανασκαφή Άρχανών." Πρακ-
τικά τής έν 'Αθήναις 'Αρχαιολογικής, pp. 3 4 7 - 3 9 2 . 

44 . S. Wall , J. Musgrave , and P. Warren, 1986, " H u m a n B o n e s f r o m a Late Minoan 
IB H o u s e at K n o s s o s , " Annual of the British School at Athens 8 1 : 3 3 3 - 3 8 8 . For discus-
sion and fu r the r b ib l iography, see H u g h e s 1991 :13 -24 . 

45. Ka rageo rgh i s 1969:71; O. M a s s o n 1983:418. 
46. Karageorgh i s 1969:32. 
47 . Ibid. 
48. D o c s . : 3 0 9 - 3 1 0 ; Hallager , Vlasakis , and Hal lager 1992 :75 -81 . 
49. Karageorgh i s 1982a: 135. 
50. Karageorghis 1969:26. 
51. Ibid., p. 72. 
52. Ibid., pp . 67, 71. 
53. Ibid., [). 73. T o m b s 19 and 3 1 were somewha t smal ler than the " roya l" tombs , 

and Karageorgh is suggests that they m a y have be longed to an in termediate class of well 
to-do Sala iniaus . 

54. Karageorghis 1 9 6 9 : 6 9 - 7 0 ; 1967, " H o m e r i c a f rom Salamis (Cyprus) . " in Eu-
ropa: te sise h riff Ernst Griimach, ed. W. Β rice (Berl in: DeGruyte r ) . p. 167. 

55. See the d iscuss ion in ibid., pp. 167 168. 
56. Karageorgh i s 1969 :71-72 . 
57. Ibid., p. 54. 
58. Does.:365-366; 516 . In addi t ion, tablet S e 8 9 1 + 1 0 0 6 - 1042 (p. 369) re fers to 

a char iot equ ipped wi th ivory o-mo-pi, pe rhaps ' b a n d s ' ; the r e fe rence is quite possibly 
not to the br id l ing equ ipment , of course . 

59. See the descr ip t ions in Karageorghis 1982a: 131-132 ; 1973. Excavations in the 
Necropolis of Salamis III, vol. 5, par t 1 (Nicosia: Depar tmen t of Antiqui t ies) , pp. 8 9 -
94 ; 1969 :92 -94 , see also p. 82 and plates I V - V I . 

60. T h e t ransla t ion is that of A. Murray, 1980, Homer: The Odyssey (Cambr idge : 
Harva rd Univers i ty Press), p. 233. 

61. Karageorgh i s 1969:94; 1967:168. 
62. Odyssey t ransla t ions are those of R. Lat t imore , 1965, The Odyssey of Homer 

( N e w York: H a r p e r Coll ins) . 
63. Docs. :3AO. 
64. T h e te rm used here is not the usual M y c e n a e a n word fo r silver, a-ku-ro, άρ-

γυρος ( [argüros]) , but pa-ra-ku-we\ sec the d iscuss ion in 0i>t\s\;340. Tn the second edi-
tion of Documents, C h a d w i c k (p. 496) adduces the thrones f rom T o m b 79 as support 
for his interpreta t ion of this fo rm. See also C h a d w i c k \ personal c o m m u n i c a t i o n repor ted 
in Karageorghis 1967:168 169, n. 7. 

The chai r of T a 7 l 4 is said to be inlaid with φοινικνς ( | p h oiu ikes ] ) ο {'gold and of 
kuanos. In the second edit ion of Docuftie/its, Chadwick (p. 502), fo l lowing sugges t ions 
of Dessenne and Chant ra ine , assigns to φοίνιξ its mean ing 'palm-tree", though in the 
tirst edi t ion, the term was translated k gr i f l in \ where it is stated (p. 344) . It has been 
suggested that the n a m e of the fabulous bird φοίνιξ (Hes iod , Frg. 171.4) was tirs! ap-
plied to the ' g r i f f ins ' and sph inxes so prominent in M y c e n a e a n art, par t icular ly on the 
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ivor ies f r o m M y c e n a e , D e l o s and E n k o m i . " R e c a l l tha t an ivory sph inx c u t o u t o c c u r r e d 
on o n e of t h e t h r o n e s in T o m b 79 . 

65. K a r a g e o r g h i s 1 9 6 9 : 9 4 - 9 5 . 
66 . F o r D . R u p p , the roya l t o m b s are those "of the first k ings of S a l a m i s (and 

pos s ib ly in all of I ron A g e C y p r u s ) " ( R u p p , 1988, " T h e ' R o y a l T o m b s ' at S a l a m i s (Cy-
prus ) : I deo log ica l M e s s a g e s of P o w e r and A u t h o r i t y / ' Journal of Mediterranean Arche-
ology 1 :124; see a l so R u p p , 1987a , "Vive le Roi: T h e E m e r g e n c e of t he S ta te in I ron 
A g e C y p r u s , " in Western Cyprus: Connections, ed. D. R u p p ( G ö t e b o r g : Paul A s t r ö m s 
För lag) , pp . 1 4 7 - 1 6 8 ) . R u p p in te rp re t s the a r chaeo log i ca l r ecord of C y p r u s as r evea l i ng 
that " f r o m ca. 1000 unti l 8 0 0 BC the re are on ly l im i t ed ind ica t ions of social d i f f e r en t i a -
t ion and s t ra t i f i ca t ion" (p. 126). T h e n e w e i g h t h - c e n t u r y m o n a r c h i c a l c l a s s s o u g h t to 
l eg i t ima te its c l a im to sovere ign ty , at least in part , by f launt ing its M y c e n a e a n he r i t age 
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C o n c l u s i o n 

8.0 The Syllabic Predecessors of the Alphabet 

8.0.1 An Aegean Pänini 

The so-called syllable-division doctrine espoused by the Greek grammarians 
and the corresponding word-division practices evidenced by Greek inscriptions 
had their origins at least a thousand years earlier, in the scribal training centers 
of Mycenaean Greece or, perhaps, Minoan Crete. It was the Minoans who 
taught the Gteeks how to write (the first time), and quite possibly it was also 
the Minoans who instructed the Greeks in the notions of sound classes and the 
relative sonority of sounds. Whether the Linear Β (and syllabic Cypriot) prac-
tice of utilizing a hierarchy of sonority (i.e., the hierarchy of orthographic 
strength) for the spelling of consonant clusters was a Minoan or a Mycenaean 
innovation is undetermined and will remain so until Linear A is deciphered. 

If the Greeks acquired a sonority-based strategy for representing sequences 
of consonants from the Minoans, they probably did not do so in a holistic 
fashion. The sonority hierarchy of Greek is somewhat unusual, as we saw in 
chapter 4. to the extent that liquids are more sonorous than glides; cross! inguis-
tically the opposite ranking (one with glides being more sonorous than liquids) 
is more common. While it is possible that the Minoan language was also char-
acterized by liquid consonants which were of relatively greater sonority than 
glides, typological considerations would surely lead us to expect otherwise. 
Thus, if the Greeks acquired from the Minoans the concept of the relative 
sonority of sound classes (in whatever form this conceptualization took), they, 
the Greeks, possessed ample linguistic intuition to discover the specific, idio-
syncratic sonority hierarchy of their own language. 

The idea that some Minoan, or otherwise Mediterranean, scribe of the sec-
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ond millennium B.C. should possess sufficient linguistic sophistication and in-
sight to perceive that language sounds fall into natural classes and that these 
classes differ in relative sonority may take us by surprise, though it probably 
ought not. Ancient humanity was no less observant and ingenious than its mod-
ern counterpart. It is well known that Pänini and other grammarians of ancient 
India controlled a highly sophisticated knowledge of phonetics and phonology 
in the middle of the first millennium B.C. and that Pänini did not stand at the 
head of this tradition but was preceded by other grammarians, at least ten of 
whom Pänini mentions by name, but whose works have perished.1 Beyond 
this, and of considerable significance for this investigation, J. Watt has recently 
demonstrated that the characters of the second-millennium B.C. cuneiform con-
sonantal script of Ugarit were assigned an order in the signary on the basis of 
sound-class membership (the same order which, mutatis mutandis, occurs in 
the subsequently attested Phoenician script and hence the Greek alphabet— 
and presumably in its immediate ancestor Proto-Canaanite).2 The Minoan and 
Mycenaean scribes were thus not the only scholars in possession of sophisti-
cated phonetic and phonological acumen in the second-millennium B.C. Medi-
terranean world.3 

8.0.2 Synopsis 

When the scribal component of the community of Mycenaean refugees in Cy-
prus began to flirt with the Cypro-Minoan scripts which they encountered in 
their new homeland and, eventually, adapted one of these for spelling their own 
language, they preserved the highly idiosyncratic practice of deferring to the 
sonority hierarchy of Greek to determine how consonant clusters should be 
spelled. The old Linear Β deletion strategy was replaced, however, by a regres-
sive spelling strategy, resulting in an orthographically more complete phonetic 
record of Greek speech (though, as we have seen, the deletion strategy was 
retained and applied in the spelling of clusters beginning with a nasal conso-
nant). The precise nature of the relationship between Cypro-Minoan and the 
Cypriot Syllabary is problematic;4 perhaps, however, the adapted Cypro-
Minoan script provided the inspiration for this abandonment of the deletion 
strategy. That is to say, full consonantal representation may possibly have been 
a feature of the relevant Cypro-Minoan script. Cypro-Minoan practice might 
have also supported the decision to represent word-final consonants (to the ex-
tent that they are represented) using an empty-vowel strategy. Yet. as we saw 
in chapter 5, it appears that the germ of word-iinal empty-vowel spelling and 
of regressive spelling (which allowed for full consonantal representation) was 
already a part of Linear Β practice. 

The Linear Β script of the Mycenaean refugees had possessed a set of CV 
characters representing that consonantal sound which would emerge as the se-
quence |zd| in the alphabetic period (spelled with z.eta). At least at the time of 
the development of the Linear Β script the Mycenaean sound was a unitary 
phoneme, perhaps a palatalized stop. Provision was made by the transplanted 
Mycenaean scribal community for representing this sound with a distinct set 
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of syllabic symbols in the newly devised Cypriot Syllabary. The early unitary 
Mycenaean phoneme had probably evolved into a consonant sequence [zd]; in 
other words, the Mycenaean symbols for the sound had become, as a conse-
quence of phonological change, CCV in value. Thus, the scribes who devised 
the Cypriot Syllabary were simply preserving their tradition of representing this 
consonantal sequence with CCV symbols (i.e., < z d V > ) , rather than innovating 
by spelling the sequence factorially as CV-CV (i.e., < sV-dV>) . 

The use of a strategy for spelling consonant clusters which is based upon 
the sonority hierarchy of Greek coupled with the fuller representation of conso-
nants characteristic of the Cypriot script gave rise to a spelling dilemma with 
which the practitioners of the more abbreviatory Linear Β spelling system had 
not had to deal. Adherence to the regular Cypriot spelling strategy for repre-
senting consonant clusters resulted in a bizarre representation of the sequence 
fk] + ]s] + stop: |k j would have to be spelled with a CV symbol whose 
vocalic component was identical to the vowel which followed the entire cluster, 
while fs] would have to he represented by a CV syllabogram whose vocalic 
clement was identical to that vowel which preceded the cluster. A solution to 
this dilemma presented itself to the adapting scribes; a set of ksV symbols was 
simply introduced into the newly devised writing system (a measure which was 
possibly suggested by the occurrence of the CCV symbols zdV). Perhaps psV 
symbols were also created. At present this remains uncertain, though an alpha-
betic asymmetry of ks and ps characters may suggest an absence of psV sym-
bols from the Cypriot script; alternatively, the alphabetic asymmetry may sim-
ply reflect that psV syllabic symbols were less broadly utilized than ksV 
symbols (again as a consequence of phonological change) at the time of the 
Cypriot adaptation of the Phoenician consonantal script. 

At some point in the middle of the ninth century B.C. (or possibly slightly 
earlier), a significant Phoenician presence began to manifest itself on the island 
of Cyprus. With the Phoenician settlers came their consonantal script. While 
the Cypriot Syllabary stands as an advance over the Mycenaean script, at least 
to the extent that consonantal representation becomes completely overt (with 
the exception of preconsonantal nasals and certain word-final consonants), it is 
still far from a tidy system. When the Cypriot Greek scribes encountered the 
Phoenician writing system, the advantages which it offered must have become 
readily apparent. To begin with, it operated with fewer symbols than their own 
script, as each Phoenician symbol represented only an individual consonant 
sound rather than some specific combination of consonant plus vowel. More-
over, when a Phoenician scribe took writing utensil in hand, each written char-
acter that was produced actually represented a speech sound. Because the sylla-
ble structure of the Greek language departed significantly from the canonical 
consonant + vowel structure of the units of the Cypriot Syllabary, this syllabic 
script, though fully functional and adequate for the expression of the Greek 
language, was less than elegant- spelling required extensive use of vowel ele-
ments which had no phonetic reality. Room existed for improvement in the 
practice of Greek orthography, and the Phoenician system suggested the possi-
bility of improvement. 
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There are numerous peculiar features of the Greek alphabet which owe their 
origin to the fact that the people who adapted the Phoenician script for Greek 
use were individuals already immersed in a literate tradition. That is to say, 
these seeming alphabetic oddities are simply natural projections of the prior 
literacy of the designers of the Greek alphabet: 

1. The prima facie absurd occurrence of an alphabetic character with the 
biconsonantai value [k| + |s| (in a writing system which has both a symbol 
for |k| and a symbol for |s|) is accounted for by the presence in the Cypriot 
Syllabary of syllabic symbols having the biconsonantai value ksV—symbols 
idiosyncraticallv required by the intersection of Cypriot Greek phonology and 
the Cypriot orthographic strategy of consonant cluster representation. As noted 
just above. CCV symbols with the value psV (or at least psef for use in word-
final position) may have also occurred within the syllabic Cypriot writing sys-
tem but, if so, would have had a more limited distribution than ksV symbols at 
the time of the origin of the alphabet; this asymmetry is reflected in the early 
alphabetic traditions. 

2. A biconsonantai character with the value [z] + [d] is also redundantly 
included in the graphemic inventory of the new alphabetic script; such se-
quences could have simply been spelled σδ, just as [zj + [b] and [z] + [gl 
are spelled σβ and σγ respectively. The occurrence of the [z] + [d] character 
zeta in the Greek alphabet is again occasioned by the presence of corresponding 
syllabic symbols in the Cypriot Syllabary as well as in its predecessor Linear 
B. Though "corresponding," the phonetic value of the consonantal portion of 
the syllabic symbols was originally something quite different—that of a unitary 
phoneme and hence, the very reason for the occurrence of characters with the 
eventual value fz] + [d]. 

3. The local varieties of the early Greek alphabet preserve, almost in com-
plete complementary distribution, two different symbols with the value [s]; san 
and sigma. In origin, however, san was the character devised by the Cypriot 
adapters of the Phoenician script for representing the distinctive Cypriot, as 
well as Arcadian, sibilant reilex of the Proto-Greek labiovelar *[kwj. Hence, 
san is preserved in this use in the alphabet which came to Arcadia, the dialect 
of which place shows evidence of a broader occurrence of sibilant labiovelar 
reflexes than does its sister dialect of Cypriot. 

4. In the earliest stratum (or strata) of the Greek alphabet, there occurred no 
symbols for the aspirated stops [ph| and [kh|. The Cypriot adapters of the Phoe-
nician script were accustomed to operating with a writing system in which no 
distinct graphemes existed for voiceless aspirated stops, and so this condition 
was extended to the new alphabetic script, at least in the case of the bilabial 
and velar articulator}' positions. While symbols were devised for distinguishing 
the voiced stops (fb]. [d], [g]) from their voiceless counterparts, the continua-
tion of the tradition of representing the consonantal sequences [k] — [si and 
[z] + [dj by a single biconsonantai symbol each (rather than by a sequence of 
two m on ο consonantal symbols each) was prized more highly than utilizing two 
members of the limited set of Phoenician symbols innovatively to distinguish 
voiceless aspirated [phJ and [kh] from voiceless unaspirated [pi and [k]. 
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5. Early Greek alphabetic writing is variable in direction. This condition 
contrasts markedly with the thoroughgoing right-to-left direction of ninth-
century Phoenician writing. While the practice of the scribes of the syllabic 
Cypriot tradition was likewise righl-to-left across much of the island of Cyprus, 
the direction of writing at Paphos was, in comparison, mercurial: the predomi-
nant direction was left-1o~right, but both righl-to-left and boustrophedon were 
also utilized. Perhaps not necessarily those Cypriot scribes responsible for 
adapting the Phoenician script for Greek use, but at least some early Cypriot 
users of the new alphabetic script incorporated into this developing tradition 
the variable direction of writing which characterized their own particular syl-
labic Cypriot practice. These scribes may have been Paphian or perhaps were 
from some other region of the island in which such variability in direction of 
writing was practiced but not as yet attested.5 

8.1 Concerning Vowels 

The creation of the Greek alphabet, a script possessing symbols for representing 
not only individual consonant sounds but individual vowel sounds as well, was 
without question a highly significant achievement in the history of writing. 
Beyond this, the Greek incorporation of vowel symbols into a phonemic script 
has been hailed as a salient event in the intellectual history of humanity: and 
this is fitting. Yet even so, the addition of vowel characters to the Phoenician 
consonantal script was probably not, in the final analysis, crucial.6 Had the 
Greeks simply continued the Phoenician tradition of only representing conso-
nants in their writing system, those achievements of the human intellect and 
spirit realized since antiquity through the alphabetic medium would not, 1 sus 
pect, have been compromised. The precisely opposite view has been advocated 
tt) be sure, but this is to confuse the genius of human thought with the mechan-
ical means of its graphic expression.8 I he literary works produced by Greek 
and Laiin authors which we identify as classic would likely still have been 
produced had a consonantal script been utilized for their recording. 

This is neither here nor there, of course. The Greeks did in fact incorporate 
vowel symbols into the Phoenician consonantal script (and had they not, some-
one else surely would have done so subsequently). Yet, the fact remains that it 
is possible to record human speech, human thoughts, human ideas in a suffi-
ciently efficient manner by representing only consonants. While the presence 
of vowel sy mbols in a script in which each symbol represents a single sound 
may indeed be an asset to the reader in the cognitive processing of such writ-
ing, the history of Semitic writing (about which I later say more) amply demon-
strates that their occurrence is not essential. 

Just why did the Greeks add vowels to the received Phoenician script? At 
an earlier period in their history, the Greeks had shown themselves to be quite 
willing to operate with a writing system which systematically underrepresented 
the sounds of spoken language. As we have seen, the Linear Β script of the 
Mvcenacans omitted consonant characters with abandon—even when such 
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omission could potentially result in significant syntactic ambiguity9—and in 
fact this practice continued at a diminished rate of omission within the syllabic 
Cypriot system. The answer which would probably most readily be offered to 
the question which opened this paragraph goes something like this: The Greeks 
added vowel characters to the Phoenician consonantal script in order to mini-
mize orthographic ambiguity and contusion, to distinguish words which have a 
homophonous consonant structure. Consider, for example, a Greek consonantal 
spelling such as Κ PA; this might represent κηρός (Jkç:rôs|, 'beeswax'), κέρας 
(kerasf l i o n f h κύρί)ς (|koriis|, Miel met'), or κούρος (|kû:ros], 'young 
maiv ).!l1 Orthographic imprecision of this sort was indeed avoided by the intro-
duction of vowel characters; that is, such disambiguation was the result of add-
ing vowel symbols to the adopted Phoenician script. But was the intent to avoid 
such fuzzy orthography necessarily the motivation for the addition of vow el 
symbols? Regarding the latter prospect, we need to think further. 

Phoenician scribes tolerated a writing system which represented only conso-
nants and so allowed for orthographic ambiguity of the type described above: 
the same of course holds true for various Semitic scripts related to and derived 
from the Phoenician system. The claim is often made that the morphology of 
the Semitic languages naturally suggests that they be written with a consonantal 
script; that is. (presumably) Semitic morphology is such that the cognitive pro-
cessing of Semitic writing is unhampered, in some significant way, by the ab-
sence of vowel symbols. Canonically, a Semitic root consists of two or three 
consonants plus accompanying vowels. While the root consonants are rather 
stable, vowels are quite variable: particular patterns of vowels occur character-
istically in various morphological categories, both inflectional and derivational. 
These vocalic patterns are often accompanied by affixes containing consonants 
which further mark the morphological category. Between the context in which 
a given word is found and the consonant-bearing affixes associated with it 
(when they occur), an ideal reader of a consonantal Semitic text would be able 
to recognize the morphological category to which the word belongs and, hence, 
would be able to determine (as a redundant feature) the values of the unwritten 
vo w els ο f th e vv ord.11 

Vowels do not. however, occur in Phoenician and other Semitic languages 
only as u n i t s in recurring morphological patterns. Precisely ns we saw in the 
previously cited Greek example ( ΚΡΣ), Semitic vowels can also crucially dis-
tinguish words which arc consonantally identical. For example, the Hebrew 
consonantal spelling lib I might represent he be I ('cord'), hebe! Opain'), Ifböl 
('pledge* ), höbe I ('sailor'). In other words, in spite of the grammatical predict-
ability of many vowels in Semitic, the problem of lexical ambiguity (as with 
Greek ΚΡΣ) still exists. Yet even so, for millennia consonantal scripts have been 
used and continue to be used with cognitive efficiency12 by Semitic scribes. 

Why is this so? This is so for the same reason that the less than elegant 
Linear Β and syllabic Cypriot scripts could be utilized effectively for writing 
Greek. Writing systems are "designed" for native speakers of the written lan-
guage (or at least for readers with something approaching native competence 
in the language to be read); scripts assume such a knowledge—they are often 
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not user-friendly. Such a reader comes to the written text with an intimate 
knowledge of the language recorded in the text. The reader's knowledge of the 
language is primary; the mechanism of giving graphic form to that language is 
secondary. The reader comes lo the lext equipped with a knowledge of the 
possibilities; it is the requirement of the sialic lext only that it provide sufficient 
graphic clues to direct the language-enriched mind of the reader. 

Harber in this study I mentioned that the Greek acquisition of the Phoenician 
script must have occurred in a bilingual Greek-Phoenician setting. When 
Phoenician-speaking Greek scribes learned and began to experiment with the 
Phoenician script and to reflect upon the possibility of utilizing this system of 
symbols for writing Greek, was it their conviction that while a consonantal 
script might be adequate for writing the Semitic language of Phoenician, conso-
nant characters alone would simply not work for spelling their own language? 
After some deliberation and introspection, did the adapters arrive at the conclu-
sion that the structure of Greek was so different from that of Phoenician that 
writing Greek with only consonantal characters would yield nebulous spellings 
and place too great a cognitive burden on the reader? Perhaps they did, but 1 
do not think we can assume so. We should bear in mind that the Greek adapters 
did in fact introduce ambiguity into the new alphabetic system. As we have 
seen, in the earliest stratum of the alphabet the voiceless aspirated bilabial 
stop /pr7 and velar stop /kh/ were represented by the characters for /p/ and fk! 
respectively. There was also no provision made for graphically distinguishing 
long vowels from short vowels in spite of the fact that vowel length is phone-
mic in Greek (though, as 1 pointed out, this is reported to be a common ortho-
graphic phenomenon). Moreover, the Greeks had historically not shied away 
from orthographies which offered less than orthographic crystal clarity. It is not 
obvious that nfrps, a consonantal spelling of άνθρωπος ([ânthrç>:pos], 'man') 
would be more cognilively cumbersome than a syllabic Cypriot a-to-ro-po-se 
(not to mention a yet more abbreviated Linear Β spelling a-to-ro-qo). Greek 
words (such as άνθρωπος) often consist of a greater number of consonants 
than is typical of Semitic, frequently occurring in clusters of two or more. This 
greater consonantal presence would perhaps compensate, with regard to the 
prospect of consonantal spelling, for vowel occurrence being of a somewhat 
less predictable nature in Greek than in Semitic. 

I suspect that the issue of whether or not the Greek language could be "ade-
quately'1 spelled with a consonantal script was never broached in any sort of 
systematic or deliberative way. If we accept the Cypriot scribal origin of the 
Greek alphabet, the presence of vowel characters in the adapted Phoenician 
script is practically automatic. For a scribe accustomed to spelling with the 
syllabic Cypriot script, vowel representation would have been the sine qua nan 
of writing. If the Cypriot Syllabary is anything, it is a vocalic script. Every 
symbol in the system possesses a vowel component. The only symbols in the 
system which represent only a single sound—in alphabetic fashion-—are the V 
characters, that is. the symbols with the syllabic values a, e, i, o, and u. Like 
numerous other orthographic features of the Greek alphabet, vowel characters 
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are remnants of the previous writing tradition of the literate Greek adapters of 
the Phoenician script. 

8.2 Homer and the Alphabet 

8 . 2 . 1 P o w e l l e t a h 

On occasion the idea has been advanced that the Greek alphabet was devised 
for the explicit purpose of graphically recording the Homeric epics. The most 
recent and expansive expositor of this notion is Powell,13 prior to whom it was 
principally associated with Wade-Gery.14 The idea has not gained widespread 
acceptance and suffers from some fairly obvious problems which have been 
pointed out by various reviewers of Powell's book. To begin with, that a writing 
system would be expressly engineered for such a high-minded and noble pur-
pose as recording poetry and not for some baser, or at least broader, utilitarian 
end seems not altogether probable.15 The level of improbability of such a moti-
vation for the Greek alphabet reaches new heights when one considers this 
prospect in conjunction with the next wrinkle cited by reviewers: there would 
obviously be no one able to read the epics once they had been penned by 
Powell's adapter in his novel script.16 The creator of the alphabet within such 
a scenario devised a writing system and with it wrote down the Iliad and the 
Odyssey for an audience which did not exist.17 

Another oddity which arises from Powell's scenario has been addressed by 
Palaima, If the Greek alphabet was devised to record hexameter, then it is 
curious, notes Palaima, that provision was not made for distinguishing long 
vowels from short.18 Vowel length is metrically crucial. I pointed out earlier 
that writing systems tend not to distinguish phonemically long vowels from 
their short counterparts. Yet if this writing system, the Greek alphabet, was 
manufactured for the express purpose of giving written expression to metrical 
speech, and only that, one might very well indeed expect vowel length to be 
indicated; this is especially so in the case of the long and short mid front 
vowels i[e:] and [e|) and the long and short mid back vowels ([o:] and |o]), 
which differ not only quantitatively but qualitatively as well, and which would 
eventually be distinguished orthographically (when η began to be used as a 
vowel character and ω was added to the end of the alphabet). 

The origin of the Greek alphabet in the hands of Cypriot Greek scribes 
steeped in the orthographic tradition of the syllabic Cypriot script does not of 
necessity exclude the possibility that this new alphabetic system was devised 
solely for recording epic verse. However, the picture of professional scribes 
trained and accomplished in one writing tradition seizing feverishly upon the 
Phoenician script so that they might at long last be able to write down epic 
poetry is one which oscillates between the comic and the ludicrous. The Cyp-
riot scribes perceived in the Phoenician script the potential for writing their 
own language with greater simplicity and elegance. This newly devised alpha-
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be tic script was no doubt utilized for recording the full range of materials 
which the adapters had heretofore written with their syllabic script, and it is 
likely that within this range was found verse. 

8.2.2 Hexameter and the Cypriot Script 

There is, in fact, one instance of hexameter which is preserved written in the 
syllabic Cypriot script. The inscription, ICS 264, is four lines in length, occurs 
on a votive relief recovered in I 870 at a temple site in Golgoi, and is dated to 
the fourth century H.e. Translation of the text presents difficulties.19 In the 
course of defending his claim that the Greek alphabet was devised for recording 
11oiner, Powell turns his attention to this document and accurately observes that 
"many of the difficulties in this text derive from our unfamiliarity with Cypriote 
dialect and are no different from those we face in reading a dialectal inscription 
in alphabetic writing.1'20 However, he goes on to state:21 

( Π Yet while the Cypriote syllabary could in theory have served as a nctiti η 
for someone familiar with the complexities of the Greek hexameter md 
obvious! \ these late hexameters were written down in it, too many uncer-
tainties remain in the phonological information that this script communicates 
for the script ever lo have served as a practical vehicle for recording ambi-
tious poetic compositions. And it never did so serve. 

In his provisional study of the uses of the Cypriot Syllabary, Pal um ι 
notes:22 

(2) A c u r s o n survey of the uses of Cypriote Syllabic script demonstrated that 
the s ο mew hat greater complexity of a syllabic form of writing did not pres-
ent an insuperable hindrance in and of itself to broader applications of script 
or more widespread literacy. 

He goes on to state that the Cypriot Syllabary "was a stream-lined (55 56 
signs), consistent and efficient tool for writing . . . Greek.'17) The syllabic 
script of Cyprus was an effective means for recording the Greek language and, 
as such, could certainly be used for writing verse compositions. 

Powell has confused language with script. These are two quite different phe-
nomena, as I have pointed out already, which need to be strictly distinguished. 1 

Language is biological; script is mechanical. Language is essential; script is its 
shadow. Any use of the Cypriot Syllabary as a "practical vehicle" assumes 
native competence in the Greek dialect of ancient Cyprus that living linguistic 
entity in response to which the recording mechanism (i.e., the script) was de-
vised. The script is servant of the language, not vice versa. Undoubtedly the 
reading of ICS 264 would be quite transparent and nonproblematic to a native 
speaker of the dialect of Greek spoken on Cyprus in the fourth century B.C. 
About the present spelling system of English, George Bernard Shaw wrote such 
things as 

(3) The English have no respect for their language. They cannot spell it because 
they have nothing to spell it with but an old foreign alphabet of which only 
the consonants—and not all of them—have any agreed speech value.25 
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and 

(4) They spell it so abominab ly that no m a n can teach h imsel f what it sounds 
like. . . . G e r m a n and Spanish are access ib le to fore igners : Engl i sh is not 
accessible even to Engl ishmen. 2 ' 1 

To claim that the syllabic script of Cyprus was not "practical" for the recording 
of verse is little different than claiming that the present spelling system of 
English, phonetically obscure and highly conventionalized, is not a ''practical 
vehicle" for recording rhyming couplets. 

Powell's further claim that the syllabic Cypriot script never served as a 
"practical vehicle" for recording verse is unfounded. As he himself explicitly 
mentions in the context of this claim, the hexametric inscription of ICS 264 
obviously does exist; the script's use here is in no sense impractical While it 
is true that this is the only attested metrical inscription, it should be borne in 
mind that we must possess only a fraction of the total number of syllabic Cyp-
riot inscriptions produced in antiquity,27 and it is manifestly unlikely that we 
just happen to have preserved the only verse inscription ever written with this 
writing system.28 That the inscription is ulate," as Powell notes in his objection 
cited in (1), has nothing to do with the Cypriot script's practicality for recording 
verse. 

8.2.3 Hexameter and Early Alphabetic Inscriptions 

Powell and others have emphasized that hexametric verse is found frequently 
among the early Greek alphabetic inscriptions.29 Commenting on this observa-
tion. however, Johnston notes: 

(5 ) Yet a good propor t ion of this early mater ia l is of a d i f fe ren t nature; the 
s imple s ta tement of an o w n e r ' s n a m e is now bet ter at tested (a use also com-
mon in the near east) , and the n u m b e r of s ingle letters (and non-a lphabet ic 
marks) on a good propor t ion of P i thekoussan a m p h o r a e a lso sugges ts propri -
etorial c o n c e r n / " 

Marking of ownership w'as also a principal use made of the syllabic Cypriot 
script: in fact, in Palatum's tentative statistical survey of trends in the uses of 
the Cypriot Syllabary (based upon datable texts), marking of ownership on 
vases is the single most common use of the script between the seventh and 
fourth centuries inclusively, with the exception of its extensive fourth-century 
employment for writing wall graffiti.31 Recall that the earliest known instance 
of a syllabic Cypriot inscription is one which marks ownership, occurring on an 
eleventh-century bronze spit. The common proprietorial use of both the syllabic 
Cypriot script and the early alphabet could be only coincidental; possession is 
not only nine-tenths of the law but one of the most basic of human instincts. 
How ever, Johnston has further remarked that "the personal marking of property 
[is] frequent in the Phoenician area but not clearly demonstrated for pre-literate 
Greece." 32 Perhaps we find in the proprietorial use of the syllabic Cypriot script 
a bridge between Near Eastern and alphabetic Greek practice. One would re a-
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sonably expect that when the Cypriot Greek adapters of the Phoenician script 
began experimenting with their newly created alphabetic writing system, they 
utilized it for all of the various puiposes for which the syllabic script was used, 
one of which was marking of ownership. When the alphabet went west, it was 
perhaps accompanied by the idea of using script proprietorially. 

The vital connection between Homeric epic and the advent of the alphabet 
is essentiall) the opposite ofthat one promoted by Powell and his predecessors 
in this effort. The desire to write down Homer did not precipitate the creation 
of the Greek alphabet. Rather, the creation of the alphabet resulted in a writing 
down of Homeric verse. This latter statement of a relationship between epic 
and the alphabet could be assigned its quite trivial interpretation obviously, 
neither epic nor anything else could be written down until there existed a sys-
tem of symbols with which to accomplish such a recording. However, as I have 
suggested the recording of verse was not in all likelihood first achieved utilizing 
the alphabet. 

While a dark age held sway over Greece proper, the Cypriot Greeks were 
basking in their latter-day Mycenaean or Homeric culture. In the halls of the 
palaces of the Cypriot kings, we expect that banqueters were entertained by 
oral poets who composed and recited verses drawn from the old stories about 
war and adventure, heroes and gods. Some, possibly many, of the verses pro-
duced by the Cypriot bards must at various times have been recorded by Cyp-
riot scribes, perhaps by the bards themselves, using the syllabic script; again, 
much of this recording was likely done on perishable materials. When those 
scribes involved in the adaptation of the Phoenician script began to experiment 
with their alphabetic invention, among the old uses to which the new script 
was put was surely the recording of verse. As a part of the process of the 
exportation of the Cypriot alphabet westward, a tradition of written verse was 
likely introduced to the Greeks of the Aegean, a newly literate people who had 
become literate, however, not for the purpose of reading verse but, no doubt, 
for much more mundane and practical reasons. Perhaps then the very process 
of the alphabet's coming lo Greece early 011 established a precedent for the 
alphabetic inscribing of verse, and for this reason many of our earliest alpha-
betic Greek inscriptions arc hexameiric.î3 

8 3 On the Transmission of the Alphabet to the West 

In chapter 7, I made passing reference to the possibility that the new alphabetic 
script was carried out of Cyprus by merchants following the trade routes west-
ward. The notion that traders played an important role in the early spread of 
the alphabet is not an infrequently encountered one,34 and perhaps this was 
indeed one mechanism by which the alphabet was first introduced to points 
west of Cyprus. However, the establishment of the alphabetic tradition in the 
Aegean clearly involved more than simply a casual transmission through mer-
cantile use. 
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8.3.1 Scribal Transmission 

We have found that a continuous tradition of literacy links the Cypriot Sylla-
bary with the Greek alphabet. This is a continuity, however, which goes beyond 
the matter of the presence in the alphabetic script of characters whose value 
was motivated within the syllabic Cypriot writing system, beyond the earliest 
alphabet's failure to distinguish graphically the bilabial and velar voiceless aspi-
rated stops from their unaspirated counterparts, beyond the variable direction 
of writing displayed by early alphabetic inscriptions, and so forth. 

In chapter 3 we examined the alphabetic inscriptional practice of word-
division at line-end and the teachings of the Greek grammarians concerning so-
called syllable-division, which is in fact not based upon syllable structure at all. 
The grammarians attempt to make sense of their "syllable-division" practices 
by positing that a syllable-boundary precedes any word-internal consonant 
cluster which is of a type capable of occurring in word-initial position (phono-
logical and metrical evidence reveals, as we have seen, that in actuality a 
syll able-boundary generally occurs between the two members of a word-
internal biconsonantal cluster, regardless of whether the cluster can occur word-
initially or not). For the grammarians, word-internal clusters of the form fs] -
stop prove, however, to be problematic. Though the cluster-type occurs word-
initial h . the grammarians are divided about whether the word-internal "syllabi-
fication'" is -$ fs] stop-, as per their general rule of "syllable"-boundaries, or 
-]s] S stop-, as if this cluster were unable to occur at the beginning of a word. 
A corresponding variation in word-division practice involving fs] + stop clus-
ters is displayed in inscriptions. 

We discovered that the grammatical dogma of syllable-division and the in-
scriptional word-division practices parallel the spelling of consonant sequences 
in the syllabic Cypriot script. Those word-internal cluster-types which are 
treated as tautosyllabic in the alphabetic tradition (but which are actually heter-
osyllabic) are the same cluster-types which the Cypriot scribes represent using 
the progressive spelling strategy ( < - V r C V j - C V | - > ) . Those types which are 
treated as heterosyllabic by the grammarians and alphabetic scribes (and which 
are, in fact, heterosyllabic) are the clusters the Cypriot scribes spell by utilizing 
the regressive spelling strategy ( < - V r C V r C V j - > ) . In syllabic Cypriot orthog-
raphy, that word-interna] cluster whose division fomented controversy among 
the grammarians. ]s] \ slop, is represented with the regressive spelling tech-
nique, and so Cypriot practice agrees with that wing of the alphabetic tradition 
which advocates division between the [s] and the stop (i.e., -fs] $ stop-). 

The idiosyncratic doctrine of "syllable-division" which is preached by the 
grammarians of Greece continues the consonant cluster spelling strategy of Cy-
prus. With the transition to an alphabetic writing system, what had been a strat-
egy for the spelling of consonant sequences using CV symbols in a syllabic 
script was ultimately transformed into a strategy of word-division which, 
sooner or later, was construed as "syllable-division." In other words, what mas-
querades as a phonological principle of syllable structure in the works of the 
grammarians has as its historical antecedent a prealphabetic orthographic prac-
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tice which is itself based upon the phonological phenomenon of relative sonor-
ity (a relationship which is formalized in the hierarchy of orthographic 
strength). As relative sonority intersects with syllable structure, we can see why 
the grammarians' analysis of Greek syllable structure looks almost right, but 
not quite. 

Thus, not only did the new alphabetic writing system wash up on the shores 
of the Aegean Greek world, but so did Cypriot scribal strategy. Such a continu-
ity of analytic tradition signals that the passage of the alphabet west from Cy-
prus was not simply a matter of passive transfer along trade routes at the hands 
of merchants. It was. at least in part, an active process effected by the move-
ment of scribes out of Cyprus (possibly in response to the alphabet having 
gained some initial foothold in Greece?), These Cypriot émigrés established 
there the beginnings of an alphabetic scribal tradition. 

8.3.2 Word-Division Further Considered 

We also saw in chapter 3 that the Greek grammarians, in discoursing upon 
"syllable-structure." were able to generalize about types of consonant clusters 
which were capable of occurring at the beginning of a Greek word. Specific 
clusters which do not occur word-intially ([thm], [gd], etc.) but are of a type 
which does occur word-initially (stop + nasal, stop 4- stop, etc.) receive the 
same word-internal treatment (with regard to division) as clusters of the same 
type which do in fact occur word-initially ([pn], fkt], etc.). As I pointed out, in 
making such generalizations the grammarians were wielding the notion of man-
ner of articulation (stop, nasal, etc.). The hierarchy of orthographic strength 
which the Cypriot scribes utilized (in whatever form) in determining how con-
sonant clusters should be spelled is a hierarchy of articulatory manners: 

(6) stop • fricative > nasal > glide liquid 

This working knowledge of the concept of manners of articulation displayed 
by the Greek grammarians must also derive from grammatical knowledge 
brought by emigrating Cypriot scribes. 

Now, the recognition of manners of articulation and their relative sonority is 
implicit in the word-division (called syllabic-division) practice of the grammari-
ans which wc discussed immediately above, arising as it does out of a spelling 
strategy based upon the sonority hierarchy. However, recall that the grammari-
ans' dictum for identifying syllable-boundaries is as follows: a syllable-
boundary occurs before a word-internal cluster of a type which is capable of 
occurring word-initially. At some point, the concept of manners of articulation 
and their relative sonority (or orthographic strength) ceased to be the operative 
mechanism in word-division; and the scribes of the alphabetic tradition second-
arily acquired the principle of word-division—identified as syllable-division— 
based upon analogy to word-initial position. It would be easy for such a reinter-
pret ati on of strategy to arise. 

To see how a shift from a hierarchical strategy of alphabetic word-division 
to one based upon analogy to word-initial position occurred, let us first look 
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again at the strategy utilized by the Cypriot scribes for spelling consonant clus-
ters: 

(7) If the iirst of two success ive consonan t s occupies a posi t ion on the hierarchy 
I of (6)1 which is h igher than or equal to that of the second, then it will be 
wri t ten with the CV symbol whose vocal ic componen t is identical to the 
vowel wh ich fo l lows the cluster ; o therwise it will be wri t ten with the C V 
symbol whose \ o e a l i c componen t is identical to the vowel wh ich p recedes 
the cluster. 

When (7) was adapted as an alphabetic principle of word-division, the result 
would have been something like the following: 

(8) If the first of two success ive consonan t s occupies a pos i t ion on the h ierarchy 
[of (6)] wh ich is h igher than or equal to that of the second, then w o r d -
division will occur be fo re the cluster ; o therwise word-d iv i s ion wil l occur 
be tween the two m e m b e r s of the cluster.3 5 

For example, 'επτά ([heptä], 'seven') is divided as ε-πτά, but έργον ([érgon], 
'deed') is divided as έρ-γον. Usually sequences of consonants occurring at the 
beginning of a word are arranged according to progressively increasing, or at 
least equal, sonority. Hence, when a consonant cluster which is capable of oc-
curring word-initially is found within the word, the word-division practice 
based on the sonority-dependent hierarchy of (6) and the strategy of (8) will 
usually divide the word before the cluster. Word-division was then eventually 
reinterpreted as a function of the ability of consonant clusters to occur word-
initially. 

One consonant cluster is problematic for the reinterpreted doctrine of 
"syllable-division": namely, the notorious fly-in-the-ointment sequence fs] + 
stop. This cluster docs occur word-initially but is arranged according to de-
creasing rather than increasing sonority. How is the scribe to divide words with 
a word-internal ]sj + stop cluster? By the Cypriot imported strategy of (8), 
word-division would occur between the |s | and the stop, since fricative occu-
pies a position lower on the hierarchy of (6) than slop. However, once word-
division is reinterpreted as based upon analogy to word-initial position, division 
is made before the fricative [s]. Recall that the grammarians are polarized over 
the proper division of word-internal fs] + stop—some say division should 
occur before the [s]. some say after—and for this they are mocked by Sextus 
Empiricus. We can now see quite clearly why the grammarians are so divided: 
the inherited strategy with its roots firmly set in Cypriot syllabic orthography 
and the new reinterpreted strategy which is based upon analogy to word-initial 
position are at odds at this one point. Each strategy produces a different analy-
sis, and this gives rise to the varying traditions concerning the division of word-
internal ]s] -t- stop clusters which are attested among the grammarians, as well 
as in inscriptions.36 

Variation is also exhibited in the alphabetic scribal division of word-internal 
[-sm-] clusters, as we have seen ([-$sm-] versus [-s$m-|). This variation did not 
arise from a variable treatment in the syllabic Cypriot system, where fricative 
+ nasal clusters are spelled progressively both word-initially and word-
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internally. Instead, the deviation found within the alphabetic tradition must be 
the result of [-sm-] sequences having been drawn into the disagreement over 
the phonetically quite similar [s] + stop clusters. 

8.4 Parting Words 

H a v i n g c o m e to a p l a c e v e r y n e a r lo that one at which I began, m y s t u d y is 

c o n c l u d e d . M y a r g u m e n t s h a v e d e m a n d e d the reader's attention; I h o p e , h o w -

e v e r , t h a t t h e y h a v e n o t been f o u n d t o o w e a r i s o m e . T h a n k y o u f o r y o u r p a -

t i e n c e . L o o k to C y p r u s . 

N o t e s 

1. See S. Katre . 1987, AstßdhyäyT of Pänini (Aust in: Univers i ty of Texas Press) , p. 
xix, 

2. W. Watt . 1989, ' T h e Ras S h a m r a Mat r ix , " Semiotica 7 4 : 6 1 - 1 0 8 . 
3. Refe r r ing to the ut i l izat ion of the sonori ty h ierarchy in bo th M y c e n a e a n and 

Cypr io t syllabic spel l ing, I wrote in Woodard 1994 (p. 330): " [T]he ex is tence of such a 
tradit ion would sugges t that in the second mi l l enn ium there l ived s o m e scribal f igure, or 
figures, of acute l inguist ic a w a r e n e s s — a scribal mas ter who , l ike Pänini , . . . was capa-
ble of br inging signif icant analyt ic abili t ies to bear on the analysis of l anguage . " C o m -
men t ing on this observa t ion , Watt (1994, " In t roduct ion: Part 2" in Writing Systems and 
Cognition, ed. W. Watt (Dordrecht : K luwer A c a d e m i c ) , p. 109) noted: "S ince it is now 
es tabl ished that a s imilar genius organized the Ugar i t ic or Canaan i t e a lphabet so as to 
reflect s imilar insights , at about the s ame t ime . . . , it mus t now be a mat ter of l ively 
curiosi ty w h e t h e r the two ancient l inguist ic t r ad i t ions—both preced ing Pänini and the 
Sanskri t phonolog is t s by about a m i l l e n n i u m — w e r e in any w a y re la ted ." 

4. As T h o m a s Pa la ima has kindly emphas ized to me. 
5. Pala ima, however , contends that scripts cannot be convinc ingly l inked on the 

basis of d i rec t ion of wri t ing (personal communica t ion and Pala ima 1988:310 313). 
6. Hxeept for historical l inguists. 
7. See, inter alios, Ii. Havelock , 1986, "Orali ty, Literacy, and Star Wars / 1 Written 

Communication 3/4:41 1 4 2 0 ; 1982, Hie Literate Revolution in Greece and Its Cultural 
Consequences (Pr inceton: Pr inceton University Press); M . M c L u h a n , 1962, The (Juten 
berg Galaxy (Toronto; Univers i ty of Toronto Press) . 

8. See the ins ightful r emarks concern ing this mat ter in F. Cou lmas , 1989, The Writ-
ing Systems of the World (Cambr idge : Basi l Blackwel l ) , pp. 159 -162 . 

9. As in the a - s t ems , in w h i c h case only the geni t ive and dat ive plural are or tho-
graphical ly dist inct f r o m the r ema in ing f o r m s of the p a r a d i g m (Pala ima, persona l c o m -
munica t ion) . 

10. The breadth of ambigui ty w o u l d have been even greater pr ior to the int roduc-
tion of dist inct symbol s fo r the velar and bilabial s top consonan ts [kh] and [ph], 

11. T h o u g h pe rhaps in rapid reading, such de te rmina t ion would not actual ly be 
made ; see the brief d iscuss ion of this mat ter in S a m p s o n 1985 :89 -90 . 

12. This is not to c la im that a consonanta l script is necessar i ly as efficient for 
wri t ing Semit ic as one which inc ludes vowel characters . O n the shor t comings wh ich he 
perce ives to exist in the Hebrew and Arab ic scripts (not all of wh ich are the result of 
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the nonrepresen ta t ion of vowels) , see ibid. , pp. 8 9 - 9 8 . In S a m p s o n ' s opinion (p. 98) , "it 
does seem fair to descr ibe t h e t radi t ional s tandard H e b r e w script as a re lat ively cumber -
s o m e wri t ing sys tem' ' ! 

13. Powel l 1991. 
14. H. Wade-Gery . 1952, The Poet of the Iliad (Cambr idge : C a m b r i d g e Univers i ty 

Press) , pp. 11 14. I men t ioned in chapter 7 (n. 110) that the idea has also been advo-
cated by Robb; see the discussion at that point . Subsequen t to the publ ica t ion of Powel l 
1991, however . Robb has sought lo dis t inguish his o w n posi t ion f rom Powe l l ' s (as well 
as Wade -Gery ' s ) : "An important d i f f e r ence be tween us is that I have d e f e n d e d the in-
scriptional uses of the alphabet as being primary, whereas Wade-Gery and Powell have 
not. As a result, I sugges ted that the first ' texts ' ran to a few hexamete r s at most , not a 
monumenta l H o m e r " (Robb 1994:265). See also A. Snodgrass, 1980, Archaic Greece: 
The Age of Experiment (London: J. M. Dent and Sons) , pp. 82 83. 

15. On this point , see, for example , the c o m m e n t s of IT L loyd-Jones , 1992, "Be-
c o m i n g H o m e r t The New York Review, March 5, p. 56. P a l a i m a ( 1990/91, " R e v i e w of 
Powell , ' 1 Minos 2 5 / 2 6 : 4 4 6 - 4 4 7 ) wri tes of " P o w e l l ' s id iosyncra t ic exp lana t ion" and 
quotes f r o m the review by J. Hooker (1991, " T h e Earl ies t Wri te rs in E u r o p e , " Times 
Literary Supplement. June 14, p. 29), w h o labels Powe l l ' s hypo thes i s as a "scarce ly 
credible t h e o r y / ' The idea is equal ly dub ious if the mot iva t ion fo r r ecord ing the p o e m s 
is c l a imed to be one of elite class poli t ics; see I. Morr i s , 1986, " T h e U s e and A b u s e of 
H o m e r , " Classical Antiquity 5 : 1 2 2 - 1 2 7 . 

16. See. fo r example . L loyd - Jones 1992:56. 
17. Pow ell makes much of the fac t that the G r e e k adapter of the Phoen ic i an script 

was , by his reckoning , a s ingle individual : " T h e Greek a lphabet s eems to h a v e or ig inated 
in a s ingle place at a single t ime, invented by a s ingle m a n " (1991:66) . T h e r e mus t have 
been s o m e m o m e n t in t ime when the very first spark of the idea of us ing the Phoen ic i an 
script f o r wri t ing Greek entered into the mind of s o m e one person; this is p robab ly the 
only sense in which we can m e a n i n g f u l l y speak of a s ingle individual be ing respons ib le 
for the Greek alphabet . W h o m a d e wha t cont r ibut ions of exper imen ta t ion and deve lop-
ment b e y o n d this m o m e n t is an inde te rminab le matter . It is poss ib le that a s ingle scribe 
was respons ib le for the bulk of the work , but s o m e sort of co l labora t ive scribal e f fo r t 
cou ld cer ta inly not be ruled out; recall that w e sugges ted a scenar io by which cer tain 
variat ions in the s t ructure of the Greek alphabet could be reasonably accoun ted for as 
early modi f ica t ions of the new script by var ious Cypr io t scr ibes or scribal groups . 

18. Pa la ima 1990/91:448. 
19. See Masson 1 9 8 3 : 2 8 4 - 2 8 6 : also G. N e u m a n n and K. St iewe, 1974, "Zu den 

H e x a m e t e r n der kypr isehen Inschrif t ICS 264 , " Kadmos 13 :146- 155. Mak ing re fe rence 
to this inscription, Ventris and C h a d w i c k {Does.:27) wri te: " T h e inherent diff icul ty of 
read ing these ancient [Linear B | syl labic texts can be apprec ia ted by compar ing the 
resul ts achieved on the classical Cypr io t inscr ipt ions. . . . T h o u g h wri t ten in a k n o w n 
Greek dialect and in a syllabary w h o s e values h a v e been es tabl ished since the 1870's , 
m a n y of them are still as full of uncer ta int ies as, fo r ins tance, the notor ious Goigo i 
insc r ip t ion / ' 

20. Powel l 1991:113. 
21. Ibid. 
22. Pa l a ima 1991:459. 
23. Ibid. . p. 464 . 
24. This is obvious ly not to say that there is n o language-sc r ip t in ter face . I have 

argued above that o r thography can and does turn to its o w n use e l emen t s of l inguist ic 
s t ructure. 
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25. B. Shaw. 1957, "P re f ace to Pygma l ion , " in Androcles and the Lion, Overruled, 
Pygmalion, rev. ed. (London : Cons tab le and C o m p a n y ) , p. 195. 

26. B. Shaw. 1948, "P re face to Pygmal ion , " in Selected Plays of Bernard Shaw, 
vol. 1 ( N e w York: Dodd , M e a d and C o m p a n y ) , p. 191. 

27. On the ev idence for the use of the Cypriot script with per ishable materials , see 
Pa la ima i991 :46 . 

28. We have not even touched on the matter of the "social ut i l i ty" of u script. Watt 
( 1994:89j wri tes: " T h e harder a l anguage ' s wr i t ing-sys tem is to gain control of, the 
greater is its social utility: Chinese is very h igh on this d imens ion ; Spanish , whose 
' p h o n e m i c ' spell ing borders on one- to-one , is very low. Engl ish falls s o m e w h e r e in 
be tween . " 

29. See especia l ly Powel l ' s summar iz ing c o m m e n t s on pp. 181-186 . 
30. Johns ton 1983:67. Johns ton is r esponding to c la ims m a d e by R o b b and Heu-

beek which are s imi lar to Powe l l ' s Homer i c hypothes is , as no ted above. 
31. Pa l a ima 1991:470. In the third century the chief use of the syl labary is for 

inscr ibing ded ica t ions on ce ramic vases; these are actual ly the only th i rd-century occur-
rences of the script in Pal ai m a ' s survey, with the excep t ion of Nub ian wall graffi t i dated 
four th / th i rd century. 

32. Johns ton 1983:67. 
33. In his recent article " T h e Rise of the Greek Ep ic " (1988, JHS 108 :173-182) , 

M . West notes that the route by wh ich the N e a r Eas te rn e lements of H o m e r i c epic were 
t ransmit ted f r o m southwes t As ia to the A e g e a n (to E u b o e a for West) must have passed 
th rough Cyprus (p. 170). H e p roposes that these or iental t radi t ions were in t roduced into 
Greek epic by '"bilingual poets , p robab ly eas terners w h o had settled in Greece and 
learned to c o m p o s e epic in the Greek manne r " (p. 171). In l ight of our f indings , it is 
likely that at least s o m e of these eas terners were Cypr io t Greeks w h o in Cyprus were 
a l ready " c o m p o s i n g in the epic m a n n e r " and w h o b rough t their compos i t ions with them 
to Greece . West fu r the r states in regard to these f igures that " w e need not necessar i ly 
set up a separate ca tegory of poets . E v e n a priest or a j ewe l l e r migh t learn h o w to 
c o m p o s e h e x a m e t e r ve rse" (p. 172). To this list of potent ia ls I wou ld append "scr ibe" 
(on which see fur ther d iscuss ion later). 

34. See. for example , Je f fe ry 1990:41: "It is a reasonable assumpt ion that the 
spread of the local scripts should cor respond with what we know of inter-state trade-
connex ions in the late eighth and early seventh centur ies; but in our present state of 
knowledge it is risky to press conclus ions of this kind." 

35. We will not at present concern ourselves with clusters of m o r e than two conso 
nants. 

36. Note that such variat ion in the a lphabet ic division of word- in ternal [s] I stop 
clusters won I d not have been precipi ta ted by the Linear Β strategy of spell ing consonant 
clusters , as in this sys tem, unl ike the Cypr io t Syllabary, [s] + stop sequences are 
spel led alike w ord-init ial ly and word-internal ly . O n the bas is of Threa t t e ' s study repor ted 
in section 3.3.1. it would appear that the "sy l lab le -d iv is ion" doct r ine espoused by the 
g r ammar i ans was not wide ly incorpora ted into Athen ian inscr ipt ional prac t ice until the 
third century B.C., and thus that var iant scribal t radi t ions of word-d iv i s ion at l ine-end 
are suggested. 
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Figures G.J and G.2 follow ihe terms in the glossary. 

aspirated stop a stop const) η ant whose articulai ion is accompanied by a 
marked rush of air (prolonged voicelessness), as in English pie (|ph]) versus 
English spy ([pi) 

continuant a sound produced without a complete obstruction of the airflow 
passing through the vocal tract, that is, sounds other than stops and affricates 

emphatic cover term referring to consonants occurring in various Afro-
Asiatic languages; such consonants have been phonetically described as glot-
talized, velarized or pharyngealizcd 

glottalization term sometimes used to refer to the articulation of ejective con-
sonants: such sounds are produced by closing the glottis (the opening be-
tween the vocal cords in the larynx) and then forcefully ejecting air out of 
the mouth by raising the larynx 

heterosyllabic occurring within separate syllables 
manner of articulation term referring to the major classes of consonants, as 

identified, ideally, by the nature of the articulator}' movements involved in 
production of such consonants: 

stop——sound produced by completely occluding the airflow passing 
through the vocal tract: Greek [p]. [t], [k] (voiceless); [ph], fth], [kh] 
(voiceless aspirated); [b"|, [dl, [gl (voiced) 

fricative—sound produced by partially occluding the airflow passing 
through the vocal tract; occlusion is sufficient to create friction: Greek 
[si, |h] 

affricate—-sound which consists of a stop followed immediately by a ho-
morganic fricative (i.e. a fricative produced at essentially the same posi-

263 
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tion in the oral tract as the stop which it follows): for example, [ts] as 
in German Zipfel, 'tassel' 

nasal—sound which is similar to a stop but characterized by a continuous 
How of air through the nasal cavity: Greek [mj, |n | , [η| 

liquid—nondescriptive term for consonantal sounds such as Ci reek [1| and 
| r | 

glide—sound such as Proto-Greek *[yj and Greek [w|; also called semi-
vowel 

obstruents class of consonants consisting of stops, affricates, and fricatives; 
as opposed to sonorants 

pharyngeali/ed a secondary articulation effected by constricting the pharynx: 
essentially involves the articulation of some consonant (the primary articula-
tion) while the tongue and throat are held in the position that they would 
occupy when producing the vowel [a] (Ladefoged 1993) 

place of articulation term referring to the position within the vocal tract at 
which articula tory organs are moved in the production of a consonant; the 
places of articulation of ancient Greek can be broadly identified as follows: 

bilabial—[p], [ph]. [bL [m] 
dental—-[l]. [thJ. [dj, [_s]/[z], [n], [11, [r]; some Greek dialects possessed at 

an early time a fricative [Θ] (not to be confused with the Greek alpha-
betic character Θ ), as in English teeth ; [Θ] is often identified as interden-
tal (produced by placing the tongue between the upper and lower teeth) 

velar—[k], [kh]. [g]. [η] ^ 
labiovelar (coarticulation at the bilabial and velar positions)—[w] and 

early Greek [kw]. [kxvh]. [gw] 
glottal—[h] 

sibilant a fricative which is characterized by high pilch and high acoustic 
energy (e.g., [s]) or an affricate whose fricative component is of this sort 

sonorants class of consonants consisting of nasals, liquids and glides; as op-
posed lo obstruents 

tautosyllabic occurring within a single syllable 
velarization a secondary articulation effected by raising the back portion of 

the tongue: essentially involves the articulation of some consonant (the pri-
mary articulation) while the tongue is held in the position that it would oc-
cupy when producing the vowel |u] (Ladefoged 1993) 

voiceless a sound articulated without accompanying vibration of the vocal 
cords: for example, [tj. [s] 

voiced a sound articulated with accompanying vibration of the vocal cords: 
for example. Id], [z] 
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FIGURE G . l P l a c e s of a r t icu la t ion : a b i lab ia l , β den ta l , y pa l a to -a lveo la r , δ pa la ta l , 
e velar , ζ uvu la r , η pha ryngea l · and Θ g lot ta l . 
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Greek Phonetic Phonetic 
Symbol Transcription Description 

α Ia]/[a:] shorl and long low mitral vowels 
β [b.l voiced bilabial stop 

y :si voiced velar stop 
δ 1 cl [ voiced dental stop 
€ le] short mid Iront vowel 

ζ |zdl [z] + [d] 
η f?:] long lower mid front vowel 
θ [th] voiceless aspirated dental stop 
ι fi]/[i:l short and long high front vowels 
κ [k | voiceless velar stop 
λ ni voiced dental lateral liquid 
μ [m] voiced bilabial nasal 
ν :nj voiced dental nasal 
ξ [ks] [k] + [s] 
0 LoJ short mid back vowel 
π [p] voiceless bilabial stop 

Ρ [r] voiced dental liquid 
σ [s] voiceless dental fricative 
τ [t] voiceless dental stop 
ν ÎUJ/[û:J short and long high front rounded vowels 

φ [phI voiceless aspirated bilabial stop 

χ Lk"J voiceless aspirated velar stop 

Φ [ps] IpHls l 
ω lç:l long lower mid back vowel 

In addition 

et [e:] long upper mid front vowel 
αν lu:] long high back vowel 

[h| voiceless glottal fricative 

FIGURE G.2 Phonetic exposition of Greek alphabetic characters 



S y m b o l s 

[ ] phonetic transcription 
/ / phonemic representation 
< > orthographic representation 
# word boundary 
$ syllable boundary 
[ + ) morpheme boundary 
, . . ] + [ . . . indicates juxtaposition of two sounds 
φ clitic boundary 
[ I restoration of inscription 
e-so-lo inscriptional reading marked by subscript dot is uncertain 
[ V:] long vowel (in phonetic transcription) 
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Achaean (dialect) . 96 
acrophonic pr inciple , 167 -168 , 189 n .23 
Aeolic , 35, 53 n.86, 77, 101 n.12, 148, 

190. See also labiovelar 
palatal izat ion 

Boeot ian , 9 4 - 9 5 , 97, 107 n. 110, 110 
n .154, 128 n.5, 1 6 4 - 1 6 6 , 178, 2 1 5 -
216, 2 3 8 n. 14, 238 n .18 

Lesbian . 95, 107 n.110, 141, 162, 167, 
178 

Thessa l ian , 95, 107 n.110, 108 n .130, 
167 

aff r ica te , def ined. 2 6 3 - 2 6 4 
agma, 196 n.110 
Akkad ian , 93, 185 
Alcaeus . 162 
Allen. W. S., 6, 40 
a lphabet , advan tage of, 137. See also 

Greek alphabet 
a lphabet- types . See b lue a lphabet - type; 

green a lphabet- type; red a lphabet-
type 

Amathus . 235 
ana log) , and consonan t c luster spel l ing in 

syllabic scripts, 41, 43 44 , 48, 56 
n . l 2 L 60 

aperture, 29, 91), 98, 100 n.2, 107 n.119, 
i l l nn. 167 168 

Arabic, 168 -169. 2 6 0 n.12 

Aramaic, 188 n.4, 243 n.98 
arbitrary vowel spel l ing, 12 

use of in the Cypr io t Syllabary, 12, 14 
Arcad ian , 77, 9 4 - 9 6 , 109 n .152, 117 118, 

128 n.5. See also A rcado -Cypr io t 
use of san in the a lphabet of, 177-178 , 

181, 183, 186, 202 n.216, 249 
Arcado-Cypr io t , 118, 129 n. 19. 167. 180, 

203 n.226. See also Arcad ian : 
lab iovelar palata l izat ion 

Argol ic . See Dor ic 
Ar i s tophanes , 192 n .57 
aspira ted stop p h o n e m e s , 263. See also 

Cretan dialect ; stop; supplementa l s 
not d is t inguished in syllabic scripts, 14 
provis ion m a d e for represent ing in the 

alphabet , 213, 216, 249, 2 5 Î 260 
n. 10 

aspirat ion 
phonemic , 2 0 6 
phonet ic , 153 -154 , 2 0 6 - 2 0 7 . 237 n.7 

Assyria , domina t ion of Cyprus by, 2 2 3 -
224 

Astarte , temple of, 219 
Attic, 6, 28, 32, 34, 38, 40, 49 n.6, 49 

n.16, 50 n.23, 52 n.72, 53 n.86. 54 
n.104, 55 nn. 103 -104, 56 η. 117, 56 
n. 123, 77 78. 89, 94 97, 103 n.50. 
104 n.53, 107 n.108, 109 n . ] 5 2 . 110 
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η .154 , 117. 128 n.5, 144, 162, 164-
165, 177 178, 180, 182, 188 n ,6 , 
191 n .55 . 192 n .57 , 2 3 8 n .14 . See 
also l a b i o v e l a r pa l a t a l i za t ion 

At t ic s h o r t e n i n g . 38 . 4 0 , 4 9 η. 16, 5 4 

η. 103. 104 η , 5 3 
audib i l i ty , 9 8 - 9 9 , 11 î η η . 1 6 7 - 1 6 8 , 111 

η. 171 

B e r b e r . 168. 170 
beta. 232 
bi lab ia l , de f ined , 2 6 4 
b l u e a l p h a b e t - t y p e , 140, 2 0 6 - 2 0 9 , 2 1 3 -

214 , 237 n .5 . 2 3 8 n .15 
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l ight b lue , 1 4 0 - 1 4 1 , 157, 160, 206 , 
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n n . 1 6 17 

B o e o t i a n . See A e o l i c 
b o r r o w e d vow ci. See e m p t y vowel 
B r o n z e A g e A e g e a n (map). 5 

C a r i a n , 179, 202 n.21K 
C C cha rac t e r s . 8 

C C V cha rac t e r s . 8, 120, 127, 2 4 8 - 2 4 9 
C h a d i c , 168 

eld. See also s u p p l e m e n t a l c h a r a c t e r s 
b lue χ f [k h ] ), 140, 160, 206 , 2 1 2 - 2 1 4 , 

2 1 6 , 2 3 7 n.5 
r ed ψ i [ k h p . 140, 156, 1 5 9 - 1 6 1 , 197 

η. 122, 2 0 6 . 2 1 2 - 2 1 4 , 2 1 6 . 2 3 8 n .15 
C h i n e s e . 262 n .28 

cl i t ics . 2 0 3 n .232 . See also enc l i t i c s ; 
p roc l i t i c s 

c lus t e r - type 

g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of in a l p h a b e t i c 
insc r ip t ions . 33, 35 

g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of b y g r a m m a r i a n s , 35, 
4 7 , 2 5 8 

c o d a (of a sy l l ab le ) . 1 9 - 2 0 , 4 8 n .4 , 5 9 - 6 1 
c o m p e n s a t o r y l e n g t h e n i n g , 77 . 163, 167 
" c o n f u s i o n h y p o t h e s i s , " 1 3 8 - 1 5 6 , 161, 

1 6 7 - 1 6 9 . 171, 1 7 5 - 1 7 6 , 1 8 4 - 1 8 5 , 
187, 189 n .26 , 2 0 2 n . 2 1 6 

c o n t i n u a n t , d e f i n e d , 2 6 3 
con t inu i ty of G r e e k l i teracy. 3. See also 

scr ibal con t inu i t y 
eorreptio Attiea. See At t ic s h o r t e n i n g 

C r e t a n d ia lec t , 9 4 - 9 5 , 97 , 108 n . 1 3 0 , 
1 1 7 - 1 1 8 , 128 n .5 , 146, 1 6 4 - 1 6 7 , 
1 7 5 - 1 7 6 , 191 n .55 , 1 9 6 n . l 0 8 , 199 
n n . 1 4 8 - 1 5 0 

a s p i r a t e d s tops in, 141, 1 4 4 - 1 4 7 1 JO 
n .45 , 191 n n . 5 5 - 5 6 , 192 n . 5 ^ 1 ; 
n .66 , 2 0 6 

e x t e n s i v e a s s imi l a t i on in, 166, 199 
n. 152 

C r e t a n h i e r o g l y p h i c , 5 
Cush i t i c , 168 
C V c h a r a c t e r s , 8 
Cypria, 223 
C y p r i o t G r e e k socie ty . See also " roya l 

t o m b s " of S a l a m i s 
c o n s e r v a t i v e n a t u r e of , 2 1 9 , 2 2 3 - 2 2 4 , 

228 , 237 , 241 n . 6 6 
M y c e n a e a n e l e m e n t s of , 2 1 9 , 221-22"* 

2 2 8 , 237 , 2 3 9 n .36 , 241 n .b6 241 
11.68, 2 5 6 

Cypr io t S y l l a b a r y 

inven to ry of s y m b o l s (fig.), 10 
r e l a t i o n s h i p lo C y p r o - M i n o a n , 6, 247 

(see also C y p r o - M i n o a n scr ip ts ) 
t y p e s of s y m b o l s , 8 

C y p r o - M i n o a n scr ipts , 5 - 6 , 174, 2 1 8 , 

* 227 , 2 3 9 n n . 3 1 - 3 2 , 2 4 7 
C y p r u s . See also C y p r i o t G r e e k soc i e ty 

a n d t h e A l M i n a - E u b o c a t r a d e r o u t e , 

2 3 4 - 2 3 5 , 2 4 4 n . 1 2 5 
G r e c o - P h o e n i c i a n in t e rac t ion in, 2 1 2 , 

218 , 2 3 3 
G r e e k s e t t l e m e n t o f , 180, 2 1 7 , 2 3 0 , 

2 3 8 n .25 , 2 3 9 n . 2 7 
P h o e n i c i a n s e t t l e m e n t of , 2 1 8 - 2 1 9 , 

227 , 2 4 8 
t r a d e r e l a t ions b e t w e e n C r e t e and , 2 3 5 

2 3 6 

D a r k A g e , 2 1 9 , 235 , 2 4 5 n .138 , 2 5 6 
da te of o r ig in of t h e G r e e k a lphabe t , 

2 1 8 - 2 1 9 , 2 2 4 - 2 2 6 , 2 2 8 - 2 2 9 , 2 3 6 -
2 3 7 , 2 4 2 n .84 , 2 4 3 n . 9 8 

D e l p h i a n . See N o r t h w e s t G r e e k 
den ta l , d e f i n e d , 2 6 4 
d e S a u s s u r e , F. See S a u s s u r e , F. de 
d i g r a p h i c insc r ip t ions , 7 4 -75, 2 1 9 
D i o d o r u s S ieu lus , 2 3 6 
D i o n y s i u s of Ha l ioa rnas sus , 163 
D i o n y s i u s T h r a x , 55 n. 1 I 7, 163 



Dioscur ides , 148, 169 
d iph thongs 

Linear Β spel l ing of , 49 n. 7 
syllabic Cypr io t spel l ing of, 19-20, 61 

Dipy lon Oinochoe , 52 
d i rec t ion of a lphabet ic Greek writing, 250 

bou s t rophedon, 2 2 6 
dext roverse . 226 
s inis t roverse, 226 

direct ion of syl labic Cypriot Greek 
writ ing, 2 5 0 

bous t rophedon , 227 
dext roverse , 227 
s inis t roverse , 227 

Doric, 89. 103 n.50, 148, 175-176, 196 
η. 108. See also Crelan 

Argolic , 89, 167 

Laconian , 89, 176 177, 192 n.57, 201 
nn. 198-199 . 238 n.14 

eject ive, 168, 189 n.15. See also 
glot tal izat ion 

e-ka-te-re-ta. See e-te-re-ta 
Elean. See Nor thwes t Greek 
emphat ic consonan t s , 136, 1 6 8 - 1 7 1 , 176, 

187. 189 n. 15, 199 nn. 1 6 8 - 1 6 9 , 200 
n.180. 2 0 5 - 2 0 7 , 237 n.2, 237 n.7, 
263. See also g lot ta l izat ion; qop; 
sade: secondary ar t iculat ion; tet 

empty vowel , 11, 29, 210 
def ined, 11 

used word-f inal ly in the Cypr io t 
Syl labary. 1 1 . 1 3 1 n.41, 131 n.44, 
132 n .46 (see also arbi t rary vowel 
spell ing) 

used word-f ina l ly in Linear B, 126, 131 
n.44. 132 n .46 

encli t ics, 45. 118 
εν διαστάσει f i n separa t ion ' ) , 3 5 - 3 6 , 

39 
Engl ish , 2 5 4 - 2 5 5 , 262 n.28. also Old 

Engl ish 
Enkomi , 217 218 
εν συ/^ήψα (Ίη conjunction'), 35 37 

and tautosyl labici ty. 37 
epic verse 

and the Cypr io t Syllabary, 2 5 4 - 2 5 6 
and the origin of the a lphabet , 243 

n . l l l . 253 -256, 261 n .14, 2 6 2 n .30 
Eretrian (West Ionic), 176, 201 n .198 
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escalier, 81-83, 87-88, 90-94, 98, 108 
nn.131-132, 109 n.144, 111 nn.167-
168 

eta, 136, 141, 145-146, 168, 187, 216. 
238 n.17 

Eteocretan, 146, 157, 193 n.63, 193 n.65 
Eteocypriot, 201 n.193, 227 
e-te-re-ta / e-ka-te-re-ta, 83, 85-86. 116 
Ethiopian, 168 
Etruscan, 179, 184, 203 n.234, 204 n.235 
Euboea, 160-161, 197 nn.121-122, 198 

n.127, 234-236, 244 n.l2L 244 
n.123, 244 n.129, 262 n.33 

Europa, 133 
Evans, Sir Arthur, 5 
experimentation, early alphabetic period 

of, 212, 215 2 3 6, 226 229 

fricative, defined, 263 
fricative + nasal clusters. See also 

morphological interference 
as exception to spelling generalization 

in the Cypriot Syllabary, 70 -71, 87 
as exception to spelling generalization 

in Linear B, 63, 70-71 

geminate clusters, Greek syllabic spelling 
of, 13, 23, 42^4-3, 93-94 

German, 120-121, 255 
glide, defined, 264 
glottal, defined, 264 
glottalization, 168-171, 176, 184. 200 

n.172, 237 n.2, 263 
Golgoi, 219, 254, 261 n.19 
Greek alphabet, characters of, (fig.), 134 
Greek language, consonantal inventory of. 

135, 188 n.6, 205 
Greek-sade. See san 
Greek-shan. See sigma 
green alphabet-type, 141, 146-147, 157, 

190 n.40, 192 n.60, 208-209, 211-
212, 214-216, 232, 235 236 

heavy syllables, 21, 40, 49 nn.12 13 
Hebrew, 188 n.5, 201 n.184, 25 L 260 

n.12 
Hephaestion, 39-40, 55 a 108, 55 n.l 17 
Herodian, 35-40, 44^5 , 47, 50 n.21 
Herodotus, 133, 162, 171, 185-186, 188 

n.2 
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Hesych ius . 129 η. 18, 177, 179 
heterosyl labic , def ined , 2 6 3 
hierarchy of consonanta l s trength, 76, 105 

n.65, 121, 130 n .29 
hierarchy of o r thographic strength, 6 2 - 6 3 , 

65, 72, 76, 7 8 - 8 1 , 9 9 - 1 0 0 , 104 n.51, 
112-113. 115. 1 2 0 - 1 2 2 , 124, 1 2 6 -
127. 133. 187, 246 . 2 5 8 - 2 5 9 

Hitt i te . 74 

Homer . See also " royal t o m b s " of 
Sa lamis 

and the a lphabet , 256 (see also epic 
verse) 

dialect of. 95. 97. 108 n .130 
Iliad of. 220- 223, 253 
and Near Eastern inf luence, 262 n.33 
Odyssey of , 2 2 2 - 2 2 3 , 253 
use of anax in, 223 

Hungar ian , 76 

implosive , 168. 189 n.15. Sec also 
glo t ta l i / a t ion 

inscriptional spel l ing pract ices, 2 5 - 2 8 , 51 
n.35, 51 n.44, 94, 214. See also 
word-d iv i s ion 

Ionic, 50 11,23. 7 7 - 7 8 . 89, 9 4 - 9 6 , 103 
n.50 ; 107 η. 108. 109 n .152, 110 
n.154. 117. 128 n.5, 136, 141, 146, 
14S. 175-176 , 178, 193 n.60, 231. 
See also Eretr ian (West Ionic) 

use of san in a lphabet of , 178, 203 
11.233, 204 n .247 (see also san) 

Japanese , 9 

K a d m o s . 133 
Kafizin, atypical spel l ings in d o c u m e n t s 

f rom, 7 4 - 7 5 . 102 n.22, 130 n.38 
kap, 154 
kappa, 154, 1 5 9 - 1 6 1 , 232 
Katydhata , 217 
Khania . 5, 221 
Kirchhoff , Λ., 140, 156 
Kit ion, 217. 219. 235 
Knossos , 5, 221- 222, 235 
K ou ri on, 219 

KsV symbol s (Cypriot Syl labary) , 8, 120, 
133, 158, 201 n.1<)3. 201 n.195, 
209 210. See also xi 

in complemen ta ry dis t r ibut ion wi th kV-
sV, 122-123 , 130 n.38, 2 0 9 - 2 1 0 

mot iva t ion for, 120-122 , 127, 155, 
187, 2 4 8 - 2 4 9 

not of a lphabet ic origin, 123 

labiovelar, def ined, 264 
labiovelar labial izat ion, 181, 183, 203 

n .229 
labiovelar pala ta l iza t ion 

Aeol ic , 178, 180, 182, 201 n .202 
Arcad ian , 1 8 2 - 1 8 3 , 187, 202 n .204 
Arcado-Cypr io t , 1 7 7 - 1 8 3 , 249 
Cypr iot , 1 8 2 - 1 8 3 , 187 
non Aeol ic (aside f rom Arcado-

Cypr io t ) , 177, 180, 201 n.202 
spreading in waves , 182 183 

Eaeonian . See Doric 
language, as distinct f rom script, 2 5 1 -

252, 2 5 4 - 2 5 5 , 261 n .24 
Lapethos, 219, 240 n.42 
Latin, 59, 94, 103 n.50, 107 n .109, 203 

n .234 
L e f k a n d i , 161, 235, 2 4 5 n .138 
Lesbian . See Aeol ic 
let ter-stance, 2 2 8 - 2 2 9 , 242 n .97 
light syl lables, 21, 4 0 
Linear A, 5, 218, 2 4 6 
Linear Β 

inventory of symbol s (fig.), 9 
re la t ionship to L inear A, 5 
types of symbols , 8 

l iquid 

def ined, 264 
syl labic symbol s for, 14 

Li thuanian, 103 n .50 
loudness , 58, 99, 111 nn. 1 7 1 - 1 7 2 

M'd'd-Palaeokastro, 217 
m a n n e r of ar t iculat ion, 35, 62, b( 

def ined, 263 
Marion, 219 
maires lectionis, 188 n.7 
Melos, 14 L 146, 193 n.60, 193 n.65 
meter. See syllable structure 
Modern Greek , 162 
morphologica l in terference 

and grammarian syllable-division, 38 
40, 72 



and syllabic spelling, 68 n.f, 7 1 - 7 2 , 
87 -88 . 103 n.37, 132 n.46 

and word-divis ion in alphabetic 
inscriptions, 3 4 - 3 5 , 3 9 - 4 0 , 72 

Mycenae , 5, 241 n.64 
Mycenaean Renaissance, 2 1 9 - 2 2 4 , 2 2 8 -

229 

nasal, defined, 264 
nasal + consonant clusters: spelling of in 

the Cypriot Syllabary, 11, 14, 17, 67, 
7 2 - 7 5 

nasal + / s j clusters: spelling of word 
finally in Linear B, 42, 56 n.123 

Nestor ' s Cup, 244 n.121 
non-syl labîe-dependenl analyses of 

consonant cluster spelling 
Stephens and Justeson, 79 80, 99 
"t ronsky, 58 61, 99 
Viredaz, 8 1 - 1 0 0 
Woodard . 6 2 - 8 0 

Northwest Greek 
Delphian, 107 n.108 
Elean. 77, 107 n.113, 141, 176, 201 

nn. 198-199, 202 n,209 
nucleus (of a syllable), 59 

obstruent, 121 
defined, 264 

Old Church Slavic, 103 n.50 
Old English, 120-121 
Old Persian, 93, 162, 196 n.103 
onset (of a syllable), 59 
o-nu ! o-nu-ka, 83 -84 , 123-126 
o-nu-ka. See o-nu 
orthographic syllabification, 4 1 - 4 4 , 48, 

56 n.121 

Palaepaphos-Skates, 217, 219, 227, 242 
n.94 

palatalization (synchronic), 150-155 
type L 150-151, 195 n.92, 1 % ηΛ)6, 

196 η.99 
type 2. 151 152. 195 n.92. 195 n.95, 

ί 96 η.96, 196 n.99 
Pah. 76 
Pamphyl ian, 107 n.110, 202 n.218 
Pänini. 247, 260 n.3 
Paphos, 218, 227, 235, 250 
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partial spelling 
use of in the Cypriot Syllabary. 11, 1.4, 

74, 247, 250 
use of in Linear B, 11, 13. 247, 2 5 0 -

251 
Patroclus, cremat ion ritual of. 220. See 

also "royal t ombs" of Salamis 
pharyngeal izat ion. See secondary 

articulation 
phi. See also supplemental characters 

blue and red φ ([phD, 140. 206. 2 1 2 -
214, 216 

Phoenician language, consonantal 
inventory of, 135, 188 n.5, 205 

Phoenician script 
characters of (jig.), 134 
consonantal nature of. 135 
source of the ( «reek alphabet, 133 134 

phonemic split and merger, 181, 183 
phonotact ics of Greek, 9, 11, 44, 56 

n. 130, 82, 114, 124 
pi, 2 3 2 
Pithekoussai , 234 
place of articulation 

defined, 264 
illustrated (fig.), 265 

place of origin of the Greek alphabet 
Al Mina, 2 3 3 - 2 3 5 
Crete, 235, 244 n .133 
Cyprus (previous proposals) . 2 2 9 - 2 3 3 , 

236 
Rhodes , 230, 2 3 2 - 2 3 3 . 235 -236 , 244 

n. 134 
plenary spelling, use of in Linear Β. 11. 

14 
primit ive alphabet. See green alphabet-

type 
Priscian, 196 n. l 10 
proclitics, 17, 45, 56 a. 130, 103 n.36. 108 

n.129, 117 119, 128 n.12. 129 
1111.21 2 2 

progrès s i v e s pe i 1 i ng 
syllabic Cypriot use of equivalent to 

Linear Β plenary spelling, 12. 14. 
61. 103 n.39 

use of in the Cypriot Syllabary, 12. 14 
proprietorial marking 

and the alphabet, 255 256 
and the Cypriot Syllabary, 255 256 
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Proto-Canaani te script, 225 -228 , 242 
n.97. 243 n.98, 247 

psi, 137. See also supplemental 
characters: xi 

dark blue ψ ([ps]), 340, 156, 158-159, 
161, 197 η. 119, 206, 208, 214, 216, 
238 n.15. 238 n.21 

green κ M ([ps]), 141 
light blue ο σ ([ps]), 140, cf. 190 n.29, 

214-215, 238 n.17 
red φσ ([ps]), 140, 215 

psilotic dialects, 136, 141, 144-146 
punctuation, in archaic alphabetic 

inscriptions, 45 
Punic, 169 171, 200 n.179 
Pyla-Kokkinokremos, 217 
Pylos. 5. 223 

qop. 154. 168- 169, 207 
qoppa, 154, 160 161. 169, 183, 196 

η. 108. 198 n.127, 207, 216, 237 n.9 
hypothesis of aspirated, 159-161, 197 

η. 117 

Rantidi . 227 
red alphabet-ty pe, 140-141, 156-157, 

159-161. 190 n.32, 2 0 6 - 2 0 9 , 2 1 1 -
216. 237 n.5, 238 nn .14-15 , 238 
n.21 

"light red," 21.5-216 
regressive spelling 

syllabic Cypriot use of equivalent to 
Linear Β partial spelling, 24, 125, 
247 

use of in the Cypriot Syllabary, 12, 14, 
125. 247 

use of in Linear B, 12, 14, 125, 247 
resonance. See sonority 
rhotacism, 176, 194 n.78 
"royal tombs" of Salamis, 219, 240 n.53, 

241 n.66 
Homeric characterist ics of, 220 223 
M \ c e n a e a n characterist ics of, 219, 

221 223 
Tomb L 22 L 241 n.66 
Tomb 2, 221 
Tomb 3. 221 222 
Tomb 19, 221, 240 n.53 
Tomb 31, 2 2 L 240 n.53 
Tomb 47, 22 i 222 

Tomb 79, 2 2 1 - 2 2 3 
Tomb 83, 221 
Tomb 105, 221 

runes, 74, 94 

[s] + stop clusters, and relative sonority. 
60, 259 

[s] + stop clusters word-initially 
spelling of in the Cypriot Syllabary, 

13, 16, 29, 34, 4 4 - 4 5 , 5 Γ η , 5 5 . 60, 
78 

spelling of in Linear B, 29 -30 , 34. 42. 
4 4 - 4 5 , 47, 60 -61 , 78, 262 n.36 

[s] + stop clusters word-internally 
division of in alphabetic inscriptions, 

33 34, 37 -39, 4 4 - 4 5 , 257, 259 [see 
also word-division) 

spelling of in alphabetic inscriptions, 
28 

spelling of in the Cypriot Syllabary, 13, 
16, 2 8 - 2 9 , 34, 4 4 - 4 5 , 57 n.135, 60. 
78, 257 

spelling of in Linear B, 28 -30 , 34, 42. 
44 45, 47, 60, 78, 262 n.36 

treatment of by grammarians 37 -39 , 
4 4 - 4 5 , 257, 259, 262 n.36 

sacrifice. See also "royal tombs" of 
Salamis 

of animals, 2 2 0 - 2 2 2 
of humans , 2 2 0 - 2 2 1 , 239 n.42 

sade, 138-139 , 161-162, 167-168. 1 7 5 -
176, 178, 183-184, 186. See also 
sibilant, characters for 

phonet ic value of, 168-171 . 184, 187. 
200 n.177, 200 nn .179-180 , 200 
n. 184 

Salamis, 219, 235, 240 n.42. See also 
"royal tombs" of Salamis 

samek, 137-139 , 147-149, 154. 156, 
170-171, 175, 184-185, 207 -210 . 
See also sibilant, characters for 

phonetic value of, 156, 184, 187, 200 
η. 180 

sampi, 179, 203 n.233, 204 n.247 
san. See also Arcadian; Ionic: sampi 

as early and poetic name for sigma, 
185-186, 188 

distribution of among the local Greek 
alphabets, 175-179, 183 184, 186. 
188, 201 n.196, 216, 249 



Phoenician source of, 138-139, 175, 
202 n.216 

phone t i c va lue of , 1 7 5 - 1 7 6 
used to spell pa la ta l ized labiovelar , 

183, 187, 2 0 2 n .204, 249 
Sanskri t , 50 n.23, 97, 103 n .50 

syllable s t ructure of Vedic, 22 
Sappho, 162 
Saussure , F. de, 107 η. 119 
scribal continuity, be tween Greek wri t ing 

sys tems, 4 4 - 4 7 , 57 n.144, 57 n .147, 
174, 179, 1 8 6 - 1 8 7 , 205, 2 0 7 - 2 1 2 , 
218 , 224 , 227, 2 3 0 - 2 3 1 , 2 3 6 - 2 3 7 , 
2 4 6 - 2 5 3 , 2 5 7 - 2 5 8 

secondary ar t iculat ion, 137, 184, 199 
n .170. See also palata l izat ion 
(synchronic) 

pala ta l iza t ion, 151, 168 
pharyngeal ]za t ion , 154, 169, 264 
velar izat ion, 154, 168 1 6 9 , 2 6 4 

Semi t ic consonanta l spel l ing, 251 252 
Sextus Lmpi r ieus , 37 38, 45, 72, 259 
shan, 185-186 
Shaw, G. B.. 254 -255 
Shcherba . L. V., 100 n.3 
shin, 138, 147-148, 154, 156, 175, 184-

185. See also s ibilant, charac ters fo r 
phone t i c value of , 184, 188 

sibilant 

charac ters for , 138, 205 
defined, 264 
va lue of in Greek , 149, 193 n.73 

sigma, 228. See also san 
dis t r ibut ion a m o n g the local Greek 

alphabets , 175 -176 , 1 8 3 - 1 8 4 , 186, 
188, 216, 249 

Phoen ic ian source of , 1 3 8 - 1 3 9 , 154, 
167. 171, 175, 184, 188 

phonet ic va lue of , 175, 184 
source of Greek n a m e , 1 8 5 - 1 8 6 , 

188 
Sinda , 217 
social uti l i ty of script, 262 n .28 
sonorant , 120-121 

def ined , 264 
sonority, 99, 100 n.2, 2 4 6 - 2 4 7 , 258 . See 

also sonori ty h ierarchy 
def ined , 58 
of a sound and its posi t ion wi thin the 

syllable, 59 60, 100 n.3, 115 
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sonor i ty hierarchy, 5 8 - 5 9 , 7 5 - 7 7 . 104 
n.57, 121, 2*10, 246, 2 5 9 - 2 6 0 

language-spec i f i c var ia t ion in. 76. 103 
n .47 

of Greek , 77 78, 104 n.51. 230. 2 4 6 -
248 

South Arab ian , 1 6 8 - 1 6 9 
Spanish , 255, 262 n,28 
spel l ing boundary . 63 

and plenary/par t ia l spel l ing in L inea r 
B, 63 

and progress ive / regress ive spel l ing in 
the Cypr io t Syllabary. 69, 75 

spel l ing rules fo r consonant clusters 
in h a n d b o o k s of the Cypr io t Syllabary, 

15 -17 , 121 
in h a n d b o o k s of Linear B, 15 
non-sy l l ab le -dependen t analyses of 

L inear B , 60, 65, 79. 81, 93, 113. 
124 

non-sy l l ab le -dependen t ana lyses of 
syl labic Cypr io t , 72, 87. 93, 113, 
259 

sy l lab le -dependent ana lyses of Linear 
B, 19, 24, 26, 29 -30. 4 L 43 

sy l lab le -dependent ana lyses of syl labic 
Cypr iot , 23, 26, 43 

spel l ing strategies of Greek syllabic 
scripts 

s u m m a r y of , 1 3 - 1 4 
stop + fricative 4- stop c lusters . 115 -120 , 

128 n.7 
spel l ing of in the Cypr iot Syllabary, 

119 -122 , 127, 133, 197 n.116. 248 
spel l ing of in Linear B. 119, 127, 132 

n .47 
stop + [s] c lusters word- f in all y 

L inea r Β spel l ing, 12. 30, 42, 47, 6 0 -
61, 79, 8 2 - 8 6 , 106 n.99. 123, 125, 
127-128 , 131 n .42 

Linear Β type 1, 1 2 4 - 1 2 7 
Linear Β type 2, 125 -126 , 131 n .43 
L inea r Β type 3, 126 

s top 
def ined , 2 6 3 
symbo l s fo r in the Cypr io t Syl labary, 

14, 87, 159, 207 208, 232 
symbol s for in L inear B, Î4, 81, 208 

supplementa l characters , 140, 145 147. 
157-159 , 193 n.63, 197 η. 115, 2 0 6 -
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supplemental characters (continued) 
207, 209, 212 , 214 216, 226 , 237 
nn. 3 - 4 

a lphabet ic order of, 206. 2 1 3 - 2 1 4 , 237 
n.5 

Cypr io t source of, 212 
dis t r ibut ion of a m o n g a lphabe t - types 

(fig. h 140 
sV symbols : syllabic Cypr iot use of fo r 

spel l ing pala ta l ized labiovelars , 179— 
180 

syllabary, 3 
types of symbo l s found in, 8 

syllable, " fo lk- l inguis t i c" notion of , 4 4 
sy l lab le -boundary within a consonant , 

2 5 - 2 7 . 48. 61 
sy l lab le -dependent analyses of consonant 

cluster spel l ing 
Beekes , 2 3 - 2 9 
Householder , 19- 22. 42 4 3 
Morpurgo Davies , 4 3 - 4 8 
Rui jgh , 41 4 3 
Sampson , 2 9 - 3 1 , 35, 42 43 . 105 n.62 

syl lable-divis ion. See also word-d iv is ion 
practice of Greek g rammar i ans . 35 -41, 

4 6 - 4 7 , 246. 257 
"syl lable l e n g t h ; ' 39 4 0 
syl lable s t ructure 

and accent pat terns . 2 1 - 2 2 
and compara t ive fo rmat ion , 21 
d i f fe ren t f rom g raphemie inventory, 9 
and meter . 21, 3 8 - 4 0 
and super la t ive fo rmat ion . 21 

Tamassus . 219 
tautosyl labic . de l incd. 264 
Techne Grammar ike, 55 ti. 117 
Tel Fakhar iyah . 243 n.98 
tet, 168, 2 0 6 - 2 0 7 , 237 n.8 
Thebes , 5. 133 
Thera , U l . 145 -146 . 165. 191 n.57, 193 

n.60, 193 n.65, 232 
xi for ze.ta in script of, 146, 157, 165, 

193 n.64, 199 n .148 
Thessa l ian . See Aeol ic 
theta, 168 -169 . 187 
Thucyd ides , 192 u.57 
Tiryns, 5 

tombs . See also " royal t o m b s " of Sa lamis 
Mycenaean type in Cyprus . 219. 222 

to-ra. See to ra-ka 
to-ra-ka f to-ra, 83, 86, 124 126 
to-ro-wi t to-ro-wi-ka, 83-84 
to-ro-wi-ka. See to-ro-wi 
t ranscr ipt ions of Greek 

Copt ic , 149 
Gothic , 149 
Hebrew, 149 
Indie, 149 

t ransmiss ion of the Greek a lphabet 
wes tward , 216, 224, 229, 245 n .138, 
2 5 6 - 2 5 8 , 2 6 2 n .34 

t r iconsonanta l clusters. See also stop + 
fricative + stop c lusters 

syllabic spel l ing of, 112-116 , 127 
word- ini t ia l ly 2 7 - 2 8 , 34, 114 
word-internal ly , 2 7 - 2 8 , 34, 115 -118 

Ugari t , 6, 218, 247 
Umbr ian , 94 

Varro, 196 n .110 
V characters, 7 n.l, 8, 252 
velar, def ined, 264 
velar izat ion. See secondary art iculat ion 
Vendryes ' Law, 50 n. 23 
voiced, def ined, 264 
voiceless , def ined, 2 6 4 
vowel characters of Greek a lphabet 

adapted f r o m Phoenic ian consonanta l 
symbols , 1 3 5 - 1 3 6 , 148, 159, 2 5 0 -
251 

vowel length, not d i s t inguished in 
syl labic scripts, 123, 231, 243 n. l 11 

vowe l s of Greek 
p ronunc ia t ion of (fig.), 6 
t ranscr ipt ion of, 6 - 7 

wa-na-ka 
M y c e n a e a n sense of , 223 (see also 

H o m e r ; wa-na-kse) 
spel l ing of obl ique cases and 

der ivat ives of, 126, 132 n .46 
wa-na-kse, 2 2 3 - 2 2 4 
we-pe-za, 83-85, 116, 127 
W h e e l e r ' s Law, 50 n. 23 
word , Greek concept of , 45 46, 57 

nn. 141 142 
word boundary, 82. 85 

equivalent to a stop, 120-121 , 1 2 3 - 1 2 4 



sound changes occurring across, 166-
167 

word-divider 
use in Cypr io t Syl labary, 4 5 - 4 6 
use in Linear B, 45, 85 

word-d iv i s ion , in a lphabet ic inscr ip t ions 
32-34, 40-41, 246, 257 

word-f ina l c lusters 
spel l ing of in the Cypr io t Syl labary, 67, 

79, 102 n.19, 105 n.77, 1 2 0 - 1 2 1 , 
127 (see also ksV symbol s ) 

spel l ing of in L inea r B, 12, 7 9 - 8 0 , 
127, 247 (see also stop + [s] 
clusters word- f ina l ly) 

word-f inal consonan ts . See also w o r d -
final clusters 

not spel led in the Cypr io t Syllabary, 

11, 102 n. 17 
not spelled in L inear B, 11, 8 2 - 8 3 
spel led in the Cypr io t Syl labary, 11 -12 , 

83. 105 n.77, 123, 247 
word-init ial c lusters , 116. See also 

phonotac t ics of Greek ; t r ieonsonanta l 
c lusters 

spel l ing of in the Cypr iot Syllabary, 
13 

spel l ing of in Linear B, 13 
word- in ternal clusters . See also 

t r ieonsonantal c lusters 
he te rosyl lab ic na tu re of, 2 0 - 2 2 , 257 

W ü r z b u r g - F a y u m alphabet , 1 5 6 - 1 5 7 , 197 
n. 115, 206 , 210, 244 n .120 

X e n o p h o n , 162 
xi, 1 4 6 - 1 4 7 

a symmet ry wi th ρ si, 1 3 7 - 1 3 8 , 1 5 7 -
159, 2 0 8 - 2 0 9 , 248 

dark blue ξ ([ks]) , 140, 146, 149, 1 5 6 -
158, 197 n . l 1 9 , 2 0 8 - 2 1 2 , 214 

Index 287 

green κΜ ([ks]), 141 ι V7 165.208-
209 

l ight b lue χσ ([ks]) , 140, cf . 190 η.37. 
2 0 8 - 2 0 9 , 2 1 3 - 2 1 5 , 238 η. 17 

" l ight r ed" (Boeot ian , etc.) ψσ ([ks]), 
190 n.31, cf . 193 n.65, 2 1 5 - 2 1 6 

n a m e of , 187 
Phoen ic i an source of , 1 3 7 - 1 3 9 . 1 4 7 -

148, 154, 175 
phonet ic va lue of , 8, 137. 1 4 7 - 1 4 9 
red χ ([ks]), 140, 156. 160, cf. 190 

η.30, 197 n n . 1 2 1 - 1 2 2 , 206, 2 0 8 - 2 0 9 , 
211, 2 1 3 - 2 1 5 , 237 n.5, 238 n .14 

syl labic Cypr io t source of. 155 -156 . 
159, 187, 249 

zayin, 1 3 8 - 1 3 9 , 161, 1 6 3 - 1 6 4 , 167, 171 -
173, 175 -176 , 187, 207, 210. See 
also sibilant, charac te rs fo r 

phonet ic value of , 172, 174, 184. 187, 
2 0 0 η. 179 

zeta 
n a m e of, 168, 187 
Phoenic ian source of , 138 139. 161. 

169, 171 172, 174 175, 187 
phone t i c va lue of , 8, 162.-174, 187. 

197 η. 119, 198 n .129, 198 n. l 34. 
198 n. 142, 199 n.159, 200 n .179 

syl labic Cypr iot source of , 174, 210 
211, 2 4 9 

u sed to spell pala ta l ized labiovelar , 
1 7 7 - 1 7 8 , 202 n .211 

used to spell vo ice less consonants , 
1 6 4 - 1 6 6 , 1 7 7 - 1 7 8 

zV s ymbo l s 
in the Cypr io t Syl labary, 120, 173-174 . 

187, 201 nn. 1 9 4 - 1 9 5 , 2 4 8 - 2 4 9 
L inea r Β va lue of , 8, 97. 174, 201 

n .192, 249 
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